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Thesis Abstract 
 
The master thesis followed an interdisciplinary approach of applying the ideas of selected schools 

of economic thought that demand a paradigm shift in consumption towards “sustainable con-

sumption” in the realm of media and communication studies. The purpose of the study was to 

understand the status quo of how consumerism is depicted in media, taking German public ser-

vice broadcasting as an object of analysis. It was aimed to critically evaluate the role in the para-

digm shift assigned to media by the schools of economic thought. Hence, the prospects of media 

facilitating a paradigm shift were investigated. The thesis leaned on the functions of media in 

democratic societies and agenda setting theory, especially the agenda setting process and respec-

tive influences. Also media’s gatekeeping function and power in society resulting from agenda 

setting were considered. A Conventional Qualitative Content Analysis of 1.228 minutes TV ma-

terial from German public service broadcasting was conducted. 32% of the coverage was charac-

terized as critical of contemporary consumption, mainly identified in the topics clothing / tex-

tiles, food and health. Critical coverage was not established in the topics private energy consump-

tion, financial investments and cleaning / washing. It was discovered that societal arguments in-

stead of environmental harms of consumption lead the critical discourse. Additionally, interviews 

with experts from German public service broadcasting identified the institutions’ reliance on their 

reporting function. Thus, they acknowledged supporting this societal change passively. Newswor-

thiness, relevance and journalistic norms as well as active engagement of citizens must be ensured 

in order for media to facilitate a paradigm change. The master thesis considerably contributed to 

media research in its highly individualized way of approaching the media agenda of broadcasting 

despite the restrictions of small-scale projects. The research can serve as a pilot for future large-

scale projects in the various ways. 
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1. Introduction – The Sustainability Challenge of Con-
sumerism 

 

1.1. Environmental and Social Harm of Consumption 
 
In the following the societal problem this master thesis addresses will be described and will rely 

on compelling and widely accepted argumentations from selected schools of economic thought. 

These are namely Green Economy, Plenitude Economy, Circular Economy and Ecological Eco-

nomics. Overconsumption as well as ecologically and socially harmful consumption is widely 

acknowledged to be one of the main challenges our global community is facing nowadays. There-

fore, consumerism is a key factor in intervening and designing a sustainable future (e.g. Raworth 

2012, 5; Stiglitz 2006, 170; Ehrlich and Ehrlich 2013, 1). 

 

Private consumption as a key driver for environmental degradation and societal inequity 

Some of the problems determining the ecological status of our planet are climate change through 

steadily increasing carbon dioxide concentrations and other greenhouse gases in the atmosphere, 

a constant loss of biodiversity, exhausted natural resources as well as chemical pollution (Raworth 

2012, 15). One of the key drivers of the environmental degradation is the lavish private consump-

tion of Western societies. Stiglitz describes this fact by saying that “it is the profligate consump-

tion of the advanced industrial countries that is largely responsible for the one-third increase in 

greenhouse gases in the atmosphere over the last 250 years“ (2006, 170). Mankind excessively 

consumes the resources our life depends on and eliminates the thought that these resources are 

not infinitely available (Coote, Franklin, and Simms 2010, 17; Costanza et al. 2012, v). However, 

especially for Western societies the environmental consequences of the production of cheap con-

sumer goods are outsourced to developing countries. The costs of externalities of production, 

transportation and disposal of consumer goods are often not reflected in the low prices paid by 

consumers (Leonard and Conrad 2010; Clapp and Dauvergne 2011, 128). Additionally, this envi-

ronmental degradation is closely linked to social aspects because Western consumerism drives 

“impoverishment and exploitation of the world’s poor” (Dershem 2012, 22). In summary, afflu-

ent consumption of material goods contributes to increased ecological destruction as well as so-

cial and environmental inequities at the expense of developing countries. 
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Contemporary consumption in Western societies does not add to individual satisfaction 

Concerning the social harm of consumerism, it would be wrong to claim that any kind of con-

sumption causes damage. Particularly consuming with the aim of building self-esteem or main-

taining self-actualization is closely connected to materialistic aspirations. Csikszentmihalyi claims 

that “excessive concern for material goals is a sign of dissatisfaction with life” (2010, 271) and 

often serves to fill a void, sense of emptiness or insecurity (2010, 269-271). Schor criticizes that 

people’s life is dominated by the aspiration for a lifestyle that relies on a “high-end, affluent, me-

dia driven norm of consumption” (Schor and Littler 2008, 589) and is in addition simply unaf-

fordable for most people (Schor and Littler 2008, 595). Thereby, Schor points at the language of 

material stuff, which serves to “signal who we are and where we stand in the world, especially in 

relation to others” (Coote, Franklin, and Simms 2010, 17). This behaviour is sometimes even 

described as “status anxiety” (Coote, Franklin, and Simms 2010, 17) which is connected to a con-

stant desire for novelty (Jackson 2010, 5:00). This leads to conspicuous consumption of status 

products showing superiority (Taylor and Skidelsky 2013, 5:00-6:30). As people tend to focus on 

their status of material goods in comparison to their peers or lifestyles promoted in media, they 

do not experience material satisfaction. Instead, they are captured in a “never-ending treadmill” 

(Costanza et al. 2012, 52) of consumption.  

 

In summary, consumerism does not contribute to individual well-being but even is often an ex-

pression for unhappiness or leads to a reduction of contentment. Closely connected to the value 

of materialism, this problem is particularly relevant for the developed countries that define pros-

perity almost exclusively based on materialism. A change of contemporary consumption patterns 

is desirable on a global, societal level and inevitable considering the ecological boundaries of the 

environment, mankind is increasingly transgressing. 

 

The role of media in contemporary consumption 

According to the initially named schools of economic thought, mainstream media currently en-

sures constant reinforcement and maintenance of the described failures of consumerism by en-

dorsing the ideology of materialism. Rarely depicted criticism of consumerism in mainstream 

media is perceived as not more than a drop in the ocean, compared to the “lifetime of consumer 

training” (Dershem 2012, 120) mass media enforces. However, according to the named schools 

of economic thought mass media can also embody an alternative role in this setting. Media could 

contribute to a paradigm change in consumption that challenges the described failures. But be-

fore going into detail, an alternative to contemporary consumption should be outlined in order to 

describe the targeted vision of the specified schools of economic thought. 
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1.2. Definition of Sustainable Consumption 
 
Undeniably, the mere amount of goods consumed leads to the issue of overconsumption, which 

must be tackled as part of the problem solution. Sanne acknowledges that challenging overcon-

sumption and especially the thereby connected affluence will provoke strong resistance. He im-

plies that defying overconsumption means to question the “habits of the whole population and 

cultural norms about the value of economic growth” (Sanne 2005, 317). 

 

However, because certain goods are irreplaceable in modern life, many attempts to change the 

status quo focus on a re-evaluation of unsustainable and unjust consumption (Schor and Littler 

2008, 588). Considering the argumentation in chapter 1.1. what needs to be changed specifically 

is “hedonistic consumption driven by extrinsic reward” (Ferraro and Reid 2013, 130). Jackson 

summarizes that sustainable consumption needs to focus on material needs that are essential for 

human life through acknowledging the functional value of goods. Thus, he strives to decouple 

materialism from consumption (Jackson 2009, 106). Instead, sustainable consumption utilizes the 

purchasing power of consumers for a more just and less environmentally harmful spending be-

haviour (Dershem 2012, 2). 

 

What sustainable consumption means exactly can differ according to the main focus of the indi-

vidual. For example, different occurrences of sustainable consumption may be political consum-

erism, socially conscious consumerism, environmentally friendly consumption, anti-brand con-

sumerism or even anti-consumerism. Thus, the individual focus can be for instance on the ex-

traction of resources, chemical pollution, better working conditions in production, fair trade, a 

focus on regional consumption or the avoidance of certain brands. Especially the definition of 

political consumerism gives general account to manifold issues related to consumerism as it is 

practiced today and unifies claims from diverse angles: 
 

the act of selecting among products and producers based on social, political, or ethical 

considerations . . . Consumers who engage in such behaviors seek to hold companies and 

governments responsible for the manner in which products are produced, as well as for 

the nature of social and environmental consequences of this production. (Shah et al. 

2007, 219) 

 

Costanza et al. give another definition that addresses the above-presented deficits of contempo-

rary consumerism. They claim that sustainable consumption implies fair trade systems that con-

sider social and environmental equity of its actors as a main goal, facilitated by fair prices that 
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include all externalities and thereby reflect the real costs of consumption (Costanza et al. 2013, 4). 

Thus, the authors focus rather on the global inequities presented above. 

 

In summary, sustainable consumption addresses the described social or environmental issues of 

consumerism as well as an overall reduction of consumption, ideally all dimensions. It assumes a 

critical consideration of the grievances related to consumerism by the customer. Moreover, the 

importance of decoupling materialism from consumption is stressed.  

 
 

1.3. The Paradigm Shift towards Sustainable Consumption and 
the Role of Media in this Challenge According to “Hetero-
dox Economics” 

 

1.3.1. Interdisciplinary Approach of the Master Thesis 
 
After having outlined the societal and environmental problem of contemporary consumption, the 

description of sustainable consumption gave an insight into how a possible alternative could look 

like. So far, the argumentation relied on the ideas of selected schools of economic thought. Be-

fore going ahead, it has to be emphasized that the thesis on hand follows an interdisciplinary 

approach (Holistic Education Network 2011) of using the ideas of these schools of economic 

thought in the realm of media and communication studies. The concepts of the Green Economy, 

Plenitude Economy, Circular Economy and Ecological Economics all approach a change in eco-

nomics. They demand a more sustainable development in comparison to the present paradigm, 

also called mainstream economics. For the master thesis on hand, they were selected for an inter-

disciplinary approach because they all evaluate private consumption as a key driver for environ-

mental degradation, societal inequity and personal dissatisfaction. Moreover, all mentioned 

schools of economic thought consider media as having a role in a paradigm change in contempo-

rary consumption towards sustainable consumption. 

 

Sustainable development is understood as a framework, guiding principle or “visionary develop-

ment paradigm” (Drexhage and Murphy 2010, 2). It focuses on the “three pillars of economic 

development, social equity, and environmental protection” (Drexhage and Murphy 2010, 2). The-

se ideas strive to be an essential framework for guiding societal development and political as well 

as economical decision-making on all levels (United Nations General Assembly 2012, 2-3). 
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Clarification of the usage of the term “heterodox economics” in this master thesis 

In order to simplify the following discussion, the designated schools of economic thought are 

summarized by the term “heterodox economics”. In fact, this term describes a sum of schools of 

economic thought that contrast mainstream economics. Thus, Green Economy, Plenitude Econ-

omy, Circular Economy and Ecological Economics are only a part of heterodox economics. 

However, for this thesis “heterodox economics” implies only the claims of these selected schools 

of economic thought that are unified in their critique on contemporary consumption and strive 

to establish a more sustainable development. Continuing the interdisciplinary approach it will be 

clarified in chapter 1.3.2., which role “heterodox economics” ascribe to media in facilitating a 

paradigm shift towards sustainable consumption that is aspired by the named schools of econom-

ic thought. 

 
 

1.3.2. The Role Ascribed to Media in a Paradigm Shift in Consumerism  
 
For a paradigm shift, proposals target the “underlying belief system, ideology and key concepts 

that drive [economic] growth beyond the biosphere's capacity” (Ferraro and Reid 2013, 126). 

Meadows claims that the mind-set and paradigm of a system are very powerful leverage points to 

induce change. She describes a paradigm as “the shared idea in the minds of society, the great big 

unstated assumptions” (Meadows 1999, 17). Meadows explains how to induce a transformation 

on this level by saying that one has to “keep pointing at the anomalies and failures in the old par-

adigm” (1999, 18). Additionally, constant transparency and visibility for the new paradigm is es-

sential, including its strengths and benefits for the system (Meadows 1999, 18). 

 

Many authors build on Meadow’s approach and support the idea of a shared vision as a facilitator 

for change in particular. According to Costanza “the most effective ingredient to move change in 

a particular direction is a clear, shared vision of the desired goal” (2001, 460). He says that value 

formation must be based on interaction in order to build an engaging and participatory atmos-

phere (Costanza 2001, 463). Jackson emphasizes that public service broadcasting in particular has 

the ability to strengthen human and social capital through enabling active participation of citizens 

in the public discourse and dialogue (2009, 105-106). Marks suggests that media should be incor-

porated in the paradigm shift by being an active promoter of intrinsic values that countervail ma-

terialism. He agrees with his colleagues that media is supposed to initiate a public discourse to 

engage citizens towards a commonly created goal of a just society, treating the environment with 

respect. Marks demands media to actively develop a societal vision through public discourse and 

entice citizens towards more sustainable behaviour, including consumption patterns. He thinks, 
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people need a clear idea to embrace change and that media is the best way to communicate such 

a society-wide vision (Marks 2010). 

 

Moreover, challenging consumption patterns is often equated with transparency and education of 

citizens that pursues dismantling materialistic consumption from its incentives like social recogni-

tion and self-esteem (Costanza et al. 2012, 52). This approach specifically links to Meadow’s 

claim of highlighting the current system’s failures to point out the necessity of a change. Aware-

ness is the first step towards sustainable consumption because it sheds light on the social and 

environmental costs of consuming such as the externalities of production. Awareness can be 

achieved through giving holistic explanations of consequences of private consumption 

(Csikszentmihalyi 2010; Costanza et al. 2013, 2). Through education, the paradigm of consump-

tion that founds on the assumption that abundance and accumulation is desirable can be chal-

lenged. Media can facilitate a dialogue that rests on transparency, raising awareness and educating 

citizens (Costanza et al. 2012, 24, 40-42). 

 

In summary, “heterodox economics” demands three major aspects from media in order to facili-

tate a paradigm shift in consumerism towards sustainable consumption. Firstly, they require me-

dia to educate citizens and raise awareness through ensuring visibility of the failures of current 

consumption as well as visibility of the new paradigm. Secondly, media is supposed to establish a 

commonly created goal and shared vision of the future. And thirdly, media should foster interac-

tion, engagement and participation to anchor the paradigm of sustainable consumption beyond 

media coverage. 

  
 

1.3.3. Limitations of Media’s Role in the Paradigm Shift  
 
“Heterodox economics” acknowledges that consumption is only one dimension or even a result 

of the global economy and its processes. Ferraro and Reid emphasize that changing consumption 

patterns is linked to an overall shift of the economic paradigm (2013, 126). Thus, the outlined 

schools of economic thought say that consumption can only be changed on a societal level by 

fundamentally challenging the current economic paradigm. This implicates that although media is 

defined as an actor in supporting or even facilitating the paradigm shift according to “heterodox 

economics”, media is only one out of several societal institutions that need to be involved. If more 

sustainable consumption is not implemented in the production and distribution chains or tech-

nologies and facilitated by policy-making, media’s ability to induce a change is only limited. 
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Additionally, “heterodox economics” does not assume that media can directly induce behaviour 

changes on the consumer side through their support of sustainable consumption. The named 

authors do not precisely state this assumption but they acknowledge that media can only provide 

a prerequisite for behaviour changes through raising awareness and enhancing knowledge. But 

ultimately changing consumption patterns is substantially more complex and exceeds the power 

of media. Thus, the role ascribed to media by “heterodox economics” consists of challenging the 

contemporary paradigm. Yet is merely the first step out of many to induce behaviour changes of 

customers. 

 
 

1.4. Purpose of the Study and Research Questions  
 
The overall purpose of the study is to understand the status quo of how consumerism is depicted 

in media, taking German public service broadcasting as an object of analysis. Moreover, the role 

in the paradigm shift towards sustainable consumption assigned to media by “heterodox eco-

nomics” is supposed to be evaluated critically. Thus, the prospects of media facilitating a para-

digm shift shall be investigated. The following research questions were posed to systematically 

address the purpose of the study. 

 

 

1. In how far and in which areas of private consumption is a critical discourse about con-

sumerism featured on the media agenda of German public service broadcasting? 
 

Research question one is supposed to be answered by content analysis. The sampling of the ma-

terial will ensure that only broadcasts are selected that generally concern consumption. For ex-

ample, stories that cover the topics clothing, fast moving consumer goods such as food, services, 

transportation or specific brands, firms and industries. Thus, research question one aims to iden-

tify if the given stories handle the issue of consumerism critically. The content analysis will ensure 

to evaluate the selected broadcasts in a qualitative way. The focus is supposed to be on the un-

derlying line of reasoning of each paragraph in order to evaluate if it adds to a critical discourse 

about consumption. Moreover, it will be assessed if certain categories of private consumption 

exist that are more often critically presented in media than others. Those categories can be prod-

uct / service groups of consumption such as travelling, private energy consumption, clothing, 

food, technology or household goods. 
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2. Which line of reasoning and in particular which critical argumentation about consum-

erism is employed in German public service broadcasting?  
 

This research question aims to be assessed through content analysis again. The line of reasoning 

about consumption is supposed to be understood according to the theoretical media concept of 

second level agenda setting, which will be presented in chapter 2. Thus, it will be shown which 

line of reasoning about consumerism is employed in German public service broadcasting. Addi-

tionally, it will be assessed which argumentation is employed when the line of reasoning is con-

sidered to be critical. Hence, it will be identified which arguments are used by media covering 

private consumption critically, e.g. working conditions of employees or the environmental harm 

of products. 

 

3. Which role and power do German public service broadcasting institutions ascribe 

themselves in a societal change that fosters the paradigm of sustainable consumption? 
 

It is the aim of expert interviews to focus on the third research question in order to understand 

the self-perception and prospects of German public service broadcasting in the paradigm shift 

towards sustainable consumption, demanded by “heterodox economics”. Firstly, this question is 

based on the functions of media in society (chapter 2.1.). It is strived to analyse if German public 

service broadcasting attends the functions theoretically assigned to them by media studies in the 

realm of the described paradigm shift. Secondly, the illumination of agenda setting theory and the 

respective power position of media in society (chapter 2.2.) will prepare this research question. 

Thirdly, the discussion of the political economy of media and relevant implications for public 

service broadcasting institutions (chapter 2.3.) will give a theoretical insight for this research ques-

tion. Subsequently, it will be evaluated if the idea will hold true in reality that public service 

broadcasting is a legitimate media institution to actively support the demanded paradigm change. 

The outcome of this question serves to adjust and compare the theoretical findings with the real 

setting of these media institutions on a qualitative level. 

 
 

1.5. Overview of the Thesis Project 
 
After having outlined the societal problem this master thesis addresses, sustainable consumption 

has been explained as a possible solution. This solution can be implemented through a paradigm 

change in consumerism according to “heterodox economics”. Thereby, also the role the named 

schools of economic thought ascribe to media in this paradigm change has been explained. 
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The theoretical part of the thesis in chapter 2. will aim to clarify the role of media in such a 

change processes from the perspective of media and communication studies. Firstly, the func-

tions of media in democratic societies should be pointed out in order to understand the theoreti-

cal role media studies ascribe media institutions in societal change. Secondly, the agenda setting 

function of mass media will be outlined as a particularly influential function of media in democ-

racy. Thirdly, the political economy of media with a special focus on public service broadcasting 

will be illuminated in order to critically verify the choice of public service broadcasting as the 

object of the empirical study. Thus, it will be evaluated theoretically if public service broadcasting 

has been correctly identified as an adequate media actor for facilitating the change process 

claimed by “heterodox economics”. 

 

Subsequently, the empirical part will serve to evaluate the status quo how German public service 

broadcasting depicts the topic of consumerism on their media agenda. Thereby, the content anal-

ysis of selected TV shows and broadcasts will lead to an understanding of the degree in which 

media features a critical discourse about consumerism. As well, it will be assessed if areas of pri-

vate consumption exist where media potentially features this discourse. Additionally, discourse 

analysis will reveal which line of reasoning and in particular which critical argumentation about 

consumerism is employed in German public service broadcasting. Moreover, expert interviews 

will shed light on the role German public service broadcasting ascribes itself in the paradigm shift 

demanded by “heterodox economics”. This will encompass an understanding of the tools, obsta-

cles and other related aspects of an involvement in this paradigm shift.  

 

The final discussion of the thesis will focus on comparing the findings of the empirical study and 

media theory with the expectations of “heterodox economics” on media presented in chapter 

1.3.2. Thus, the status quo of the critical discourse concerning consumerism in German public 

service broadcasting will be summarized and balanced with the results gained from the expert 

interviews. In addition, the findings will be compared to the respective ideas about the role of 

media from the perspective of media studies from chapter 2. It will be critically considered which 

role German public service broadcasting has in society and societal change by relating the find-

ings to the demands made by “heterodox economics”. Consequently, the discussion in chapter 4 

will bring together all aspects of the analysis. 
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Comment on the standpoint of the researcher 

According to Habermas neutrality in research cannot be achieved and is also not desirable. He 

emphasizes that research is always embedded in a specific social context, which also includes the 

position and moral obligations of the researcher. Thus, academic work and empirical studies in-

cluding data collection and data analysis are never value-free (Habermas 1976, 220). The re-

searcher of this master thesis is aware of this fact and wants to stress her own connection to the 

topic on hand, especially concerning a change of contemporary consumerism. Choosing the topic 

of the master thesis was driven by a strong personal commitment of the researcher to sustainable 

development. However, that does not indicate bias in the empirical study nor its results. Instead, 

the researcher wants to stress her awareness for her own values and their possible impact on the 

research process. In the course of the work, transparency and explicit reasoning of decisions will 

be considered of high priority. Thus, a continuous reflection and awareness of Habermas’ ap-

proach should be established. 

 
 

1.6. Research Gap the Master Thesis Addresses 
 
Research on agenda setting and particularly the media agenda setting of German public 

service broadcasting  

In fact only little research has been conducted so far in the specific area this master thesis ad-

dresses. Agenda setting research has its roots in the 1970s/1980s and is very advanced, especially 

concerning the effects of media agenda setting. In the early 2000s agenda setting research ex-

panded on the questions of who sets the media agenda and the gatekeeping function of media 

(McCombs and Shaw 1993, 60-62). However, most research about media content in the field of 

agenda setting focuses on political issues, e.g. elections. The majority of these studies and thus, 

methodological descriptions, concentrate on written media sources such as newspapers or maga-

zines. The media agenda of broadcasting is not often explored in previous studies. Research con-

sidering a specific aspect of the media agenda is relatively uncommon as most projects try to ad-

dress the broader societal perspective of agenda setting. Thus, the public and policy agenda is 

often taken into account, too. Moreover, the qualitative evaluation of the media agenda by under-

standing how a certain issue is depicted is also unusual. Therefore, specifically focussing on how 

the topic of consumerism is depicted on the media agenda of broadcasting institutions will add to 

the research field. 

 

Brosius and Kepplinger conducted research considering the media agenda of German public 

service broadcasting. In a long-term study in West Germany they analysed the connection be-
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tween media agenda and public agenda concerning news programmes of the public service 

broadcasting channels. Their particular focus was on economic issues. Therefore, the study cov-

ered a common area of agenda setting research from the 1980s by evaluating the connection be-

tween media agenda and public agenda. Brosius and Kepplinger discovered that both agendas 

influence each other in the long-run and that the effects of agenda setting were especially high for 

news that “were covered intensively and with large variance” (1990, 205). Although this is one of 

a few studies that targeted agenda setting of German public service broadcasting, the focus and 

purpose of the study differ considerably from the planned thesis. 

 

Research about sustainability issues in media 

A relevant study in the context of the master thesis on hand has been conducted by Kolandai-

Matchett, who describes her PhD project as “real world research” (Kolandai-Matchett 2009, 3). 

She aimed to enhance mediated communication of sustainability and environmental issues 

through developing hands-on methods for societal and media actors. For example, Kolandai-

Matchett strived to improve the effectiveness of media coverage on sustainability and environ-

mental issues, assuming a responsibility function of media (Kolandai-Matchett 2009). Moreover, 

in a case study in New Zealand the author tested the impact of media campaigns about sustaina-

ble consumption on the public agenda. She aimed to amplify the effectiveness of these cam-

paigns by focussing on the influence of the media agenda of newspapers on the public agenda 

(Kolandai-Matchett 2009, 3). Hence, Kolandai-Matchett chose another angle for her research by 

setting certain assumptions about the role of media in supporting sustainability issues and trying 

to enhance the effectiveness of respective media campaigns. Moreover, the focus here was again 

on print media. Apart from a totally different research design, the planned master thesis rather 

takes a step back in comparison to the described project by evaluating which role the sustainabil-

ity movement in “heterodox economics” requires media to have. Following an interdisciplinary 

approach, it is planned to relate these demands to the role media ascribes itself in this realm. Also 

understanding the status quo of how (sustainable) consumption as one challenge of sustainable 

development is depicted in media is not analysed by Kolandai-Matchett.  
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2. Media Theory – The Power of Media in Society 
 
Overview of media theories and their connection to research purpose and empirical study 

The following chapter will outline relevant theoretical concepts of media and communication 

studies in the context of the research purpose and the research questions. Figure 1 below illus-

trates the connection between the theoretical concepts and the research purpose as well as their 

linkage to the following empirical study.  

 

Firstly, the functions of media in democratic societies (chapter 2.1.) are supposed to prepare an-

swering research question three by theoretically evaluating which role media studies ascribe media 

institutions in societal change such as a paradigm shift towards sustainable consumption. Later, 

this aspect will be critically scrutinized through expert interviews. Secondly, agenda setting theory 

will be split into four narrower topics. The concept of first level agenda setting (chapter 2.2.1.) 

will prepare the theoretical evaluation of the power of media in society. First level agenda setting 

will also partly provide a framework to answer research question one considering the identifica-

tion of areas of private consumption in which critical discourse is or is not featured by media. In 

addition, attribute agenda setting (chapter 2.2.2.) will offer a framework to answer research ques-

tion one as well as research question two. It allows a more qualitative perspective on how topics 

such as consumerism are depicted on the media agenda by understanding the line of reasoning. 

Partially first level agenda setting but mainly attribute agenda setting of German public service 

broadcasting will later be evaluated through content analysis. Moreover, research question three 

will be addressed by means of the theoretical concepts of media’s gatekeeping function (chapter 

2.2.3.). As well, a chapter that summarizes the power of media connected to their agenda setting 

function (chapter 2.2.4.) will address research question three. Thus, these aspects will later be 

reflected in the expert interviews, especially considering the power German public service broad-

casting ascribes itself in the paradigm change demanded by “heterodox economics”. Thirdly, the 

chapter about the political economy of media (chapter 2.3.) will critically reflect the choice of 

public service broadcasting as media institutions that can in theory facilitate a paradigm shift in 

consumption. 

 

In addition, it is intended to incorporate all relevant insights gained from this chapter into the 

final discussion of the master thesis. This is especially important regarding the interdisciplinary 

approach of the thesis that strives to use the ideas of “heterodox economics” in the realm of 

media and communication studies. Thus, the final discussion will also compare some argumenta-

tions from chapter 2 with the claims of “heterodox economics”. 
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Figure 1: Visualization of the linkage between theory, purpose of the study and empirical study. 
 

 
Source: own illustration. 
 
 

2.1. The Functions of Media in Democratic Societies 
 
It has to be noted that the following description of the functions of media in democratic societies 

is not supposed to draw an encompassing picture. Instead, it will be demonstrated which as-

sumptions underlie the analysis of German public service broadcasting by illustrating the general 

tasks such an institution is supposed to fulfil as a societal actor and in societal change specifically. 

 

General functions of media in democracy 

Lasswell is one of the first authors who described the functions of mass media in society by say-

ing that media has to keep the environment under surveillance in order to identify potential 

threats and opportunities for its development. This function emphasizes media’s role in summa-

rizing and allocating information. Secondly, media has to identify the correlation between societal 

components that respond to the identified changes in the surrounding environment. And thirdly, 

Lasswell highlights that media is expected to transmit social heritage such as values and norms 

from one generation to the next (Lasswell 1948, 51; Wright 1960, 608-609). One decade later, 
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Wright adds a new dimension to this list by saying that media also has to offer entertainment for 

the society, simply for the matter of amusement (Wright 1960, 609). 

 

One of the most precise definitions is given by Blumler and Gurevitch who identified the follow-

ing eight functions or services mass media is supposed to provide in democracy (1995, 25-26): 1 
 

1. Surveillance of the socio-political environment, reporting developments likely to impinge, 
positively or negatively, on the welfare of citizens 

2. Meaningful agenda-setting 
3. Providing a platform for dialogue with politicians, spokespersons and interest groups 
4. Dialogue across diverse angles between power holders and audience 
5. Mechanisms to demand accountability of the holders of power 
6. Incentives for citizens to learn, choose and engage in political processes 
7. Media’s resistance to maintain their position in society and duty to the citizens 
8. Respect for the audience and understanding their concerns and political environment 

 

This list reflects the three dimensions defined by Lasswell but describes them in more detail. For 

example, the surveillance function explained by Lasswell is reflected in the first, second and 

eighth claim of Blumler and Gurevitch. Moreover, the authors acknowledge several obstacles that 

hinder the exact implementation of these expectations into reality and are supported in their criti-

cism by several colleagues, e.g. Altschull (1984, 283-298). They claim that structural inequities of 

power relations in society exclude certain actors or social groups from media coverage. They also 

mention for instance the political economy of media that leads to specific deficits (Gurevitch and 

Blumler 1995, 28-33), which will be explained in the progress of the thesis on hand. 

 

Curran provides one of the latest evaluations of the functions of mass media in society. He tries 

to define the role of media in democracy from a more political and liberal standpoint of the 

“watchdog position”. Curran says that media is 
 

an agency of information and debate that facilitates the functioning of democracy. The 

media brief the electorate and assist voters to make an informed choice at election time. 

The media also provide a channel of communication between government and governed, 

which helps society to clarify its objectives, formulate policy, co-ordinate activity and 

manage itself. (Curran 2000, 127) 

 

Additionally, Curran also highlights the liberal idea that everyone has access to media in order to 

ensure that all possible viewpoints are represented in public debates (2000, 128). However, he 
                                                
1 The following list is partly shortened or paraphrased, partly quoted in order to concentrate on the main points. 
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criticises that this liberal understanding of media in the realm of market theory is too simplistic 

when translated into reality. Curran points at the assumption that media is independent from 

other societal institutions. He defines media outlets themselves as big, influential and profit-

driven market actors that underlie complex power relations (Curran 2000, 125). 

 

The debate about media as a mover or mirror of societal change 

Altschull ascribes special importance to social responsibility as a main function of media. Thereby 

he focuses on the ideology of the function of media by understanding the chances and concerns 

this concept implies. The other presented authors concentrate on the organizational perspective 

of media services instead. Curran et al. explain social responsibility of news media as their obliga-

tion to “provide objective reporting on current issues” (2009, 48). In comparison to the liberal 

notion of the function of media in democracy, social responsibility assumes that media has the 

right and obligation to weigh messages and frame them. Media would be supposed to do so ei-

ther to protect the society or to induce desirable change that strengthens the democracy. Thus, 

the social responsibility notion implies a more progressive role of the mass media (Altschull 1984, 

183-187). The influence and in fact power of media is emphasized in the description that social 

responsibility requires media to serve as an adversary, watchdog and agenda-setter (Altschull 

1984, 193-195). A comprehensive discussion of the agenda setter function will be given in the 

following chapter because it is emphasized as one of the most powerful tools of media outlets by 

several researchers. The concept of social responsibility initiated a debate which has been taken 

up again lately, as it is questioned if media is a mirror or a mover of social and societal change 

(e.g. Curran and Seaton 2003, 323; Toennesen, Hodgson, and Mimmack 2013). In other words, 

whether media content is “a reflection of current norms or does it actively change who we are 

and how we see things” (Toennesen, Hodgson, and Mimmack 2013, 4).  

 

In summary, all descriptions of the function of media in democracy imply an education of citi-

zens through distribution of information. However, as illustrated by Altschull, the concept of 

social responsibility acknowledges that media has an active role in the selection of information by 

weighting their importance. Furthermore, almost all concepts embrace the significance of a dia-

logue between social groups within society in order to facilitate a diverse and balanced discourse. 

For the following analysis it is essential to keep in mind that citizens are entitled to demand these 

services from their media system. However, also the mentioned difficulties of establishing the 

described functions in reality identified by all theorists should be considered. 
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2.2. The Agenda Setting Function of Mass Media 
 
General definitions 

As a theory to understand mass communication effects, agenda setting describes the “editorial se-

lection process” (Kaid and Holtz-Bacha 2008, 3) of media outlets, which influences the relative 

importance of certain news over others (Kaid and Holtz-Bacha 2008, 3). Thus, the agenda setting 

theory focuses on understanding the role of media in telling the public “what to think about” 

(Cohen 1963, 13). The term agenda is defined as “a set of issues that are communicated in a hier-

archy of importance at a point in time” (Dearing and Rogers 1996, 2), determined by dynamic 

interaction and negotiation. 

 

Assumptions of agenda setting theory 

Two core assumptions underlie agenda setting theory. Firstly, the agenda setting process is a con-

stant competition, based on the idea of time and space as limited resources in media outlets 

(Dearing and Rogers 1996, 3). Additionally, the limited time and capacity of the audience to pay 

attention to issues makes agenda setting by media necessary (Kaid and Holtz-Bacha 2008, 3). 

Based on this first assumption, media agenda setting is sometimes described as an “inadvertent 

by-product” of media’s necessity to prioritize certain issues (McCombs 2014, 22). Secondly, me-

dia not simply reflects the reality but filters and shapes it and thereby prioritizes some news over 

others (University of Twente 2013). 

 

Origins and focus of agenda setting research 

Historically, agenda setting research concentrates on political issues such as the influence of me-

dia agendas on election campaigns. McCombs and Shaw developed the term “agenda setting” in 

an article about political communication (McCombs and Shaw 1972). In a review of over 20 years 

of agenda setting research, McCombs and Shaw acknowledge the successful application of agen-

da setting on “new research problems across a variety of communication settings” (McCombs 

and Shaw 1993, 59). However, as emphasized in the literature review, most research focuses on 

agenda setting of newspapers in the realm of political issues. As well, actors of the media agenda 

and the relation of media agenda and public agenda is often addressed (McCombs 2014, 142; 

McCombs and Shaw 1993, 60; Severin and Tankard Jr. 1992, 225). 
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2.2.1. The Agenda Setting Process, its Effects and Influences on the Process 
 
The agenda setting process 

Dearing and Rogers split the agenda setting process into the three components media agenda, 

public agenda and policy agenda as illustrated in figure 2. Media outlets are described as a barrier 

to enter the agenda setting process due to their gatekeeper function (Dearing and Rogers 1996, 

36). However, if an issue appears on the media agenda, it gains awareness by entering the public 

discourse and likely influences the public agenda. This influence has been proven by several stud-

ies from different authors in the 1970s and 1980s and leads to the overall assessment, that “the 

media agenda sets the public agenda” (Dearing and Rogers 1996, 50; initially proven in the 

mentioned article: McCombs and Shaw 1972). Additionally, the policy agenda will be influenced 

in response to the discourse initiated by the media and public agenda, at least partly (Dearing and 

Rogers 1996, 6). However, raising an issue from the media and public agenda to the policy level is 

the result of repetitive processes. Only “the cumulative number of media messages” (Dearing and 

Rogers 1996, 62) convinces policymakers of legislative institutions or public agencies to 

acknowledge the importance of an issue. As a result, media outlets will again pick up changes on 

the policy agenda (Dearing and Rogers 1996, 62). 

 

Figure 2: Visualization of the agenda setting process and its components. 

 

 
Source: Data from Dearing and Rogers 1996, 5, figure 1.1. “Three Main Components of the Agenda-Setting Process: 
The Media Agenda, Public Agenda, and Policy Agenda”. 
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Main factors that influence the agenda setting process 

Firstly, as figure 2 illustrates, personal opinions of the media consumers influence the public 

agenda and the other agendas in turn because people “co-construct what they see, read, and hear 

from the media” (Dearing and Rogers 1996, 5). Street emphasizes this influential factor in the 

model by stressing that the audience is not just a mass of “media devouring machines” (2001, 

95). He claims that the audience has a personal relationship to the topics on the media agenda, 

which highly shapes their perception of issues (Street 2001, 95). Simultaneously, the influence of 

elites, active citizens and interest groups is emphasized in the model. Their influence spans all 

three agendas that construct the societal agenda setting process. Secondly, the graphic highlights 

the importance of real-world indicators, which determine if a topic is relevant enough to gain 

attention. The term real-world indicators describes an issue that is specifically relevant in reality 

and documented by fact-based observations such as statistics (Ader 1995, 300). However, Ader 

for example refuted this theoretically identified connection between real-world indicators and 

agendas2. She conducted a long-term study on the relation between the media agenda, public 

agenda and real-world indicators in the context of environmental pollution. As a result, she iden-

tified a negative correlation between real-world indicators and media agendas. While real pollu-

tion decreased, media coverage about environmental pollution increased significantly. Instead, 

Ader suggests that the presence of environmental pollution on the policy agenda possibly drives 

the presence of this topic in media (1995, 309). 

 

The effect of agenda setting 

It was initially assumed by academics that agenda setting affects all issues represented in news 

media. However, this idea was refuted as being a false assumption (Severin and Tankard Jr. 1992, 

219). Instead, agenda setting has a stronger effect on unobtrusive topics. That is, “issues with 

which a person has little direct personal experience” (Kaid and Holtz-Bacha 2008, 9), because the 

uncertainty of people and therefore necessity to seek guidance in media is higher (Atwater, 

Salwen, and Anderson 1985, 395; Severin and Tankard Jr. 1992, 219-223). This observation of-

fers an interesting perspective on the highly complex and global consequences of unsustainable 

consumption and overconsumption, based on intransparent and global processes. Both, envi-

ronmental issues (Ader 1995)3 and macro-economic activities (Blood and Phillips 1997, 101) were 

                                                
2 The described observation that real-world indicators do not drive media agendas is repeated in several studies (cp. 
e.g. Severin and Tankard Jr. 1992, 223). The research by Christine Ader was chosen as an example due to its research 
in the field of environmental pollution which is closely connected and has several parallels to the issue of harmful 
and overconsumption. 
3 This assumption is confirmed by Atwater, Salwen, and Anderson 1985 page 395. However, it will not be cited 
directly due to the publishing date 1985, which challenges the validity of the authors’ study due to changed 
conditions and circumstances in the media landscape. Anyway, it has to be noted, that Atwater, Salwen and 
Anderson confirm the strong dependency of citizens on media concerning environmental issues. 
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identified as highly unobtrusive media issues due to their “breadth and complexity” (McCombs 

2014, 50). Both fields influence the discussion about private consumption. Possible causes as well 

as identified solutions are narrowly linked to the set-up and structure of the global economy 

while the negative effects of unsustainable consumption cause environmental damage among 

other things. As these causes and resulting harms are often not tangible or apparent, people most 

certainly do not have personal experience concerning the consequences of their private consump-

tion (Ader 1995, 300-301). Hence, coverage about sustainable consumption from a global per-

spective by highlighting cause-and-effect relationships on a macro level, will presumably lead to 

strong effects of the media agenda. However, McCombs emphasizes relevance, uncertainty and 

personal experience as main factors determining media agenda setting effects. He says that the 

individual relevance ascribed to an issue on the media agenda influences whether we have a need 

for guidance at all. Thus, if on the one hand personal relevance is low or non-existent, the obtru-

siveness of an issue is no longer significant in determining the agenda setting effect. Only if indi-

vidual relevance is given, the level of personal uncertainty needs consideration in order to identify 

if obtrusiveness may influence the agenda setting effect (McCombs 2014, 64-66). Moreover, 

McCombs generally warns to treat obtrusiveness like a dichotomy but advises to consider it as a 

“continuum” (McCombs 2014, 74). 

 
 

2.2.2. Attribute Agenda Setting 
 
Definition of attribute agenda setting and the tool’s power 

Although first and second level agenda setting are closely linked to each other (McCombs 2014, 

54), a more qualitative analysis of the media agenda can be provided by Attribute Agenda Setting. 

An analysis of this level strives to understand the aspects that are used to describe the issues on 

the media agenda. Thus, attributes are the characteristics of objects and clarify how these objects 

are depicted. Alike “first level agenda setting”, which measures the salience of objects, this “se-

cond level” of agenda setting examines the salience of respective attributes of the objects. Hence, 

the attention put on certain aspects by media (McCombs 2014, 41-59).4 The qualitative dimen-

sion added to agenda setting here lies in understanding what sort of pictures are created about a 

topic. This directly influences opinion-making on the public agenda. If first level agenda setting 

would for instance identify the issue of sustainable consumption to be present on the media 

agenda, the second level analysis would deliver an understanding how media wants its audience to 

                                                
4 The idea of first and second level agenda can be expanded to third level agenda setting too, which implies very 
intangible and almost not measurable characteristics of an analysed text such as the style of writing or used sources 
of the journalist (McCombs 2014, 56). 
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think about it. Media has influence on this by choosing a certain line of reasoning and a perspec-

tive on sustainable consumption respectively (McCombs 2014, 42). McCombs summarizes the 

connected power of attributes by saying that “it is the agenda of attributes that define an issue 

and in some instances tilt public opinion towards a particular perspective or preferred solution” 

(McCombs 2014, 51). Consequently, he admits that this influence can either lead to a positive or 

negative perception of an issue (McCombs 2014, 104). 

 

Usage of attribute agenda setting in the empirical study 

Attribute agenda setting delivers a theoretical framework to approach research question two. This 

aims to identify which line of reasoning and in particular which critical argumentation about con-

sumerism is employed in German public service broadcasting. Also research question one can 

partly be answered by applying second level agenda setting through investigating if coverage fol-

lows a critical line of reasoning. 

 
 

2.2.3. Media’s Gatekeeping Function 
 
Considering that the theoretical framework explaining why certain issues overcome the gatekeep-

ing barrier of media outlets and others do not is very broad, this chapter is supposed to only 

highlight selected aspects that are relevant for the study on hand. 

 

The prioritization of issues that appear on the media agenda is guided by journalistic norms and 

based on attributes of newsworthiness such as “proximity, timeliness, conflict, celebrity and hu-

man interest” (Kaid and Holtz-Bacha 2008, 3). Therefore, the term “gatekeeping trust” implies 

that citizens believe in the “systematic efforts by journalists to prioritize problems” (McCombs 

2014, 87) according to their functions in society. According to Dearing and Rogers two main 

factors determine if an issue gains attention in order to be picked up by media. Firstly, it is a mat-

ter of competition with other issues currently emerging. Secondly, the newsworthiness of a topic 

mentioned above needs to be maintained by creating connected news around the initial issue 

(Dearing and Rogers 1996, 36). Moreover, Dearing and Rogers emphasized the importance of 

timing. This means that an issue is specifically prominent on the media agenda when social 

change is under way already or when a “trigger event” secures immediate awareness for a related 

issue (Dearing and Rogers 1996, 78-79). Also cooperation between media and societal institutions 

influences the salience of an issue on the media agenda. This cooperation has to imply a main-

tained network between media and influential key persons in a debate (Dearing and Rogers 1996, 

27). Additionally, the authors point out that campaigns on the media agenda are especially prom-
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inent, when they do not contradict the financing source of media outlets (Dearing and Rogers 

1996, 28). This potential influence for the topic “consumerism” will be closely analysed in the 

following chapter about the political economy of media. Kaid and Holtz-Bacha criticize the miss-

ing influence of real-world issues on the question if a topic overcomes the gatekeeping barrier of 

media. This was initially illustrated to be an influential factor according to Dearing and Rogers. 

However, some studies illuminated that the media agenda proved to be relatively independent 

from real-world indicators (e.g. Ader 1995). 

 
 

2.2.4. The Power of Media connected to their Agenda Setting Function 
 
Media’s power to harmonize priorities in communities 

Dearing and Rogers emphasize the importance of an agenda for social systems, for which it is 

essential to prioritize challenges a community is facing. Consequently, the agenda setting process 

in democracies is “the study of social change and social stability” (Dearing and Rogers 1996, 2). 

This claim is supported by Shaw and Martin who evaluate that the consensus among community 

members about relevant issues in their communities increases with media exposure. Media agen-

das even help to overcome potentially diverse personal agendas within communities due to dif-

ferent gender, age, race, level of education or economic status (Shaw and Martin 1992, 904-905). 

 

Media’s power to enable discourse 

However, topics need exposure first of all, before they can be considered as public issues. Media 

agenda setting is criticized by several scholars due to the power media outlets have in society by 

influencing the public perception through prioritization of topics. Issues that are most prominent 

on the media agenda are considered most important on the public agenda (McCombs 2014, 5). 

Thus, agenda setting research always aims to understand this influence and power relation of 

media in society in more depth (Dearing and Rogers 1996, 14). As media outlets control the 

launch and choices of issues, they exercise power over topics that will lead the public discourse 

and influence policy agendas (Dearing and Rogers 1996, 89). Dearing and Rogers characterize 

agenda setting as a “political process in which the mass media play a crucial role in enabling social 

problems to become acknowledged as public issues” (1996, 22). Or as Lazarsfeld and Merton put 

it concisely, “The mass media confer status on public issues, persons, organizations and social 

movements” (1948, 233). Street describes this as the Discursive Power of media, which implies the 

position to favour certain discourses over others as well as the power to define a specific 

worldview and influence people enduringly (2001, 232-234). However, in a democracy it would 

be more reasonable if the public agenda would set the media agenda. This would give citizens the 
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power of deciding about priorities of the public discourse and a connected social change effort. 

Instead, according to media theory consumers of mass media have to rely on the ethical decision-

making of journalists (McCombs 2014, 22). 

 

The cumulative power of the media agenda 

In order to fully understand the outreach of media agendas it is essential to note that in the long-

run, different “media place a similar salience on a set of issues” (Dearing and Rogers 1996, 90). 

This means that in fact all mass media channels share the same agenda in the long-run. Similar 

media agendas combined with “high penetration and saturation rates” (Kaid and Holtz-Bacha 

2008, 8) of mass media expose huge proportions of citizens to similar messages, which increases 

their effects (Kaid and Holtz-Bacha 2008, 8). McCombs describes this as the “collective role of 

the media” (McCombs 2014, 20) and thus relativizes the power of single actors of the mass me-

dia by saying that the actual power lies in the accumulation of messages (McCombs 2014, 20-22). 

 
 

2.3. The Political Economy of Media and the Specific Role of 
Public Service Broadcasting 

 
The chapter on hand is supposed to critically reflect the political economy of media outlets by 

comparing commercial TV with public service broadcasting. It will be discussed theoretically if 

public service broadcasting has been correctly identified for the empirical study as an adequate 

media actor to facilitate the change process claimed by “heterodox economics”. 

 

Fields of political economy that matter in the realm of the thesis project 

According to Richeri, the field of study called “political economy of media” can be categorized 

into three subareas, whereas two are of relevance for the topic on hand. Firstly, political economy 

describes the “evolution of the structure of media ownership, the characteristics of the markets in 

which the media operate, and how these relate to their production and distribution choices” 

(Richeri 2011, 131). Secondly, political economy analyses “the state and the institutions that regu-

late and support both media enterprises . . .  and the public, in order to understand how collective 

interests can be guaranteed in line with the principles of democracy” (Richeri 2011, 131). 
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2.3.1. Private Media Ownership and its Implications 
 
Financial model of private media outlets and its implications 

Private ownership, especially in television, implies that cultural products are offered for either 

low prices or mostly without costs for the media consumer. It should be ensured to reach the 

largest possible audience. Financing is instead provided by commercial advertisers, which ex-

plains the high dependency of private media outlets on large audiences and financial means 

through advertising (Street 2001, 142; Altschull 1984, 63). Curran and Seaton say that this mech-

anism of funding leads commercial media to produce “audiences not programmes” (2003, 183). 

 

Reduction of content and diversity of opinion in particular 

Altschull claims that huge audiences are increasingly gained by “human-interest stories” concern-

ing gossip and crime reports rather than discussions strengthening the democracy and educating 

citizens (1984, 65-66). Hence, the commercial TV programme can be characterized by “a more 

general reduction in cultural and informational diversity” (Garnham 2011, 45). Street adds the 

restricted access to contribute to the media agenda. As content is based on the idea to attract a 

specific target audience, media outlets limit the variety of content and opinions presented in their 

programme (Street 2001, 234-236). 

 

Jeopardized independence through mutual dependency of private media and economy 

Another considerable consequence of the funding of privately run media outlets is the mutual 

dependency between media and economic actor. While media relies on the financial contribution 

through commercials, the economy requires a platform to present and promote its products. 

Thus, the previously demanded adversary function of media as well as their independency in 

agenda-setting is jeopardized (Altschull 1984, 195). As Altschull emphasizes, “the content of the 

press is directly correlated with the interests of those who finance the press” (1984, 254). Howev-

er, it must be emphasized that a systematic control of content by financiers has not been proven 

(Garnham 2011, 45) but still there are some known cases. For example, Coca Cola interfered in 

1970 with the content of a documentary concerning the work conditions at one of their planta-

tions, reported by their advertisement partner NBC (Altschull 1984, 139). Additionally, other 

cases of such interference cannot be ruled out as those might not be publicly known. 
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2.3.2. Public Service Broadcasting as an Adequate Media Actor to Discuss Con-
sumption Patterns Critically 

 
Financial infrastructure of public service broadcasting and resulting dependencies 

Public service broadcasting assumes the right of citizens to be adequately informed about current 

issues and developments by media in order to make responsible decisions and hold politicians 

accountable. This claim justifies the public funding provided for their operations (Curran et al. 

2009, 48). Additionally, public service broadcasting is increasingly forced to enhance revenue by 

supplemental, selective commercials (Altschull 1984, 136). In the case of public grants as a main 

financial source, it has to be critically reflected if public service broadcasting underlies pressure 

from powerful political actors. Those might strive to influence the coverage in their favour. Street 

claims that from a Marxist standpoint mass media is always a subsystem of the capitalistic market 

in Western societies. He warns that “the interests of the state are inextricably tied to those of 

capitalism” (Street 2001, 243). This assumption stresses the danger of bias and the underlying 

possibility that the state would not be in favour of a critical reflection of consumption patterns 

through public service broadcasting. It should be emphasized that public service broadcasting 

bears the danger of bias just as described for commercial TV because their legitimation depends 

on the state (Curran and Seaton 2003, 363-375). However, especially in Western societies struc-

tures and regulations are established that guarantee the editorial independence from private as 

well as public institutions. Therefore, governmental control of content is prevented (Curran 2002, 

222-223). 

 

The way public service broadcasting approaches its audience 

Street differentiates between public service broadcasters and commercial television in terms of 

how these two types of television outlets address their audience. On the one hand, commercial 

television channels consider their audience mainly as consumers (Street 2001, 95). According to 

Altschull commercial TV exposes its audience to “unnecessary and unrealistic desires so that they 

will buy the advertised products” (1984, 137). And although a self-determined and reflective au-

dience can be assumed, the counter-argument remains that commercial advertisement creates 

additional needs to consume in the minds of the audience. Companies would otherwise not in-

vest considerable financial assets in commercials if their effect would not be measurable in terms 

of additional profit. Consequently, the significant restrictions of advertisement in public service 

broadcasting are a core argument why those media institutions have been selected for the empiri-

cal study. On the other hand, public service broadcasting acknowledges its audiences as citizens, 

generally interested in being “informed, educated and entertained” (Street 2001, 95). Street adds 

that both versions of broadcasters construct a worldview fitting to their assumed audiences, 
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which is implied in the whole range of their programme. He concludes that public service broad-

casting offers a variety of balanced content from diverse angles to cope with the requirements of 

their audience to be informed, educated and entertained (Street 2001, 97). Also the financial 

structure leads to the expectation that public service broadcasting has to reconcile all groups 

within society, which underlines the claim of high diversification of content again. In compari-

son, commercial TV specializes in foremost economically strong audience segments and often 

excludes low-income groups (Curran et al. 2009, 58; Curran and Seaton 2003, 185). Lastly, public 

service broadcasting outlets have been criticized for their supposed unresponsiveness as they do 

not underlie the pressure of market competition (Murdock 2011, 16). However, they also have to 

position their programme towards the demands of what people want to see and what the market 

conditions allow to be realized (Curran and Seaton 2003, 184). 

 

Summary: Is public service broadcasting in theory an adequate media actor to discuss 

consumption patterns critically? 

In summary, public service broadcasting can be evaluated as being an adequate media actor in 

comparison to commercial TV in discussing consumption patterns critically, as demanded by 

“heterodox economics”. Also public service broadcasting cannot guarantee a perfect environ-

ment for this discourse as stated in the discussion above. However, some indicators were pointed 

out that underline that public service broadcasting can in theory facilitate a critical discourse 

about consumerism and its harms. Namely, its primary assumption about the audience, its de-

mand to balance information from diverse angles as well as the claim to offer a platform to de-

pict all social groups’ interests.  
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3. Empirical Study – German Public Service Broadcast-
ing as a Facilitator of Societal Change in the Realm of 
Consumerism 

 

3.1. Selection of “German Public Service Broadcasting” as the 
Object of Analysis for the Empirical Study 

 
Influence of the German economy on Europe in the case of sustainable development 

Undeniably, one of the most important reasons for choosing the German public service broad-

casting as an object of analysis is the country’s strong economic position in Europe and globally 

(Kastrop 2013, vii). The German economy is the largest in Europe and the fifth largest economy 

worldwide, measured in terms of Gross Domestic Product (GDP) (Central Intelligence Agency 

2014). It is “well integrated into the global marketplace and generates average per capita incomes 

that are among the highest in the world” (The Heritage Foundation 2014). This makes Germany 

the most influential state of the European Union, from a political as well as economical perspec-

tive (The Heritage Foundation 2014). This influence of the German economy is also tangible in 

issues of sustainable development, such as the transition of the energy supply in Germany from 

nuclear energy and fossil fuels towards renewable energy. An international survey of the World 

Energy Council demonstrated that the German energy policy is closely observed and monitored 

internationally by 76% of experts in the field. Moreover, 56% of the respondents stated that the 

changes undertaken in Germany could at least partly be applied in their own country (World 

Energy Council 2013, 2-3). Thus, this example illustrates the impact of the German economy in 

the international context of sustainable development (Kemfert 2014). Also Jeremy Rifkin, presi-

dent of the Foundation on Economic Trends, underlined the global influence of the German 

economy in a speech in 2011. He evaluates Germany to be a role model in sustainable develop-

ment and for developing a sustainable economic paradigm (Hanke 2011). 

 

Influence of German public service broadcasting on public opinion-making 

The perception of German public service broadcasting by citizens will be addressed in the fol-

lowing chapter in detail. However, it should be emphasized that the institutions are deeply an-

chored in the German media system and thus, public opinion-making. As Weberling states, “Few 

countries support public service broadcasting more enthusiastically than Germany” (2011, 2). 

They are an established and widely trusted pillar of the media landscape and considered an essen-

tial part of the German democratic decision-making process since their foundation after World 

War II (Lucht 2009). 
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Consideration of the Internet as the object of the empirical study 

At this point it should briefly be stated that the Internet was considered to be an object of analy-

sis for this thesis, too. However, by following the interdisciplinary approach, “heterodox eco-

nomics” focuses on mass media as a tool to facilitate the paradigm shift towards sustainable con-

sumption. Indeed, the influence of the Internet in today’s society is acknowledged, also as a driv-

er for a changing paradigm concerning consumerism. However, “heterodox economics” fore-

most emphasizes the strong power mass media still has. This perspective will in the following be 

underlined concerning the German media consumption specifically. 

 
 

3.2. Relevance of Television for the German Media Landscape 
 
Habits and reasons for television usage in Germany 

Watching television is one of the most popular free time activities in Germany, considering that 

the average German watched approximately 221 minutes television per day in 2013 (Statista 

2014). In comparison, estimates from 2012 show that Germans spend about 83 minutes each day 

on the Internet (Statista 2014). Thus, compared to the average daily time spend with radio, news-

papers and also the Internet, television is still the dominant medium of media consumption 

(Schröder et al. 2011, 17). However, it has to be mentioned that experts assume changing habits 

of TV consumption especially among younger generations. Although numbers are not available, 

they believe that younger people use other mediums to access the TV programme. This could be 

linked to the steadily rising usage of online media libraries of all channels (Zubayr and Gerhard 

2013, 131-132). Moreover, another study from 2011 illuminates why Germans watch TV. 71% of 

the respondents stated that they watch TV in order to relax, 85% want to enjoy entertainment 

and 90% of all respondents strive to gain information from television (Statista 2011). However, it 

has to be considered that “information retrieval” is a very ambiguous answer. Information can be 

almost anything from news about celebrities, to weather information but also societal or econom-

ical information. It just has to be noted that this answer can be interpreted very individually. 

 

Characteristics of the German television market 

The German television market is characterized by a dual system of private as well as public ser-

vice broadcasters. Historically, public service broadcasting in Germany is supposed to fulfil 

“democratic, cultural and social needs” of citizens (Schröder et al. 2011, 28). The German society 

is traditionally highly supportive of public service broadcasting, which has the reputation of sup-

plying high-quality journalism (Schröder et al. 2011, 6). Attributes mostly assigned to the public 

service TV channels in a poll from 2010 are factual, credible, competent and independent. The 
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public channels outrank private channels in all these attributes significantly. For example, 75% of 

people evaluate public service channels as credible, while only 14% of people say the same thing 

about private broadcasters (Schröder et al. 2011, 29). Although this perception of quality applies 

to all age groups, it has to be stated that the market share of public service broadcasting is espe-

cially high among older citizens above 50 years of age. Nevertheless, the market share of public 

broadcasters in 2012 still amounted to 19% among the 14- to 49-years old (Zubayr and Gerhard 

2013, 136). 

 
 

3.3. The German Public Service Broadcasting Networks 
 
The ARD network 

The ARD network consists of ten independent TV, radio and Internet channels that pursue the 

target of reflecting the “diversity and identity of all regions in Germany” (ARD-

Generalsekretariat 2013, 5). The ARD network was founded in 1950 by strongly aligning its busi-

ness model to the British public service broadcaster BBC. It emphasizes its independence from 

the German state and its governments (ARD 2013). ARD describes information, education, 

counselling and entertainment as their overall mission. The network aims to address all popula-

tion and age groups with its programme. As a purchaser as well as producer of media products, 

ARD contributes to the German society regarding diversity of opinion, democracy and integra-

tion (ARD-Generalsekretariat 2013, 28-29). The TV programme of the ARD had a market share 

of 25,1% in 2013. It is thus the most watched TV network in Germany (ARD-Generalsekretariat 

2013, 4). As a collaborative programme, the TV channel “Das Erste” represents the network on a 

national level and had a market share of 12,1% in 2013 (Das Erste and AGF/GfK 2014, 2). The 

network is non-commercial and mainly financed by a solidary model based on a mandatory, 

monthly payment of each German household. This model is supposed to guarantee the econom-

ic and political independence of the programme (ARD-Generalsekretariat 2013, 30-31). Howev-

er, the network’s financing also highly depends on selected advertisement and sponsoring. These 

underlie strict regulations such as the separation of advertisement and programme, which ensures 

that advertisement is not allowed during broadcasts but only between them. Moreover, timely 

restrictions regulate advertisement and sponsoring, such as the prohibition of commercials during 

prime time (08.00 pm - 11.00 pm) (Programmdirektion Erstes Deutsches Fernsehen 2012, 104). 
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The ZDF network 

Similar regulations apply to the ZDF network, which combines five TV, radio and Internet 

channels. The network’s main national TV channel ZDF had 12,8% market share in 2013. This is 

the highest market share of a single TV channel in Germany. Similar to the ARD mission state-

ment, the ZDF emphasizes its quality standards that are based upon the values of objectivity, 

balance, independence and fairness. Alike the ARD the network strives to inform, educate and 

entertain its audience (ZDF 2013a). As the ZDF’s main financial source is also the mandatory 

and solidary payment, less than 10% of their funding is gained by advertisement. The ZDF dis-

tributes their advertisement into seven blocks on weekdays. These are separated from the regular 

programme by visual and acoustical signals (ZDF 2013b). ARD and ZDF together operate five 

additional TV, radio and Internet channels, among others the TV broadcaster 3sat. The ZDF 

network administers these, for instance through storing broadcasts in the ZDF media library. 

 
 

3.4. Methodology of the Empirical Study: Content Analysis 
  

3.4.1. Selection of a Methodology 
 
Motivation to apply qualitative content analysis 

Content analysis is widely acknowledged to be the most useful tool in studying media agendas by 

measuring the time or space devoted to a specific topic of interest in order to understand its rela-

tive relevance on the media-agenda (Dearing and Rogers 1996, 18; Kaid and Holtz-Bacha 2008, 

11). However, it will not be tried to understand the overall media agenda, but specifically how the 

topic of consumption is presented in selected material. Thus, the salience of attributes according 

to second level agenda setting will be assessed (Dearing and Rogers 1996, 7-8). After thoughtful 

considerations, the method of Conventional Qualitative Content Analysis has been chosen to answer 

the research questions one and two presented above.5 While quantitative content analysis aims to 

make statistical interference of frequencies from counting of huge data sets, it has been decided 

that qualitative content analysis better suits the scope of this project. This includes the small-scale 

project’s restrictions of time, budget and resources. Especially the idea that qualitative content 

analysis offers the opportunity to examine the material on a latent level complements the re-

search questions. Qualitative methods rather evaluate the underlying argumentation of material as 

they go beyond the counting of words (Hsieh and Shannon 2005, 1278; Neuendorf 2002, 23). 

 

                                                
5 Why Conventional Qualitative Content Analysis has been chosen from the variety of available methods within quali-
tative content analysis will be explained later. 
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Utilization of advantages of quantitative content analysis 

As suggested by Mayring, the advantages of quantitative content analysis should be integrated 

into this research process (2000, 3). Hence, structured frameworks that explain the workflow of 

content analysis guided the planning process of the empirical work. They were individualized 

according to specific needs of the employed data and research questions (Mayring 2000, 4; 

Krippendorff 2013, 84-86; Hsieh and Shannon 2005, 1285; Neuendorf 2002, 50-51; Riffe, Lacy, 

and Fico 2005, 55; Budd, Thorp, and Donohew 1967, 6). Considering reliability, quantitative con-

tent analysis delivered good suggestions that were incorporated in the process. As Budd, Thorp 

and Donohew mention, “systematic methods of content analysis . . .  can eliminate much of the 

possible bias of the investigator” (1967, 15). 

 
 

3.4.2. Unitizing 
 
The subjects of analysis are mainly the text and moving pictures of relevant, latest episodes of 

documentaries and shows. The focus was on the text and it was not specifically coded according 

to the pictures shown on TV. Nevertheless, video material is still part of the unit because certain 

aspects mentioned by speakers can only be understood by seeing the corresponding video, e.g. 

visualisation or graphics. Additionally, in many cases the video supports the argumentation in-

tensely, for example when living or working conditions are described. The content of the TV 

clips was separated into logical and thematically exclusive paragraphs as units of coding. For TV 

magazines that cover several issues in one show, only relevant clips from within these TV maga-

zines were selected as units of content to be coded. Here one unit includes the respective clip as 

well as the introduction and conclusion of the moderator. 

 
 

3.4.3. Sampling 
 
Applied sampling methods 

Considering the sampling, it was essential to select broadcasts that covered issues in the realm of 

consumerism, such as articles about certain products, industries, companies or places of raw ma-

terial extraction in order to understand how consumption is depicted here. Hence, the selection 

followed the general idea of Relevance Sampling (Krippendorff 2013, 120), also called Purposive / 

Judgment Sampling (Riffe, Lacy, and Fico 2005, 100-101; Neuendorf 2002, 88). However, given the 

time and budget constraints of this thesis, it was impossible to select “all textual units that con-

tribute to answering given research questions” (Krippendorff 2013, 120). Moreover, issues of 
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availability and accessibility influenced the selection of material for the analysis. Most broadcasts 

are only stored in the media libraries for seven days and are not downloadable, which complicat-

ed the iterative process of coding. This aspect of sampling follows the idea of a Convenience Sample 

(Riffe, Lacy and Fico 2005, 99). In addition, the units of interests were selected based on viewing 

figures in order to increase the relevance of the study by assuring that only broadcasts with a high 

outreach were analysed. 

 

Shows selected for an analysis of their content 6 
 

! Markencheck: Currently 18 episode encompassing documentary, which tests (international) 

brands and service providers that are well established on the German market. The available 

episodes were broadcasted between January 2012 and July 2013 on several channels of the 

ARD network. Each episode takes about 44 minutes. It is divided into categories such as 

quality, service, ecological dimension or fairness that guide the assessment of the brand, in-

cluding a respective conclusion for each category. On average, “Markencheck” had about 

3,75 million viewers for each episode in 2013, which corresponds to 11,9% market share 

(Claudia Gscheidle, February 18, 2014, e-mail message to author). The show has no regular 

airtime. ARD successfully aims to address a young target group with this TV format 

(Programmdirektion Erstes Deutsches Fernsehen 2012, 77). The documentary could be 

characterized as highly relevant due to its overall intention to analyse “popular consumer 

goods brands” by asking “typical consumer questions” (Westdeutscher Rundfunk 2014). 

Moreover, the documentary qualified for an analysis because all episodes were stored in the 

ARD media library as well as on Youtube, which ensured a continuing availability. For the 

thesis on hand, 16 out of 18 episodes were analysed over a period of seven days. The materi-

al encompasses approximately 693 minutes in total. One episode was not available for an 

analysis. In addition, the latest episode covered a brand that has been tested by 

“Markencheck” in 2011 already. Thus, it was excluded from the analysis due to redundancy. 

 

! Plusminus: Weekly show on ARD, which reflects on three to five currently relevant issues 

from diverse fields of economy and society. Those are for example working environments, 

financial and trade issues, energy politics, health, leisure, tourism and environment. Each 

broadcast is 30 minutes long and consists of the respective topics that are discussed in sepa-

rated articles and introduced by the moderator. Plusminus is the economy magazine with the 

largest reach of audience in this category among all TV channels in Germany and had on av-

                                                
6 Appendix 6 provides an overview about all analysed broadcasts in detail, including the precise date of each trans-
mission and a link to the respective show. 
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erage 2,86 million viewers each week in 2013 (Das Erste and AGF/GfK 2014). Specific arti-

cles are reused in other broadcasts of the ARD network, which further increases the out-

reach of the coverage (Das Erste 2014). The regular airtime is Wednesdays, 09:45 pm. All 

analysed episodes are available in the ARD media library on a long-term basis. As described 

above, only articles relevant for the research problem were identified based on their main 

theme and subsequently coded. For some of the shows, the cohesive broadcast including 

moderation was not available, but only the single clips instead. This was not considered as a 

disadvantage for the analysis. The moderation mainly introduces and gives hints to further 

information or similar journalistic elements that do not contribute significantly to the argu-

mentation anyway. Over the period of four days, the latest 15 shows were watched. Alto-

gether, these shows contained 59 thematically separated articles, out of which 31 articles 

were coded. Only one article was not available and is highlighted in the Coding Spreadsheet 

accordingly. The overall coded time of “Plusminus” encompasses about 228 minutes. 

 

! Makro: Weekly economy magazine on 3sat that aims to illustrate macroeconomic develop-

ments by considering global connections and effects on people and communities in particu-

lar (3sat 2013). Thereby, the magazine changes its format between cohesive documentaries 

and single articles about the same topic that are connected by moderation. Unfortunately, 

the ZDF network that operates the TV channel 3sat does not publish viewing numbers of 

specific shows. Neither the ZDF nor 3sat replied to a request of those statistics by the re-

searcher. Therefore, “Makro” was selected for the analysis due to its high thematic relevance 

and based on the popular airtime, which is each Friday at 09:00 pm. The analysed shows of 

“Makro” were again chosen based on their relevance as not all shows cover consumption or 

related topics. In order to ensure the long-term availability of episodes, only shows were se-

lected that are available on Youtube or in the ZDF media library. For some of the shows 

that consisted of single clips the cohesive show including moderation was not available but 

only the single clips instead. It is highlighted in the Coding Spreadsheet (Appendix 1) when 

only single clips were available. Moreover, in the specific case of two shows (13th September 

2013 and 25th October 2013), not all clips could be analysed due to issues of availability. 

However, this does not change anything about the context and argumentation of the maga-

zine and was therefore not considered as a disqualification of the show for the analysis. In 

summary, eight shows that aired between July 2013 and March 2014 were coded over a peri-

od of four days. The total coded time of “Makro” is approximately 197 minutes. 
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! Miscellaneous shows from the ZDF network: Additionally, three individual shows from the 

ZDF network were analysed. Their selection was based on a high thematic relevance for the 

study as the word “Konsum” (“consumption”) was entered in the search function of the 

ZDF media library. Thereupon, the first three cohesive shows were identified and coded. 

This approach intended to increase the number of broadcasts that concretely cover con-

sumption instead of examining the topic indirectly through product groups, specific indus-

tries or companies. Firstly, the show “Die 20 größten Konsumsünden” (“20 biggest con-

sumption sins”) aired on 2nd April 2014 at 09:30 am on 3sat. Secondly, “Die Deutschen im 

Kaufrausch” (“The Germans and their buying binge”) was broadcasted on ZDF and belongs 

to the weekly show “Sonntags”. The analysed issue is dated 23rd March 2014, 09:00 am. 

Thirdly, on 19th December 2013 at 06:30 pm the programme 3sat aired a special edition of 

the magazine “Nano”, which was called “Konsumrausch” (“consumption binge”). The total 

coded time of these three shows is approximately 110 minutes and was analysed over the pe-

riod of two days. Two of the shows are available in the ZDF media library in the long run 

and the firstly described show is stored on Youtube, which ensures replicability. 

 
 

3.4.4. Specifics of the Conducted Content Analysis: Criteria for a Critical Coverage  
 
Inductive development of criteria to guide the identification of critical coverage 

Research question one and two require an understanding of how critical the analysed material 

handles consumerism. However, the chosen method of Conventional Qualitative Content Analy-

sis is based on an inductive category development. Hence, terms or ideas that indicate critical 

discourse were not explicitly formulated before the coding. This procedure served to avoid bias 

within the coding process. It would have been against the idea of an inductive category develop-

ment to predefine criteria for a critical coverage. In turn, this would have influenced the openness 

for results concerning research question two. This research question is based on the inductive 

identification of lines of reasoning concerning consumerism that are employed by German public 

service broadcasting. Instead, criteria were established after the first iteration within the coding 

process in order to guide the assessment of a section as being critical. 
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Criteria for a critical coverage 
 

! The described challenges of contemporary consumption as well as effects on environment 

and society are addressed and explained. This facilitates an understanding of the viewer of 

the intangible consequences of consumerism. Those consequences concern especially the 

environment and other people, such as workers in the raw material extraction, production, 

point of sale or waste disposal industry. With this criterion it is assumed that people general-

ly do not want to harm (directly or indirectly) either the environment or their fellow men 

when they consume. 

! The implications of a specific item (such as a product, its presentation or its production pro-

cess) for the consumer and the environment are illuminated. For instance, possible effects 

on the consumer’s health or security are evaluated or how certain attributes may allure the 

consumer to consume more or environmental harms of direct product consumption. How-

ever, not considered critical are depicted implications that solely affect the consumer in a 

subjective manner and have no consequences for others. This might encompass the taste of 

products or price structures. Only illustrated consequences that are intangible and possibly 

harmful for the consumer are considered critical. 

! Considerations of sustainable consumption or suggestions given to the consumer to change 

something about the current consumption pattern can generally be considered critical. Those 

argumentations imply challenging the contemporary paradigm. Examples are the promotion 

to share goods, descriptions how to make or repair things to avoid further purchases, de-

scriptions of political consumerism or social / environmental labels to guide consumer deci-

sions. Moreover, the same approach to cluster something as critical applies to topics con-

cerning consumerism activism or a promotion of generally reduced consumption. 

! Information considered critical must challenge something instead of superficially depicting it. 

This means for instance to bring an aspect into a holistic context. This could be the case 

when the overall socio-economic reality is depicted including its consequences, if infor-

mation presents a company’s claim or if they depict realistic settings of workers, communi-

ties and the environment. It is not enough to simply mention a grievance such as child la-

bour or climate change. Relationships between consumerism and these realities have to be 

displayed, including intangible consequences. 

! The status quo of processes, industries, brands, companies, services or products is ques-

tioned. For example, by evaluating effects on environment and society, evaluating if an alter-

native technology or process is available than the applied one, identifying how competitors 

address a specific issues in comparison, describing alternatives of specific consumption. 
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3.4.5. Coding Process 
 
Open coding as an advantage of Conventional Qualitative Content Analysis 

In comparison to other procedures within qualitative content analysis, Conventional Qualitative 

Content Analysis offers the advantage of an inductive category development, also called open 

coding. Previously defined categories would have required frameworks from older research in the 

specific field of interest. Instead, codes are developed while analysing the material. This implies 

impartiality and a focus on the specific context of the material by acknowledging the latent con-

tent. Hsieh and Shannon explain this approach by saying that “researchers immerse themselves in 

the data to allow new insights to emerge” (2005, 1279). The procedure described below followed 

mainly the instructions of Hsieh and Shannon (2005, 1279-1281) as well as Mayring’s (2000, 3-6) 

and Berg’s (2001, 245-252) suggestions for coding. 

 

First iteration of the coding process 

After an initial listening to the material in order to get a general overview, an overall theme was 

assigned to each subject of analysis (story or show). This process step set the basis for research 

question one. In the case of “Plusminus”, the irrelevant stories were identified according to their 

central theme and not coded (cp. Ader 1995, 303; Brosius and Kepplinger 1990, 186). Moreover, 

the initial listening served as a test to see which criteria for a critical coverage could be applied to 

the material. Based on this experience, the criteria from chapter 3.4.4. were established, which 

allowed a clear understanding what is considered critical right from the beginning. However, 

slight specifications were added within the process. 

 

Second iteration of the coding process 

Subsequently, a second more careful listening was conducted. The text was divided into meaning-

ful sections on the separate Coding Spreadsheet, which can be found in Appendix 1. Each sec-

tion was labelled with an initial code. After approximately 30% of the material, the categories 

were revised, if necessary summarized or split into sub-categories. In the case of overlapping 

codes, it was tried to identify a subordinate category by listening to the respective sections again. 

The aim here was to establish codes that are “exhaustive and . . . mutually exclusive” (Budd, 

Thorp, and Donohew 1967, 39). In order to guide the third iteration, a Coding Agenda was de-

veloped, which can be found in Appendix 2. The table defines each code in detail in order to 

clarify its boundaries and gives a typical example of a phrase or topic that led to the coding deci-

sion. If necessary, a coding rule for certain categories was defined. This procedure is typically 

adopted by deductive category application, such as Directed Content Analysis (e.g. Mayring 2000, 
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5-6), or even quantitative approaches (e.g. Neuendorf 2002, 50-51). However, the table was as-

sumed to be a good tool to enhance replicability of the study and thus increase reliability. 

 

Third iteration of the coding process 

Based on the revised categories, the remaining 70% of material were coded and the initial 30% of 

text recoded according to the Coding Agenda. Additional codes were defined or codes were 

summarized if necessary during this iteration. Moreover, in this last iteration, the coder labelled 

those paragraphs that were characterized by critical coverage on the Coding Spreadsheet, based 

on the criteria stated in chapter 3.4.4. Subsequently, by studying the Coding Agenda and Coding 

Spreadsheet in detail, the data of each code was examined. This last process step lead again to the 

summarizing and splitting of categories. 

 
 

3.4.6. Data Analysis 
 
According to research question one and two the following table describes the concrete insights, 

which the data analysis was supposed to reveal from the coded material. 

 

Table 1: Data analysis of content analysis. 
 

Fact to be Measured Measurement by the Following Indicator 

Research Question 1: 
In how far . . . is a critical dis-
course about consumerism fea-
tured on the media agenda of 
German public service broad-
casting? 

* The overall time coded and the overall time devoted to critical cover-
age in the coded material will be compared by absolute and relative 
numbers. 

Research Question 1: 
In . . . which areas of private 
consumption is a critical dis-
course about consumerism fea-
tured on the media agenda of 
German public service broad-
casting? 

* In iteration one of the coding process, each item (show / article) 
received one or more overarching themes, depending on the format of 
the broadcast. 
* A detailed overview about the clustered themes is given in Appendix 
4 “Clustering of Items according to Theme and its Critical Coverage”. 
* An approximation of each item that covers more than one overarch-
ing theme will be calculated: The overall time of the story as well as the 
time devoted to critical coverage of this item will be divided by the 
number of counted overarching themes within this item. 
* Each overarching theme will be presented by the overall time it ap-
peared in the material and by the critical coverage within this theme. 
Additionally, the ratio of overall time of this theme and critical time in 
this theme will be calculated. 

 

(Table continuous next page)  
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Research Question 2: 
Which line of reasoning . . . 
about consumerism is employed 
in German public service broad-
casting? 

* Which subcodes (line of reasoning) occur how frequently in the over-
all material will be measured by counting. 
* The first 15% of the most frequently mentioned subcodes when talk-
ing about consumption in general will be presented. 
* The time devoted to each subcode will be summed up to have a qual-
itative evaluation of the distribution of time according to subcodes. 
* All subcodes that encompass at least 10 minutes when speaking 
about consumption generally will be presented to understand on which 
line of reasoning most time is spend. 

Research Question 2: 
Which . . . critical argumentation 
about consumerism is employed 
in German public service broad-
casting? 

* Only subcodes and respective codes (argumentation) that are clus-
tered as critically covered will be counted and measured by time devot-
ed to them in order to see which ones guide the critical discourse. 
* The first 15% of the most frequently mentioned subcodes when talk-
ing about consumption in a critical manner will be presented. 
* All subcodes that encompass at least 5 minutes when speaking about 
consumption critically will be presented to understand on which line of 
reasoning most time is spend. 

Source: Table adapted from Denscombe 2010, 282. 
 
 
Clarification of the analysis process for research question one 

Overall, the 42 analysed shows contained 101 main themes. The number of main themes does 

not correspond to the number of shows because some shows contained several articles about 

different issues. Thus, the different issues covered different categories of private consumption 

(e.g. Plusminus). Other shows covered several different product groups while speaking about the 

same issue (e.g. Markencheck of the supermarket chain “Aldi“). Therefore, the identification of 

the main topic not entirely corresponded to the coherent broadcast or articles within a show. 

However, most of the time the main theme could be identified for a whole broadcast or article. 

For those items that covered several themes, an approximation of time devoted to each theme 

was calculated. The overall time of the respective item was divided by the number of identified 

themes in this item. The same calculation was made for the time devoted to critical coverage in 

items with several main themes. However, it has to be noted that this calculation is only an ap-

proximation to the actual time devoted to each product / service group of private consumption. 

This approximation served to limit the complexity of the coding process and data analysis. 
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3.4.7. Limitations of the Conducted Content Analysis 
 
In-built bias of the sample 

As the result of both conducted sampling methods (“Relevance Sampling” and “Convenience 

Sampling”) are non-probability samples, a certain amount of bias can be expected in the empiri-

cal study. It was essential for the conducted small-scale research project and the respective pur-

pose of the study to understand how consumerism is depicted on the media agenda. Thus, due to 

limitations of time and capacity only broadcasts were selected that cover consumerism. There-

fore, the selection of material followed a subjective assessment of the researcher (Riffe, Lacy, and 

Fico 2005, 101-102). Moreover, so called “consumer magazines” have per se the intention to 

critically reflect on possible harms of products or production for the consumer. Consumerism 

itself is not per definition supposed to be critically evaluated in these shows. However, the 

broadcasts reflect on potential grievances that sometimes led to a characterization of being criti-

cally covered in the study on hand, too. The researcher is aware that this might have led to a dis-

proportionately high rate of critical coverage in comparison to the overall population of material 

in German public service broadcasting. Conducting a content analysis in the same way with a 

wider choice of material would likely decrease the amount of critical coverage. 

 
Limited replicability and reliability due to conducting research alone 

Krippendorff stresses the importance of replicability as the “most important form of reliability” 

(2013, 24). Several authors claim that content analysis requires more than one researcher to in-

crease the indefeasibility of coding processes in order to ensure replicability of the methodology 

(e.g. Krippendorff 2013, 38; Neuendorf 2002, 51). The researcher worked to the best of her 

knowledge by being very explicit about the research process and relevant decision-making. How-

ever, the reliability of this study is not measurable as it would be with at least two researchers (e.g. 

intercoder reliability). In order to compensate for this limitation, a Coding Agenda (Appendix 2) 

was developed to ensure a transparent process that offers the best possible conditions to replicate 

the project. Nevertheless, certain limitations in form of subjectivity of the coding can be expected 

as only a single person conducted the process (Riffe, Lacy, and Fico 2005, 37). However, the 

results are expected to be valid in a way that they would be “upheld in the face of independently 

available evidence” (Krippendorff 2013, 25). They are also expected to be generalizable so that 

the described methodology could be applied to other material (Neuendorf 2002, 12). 
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3.5. Methodology of the Empirical Study: Expert Interviews 
 

3.5.1. Selection of a Methodology 
 
Appropriateness and benefits of expert interviews conducted via email 

Considering the intention of research question three, the choice of expert interviews as a specific 

form of interviews in social science research was evident. Expert interviews can be understood as 

a tool to highly individualize the interview questions in order to optimally utilize the expertise of 

the interviewee (Knoll 2012, 149). However, the assumed target group could be characterized by 

considerable time constraints. The challenge was to cope with the restrictions of the target group 

and with the time and budget limitations of small-scale research projects simultaneously. Thus, 

email was selected as the medium of conducting the expert interviews. Naturally, the email inter-

view embodies a structured interview method. Therefore, bias through the researcher is minimiz-

es compared to other forms of interviews and increases “generalizability of the findings” (Qu and 

Dumay 2011, 244). The structured form was also beneficial for the analysis of results. This pro-

cess step proved to be relatively effective because the structured questions allowed “only a lim-

ited number of response categories” (Qu and Dumay 2011, 244). Moreover, in the course of the 

interview process it was perceived that the interview partners appreciated the flexibility to answer 

the questionnaire whenever it suited them. Additionally, they could extensively think about the 

questions, which in turn presumably increased the quality of answers (Denscombe 2010, 192). 

 

Limitations of email interviews 

On the other hand, the structured email interview is a very inflexible tool because the researcher 

cannot guide the interview process directly and dig deeper into interesting aspects spontaneously 

(Selwyn and Robson 1998, 2-3). Hence, a certain degree of flexibility was established by present-

ing follow-up questions as an inherent part of the research process to the interviewees. In this 

second iteration, ambiguity was reduced and follow-up questions aimed specifically to challenge 

the experts’ answers in aspects especially relevant for the research project. 

 

Benefits and limitations of one expert interview conducted via Skype 

Additionally, one interviewee specifically asked to be interviewed via Skype. As a result, a semi-

structured expert interview was conducted mid of April 2014. This interview was aligned to the 

questions of the email interviews and individualized according to the information available about 

the expert and his working environment. The semi-structured form was considered a good tool 

to flexibly “elicit more elaborate responses” (Qu and Dumay 2011, 246) in the moment of espe-

cially relevant aspects for answering research question three. Skype offered a good alternative to 
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conduct an in-person interview due to the visual connection to the interviewee. However, practi-

cal issues were anticipated, such as the necessity of a stable Internet connection (Denscombe 

2010, 178). 

 
 

3.5.2. Conception of the Questionnaire and Ethical Considerations 
 
General idea about the questionnaire 

For the conception of the questionnaire, general suggestions about the structure from Qu and 

Dumay (2011, 249-251) were considered as well as specific instructions about expert interviews 

from Gläser and Laudel (2010, 142-153). More practical hints about email interviews came from 

Selwyn and Robson (1998, 1-5) and Meho (2006, 1291-1293). The conception of the question-

naire underlay a constant re-evaluation according to new study results or added theoretical con-

siderations. By developing the questions for the empirical study, it was tried to address relevant 

aspects for research question three from various angles. Between twelve and 15 open ended 

questions were posed that target a few aspect with slightly different focuses each time. It was 

attempted to find a balance between the structured form determined by using email as a medium 

for communication and the opportunity of benefitting from the specific expertise of the inter-

viewees. Thus, especially direct questions about the TV-show the expert works for were applied 

(Qu and Dumay 2011, 249). Additionally, questions were individualized according to information 

about the interviewee, such as the career path. 

 

Practicalities of the questionnaire 

The questionnaire started with an introductory part explaining the study as well as informing 

about the confidentiality handling and possible publishing of the academic work. In order to sig-

nal unrestricted transparency about the project and its process, help and openness for suggestions 

was communicated repeatedly. Thereby, it was strived to enforce a friendly atmosphere to com-

pensate for the missing personal contact. All questionnaires and their respective answers can be 

found in Appendix 7. As the questionnaire was always accompanied by a private email or mes-

sage, clear instructions as well as the timeframe for replies were given there (Meho 2006, 1291-

1293). Moreover, considering the exceptional time constraints of the approached group of ex-

perts, it was offered to answer the interview questions either in English or in German. This ap-

proach ensured the possibility of each acquired expert to participate in the research process. 
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Ethical considerations in the context of the conducted interviews 

During the iterative interview process, ethical aspects of the work were considered, mainly re-

garding the disclosure of the names of the interview partners. Initially, the interviewees were in-

formed that their names could be used by a reference in the introductory part of each email in-

terview. During the Skype interview, interviewee four was informed about this fact in the preced-

ing email contact as well as in the beginning of the recording. However, it was decided not to 

reveal the experts’ names. This decision was made based on the precaution of protecting the in-

formation given by the experts. It was also intended to minimize “unanticipated harm” (Dicicco-

Bloom and Crabtree 2006, 319) for the interviewees, possibly in the professional career. 

 
 

3.5.3. Identification and Approaching of Interview Partners 
 
Identification of experts to be interviewed 

According to research question three it was aimed to understand the role and power German 

public service broadcasting institutions ascribe themselves in a societal change that fosters the 

paradigm of sustainable consumption. Thus, an expert regarding this study could be defined as 

someone with in-depth knowledge about the agenda setting function and resulting power of pub-

lic service broadcasters in Germany. The expert’s knowledge or experience should encompass the 

strategic role of the institutions in societal change (Gläser and Laudel 2010, 11). Therefore, it was 

considered to approach decision holders of ZDF and ARD with key roles in strategic decision-

making for a channel or explicit shows. Thereby, especially the job position “Chef vom Dienst” 

(“editor in chief”) was targeted for expert interviews due to the associated capacity of setting the 

agenda of specific programmes or shows. Moreover, reporters were identified as qualified experts 

to give insights about their work, especially the process and decision-making about which lines of 

reasoning should underlie a story. The argumentation picked up in broadcasts is the foundation 

of the second level agenda and therefore influences the public opinion about topics in particular. 

Both groups of experts were supposed to work for shows or magazines that can be categorized 

as “consumer magazines” as a specific format of the German public service broadcasters. 

 

Approaching of experts to be interviewed 

The process of finding interview partners proved very complicated and time-consuming due to 

issues of accessibility. Several individual persons as well as editorial departments were approached 

by email or phone call with the aim to get in touch with the above described groups of experts. 

Altogether approximately 80 messages were sent over a period of three months.  
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! Editorial departments of “Markencheck”, “Plusminus” and “Makro”: The editorial depart-

ments were approached by mid of February via their universal email addresses. Additionally, 

through phone calls with ARD and ZDF service centres, direct contacts to the editorial de-

partments were identified and approached. As a result, one interview partner could be 

gained. In the specific case of “Plusminus” all eight editorial departments were addressed 

separately. Only the editorial department of the MDR (Middle German Broadcaster) replied 

by requesting the interview questions via email. Despite several further requests the MDR 

did neither provide answers to the questions nor name a person to approach directly. 

! ZDF / ARD: The headquarters of both main public service broadcasters were approached 

directly via several universal email addresses and phone calls. As a result, one expert could be 

acquired for an interview. 

! Xing: The German business social network platform Xing served as another tool to acquire 

interview partners. By mid of March, twenty7 employees that fit the descriptions of required 

experts according to their profiles on the platform at first glance were addressed by private 

messages. Using the search function of the platform with keywords such as “ARD”, “Das 

Erste” or “ZDF” identified these people. Five people replied to this request, whereof one 

expert served the necessary criteria to be interviewed. Moreover, the enquiry for interview 

partners was posted in three expert groups on Xing. One group focused on sustainability is-

sues and two groups aim to connect experts from media. However, only one person replied 

by suggesting a colleague for the interview who in turn did not respond. 

! Private contacts: The disadvantages of this approach in mind (Gläser and Laudel 2010, 118), 

also private contacts were utilized to identify direct contacts to the German public service 

broadcasting institutions. As an outcome of several attempts one interview partner was ac-

quired that fit into the necessary profile. 

 

In summary, the accessibility of fitting experts became a challenge, which led to compromises in 

the acceptance of interviewees. For example, it was not possible to acquire reporters for an ex-

pert interview. 

  

                                                
7 Even though a paid membership was bought, the maximum of people that can be approached via private messages 
per month is limited to 20. 
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3.5.4. Conducting the Expert Interviews 
 
The following table documents the process of conducting the interviews and shows respective 

time frames. 

 

Table 2: Interview process. 
 

Interview Partner Way of initial 
contact 

Initial ques-
tions send 

Initial answer 
received  

Follow-up 
questions send  

Answers on 
follow-up 
received 

            
Email Interviews 

Interview partner 1 (male) 
media research at ZDF Email to ZDF 5th March 14 27th March 14 2nd April 14 ---  

Interview partner 2 (male) 
editor in chief of the daily 
news show "Tagesschau" at 
ARD 

Email by private 
contact 3rd April 14 5th April 14 6th April 14 6th April 14 

Interview partner 3 (female) 
editorial Management "Mak-
ro" on 3sat 

Email to 
"Makro" 15th April 14 16th April 14  17th April 14   22nd April 14 

Skype Interview 

Interview partner 4 (male) 
editor in chief of consumer 
magazine "Car, Travelling and 
Traffic" at SWR (ARD net-
work) 

Xing, private 
message 

Interview via 
Skype on 17th 
April 14, 
Duration ap-
proximately 38 
minutes 

      

Source: own illustration. 
 

The process of conducting expert interviews ran smoothly in most cases as the suspected time 

delay only occurred in the case of one expert interview (interview partner 1). In this specific case 

the interview partner also did not respond to the follow-up questions send to him via email. All 

email interviews were translated from German into English and send to the interviewees in order 

to secure the highest possible accuracy of the given information (Denscombe 2010, 189). 

 

Challenges during the conducted Skype interview 

In the case of the Skype interview an insufficient Internet connection hindered a smooth inter-

view process because the interview was interrupted multiple times. However, this situation is not 

considered as a limitation for the informative value of this interview. The interviewee was pre-

pared for possible interruptions due to his poor Internet connection and handled the gaps very 

professionally. No constraints were noticeable in the quality of the answers. After transcribing 

the relevant parts of the Skype expert interview, the transcript and its translation were double-

checked by the interviewee, following the notion of accuracy described above.  
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3.5.5. Data Analysis 
 
Preparation of the analysis 

For three of the conducted interviews, the respective answers were already available in a written 

form in English after conducting the process of semi-structured email interviews. In the specific 

case of the Skype interview performed with interview partner four, a transcription of the audio 

recording was conducted. The focus here was on the words alone, instead of considering linguis-

tic patterns such as pauses or intonation (Denscombe 2010, 277; Zepke 2001, 2). 

 

First part of the data analysis 

The analysis of the expert interviews was based on coding. First of all, ten analytical questions 

were developed in order to guide the data analysis and rough clustering of the material. It was 

aimed to separate the interview material into meaningful sections of sentences or paragraphs 

based on the questions to be answered (Taylor-Powell and Renner 2003, 3). Thus, the interview 

material was uncoupled from the specific context of the single interview and newly arranged ac-

cording to topics of interest for research question three (Zepke 2001, 2). 

 

Analytical questions to guide the first part of the data analysis 

This first part of the data analysis started with defining concrete analytical questions of what the 

interview material was expected to reveal, mainly based on the posed questions of the interviews 

(Taylor-Powell and Renner 2003, 2-3). However, some aspects to be exposed from the interviews 

were only asked in an indirect way. For example interview questions that aimed to be incorpo-

rated into the analytical question number 5. In this specific case the German term “Macht” 

(“power”) was not mentioned during the interview in order to avoid its negative connotation in 

the German language. The last two analytical questions were added during the data analysis as the 

interviewees covered these additional aspects without being actively asked. The following ten 

questions guided the clustering of material according to its thematic context: 
 

1) What are the functions of public service broadcasting in a democratic society? 

2) Which role do the interviewed public service broadcasting institutions ascribe themselves in 

the paradigm shift towards sustainable consumption, claimed by “heterodox economics”? 

3) Which tools or ways does German public service broadcasting consider having to facilitate a 

public discourse about consumerism? 

4) Does German public service broadcasting currently influence a public debate concerning 

critical consumerism? 
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5) Has German public service broadcasting the ability and thus power to facilitate a paradigm 

shift in consumerism as claimed by “heterodox economics”? 

6) Which consequences might face the German public service broadcasting institutions through 

an involvement in a paradigm shift in consumerism? 

7) Which ways do the experts see that can increase the presence of the topic “sustainable con-

sumption” or even “reduced consumption” on the media agenda? 

8) Did something change about the argumentation of German public service broadcasting con-

sidering consumerism over the last couple of years? 

9) Which problems might occur operationally by reporting about contemporary consumerism 

and its failures? 

10) Where are the limits of the involvement of German public service broadcasters? 

 

Second part of the data analysis 

A certain structure of codes in the answers could be expected due to the categories of questions 

asked, that build a thematic complex (Taylor-Powell and Renner 2003, 3). Thus, predefined codes 

guided the data analysis for this part of the empirical study. Diverse answers that could be ex-

pected were summarized in codes, which are documented in Appendix 7, page 15-16. Different 

perspectives gained by the review of media and communications theory in chapter 2 helped de-

fining these expected codes. They concerned the functions of media in democratic societies, me-

dia’s agenda setting power as well as the political economy of public service broadcasting and its 

implications for the operations of the channel. It was tried to consider all possible sorts of an-

swers in the predefined codes in order to stay open-minded for new insights to emerge from the 

data. After part one of the data analysis described above, the obtained sections of answers were 

generalized by using the predefined codes (Hiermansperger and Greindl 2000, 7). However, the 

original quote was kept right next to the generalized code. Subsequently, a more detailed analysis 

was conducted by examining the separate codes as a unit (Zepke 2001, 3) in order to “identify 

patterns and connections within and between categories” (Taylor-Powell and Renner 2003, 5). In 

some cases, more precisely defined categories emerged in addition to the predefined codes due to 

this refinement. However, the predefined codes were already very specific and thus, refinement 

was only necessary for codes that combined many types of information. 
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3.5.6. Limitations of the Conducted Expert Interviews 
 
Small sample size of interviews 

Generally, it has to be noted that the gathered information and thus the ensuing conclusions may 

not be absolutely valid due to the small sample size of the research project. Assuming more time, 

budget and also better access to interview partners, many more insights could have been gained 

to answer research question three. The point of “saturation” of identifying further categories in 

the interview material was not yet reached (Dicicco-Bloom and Crabtree 2006, 318). Thus, the 

master thesis can only be considered as a pilot study in this aspect. 

 

Discrepancies due to translating the interviews 

Moreover, all interviewees had the choice of conducting the interview either in English or in 

German. All interview partners decided to answer the questions in German. Hence, the first set 

of answers as well as the respective follow-up questions were translated by the researcher shortly 

after receiving them. The interviewees were asked to double-check the translation and approach 

the researcher in case of misunderstandings or change requests. This was not the case in any of 

the processes. However, the possibility of slight discrepancies through the translation cannot be 

excluded completely. 

 

The interviewer effect on the conducted Skype interview 

Especially for the Skype interview conducted with interview partner four, the impact of the inter-

viewer and the given situation of the interview have to be considered as a limitation. Semi-

structured interviews are always “situated event[s] in which the interviewer creates the reality of 

the interview situation” (Qu and Dumay 2011, 247). Thus, another researcher would receive dif-

ferent answers from the interview partner by asking the same questions, which is called the inter-

viewer effect (Denscombe 2010, 178-180). On the other hand, Skype was chosen by the inter-

viewee as a channel to conduct the interview and he also decided about the time of the interview. 

Thus, it is assumed that the environment created by the interview partner suited the well-being 

and thus openness during the interview process. 

 

Effect of the “The Spiral of Silence” 

Lastly, the societal topic of consumption and sustainable development bears the danger of lead-

ing the interviewees to position themselves as advocates of the proposed development. This be-

haviour results from a fear to be socially judged otherwise. Sustainable development and more 

sustainable consumption can be acknowledged as a “good cause” and participants may have 

feared negative judgement by positioning themselves not in favour of the topic (cp. "The Spiral 
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of Silence" by Elisabeth Noelle-Neumann 1993, 4-5). While it is difficult to evaluate the effect of 

“The Spiral of Silence” on the conducted interviews, it has to be said that the interviewees ap-

peared to be very critical. They considered their position in a paradigm shift and their ability to 

take part in societal change very delicately. The interviewees apparently did not simply confirm a 

socially favoured opinion. Instead, they discussed the topic in a critical manner and also posi-

tioned themselves against sustainable consumption as a “good cause” to be supported by media. 
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3.6. Results of the Empirical Study 
 

3.6.1. Research Question 1: The Establishment of a Critical Discourse about Con-
sumerism on the German Public Service Broadcasting Media Agenda 

 

Critical discourse about consumerism in German public service broadcasting 

Altogether, the coded material comprised about 1.228 minutes that encompassed various aspects 

of private consumption, which will be presented below. 394 minutes of this coverage, which is 

32% of the coded material, handled the issue of consumerism critical according to the criteria 

stated in chapter 3.4.4.   

 

Table 3: Summary of data collection. 
 

Total Summary of Data Collection 

Total time coded 20:28:48 
= 1.228 minutes 

Total time of critical coverage in coded 
material 

06:34:24 
= 394 minutes 

= 32% 
Source: own illustration. 
 

 

Areas of private consumption in which a critical discourse is mainly featured by media 

In order to answer research question one, an approximation of the time devoted to each identi-

fied main theme was calculated. Table 4 gives an overview about the identified topics of private 

consumption, ranked by their overall time in the material. According to the last column of table 4 

the six main themes with the highest ratio of overall time of the theme and critical coverage with-

in this theme are: 

! Furnishing 
! Clothing / textiles / footwear / accessory 
! Food /nutrition 
! Health 
! Travelling / transportation 
! Technical and household equipment 
 
These are the six themes with the highest relative time spend on critical coverage, which indicates 

that a critical consideration of consumerism is especially established in these areas. However, it 

has to be noted that the ratio for the category “furnishing” is only of limited value because the 

theme was only covered once in the material. And although the time span employed to the topic 

“furnishing” in this one broadcast is considerable with 43 minutes, this category is only of re-
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stricted validity for the conclusion. The other five categories of private consumption are covered 

several times in the material. Also the absolute time spend on these themes is comparably high, 

which means that the observation made here is meaningful. 

 

Description of areas of private consumption in which a critical discourse is mainly fea-

tured by media 

Out of the almost 3,5 hours devoted to “clothing / textiles / footwear / accessory”, approxi-

mately 49% of the time can be considered critical of private consumption according to the estab-

lished criteria. Hence, almost half of the coverage handled the issue in a critical manner. The 

overarching theme “food / nutrition” covered issues such as meat, coffee, candies and their pro-

duction, grocery stores or local food cooperatives. Altogether more than five hours out of the 

analysed 20,5 hours were spend on topics in this category of private consumption. Thereof, 

~36% were handled critically. The absolute time spend on the topic “health” encompassed ~32 

minutes. As the theme was identified in four different items, the significance of this value is giv-

en. 35% of the coverage was identified as critical, hence it can be concluded that a critical consid-

eration of consumerism is given in this theme. The overarching theme “health” covered issues 

such as medical products and their necessity or production. Within the theme “travelling / trans-

portation” topics including private car usage, fuel consumption for private cars or public trans-

portation. More than 1 hour and 11 minutes was spent on coverage of this theme, whereof 33% 

could be considered critical. Lastly, the theme “technical and household equipment” was identi-

fied in more than 2,5 hours of coverage, out of which 30% were critical. This theme presented 

issues such as chain stores that sell technical goods, the production or also disposal of technology 

(e.g. computers, telephones or electric kitchen equipment). 

 

Areas of private consumption in which a critical discourse is not established 

Moreover, it can be concluded from the given data that a critical discourse about consumerism is 

not established in the category “private energy consumption/ water/ electricity / gas / other 

fuels”. No material within the identified ~35 minutes was clustered as critical according to the 

defined criteria. Additionally, the categories “financial investments / insurances”, “cleaning / 

washing” and “renovation / building / gardening” covered private consumption uncritically in 

comparison. All ratios are below 20% critical coverage in these themes. 
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Table 4: Main themes of analysed broadcasts according to overall time devoted to them including 
critical coverage within these themes. 
 

 
Source: own illustration. 
 

 

Exclusion of categories from the analysis 

It has to be stated that the category “industry and product comprehensive” is not considered in 

this analysis. It combined miscellaneous issues with a correlation to consumerism, that cannot be 

clustered into one of the other product / service categories. For example, this category encom-

passed more general topics such as trash separation, marketing tools of companies or deforesta-

tion. Thus, it was difficult to ascribe these topics a clear focus on one of the product groups that 

cluster private consumption. It is rather a “miscellaneous” category. Moreover, the calculated 

ratio of critical time in the respective main theme is considerable high for the themes “luxury 

goods” and “toys”. However, the validity of this observation is only limited due to the marginal 

absolute time of material clustered in this category. Hence, these themes were not considered for 

answering the research question either. 
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3.6.2. Research Question 2: The Line of Reasoning About Consumerism Employed 
in German Public Service Broadcasting  

 
Two tables should help to answer research question two considering the line of reasoning about 

consumerism that is employed in German public service broadcasting. 

 

Most frequently used subcodes when talking about consumerism in general 

Table 5 displays the most frequently used subcodes when talking about consumerism in general, 

thus the subcodes most often identified in the overall material analysed. However, some of the 

most frequently identified codes almost exclusively serve stylistic means of introduction and con-

clusion and do not transport content in itself. Thus, they should not be considered in the analysis 

primarily and are marked in grey in table 5. 

 

Excluding codes that facilitate introduction and conclusion of broadcasts, especially subcodes 

that belong to the code “strategy and operations of company or specific industry” dominate the 

discourse. 154 times subcodes from this code occur in the list of the 15% most frequently men-

tioned codes. The following subcodes lead the argumentation: “company / industry structure, 

ownership, turnover, business model”, “advertisement / marketing strategy”, “client perception 

of quality and trust in the brand” and “unethical business practices”. Moreover, the code “pric-

ing” shapes the discourse with its subcodes “price structure of products and perception through 

the customer in comparison to competition”, “price mechanisms / calculation” and “prices that 

foster undesirable behaviour”. Altogether, 39 times arguments about “pricing” are on the list of 

the 15% most frequently mentioned codes. Lastly, 32 times subcodes concerning “general claims 

about the supply chain and specific place of raw material extraction” are noted. Specifically, 

“governmental ways to handle societal issues” are addressed as well as “geographical origin and 

specifics of production site / place of raw material extraction”. Recommendations or impressions 

how to consume more sustainably are provided in one subcode in table 5 by considering eleven 

times in total the “practicality of consuming alternative / more sustainable products”. 
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Table 5: The 15% most frequently used subcodes and respective codes in overall coverage (first 
15% of subcodes according to frequency). 
 

 
Source: own illustration. 
 

The argumentation most time is spent on when talking about consumerism in general 

In order to give a more qualitative picture about the line of reasoning that generally guides the 

argumentation about consumption in German public service broadcasting, table 6 shows all sub-

codes and respective codes that encompass more than ten minutes overall coverage. A compari-

son of table 5 and table 6 shows that almost all arguments most frequently covered appear again 

in the list of arguments most time spent on. Only seven of the subcodes listed in table 5 do not 

exist on table 6. However, with this more qualitative perspective of time devoted to each sub-

code, the analysis of the argumentation of German public service broadcasting has been refined. 
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Again, subcodes that almost exclusively serve stylistic means are excluded from the examination. 

Firstly, the code “strategy and operations of company or specific industry” also dominates the list 

of codes most time spent on with almost two hours and 26 minutes coverage. Especially the fol-

lowing subcodes are covered: “client perception of quality and trust in the brand”, “unethical 

business practices”, “advertisement / marketing strategy” and “company / industry structure, 

ownership, turnover, business model”. Secondly, the code “quality of products and services” 

encompasses two hours and three minutes coverage and thus, is the second code most time is 

spent on. Dominant subcodes in this realm are “product / service test: quality”, “service test: 

consulting quality of sales employees” as well as “Product test: gustation (in comparison to com-

petition)”. Thirdly, “social responsibility of company / industry for workers and communities in 

the supply chain” has been identified in approximately one hour and 20 minutes coverage. Espe-

cially attributes such as “working conditions in production and consequences for living condi-

tions”, “child labour” and “working conditions in supply chain: security measures to protect em-

ployees' lifes and health” are picked up longest from a temporal perspective. Additionally, the 

time spent on these subcodes is almost exclusively characterized by a critical consideration of 

consumerism according to the established criteria (cp. Appendix 5). Lastly, almost the same 

amount of time has been spend on the code “pricing”, which spans approximately one hour and 

17 minutes in the overall coverage. The subcode most overall time spent on of all subcodes is 

“price structure of products and perception through the customer in comparison to competi-

tion”. It can be noted that, although the code “pricing” is the second most often identified code, 

it is only the fourth code on the list of codes most time spent on. 

 

Summary: Line of reasoning about consumerism that is employed in German public ser-

vice broadcasting 

It can be concluded from table 5 and table 6 that the argumentation of German public service 

broadcasting in the context of consumerism considerably focuses on general information about 

the strategy of companies and industries. As well, the prices of goods and services are often cov-

ered in manifold ways of arguing. Moreover, claims about the supply chain of companies or 

products are often made. These mainly provide more general information but also arguments 

about the social responsibility of companies for supply chains. Another line of reasoning rests 

upon the quality of products and services through testing e.g. the quality or taste of products. 

Recommendations or impressions of how to consume more sustainably are given occasionally 

according to table 5. However, as this subcode does not appear in table 6 again, it can be con-

cluded that the time spend on such arguments is comparably short. 
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Table 6: Subcodes and respective codes most time spent on in overall coverage (every subcode 
that encompassed at least 10 minutes). 
 

 
Source: own illustration. 
 

Line of reasoning in introduction and conclusion of broadcasts 

Lastly, a remark should be made to the excluded codes “introduction” and “conclusion”. Alt-

hough the time devoted to these codes is comparably high, they mainly serve stylistic means as 

stated before. These codes contain only rarely critical coverage and if a critical consideration is 

made, the time spent on it is very limited, as documented in Appendix 5. However, on one occa-

sion the show “Markencheck” provided a critical conclusion about consuming goods of the 
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brand “H&M”. In this case, the show presented the subjective feelings and resolutions of cus-

tomers after seeing the documentary. Nevertheless, such a proposed course of action can be con-

sidered as an exception.  

 

 

3.6.3. Research Question 2: German Public Service Broadcasting’s Line of Reason-
ing by Covering Consumerism in a Critical Manner 

 

In the following, two tables help to answer this aspect of research question two concerning 

which critical argumentation about consumerism is employed in German public service broad-

casting. For this purpose, only sequences that were characterized as critical of consumerism ac-

cording to defined criteria were incorporated in the analysis (cp. Appendix 1 “Coding Spread-

sheet”). 

 

Most frequently used subcodes when talking about consumerism in a critical way 

Table 7 summarizes the most frequently used subcodes and respective codes when talking criti-

cally about consumerism, thus the arguments most often given in the critical discussions part. 

The line of reasoning, which clearly dominates the critical coverage from this perspective, is 

“working conditions in production and consequences for living conditions”. This subcode was 

identified 20 times and also appears on the list of the most frequently used subcodes in the over-

all coverage. It belongs to the code “social responsibility of company / industry for workers and 

communities in the supply chain”. This topic overall dominates the critical discourse with 36 

counts together with its other two subcodes: “working conditions in supply chain: security 

measures to protect employees' lifes and health“ and “child labour”. “Suggested alternatives to 

consume more sustainable” were considered 17 times among the 15% most frequently men-

tioned subcodes. This code encompasses considerations of “conscious renunciation”, “behaviour 

in the supermarket / shop” or “positive (side-) effects of alternative ways to consume”. The se-

cond most often covered subcode on the list is “responsibility of company for supply chain: 

transparent supply chains, control, certificates, labels”, which was counted in eleven occasions. 

This subcode also appears on the list of the most frequently used subcodes in the overall cover-

age. In addition to the other five subcodes, this makes “transparency, labelling, certificates, con-

trol” the third most frequently covered code. 
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The argumentation neglects environmental harms through private consumerism  

Something also worth to notice from table 7 is that environmental issues are not covered very 

often. In the 15% most frequently covered subcodes, two topics were identified that argue about 

environmental implications or consequences of consumerism: “environmental damage resulting 

from raw material extraction” (covered critically seven times) and “direct environmental pollution 

through product consumption or its waste-products” (covered critically eight times). In compari-

son, 59 times subcodes in table 7 depict consumerism critically by explicitly considering societal 

or social aspects. 

 

Table 7: The 15% most frequently used subcodes and respective codes in critical coverage (first 
15% of subcodes according to frequency). 
 

 
Source: own illustration. 
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The argumentation most time is spent on when talking critically about consumerism 

Table 8 was established to give a more qualitative picture about the lines of reasoning that domi-

nate the critical discourse about consumerism. It shows all subcodes and respective codes that 

encompass more than five minutes coverage within those subcodes identified as critical of con-

temporary consumption. 

 

Table 8 illustrates that the time spent on critical discourse about consumerism clearly rests upon 

social or societal arguments. Approximately two hours and 17 minutes of coverage was spent on 

the codes “social responsibility of company / industry for workers and communities in the sup-

ply chain” and “social responsibility of company for direct employees in country of operation 

(developed and developing countries)”. This is more than one third of the overall critical cover-

age in the analysed material. One of the most dominant topics here are the “working conditions 

in production and consequences for living conditions”. This code focuses on the supply chain of 

companies and spanned almost 50 minutes of coverage. Other leading subcodes from these two 

codes are for instance: “child labour”, “working conditions in supply chain: security measures to 

protect employees' lifes and health”, “empowerment of employees through works council”, 

“market power of company: bargaining with supply chain”, “slavery of supply chain workers” 

and “working conditions of company employees: working hours”. In comparison, one subcode 

was identified in table 8 that critically argues about the environmental impact of private consum-

erism. The subcode “environmental implications of production and consequences for living con-

ditions of workers and communities in the supply chain” measured six minutes and four seconds. 

Other codes that encompassed considerable time are the “quality of products and services” (~22 

minutes) and “health implications of product consumption” (~19 minutes). The only subcode in 

table 8 that critically suggests alternatives for current consumerism is “positive (side-) effects of 

alternative ways to consume”, which was covered for seven minutes. Another aspect that is par-

tially depicted in table 8 and can be retraced in Appendix 5 is that the argumentation of the “im-

portance of consumerism as part of a culture” is picked up in almost 22 minutes altogether. 

However, it is reflected critically in only six minutes and 36 seconds. 

 

Summary: Critical argumentation about consumerism that is employed in German public 

service broadcasting 

In summary, table 7 and table 8 show that the critical reflection of consumerism in the public 

service broadcasting channels relies mainly on social or societal arguments. For example, topics 

that are specifically discussed are the social responsibility of a company or industry for its supply 

chain, for workers in the supply chain or direct employees. Also the responsibility of a company 
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for transparent supply chains, control, certificates or labels is leading in the discussion. In com-

parison to that, both tables show only little influence of arguments concerning the identified en-

vironmental issues of consumerism. While alternatives to consume more sustainably are suggest-

ed often in the analysed material, the time spent to elaborate on them is only short. Moreover, 

arguments concerning the quality of products or services as well as health implications of the 

consumption of a specific product shape the critical discourse. 

 

 

Table 8: Subcodes and respective codes most time spent on in critical coverage (every subcode 
that encompassed at least 5 minutes). 
 

 
Source: own illustration. 
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3.6.4. Research Question 3: The Role German Public Service Broadcasting As-
cribes itself in a Paradigm Shift in Consumerism 

 

The following presentation of the results from the expert interviews is organized according to the 

ten questions that guided the analysis and are presented in chapter 3.5.5. 

 

The functions of public service broadcasting in a democratic society 

Firstly, the experts were asked about the functions of public service broadcasting in a democratic 

society generally and considering the broadcasting institution they are working for in particular. 

Three experts highlighted the surveillance of the socio-political environment to identify potential 

threats and opportunities repeatedly as a main aspect of their function. Thereby, the importance 

to align this function with journalistic norms such as relevance, impartiality and sophisticated and 

sound information basis was stressed various times. One interviewee highlighted in this context 

the obligation to consider niche topics that do not belong to the mainstream opinion in society. 

In addition, the objective reporting on current issues and the necessity to ensure a variety of 

viewpoints were specifically pointed out as main functions of media. Moreover, three of the in-

terviewees said that public service broadcasting is supposed to help society in clarifying its objec-

tives and managing itself. For instance, expert one wrote, “media facilitates the fulfilment of a 

society’s democratic, social and cultural need”. Other interviewees paraphrased this function by 

referring to it as giving advice about topics of societal interest. Another aspect that is closely 

linked to this advisory function is the education of citizens through summarizing and allocating 

information. All four experts stressed the importance of educating people through providing and 

classifying new information. Interview partner four emphasized the importance of educating citi-

zens, particularly considering political decision-making processes. He thus considered it as a task 

of public service broadcasting to give the audience an incentive to learn, choose and engage in 

political processes. The entertainment function of public service broadcasting was mentioned 

twice. Also the function of transmitting social heritage in the form of social norms, values and 

identities was emphasized twice. One interview partner highlighted the importance of facilitating 

and securing a huge outreach of the programme as a task of public service broadcasting. 

 

The role public service broadcasting institutions ascribe themselves in the paradigm shift 

towards sustainable consumption, claimed by “heterodox economics” 

Secondly, another aspect of specific interest for research question three was the role the inter-

viewed public service broadcasters ascribe themselves in the paradigm shift in consumerism. 

Based on the phrasing in chapter 2, the dominant answer to this question can be summarized by 
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saying that the interviewed institutions see themselves as the “mirror of change”. They state to 

passively facilitate the discourse in the case of relevant developments. Interview partner one, two 

and three described their role in this way. They explained this position by referring to their “re-

porting function” in society for things occurring in reality. For instance, interviewee two claimed, 

“as it [public service broadcasting] reports all newsworthy issues, it may also report about a de-

bate concerning consumption patterns, that is present in the society or in politics”. Considering a 

possible active involvement, the interviewees refrained from terms such as “initiating”, “enforc-

ing” or “fostering” a debate. They rather declared to depict issues when they become newswor-

thy. Interviewee three acknowledged a more active role in the course of the interview process and 

thus, the role of a “mover for change” can partly be confirmed in one of the interviews. Moreo-

ver, two experts ascribed their institutions a role in the paradigm shift but limited their possibility 

to induce change. They acknowledged that media is one part of an extensive system influencing a 

complex paradigm shift. One interviewee initially evaluated public service broadcasting generally 

having a passive role in a paradigm shift. However, he later dissociated his organization from 

having any role in in a paradigm shift in consumerism. Interviewee two also said that public ser-

vice broadcasting has a passive role in general but excluded his news show from this perspective. 

He emphasized that his news show would “have to report about occurring debates concerning 

this topic self-evidently” as soon as they become widely relevant. 

 

Tools or ways German public service broadcasting possesses to facilitate a public dis-

course about consumerism 

Thirdly, the interviewed experts were specifically asked to name tools or ways that their public 

service broadcasting institution or the institution in general has to facilitate a public discourse 

about consumerism. The most often and repeatedly mentioned tool by three of the four experts 

is the coverage of relationships and backgrounds that concern consumerism issues. They high-

light that newsworthy topics have to emerge in order to utilize this tool. More specifically, docu-

mentaries and consumer magazines were mentioned. The importance of displaying cause and 

effect relationships as well as consequences of consumerism was emphasized. Interview partner 

four suggested to “illuminate the background of the normal daily life”. Thus, he claims to directly 

connect the discourse with something tangible the audience can embrace. Moreover, on different 

occasions also the tool of speaking directly about a societal debate concerning consumerism was 

highlighted. The difference here is that consumerism as a topic is directly addressed in shows, 

instead of indirectly covered by speaking about consumer goods or companies. Thereby, social 

norms and values will presumably be challenged. For example, interview partner three states that 

in her show a discussion is planned to speak about the impact of more sustainable consumption 
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on the economy. Also the argument that sustainable consumption could harm the German econ-

omy will be considered. Interviewee three also emphasized the display of alternatives to contem-

porary consumption as a tool of public service broadcasting. “Demanding accountability of pow-

er holders” was mentioned by one interviewee as a tool. “Providing a platform for dialogue be-

tween power holders and audience” was identified as a tool in another interview. In addition, two 

experts explained that the stylistic means of television such as audio and pictures facilitate the 

public discourse about consumerism through transporting relationships in a tangible way. How-

ever, this aspect applies for television in general and not explicitly for public service broadcasting. 

The same interviewee who claimed that public service broadcasting has no role in facilitating a 

paradigm shift in consumerism also stated that his public service broadcasting institution “does 

not apply any respective instruments or concrete tools”. 

 

Current influence of German public service broadcasting on a public debate concerning 

critical consumerism 

Fourthly, a comparison with the results of research question one and two was aspired by asking 

the experts about the status quo of the critical coverage of consumerism in their channels or 

shows. Simultaneously, the respective influence on a public debate about critical consumerism 

was supposed to be evaluated. Interview partner four elaborated most extensively on this ques-

tion and stated that his channel and show both passively influence the debate. However, rephras-

ing the question, the expert clarified that he does not evaluate his institution to have a passive 

role but an active influence instead. Additionally, interview partner three thought that her show is 

actively involved in the debate. Interview partner two stated that his show is not having any in-

fluence at the moment, considering the fact that he works for a news show. 

 

Ability and power of German public service broadcasting to facilitate a paradigm shift in 

consumerism as claimed by “heterodox economics” 

Fifthly, one question was supposed to evaluate if public service broadcasting has the ability and 

thus power to facilitate a paradigm shift in consumerism according to its own understanding. 

One expert restricted this influence of public service broadcasting on the media agenda. He de-

nied any influence the media agenda might have on the public and policy agenda. Interviewee 

two and three emphasized their position to encourage citizens to think about the issue of con-

sumerism. Hence, they acknowledged their ability to influence the public agenda. 

!
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Consequences that German public service broadcasting might face through an involve-

ment in a paradigm shift in consumerism!

The sixth question that guided the analysis of the interview material illuminated possible conse-

quences that the German public service broadcasting institutions might face through an involve-

ment in a paradigm shift in consumerism that is demanded by “heterodox economics”. Inter-

viewee three formulated the risk that the audience would refuse the topic and the channel in turn 

as the issue might polarize the society. However, the dominant answer was the fear of being ac-

cused of journalistic prejudice by positioning on one side of the discourse. The interviewed ex-

pert two stated not to see any obstacles that might hinder an involvement. 

 

Ways to increase the presence of “sustainable consumption” / “reduced consumption” 

on the media agenda 

For the seventh aspect of the analysis, the interviewees were directly asked to state what must 

happen in order to increase the presence of the topic of sustainable consumption or reduced 

consumption on the media agenda. Two experts elaborated on this question and said that the 

predominant prerequisite is to increase the relevance and newsworthiness of the topic. For ex-

ample, congresses, events, expert opinions and a close connection to people’s everyday life were 

mentioned concretely. Interview partner four demanded to broaden the audience for the topic as 

he had the impression that consumerism is mainly a topic of the elite. This concern was inter-

preted as demanding a request from the wider audience to increasingly cover the topic on the 

media agenda. 

 

Trend in the argumentation about consumerism  

Two experts commented on a perceived change in the argumentation about consumerism over 

the last couple of years. One expert said that the coverage has been intensified since the financial 

crisis, which has put more focus on economic enterprises in general. The other interviewee has 

not perceived a tangible change. 

 

Operational problems of reporting about contemporary consumerism and its failures 

The last two questions were added to the aspects of interest for research question three because 

interviewees started elaborating on these additional topics. Thus, the ninth question was “Which 

problems might occur operationally by reporting about contemporary consumerism and its fail-

ures?” Interviewee three remarked that the complexity of the topic hampers an adequate cover-

age. She stated that challenging consumerism must only be considered part of a complex solution 

and that the impact through media might be small in this sense. Moreover, she argued that a dan-
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ger exists concerning misunderstandings about reducing consumption on the part of the socially 

disadvantaged audience group. Lastly, expert three stated that the consequences of private con-

sumption are almost intangible for Western societies and thus, complicated to illustrate. 

 

Limits of the involvement of German public service broadcasters 

With the tenth question, limits of an involvement of German public service broadcasting in the 

debate were identified. Interviewee four emphasized that his show has neither the intention, nor 

the ability to dictate the audience a change of their consumption habits or to instruct people how 

to act. Thus, he explained that the influence on the public agenda is limited and also not intend-

ed. Especially the missing intention to induce change in this regard is what differentiates this ana-

lytical question from the fifth posed question. Additionally, the interviewee claimed that the soci-

ety and audience have to show the necessary willingness to discuss the issue, which is something 

media cannot influence. 
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4. Final Discussion 
 

4.1. Critical Evaluation of the Role of German Public Service 
Broadcasting in a Paradigm Shift in Consumerism 

 
The ensuing discussion is supposed to combine the main aspects of the theoretical parts of the 

thesis and the results of the empirical study. The interdisciplinary approach shall be continued. 

Subsequently, four thematic aspects based on the findings of chapter 1.3.2. will guide the discus-

sion. These findings summarize the demands of “heterodox economics” on media institutions. 

The results of the empirical study will be compared to the ideas of media theory as well as the 

expectations of “heterodox economics” on media. Thereby, the answers provided for the three 

research questions in the preceding chapters will be critically illuminated and embedded in the 

discussion. Firstly, the demand by “heterodox economics” for media to educate citizens and raise 

awareness for the failures of current consumerism will be discussed. The results of research ques-

tion one, two and three will contribute to an evaluation of this first claim. Secondly, it is claimed 

that media should establish a commonly created goal and shared vision of the future. This second 

claim will be scrutinized by findings of research question two and three. Thirdly, media is sup-

posed to foster interaction, engagement and participation of citizens according to “heterodox 

economics”. Especially the results of research question three will deliver a valuable contribution 

to this discussion. Lastly, it should be evaluated under which conditions the paradigm shift in 

consumerism can be facilitated by media. Thus, the perspective of German public service broad-

casting should be emphasized, including possible dangers of an engagement in societal change. 

Findings of research question three will essentially guide the final discussion in this point. 

 
Figure 3: Visualization of the linkage between results of the study and final discussion. 

 
Source: own illustration. 
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4.1.1. Educating Citizens and Raising Awareness through Ensuring Visibility of 
the Failures of Current Consumption as well as Visibility of the New Para-
digm 

 
First of all, as stated in chapter 1.3., “heterodox economics” demands media to ensure constant 

visibility of the failures of the predominating paradigm of consumption as well as the benefits 

and solutions the new paradigm of sustainable consumption would deliver. Thus, according to 

“heterodox economics” media is supposed to educate citizens by raising awareness for the griev-

ances contemporary consumption leads to on a social and environmental level. 

 

Media theory confirms the demanded role through the functions of media in democratic 

societies but critically highlights the power of media in reality 

As pointed out in chapter 2.1. “The functions of media in democratic societies”, media theory 

confirms these posed claims in several ways. For example, Lasswell as well as Blumler and 

Gurevitch state that media is supposed to keep important socio-political developments under 

surveillance. This function implies identifying potential threats and opportunities and their impli-

cations for societal actors. Curran confirms this request by “heterodox economics” too by saying 

that media is obliged to brief citizens in order to facilitate their informed decision-making. More-

over, all ideas about informing and educating citizens comprehensively made by media research 

in general, apply for public service broadcasting in particular. This is pointed out in detail in 

chapter 2.3.2. Additionally, public service broadcasting is specifically obliged to ensure a variety 

of viewpoints and balance of information. However, media theory also criticises the power media 

outlets have in deciding what becomes visible for citizens and what will not be covered in media 

due to their gatekeeping function. The power executed in this way influences the public and poli-

cy agenda, too. As Dearing and Rogers emphasize, prominent issues on the media agenda are 

considered important by the other two agendas. Thus, on the one hand media theory confirms 

the demands of “heterodox economics” by acknowledging the functions of media in society. On 

the other hand, media theory critically restricts the full application of the claims of “heterodox 

economics” due to the power of media in practice. Although an issue might appear relevant, it 

does not automatically overcome the gatekeeping barrier of media. 

 

However, it has to be noted that the media theory summarized for this analysis does not directly 

consider a facilitation of the issue of sustainable consumption as their task. They rather describe 

the functions of media in society in general. But it can be inferred from the ideas stated that edu-

cating citizens and raising awareness in the described manner could be part of media’s function in 

society. For instance, informing about social and environmental deficits of contemporary con-
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sumerism. This would fit into the functions of media in society considering their self-ascribed 

task of identifying potential threats. Thus, media could in theory support a paradigm shift in this 

aspect as demanded by “heterodox economics”.  

 

Discussion about the identified status quo of critical coverage in German public service 

broadcasting 

Research question one was supposed to understand the status quo of critical discourse concern-

ing consumerism that is featured in German public service broadcasting. The answer to this re-

search question can deliver an insight in the context of the first claim of “heterodox economics”. 

The status quo of critical coverage gives an answer to how visible the failures of the current par-

adigm and the solutions provided by the new paradigm are in media. However, the identified 

32% of critical coverage in the analysed material does not have per se a very informative value 

yet. Unfortunately, similar or comparable studies do not yet exist. This complicates the final eval-

uation in how far a critical discourse about consumerism is featured on the media agenda of 

German public service broadcasting within the analysed material. In the beginning of the research 

process, a rule of thumb was considered to be applied for the sake of having a precise answer for 

research question one. According to this rule, at least 30% of the coverage would have to be crit-

ical of consumerism in order to conclude a general facilitation of critical discourse about con-

sumerism. If the rule had been applied, it would have been concluded that a critical coverage is 

facilitated by German public service broadcasting, albeit marginally. However, this estimate can-

not be substantiated with results from previous research or through numbers about the percep-

tion by the audience. Therefore, the 32% must be verified and compared to similar studies in the 

future in order to make a final assessment of this part of research question one. Moreover, as 

explained in the limitations of the conducted content analysis changing the sampling method and 

widening the choice of analysed material would have a huge impact on the obtained ratio. The 

currently in-build-bias of the conducted non-probability samples likely blurred the result. Conse-

quently, the gained ratio of critical coverage is above average, compared to the entire population 

of German public service broadcasting coverage. Nevertheless, the identified 32% critical cover-

age give an initial indicator in how far a critical discourse about consumerism is featured on the 

media agenda of German public service broadcasting. Thus, how intensively public service 

broadcasting covers the grievances of the existing paradigm. As well, how visible the new para-

digm of sustainable consumption is in the analysed material. Both aspects were part of the criteria 

that defined the critical coverage. 
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Areas of private consumption in which critical discourse is and is not featured 

The categories identified in chapter 3.6.1. indicate in which fields of private consumption critical 

coverage is mainly featured in German public service broadcasting. Thus, on which topics the 

current focus of media rests, when consumerism is depicted critically. The topics “clothing / 

textiles / footwear / accessory”, “food /nutrition”, “health”, “travelling / transportation” and 

“technical and household equipment” are generally handled critically considering consumption. 

Other areas are characterized by a weaker occurrence of critical coverage. The visibility of the 

grievances of consumerism or the promotion of sustainable consumption is currently weak in 

these areas: “private energy consumption / water/ electricity / gas / other fuels”, “financial in-

vestments / insurances”, “cleaning / washing” and “renovation / building / gardening”. Thus, 

awareness for the old and new paradigm could be raised through ensuring more visibility in the 

lastly named areas of private consumption. Enforcement here would support the hypothetical 

facilitation of a paradigm shift through German public service broadcasting. 

 

Line of reasoning and in particular critical argumentation about consumerism that is 

employed in German public service broadcasting 

Looking at the conducted empirical study, the content analysis for answering research question 

two was supposed to deliver an insight about the current line of reasoning regarding consumer-

ism in German public service broadcasting. The results of research question two give an over-

view about how consumerism and sustainable consumption are depicted on the German media 

agenda. Hence, how German public service broadcasting wants its audience to think about con-

sumption, which connects to the second level agenda setting described in chapter 2.2.2. As stated 

in chapter 3.6.2. “Research question 2: The line of reasoning about consumerism employed in 

German public service broadcasting”, the main focus of the argumentation when speaking about 

consumerism in general lies on the strategies of companies and industries. Also the prices of 

goods or services and their quality are a dominant way of speaking about consumerism. Addi-

tionally, issues considering supply chains of companies are covered from a high-level perspective 

of arguing, by focussing on the responsibility of companies for the supply chain. The most im-

portant finding from analysing the argumentation within the time classified as critical is that the 

line of reasoning here relies on social or societal topics. Arguments often covered are for example 

the social responsibility of a company or industry for its supply chain, for workers in the supply 

chain and for direct employees. Also the responsibility of a company for transparent supply 

chains, control, certificates or labels is a focus in the argumentation. Insights about the impact of 

private consumerism on the environment are only rarely depicted. It has to be considered again 

that the first claim from “heterodox economics” towards media is that citizens should be educat-
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ed and awareness should be increased for failures of the current paradigm of consumption. In 

addition, visibility for sustainable consumption is demanded by “heterodox economics”. At this 

point mainly the status quo of the argumentation in German public service broadcasting is the 

focus, regardless of which role media ascribes itself in a paradigm shift. Therefore, in this part the 

empirical study unfolded a strong visibility of the social and societal failures of current consumer-

ism. Environmental aspects could be enforced in future coverage, as those are almost entirely 

neglected until now. Moreover, the argumentation about consumerism in general is very much 

focussed on understanding companies and industries on a strategic level. Also the topics price 

and quality are often considered. Thus, raising awareness through visibility could be enhanced in 

general. 

 

German public service broadcasting confirms the demanded role through their functions 

in society and ascribes itself a passive role in facilitating this task 

Moreover, the opinion of German public service broadcasting, extracted from the expert inter-

views should be taken into consideration regarding the demands of “heterodox economics” ini-

tially summarized. Especially the surveillance of the socio-political environment was named as an 

important part of the functions of public service broadcasting in society. This would also encom-

pass the demanded visibility about the failures of the current consumption paradigm and respec-

tive alternatives. News coverage with a focus on cause and effect relationships of consumerism 

and its consequences were highlighted as the main tool to apply these tasks. Furthermore, the 

experts also reaffirmed that ensuring an objective coverage that displays a variety of opinion is 

one of their main functions. As well, educating citizens by summarizing and allocating infor-

mation and thus, giving them an incentive to learn, choose and engage in political processes are 

considered a task by the interviewees. Hence, in these points the interviewed experts agree with 

“heterodox economics” and media studies concerning the general role of their media institutions 

in a paradigm shift in consumerism. As stated before, the experts spoke about their general role 

in society and did not exactly acknowledge having the task of enhancing the visibility of failures 

in the current paradigm or promoting sustainable consumption. However, it can be inferred from 

the interview answers that the first claim formulated by “heterodox economics” is confirmed to 

be a task by German public service broadcasting. Lastly, asking the experts about their opinion 

concerning the current role their institutions have in a paradigm shift, some comments indicated 

an active facilitation. However, the prevailing role was described as facilitating it passively, de-

pending on newsworthiness and relevance.  
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Summary: Educating citizens and raising awareness through ensuring visibility of the 

failures of current consumption as well as visibility of the new paradigm 

In summary, the visibility for failures of the predominating paradigm of consumption as well as 

the benefits and solutions sustainable consumption would deliver is provided by the current way 

German public service broadcasting is arguing. However, a critical coverage is only established in 

certain fields of private consumption and focuses on social aspects of the failures described in the 

introduction of this thesis. The environmental dimension is currently almost entirely disregarded. 

Hence, awareness and education of the citizens about the issues of consumption is party provid-

ed by German public service broadcasting. Media theory as well as the interviewed experts con-

firm this role assigned to them by “heterodox economics”. This confirmation is based upon their 

declared functions in society but expresses certain limitations in reality. 

 
 

4.1.2. Establishing a Commonly Created Goal and Shared Vision of the Future 
 
The second aspect demanded by “heterodox economics” from media is to establish a commonly 

created goal and shared vision that depicts a new paradigm of consumption. The goal and vision 

are supposed to serve as a facilitator of societal change. Therefore, values and social norms have 

to be revised and refocused on non-materialistic aspects. 

 

Media theory confirms the demanded task and ascribes media the power of fulfilling it 

but is disunited considering the respectively active “mover” role the task assumes 

From the perspective of media’s functions in society transmitting social heritage in form of val-

ues and norms is indeed defined as a task to be fulfilled by media, e.g. by Lasswell. Also Altschull 

argues for media to induce desirable societal change, assuming media’s social responsibility func-

tion. However, the debate about media as a mirror or mover of societal change disunites academ-

ia in this point. On the other hand, “heterodox economics” clearly demands and assumes an ac-

tive role. Considering the agenda setting of media, establishing a commonly created goal and 

shared vision is thinkable. The influence media agenda setting has on the public agenda in partic-

ular is widely accepted and proven by media research. Media agenda setting has been presented in 

this thesis as “the study of social change” (Dearing and Rogers 1996, 2). Media even has the 

power to reach consensus about societal problems in diverse communities (Shaw and Martin 

1992, 904-905, 912). It could therefore even fulfil the claim of a “commonly” created goal. Nev-

ertheless, the question of having a mover- or mirror-position remains open also in this point. 

Media theory claims that in a democracy the public agenda would actually set the media agenda 
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instead of the other way around. Thus, critics claim that in democratic societies the public is sup-

posed to set such a goal and shared vision of sustainable consumption. 

 

The conducted content analysis does not conclude a facilitation of this demand 

For understanding how this demand of “heterodox economics” is fulfilled in the analysed mate-

rial, two identified subcodes are of specific interest. As described, the argument “importance of 

consumerism as part of a culture” is handled relatively uncritical. According to the inductive pro-

cess of code development, this subcode is defined the following: “Description and criticism of 

the importance of consumption as part of a culture and the importance of consumerism of goods 

as an act that connects with the society; also materialism as an attitude that characterizes the soci-

ety and its people” (cp. Appendix 2 “Coding Agenda”). Establishing a shared vision of the future 

towards sustainable consumption would in fact require arguing critically about consumerism and 

materialism as part of a culture. Moreover, as also described when answering research question 

two, subcodes that give suggestions or impressions how to consume more sustainable are pro-

vided in German public service broadcasting. However, the time spend with those topics is rather 

short. Also clear conclusions in broadcasts that would hint to a vision or societal goal are general-

ly not provided with one exception. Thus, from the actual coverage directly pointing to the de-

scribed demands of “heterodox economics”, facilitation of the demands cannot be concluded. 

 

German public service broadcasting confirms the demanded role in theory and ascribes 

itself a passive role in facilitating this task 

However, if German public service broadcasting is striving to establish a commonly created goal 

and shared vision of the future, it is not easy to identify this from the coverage of TV broadcasts. 

Therefore, the expert interviews gave valuable insights regarding this aspect. The participants 

confirmed to have the function of transmitting social heritage including norms and values. They 

mostly also acknowledged helping the society in clarifying its objectives and managing itself. The-

se would actually be functions that support the demand of “heterodox economics” to establish a 

commonly created goal and shared vision of the future. But when asking the experts directly 

about the possible role of their institution in a paradigm shift, they almost exclusively tended to 

ascribe their institutions a passive role. Thus, explaining a mirror-position they rejected attributes 

such as “initiating”, “enforcing” or “fostering” in their description. One expert emphasized that 

his institution neither has the ability nor strives to induce a change as this might give the impres-

sion of dictating the audience what to do and instructing it how to behave. Only once an active 

role was ascribed. 
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Tools the institutions have to establish a commonly created goal and shared vision of the 

future 

Assuming this passive role, the tools public service broadcasting thinks to have according to the 

interviewed experts in facilitating critical discourse included for instance talking about the debate 

surrounding consumerism and illustrating alternative ways to consume. However, as stated above 

this is not clearly reflected in the analysed material. On the other hand, it has to be said that the 

three broadcasts in the rubric “Miscellaneous shows from ZDF” address consumerism directly. 

Thus, these shows confirm these identified tools. However, the empirical study only rarely identi-

fied lines of reasoning about the debate concerning consumerism beyond these three shows. 

 

The restricted power to create a societal goal and vision in reality 

The respondents were also asked about the actual power German public service broadcasting 

thinks to have as a result of their passive involvement and through applying the outlined tools. 

Some interviewees acknowledged the influence of media on this societal change by stating that 

they can encourage the audience to contemplate specific aspects of consumption. Another inter-

viewee restricted the power of public service broadcasting in the paradigm shift. He said that 

media is only a subsystem of the society and thus, cannot induce change if other actors do not 

support it. Thereby, this expert confirmed a limitation stated in the beginning of the thesis on 

hand, that media is only one actor in a wider economic and societal change. One participant de-

nied the academically proven influence media has on the public agenda. 

 

Summary: Establishing a commonly created goal and shared vision of the future 

It can be summarized that German public service broadcasting could establish a commonly cre-

ated goal and shared vision of the future in theory as it has the respective tools. However, media 

studies as well as the interviewed experts hesitate to embrace this role in a societal change, which 

is also reflected in the analysed broadcasts. They dissociate themselves from having an active 

“mover” position in the paradigm shift, which is demanded and assumed by “heterodox econom-

ics” in this task. Moreover, the interviewed German public service broadcasting institutions point 

out that their power in this context is also restricted. 

 

Potential bias from state authorities that might hinder German public service broadcast-

ing in this task 

A remark should be made considering the theoretical discussion in chapter 2.3.2. It was stressed 

that also public service broadcasting bears the potential danger of not being completely inde-

pendent in their coverage and agenda setting because their legitimation depends on the state. It 
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might be difficult to evaluate such a potential bias from interviews, as participants would likely 

not admit it voluntarily. However, neither from the analysis of coverage, nor from the expert 

interviews any impression emerged that this claim could be supported. The independence from 

state and other societal actors was emphasized in the presentation of German public service 

broadcasting on their website, secured by institutional bodies. In the expert interviews the im-

portance of journalistic norms was emphasized repeatedly. Hence, establishing a commonly cre-

ated goal and shared vision of the future presumably underlies no potential bias from the state. 

 
 

4.1.3. Fostering Interaction, Engagement and Participation 
 
Another central aspect demanded by “heterodox economics” is that media is required to foster 

the interaction of the society and its bodies in order to enhance engagement and participation. 

Costanza, Jackson and Marks highlight that a new paradigm in consumption can only be estab-

lished by having the consensus of the society, which rests on the involvement of broad parts of 

the community. Thus, this idea serves to anchor the new paradigm beyond media content but 

ascribes media the task of an active enforcement of interaction, engagement and participation. 

 

Media theory confirms the demanded task and specifically evaluates it as a function of 

public service broadcasting 

Clearly, media studies confirm this picture “heterodox economics” has about the function of 

media in this aspect. For instance, Blumler and Gurevitch point out media’s task to provide a 

platform for dialogue between power holders and citizens, which is supposed to foster diverse 

angles of societal discussions. Moreover, they state that media should provide an incentive for 

citizens to learn, choose and engage in political processes, which an interactive debate concerning 

consumerism can be characterized as. In addition, especially public service broadcasting rests on 

the idea of inclusion and participation of citizens. However, again it has to be emphasized that 

this confirmation refers to engaging citizens and fostering their interaction and participation in 

general, not coined to the topic of consumerism and a paradigm shift specifically. 

 

German public service broadcasting confirms the demanded role but states to be de-

pended on the audience’s willingness to apply this claim in reality 

While the content analysis of broadcasts cannot provide valuable insights to this aspect claimed 

by “heterodox economics”, the interviewed expert stated their position on this point. The en-

gagement of citizens was declared to be a function of German public service broadcasting e.g. by 

utilizing the tool “Providing a platform for dialogue between power holders and audience”. An-
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other mentioned tool that is relevant here is that the coverage has to stress a connection of the 

failures of contemporary consumption with people’s daily life. This tool would encourage citizens 

to recognize that their individual consumption adds to the described societal and environmental 

harms and reduces personal happiness. In addition, most respondents acknowledged their institu-

tion’s ability to make people think about their consumption patterns, which would also facilitate 

engagement. However, it is stressed as a limitation of this potential ability that the society simply 

has to have the will to discuss consumerism and private consumption in particular. According to 

the interviewees, German public service broadcasting can be as willing as possible to foster inter-

action, engagement and participation. But if the audience is not ready to discuss the issue, their 

impact is only limited. This statement confirms the theoretical assumption by Curran and Seaton 

that public service broadcasting is responsive to the demands of their audience in order to be 

able to compete with other TV channels. 

 

Summary: Fostering interaction, engagement and participation 

In conclusion, the assigned role of fostering interaction, engagement and participation is con-

firmed by media studies as well as the ideals of public service broadcasting on a theoretical level. 

In practice, tools to facilitate this claim are available but difficult to measure tangibly. Additional-

ly, the interviewees limited their ability to cope with this demand due to the fact that participation 

cannot be induced by one-sided actions. The facilitation of this point through German public 

service broadcasting depends on the citizens’ willingness to discuss contemporary consumerism. 

 
 

4.1.4. Facilitating the Paradigm Shift in Consumerism from the Perspective of 
German Public Service Broadcasting 

 
In retrospective of the foregoing chapters of the final discussion it can be said that media theory 

supports all demands of “heterodox economics” on media as one actor to facilitate a paradigm 

change towards sustainable consumption. In theory, all claims are confirmed by considering the 

functions media has in society. Also the interviewed experts acknowledge the demands directed 

to them by “heterodox economics”, at least in theory. However, some restraints to cope with the 

demands in reality were mentioned already. Therefore, it should be evaluated under which condi-

tions the paradigm shift in consumerism can be enforced and facilitated by media. The perspec-

tive of the German public service broadcasting institutions on the paradigm shift should specifi-

cally be stressed in this chapter by acknowledging possible backsides and risks. 
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Media theory’s characteristics of journalistic norms and maintained newsworthiness  

According to media theory, especially journalistic norms and newsworthiness determine if an 

issue is present on the media agenda. Rogers and Dearing stress two main influential factors on 

the societal agenda setting process, that signal importance and thus, newsworthiness of issues. 

Firstly, a strong influence of real-world indicators on the media agenda is assumed. However, 

since this influence has been refuted, academia criticises this missing connection. Secondly, “in-

terpersonal communication of elites and other individuals” has been described as a second main 

influence on the media agenda (cp. Figure 2). Moreover, one of the basic assumptions of media 

agenda setting is that coverage depends on the competition of the topic, e.g. consumerism, with 

other topics currently of importance for the audience. Media theory also highlights that a facilita-

tion of the claims made above depends on how the topic manages to maintain its newsworthi-

ness in the long run. Things that can support this maintained newsworthiness are trigger events 

and the cooperation with societal institutions that regularly deliver input about the issue. Another 

theoretical aspect that has been discussed in chapter 2.2.1. was the obtrusiveness of a topic. It is 

assumed that the more unobtrusive a topic is the more guidance the audience demands of media. 

Thus, it was assumed that agenda setting effects are strong considering the high unobtrusiveness 

of consumerism and its failures that are often intangible for Western societies. 

 

The importance of journalistic norms in reality 

The conducted interviews reassured the significance with which media theory stresses journalistic 

norms. The interviewed institutions confirm that one of the most determining factors for a sup-

port of a paradigm shift in consumption through German public service broadcasting is the ap-

plication of journalistic norms. This means first of all that topics surrounding consumerism have 

to be relevant and newsworthiness. As well, the coverage must permit impartiality of the report-

ers and their TV channel. Information given in broadcasts has to be balanced, sophisticated and 

sound. These requirements are especially important in order to avoid a one-sided coverage that 

might frighten off the audience through polarization, as stated in an interview. Thus, sustainable 

consumption can in general be supported by German public service broadcasting as long as these 

necessities of journalistic norms guide the discourse. For instance, promoting sustainable con-

sumption must be embedded in a discussion that illustrates diverse viewpoints, incorporating also 

opponents of changing the status quo in consumerism. One interviewee describes this by refer-

ring to a planned show about the impact of sustainable consumption on the economy. In this 

show, also the argument should be discussed that sustainable consumption could harm the Ger-

man economy. 
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In summary, “heterodox economics” claims that media is supposed to actively facilitate a para-

digm shift in consumerism towards sustainable consumption. Media rather ascribes itself a pas-

sive “reporting function”. Interest groups or citizens that want to enforce the demanded role of 

media in reality have to consider the requirement of journalistic norms thoroughly. Adhering to 

journalistic norms can be considered a prerequisite for topics to be covered on the media agenda. 

 

The specific importance of newsworthiness in reality, its chances and risks 

Also the theoretically stressed newsworthiness strongly determines if German public service 

broadcasting facilitates a change as claimed by “heterodox economics”. Therefore, increasing the 

newsworthiness of the topic consumerism and relevance in turn was suggested in order to make 

the topic more attractive for reporters and journalists. According to the interviewees this could 

for instance be done by organizing conferences, events, providing speakers that argue about con-

sumption patterns or establishing the already mentioned connection to people’s daily life. For 

example, the financial crisis was named as a trigger event that enhanced the critical reflection on 

consumerism in the show one expert works for. The newsworthiness regarding consumerism 

gained by this trigger event has to be maintained by respective interest groups that could utilize 

the mentioned tools. Newsworthiness also increases through activating a broader mass of citizens 

interested in the topic as this ensures the necessary audience for the public service broadcaster. 

This is especially important considering that public service broadcasting also underlies market 

pressures. The German institutions have to compete for advertisers and they also have to ensure 

approaching wide groups of citizens due to their legitimation that depends on the state. Addi-

tionally, their main funding is provided by household payments and thus, citizens demand to be 

addressed with topics they care about. Interestingly, in contrast to the theoretical findings by me-

dia research, the experts in the conducted interviews emphasized that especially real-world indica-

tors such as climate change define newsworthiness for them. Real-world indicators lead back to 

the demand of sophisticated and sound information as a journalistic norm. Thus, they are a pre-

requisite to raise a topic on the media agenda. The importance of real-world indicators is often 

described as the “reporting function” of media that was highlighted repeatedly. While German 

public service broadcasters are monitoring the socio-political environment of the society, those 

indicators signal newsworthiness for them. Lastly, the claimed complexity of the topic consumer-

ism and its consequences that points to an evaluated unobtrusiveness was actually considered as a 

risk of the coverage for German public service broadcasting. The respective interviewee who 

referred to this aspect was concerned that this complexity of the topic might hamper an adequate 

coverage. This concern was reflected in the conducted content analysis, too. For example, the 

complexity of environmental harm through private consumption was only rarely depicted. Even 
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less, its consequences for living conditions in developing countries were highlighted (e.g. Appen-

dix 3, subcode: Consequences of climate change for people in developing countries). Thus, if the 

environmental and social harms cannot be communicated properly, the necessity or societal-wide 

benefits of a change as outlined by “heterodox economics” might not become evident to citizens. 

 

In summary, the overall argumentation about newsworthiness and relevance leads back to the 

standpoint of German public service broadcasting assigning itself a passive role in facilitating the 

change process towards sustainable consumption. Topics such as the failures of current con-

sumption or the prospects of sustainable consumption need to attract media’s attention by being 

made newsworthy. However, this status can only be achieved by engaged citizens, interest groups 

or lobbyists ensuring the respective newsworthiness. Interestingly, this leads back to the theoreti-

cal model of agenda setting, illustrated in figure 2. Here, interpersonal communication of elites 

and other individuals has been described as a main influence on the media agenda. Presumably, 

the interviewees stressed this influence by demanding, “engaged citizens, interest groups or lob-

byists” that are supposed to actively push the topic on the media agenda. Thus, according to the 

conducted interviews this influence on the agenda setting process can be especially emphasized. 

 

Media’s danger of losing impartiality through active involvement in the paradigm shift 

The foregoing discussion about newsworthiness guides back to a more general consideration not 

discussed so far. “Heterodox economics” assumes media to actively facilitate a paradigm shift 

towards sustainable consumption. However, media is not obliged to take a part in this process, 

especially not actively. Instead, an active involvement claimed by “heterodox economics” would 

undermine the impartiality that characterizes professional media institutions such as German 

public service broadcasting. However, through increasing the relevance of such a topic by utiliz-

ing the described tools, sustainable consumption can attract the attention of media outlets. It 

would then overcome the gatekeeping barrier and establish itself on the media agenda. Public 

service broadcasting then has the means to cover the issue by maintaining journalistic norms 

such as impartiality. This approach is underlined for example by one interviewee who stated 

about his show, “[I]ndependence also implies . . . that we can not be associated with anything, 

also not with a good cause”. Only by passive involvement and a focus on the “reporting func-

tion” of media, institutions can maintain their essential impartiality on which their credibility de-

pends. This is especially true for the analysed public service broadcasting institutions in Germany. 

Their trustworthiness has been described as a core characteristic perceived by the audience. Thus, 

credibility is German public service broadcasting’s competitive advantage on the TV market and 

needs to be protected.  
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4.2. Implications of the Research and its Findings 
 
Societal relevance of the master thesis 

In order to clarify the significant societal relevance of the master thesis on hand and its gained 

results, a statement from the introduction should be repeated: “Overconsumption as well as eco-

logically and socially harmful consumption is widely acknowledged to be one of the main chal-

lenges our global community is facing nowadays. Therefore, consumerism is a key factor in inter-

vening and designing a sustainable future” (cp. Master thesis on hand page 1). The master thesis 

on hand delivered a new perspective on one of the most urgent sustainability challenges our 

society is facing by following an interdisciplinary approach. To the best of the researcher’s know-

ledge nobody before has compared the demands of “heterodox economics” on media in sup-

porting a paradigm shift in consumerism with the perspective of media studies and media in 

practice. The empirical study demonstrated the capability and a general willingness of media to 

facilitate a paradigm shift towards sustainable consumption along the outlined demands of “hete-

rodox economics”. However, potential risks hinder an active involvement. Thus, German public 

service broadcasters ascribe themselves a passive role in the paradigm change. The outcome of 

the study sheds light on the essential role of journalists and the importance of fundamentals of 

their work. Citizens and interest groups, who want to change consumerism according to the 

claims of “heterodox economics”, have to understand the way media sets their agenda and the 

underlying norms that determine journalism. TV broadcasters offer huge potential to facilitate a 

paradigm shift in consumerism through their outreach and societal influence. However, this can 

only be utilized by the active engagement of citizens or interest groups that push the issue onto 

the media agenda. The topic could then be picked up by public service broadcasting under the 

consideration of relevance, newsworthiness and other journalistic norms. 

 

Moreover, the argumentation of German public service broadcasting concerning consumerism 

and critical consumerism was analysed. One of the most important outcomes is surely the strong 

emphasis on societal aspects and the respective neglect of environmental harms through private 

consumption. Additionally, areas of private consumption that lack a critical coverage at the mo-

ment were identified. These findings provide an initial understanding about the status quo how 

the topic consumerism is depicted in media and gives a starting point for further evaluation. Fur-

thermore, these disclosed gaps in the current coverage offer engaged citizens a departure point 

for pushing the topic sustainable consumerism further onto the media agenda. Thus, they could 

strive to enhance a critical coverage regarding these topics. However, it has to be noted that me-

dia is only one out of many actors that need to support a societal change, passively or actively. If 

more sustainable consumption is not implemented in the production and distribution chains or 
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technologies and facilitated by policy-making, media’s ability to facilitate change is only limited 

anyway. 

 

Academic contribution of the master thesis 

As outlined in the introduction, the conducted thesis project addressed an area of agenda setting 

theory that is not yet emphasized that much. A research gap was identified in agenda setting re-

search as most studies focussed on understanding print media such as magazines and newspa-

pers. Presumably, studies of TV content are relatively uncommon due to the complexity of 

methods necessary in this area. Nevertheless, taking Germany as an example, the average Ger-

man watched approximately 221 minutes television per day in 2013 (Statista 2014). Thus, as out-

lined in chapter 3.2. television is an important medium to reach citizens, especially in the context 

of sustainability issues, but has been underresearched. Moreover, specifically analysing the sali-

ence and depiction of one aspect on the media agenda is uncommon to the best of the research-

er’s knowledge. Most studies focus on the overall media agenda, which is not applicable in small-

scale research. Therefore, the outlined methodology offered a way to develop an understanding 

about specific issues on the media agenda of TV broadcasters. Considering the constraints of 

time and resources of small-scale research this approach provides an efficient and effective in-

strument. A highly individualised coding process was developed and applied and specifically 

aligned to the restrictions of small-scale research. The employed methodology can thus be sug-

gested for future research projects with a similar scope and capacity that strive to understand 

how a particular issue is depicted on a broadcaster’s media agenda. The additionally conducted 

expert interviews delivered meaningful insights from the perspective of the analysed public ser-

vice broadcasters. This is also recommended as a way of carrying out similar projects since com-

pletely new findings were gained here. 

 

In addition, considering previous research in the field, a main contribution of the master thesis 

on hand lies in the critical questioning of media’s social responsibility function. Practical chal-

lenges and restrictions of public service broadcasting were considered. The study specifically ap-

proached a gap identified in Kolandai-Matchett’s “real world research” by addressing the role 

media ascribes itself in a paradigm shift towards sustainable consumption. Thus, media’s social 

responsibility function was not just assumed in the thesis on hand. It was rather seen as continu-

um and one possible characteristic out of many functions of media in society. 
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4.3. Future Research 
 
Due to the relatively untouched academic field this master thesis covered, many opportunities for 

future research could be identified, out of which only some are explicated in the following. 

 

Analysing the potential facilitation of a paradigm shift through entertainment shows 

The claim of entertainment or amusement as a task of media in a democratic society has been 

made in chapter 2.1. However, shows or broadcasts that directly target this aspect of their func-

tion were not part of the analysis of the project on hand. This dimension would be valuable to 

understand as well, because as Curran highlights, entertainment exceeds the amusement factor by 

transmitting social norms, values and identities as well as initiating debates about political issues 

(Curran 2000, 139). The idea that public norms are highly influenced by entertainment media 

could be interesting for analysing the potential support of a paradigm shift in media. Public 

norms are “the rules, conventions and expectations that guide individual behaviour and the social 

interaction of society” (Curran 2010, 72). Thus, if a new paradigm in consumption would be re-

flected in entertainment broadcasts, this could eventually impact public discourse and even social 

norms. In addition, entertainment broadcasts presumably do not underlie the strict requirements 

of journalistic norms. This would offer a totally new perspective regarding the question of an 

active or passive involvement of media in the paradigm shift demanded by “heterodox econom-

ics”. Particularly analysing broadcasts and shows that aim to amuse or entertain the society in 

terms of their tangible and more hidden depiction of consumption is therefore recommended for 

future research. 

 

Understanding tools that citizens can utilize to establish maintained newsworthiness  

As pointed out, while the analysed media institutions are generally willing to facilitate a paradigm 

shift towards sustainable consumerism, their initiative is guided by journalistic norms, e.g. news-

worthiness and relevance. Citizens are supposed to actively push the failures of current consum-

erism and the prospects of sustainable consumption onto the media agenda in order to signal 

relevance to media actors. However, they need to understand practical tools they can utilize with-

in the process. The thesis on hand gave an initial insight into this question. However, it would be 

of great societal value to explore in more depth how newsworthiness can be achieved and main-

tained continuously. Thereby, it would be interesting first of all to understand the status quo of 

how citizen groups or organizations try to approach journalists and media institutions. Subse-

quently, this research would have to focus on the essential role of journalists, their working pro-

cesses and the norms that guide their work. Citizens can only push sustainable development onto 
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the media agenda if they precisely understand the gatekeeping function and process of media, i.e. 

how journalists evaluate newsworthiness and define journalistic norms in detail. 

 

Study on a paradigm shift in consumerism in commercial television 

In the master thesis on hand it was argued that German public service broadcasting exhibits valid 

prerequisites in theory and practice to facilitate a paradigm shift in consumerism. However, in 

dual broadcasting systems, public service broadcasting is only one pillar that shapes societal dis-

course as a powerful mass media actor. Thus, analysing the status quo and prospects of facilitat-

ing a paradigm shift in consumerism through commercial media, e.g. in Germany, would be ben-

eficial. The study on hand can serve as a pilot study for this approach. However, research con-

cerning commercial television would have to deal with different prerequisites as outlined in chap-

ter 2.3. about the political economy of media. By evaluating the status quo, it would be meaning-

ful to analyse in-depth if and to what extend commercial TV is influenced by its commercial ad-

vertisers, and thus the economy. The study design on hand which combines content analysis and 

expert interviews is recommended for this approach of future studies. However, due to the diffi-

culty of evaluating potential bias in commercial TV agenda setting, an anonymised survey of 

commercial broadcasters could also be meaningful.  

 

Studies beyond small-scale research projects 

Most importantly, it would be of great value to conduct an encompassing agenda setting study 

considering the analysed topic of consumerism. As this master thesis focussed on the second 

level media agenda it can only be considered as a pilot study. Understanding the “first level agen-

da setting” of the German media landscape with a focus on consumerism would be the next step 

for research. Analysing the overall media agenda and the presence of the topic consumerism on a 

broader level would add to an understanding of how important the topic consumerism is com-

pared to other societal and in particular sustainability challenges. 

 

Moreover, an analysis of the second level agenda setting considering the topic consumerism but 

for a broader range of TV shows that are not “consumer magazines” would be another sugges-

tion. The outlined research design in this study could serve as a guide in this case. Such a future 

research effort could for example verify the gained results, e.g. the evaluated 32% critical cover-

age. It would also contribute to a more in-depth understanding about what media considers 

newsworthy in the context of consumerism. This insight would stimulate the efforts of citizens 

and interest groups or lobbyism that strive to promote sustainable consumption according to the 

claims made by “heterodox economics”. 
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Also the public and policy agenda were only slightly touched in theoretical aspects. It would be 

worthwhile to conduct another empirical study to understand how the public processes the given 

information. Additionally, this would encompass evaluating if the presence of consumerism or 

critical coverage induces public discourse and influences the public and policy agenda. In this 

regard, especially the influence on the policy agenda is interesting because consumerism is a high-

ly complex issue and depends on several aspects of the global economy and its actors. A sustain-

able change in the consumption paradigm requires change on the policy level and thus, the eco-

nomic paradigm in general. 
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Environmental'damage'resulting'from'raw'material'extraction x 26:41 27:07 00:26

124 Social'responsibility'of'company'/'industry'for'workers'and'
communities'in'the'supply'chain

Working'conditions'in'supply'chain:'security'measures'to'protect'employees''lifes'and'
health

x 27:08 28:41 01:33

122 Working'conditions'in'production'and'consequences'for'living'conditions x 28:42 29:35 00:53

124 Working'conditions'in'supply'chain:'security'measures'to'protect'employees''lifes'and'
health

x 29:36 32:28 02:52

123 Working'conditions'in'supply'chain:'negligent'actions'of'company'/'industry'that'harm'
employees'and'environment

x 32:29 34:09 01:40

44 Pricing Price'structure'of'products'and'perception'through'the'customer'in'comparison'to'
competition

34:10 35:43 01:33

42 Price'mechanisms'/'calculation 35:44 42:37 06:53
21 Conclusion Summary'of'brand'test 42:38 43:30 00:52

Sum(critical(time(of(this(broadcast Sum(total(time(broadcast
16:13 43:09
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2011M08M22'Aldi
Food,'Clothing,'selected'other'nonMfood'
products'of'technical'and'household'
equipment

11 Introduction Associations'of'customers'with'the'brand 00:00 02:30 02:30

Coding'conducted'March'5,'2014 31 Strategy'and'operations'of'company'or'specific'industry Company'/'industry'structure,'ownership,'turnover,'business'model 02:31 03:50 01:19
33 Target'group 03:51 04:54 01:03
39 Company's'transparency'with'media 04:55 08:40 03:45
37 Product'presentation'or'placement'in'salesroom 08:41 10:50 02:09
610 Creation'of'(additional)'needs'and'ways'to'foster'impulse'buying Client'observation 10:51 13:09 02:18
41 Pricing Advertisement'/'marketing'strategy 13:10 16:05 02:55

44 Price'structure'of'products'and'perception'through'the'customer'in'comparison'to'
competition

16:06 22:06 06:00

102 General'claims'about'the'supply'chain'and'specific'place'of'raw'
material'extraction

Process'of'raw'material'extraction x 22:07 24:09 02:02

51 Quality'of'products'and'services Client'perception'of'quality'and'trust'in'the'brand 24:10 24:33 00:23
516 Product'test:'quality,'ingrediences,'taste'/'smell x 24:34 31:46 07:12

125 Social'responsibility'of'company'/'industry'for'workers'and'
communities'in'the'supply'chain

Market'power'of'company:'bargaining'with'supply'chain product'
category'food

x 31:47 33:39 01:52

47 Pricing Real'costs'of'production'not'reflected'in'prices
product'
category'
clothing

x 33:40 34:17 00:37

122
Social'responsibility'of'company'/'industry'for'workers'and'
communities'in'the'supply'chain Working'conditions'in'production'and'consequences'for'living'conditions

product'
category'
clothing

x 34:18 35:09 00:51

115 Social'responsibility'of'company'for'direct'employees'in'country'of'
operation'(developed'and'developing'countries)

Working'conditions'of'company'employees:'payment x 35:10 35:48 00:38

116 Working'conditions'of'company'employees:'working'hours x 35:49 38:43 02:54
119 Empowerment'of'employees'through'works'council x 38:44 41:54 03:10
1110 Control'mechanisms'of'employees x 41:55 43:08 01:13
21 Conclusion Summary'of'brand'test 43:09 43:38 00:29

Sum(critical(time(of(this(broadcast Sum(total(time(broadcast
20:29 43:20

2012M01M09'Lidl
Food,'Clothing,'selected'other'nonMfood'
products'of'technical'and'household'
equipment

11 Introduction Associations'of'customers'with'the'brand 00:00 02:44 02:44

Coding'conducted'March'9,'2014 32 Strategy'and'operations'of'company'or'specific'industry Advertisement'/'marketing'strategy 02:45 03:22 00:37
31 Company'/'industry'structure,'ownership,'turnover,'business'model 03:23 03:49 00:26

44 Pricing Price'structure'of'products'and'perception'through'the'customer'in'comparison'to'
competition

03:50 10:47 06:57

13 Introduction Introduction'to'a'test'group'or'test'scenario 10:48 12:55 02:07
519 Quality'of'products'and'services Service'test:'friendliness'and'arrangement'of'products'in'branch 12:56 14:40 01:44
37 Strategy'and'operations'of'company'or'specific'industry Product'presentation'or'placement'in'salesroom 14:41 18:00 03:19
51 Quality'of'products'and'services Client'perception'of'quality'and'trust'in'the'brand 18:01 18:28 00:27
13 Introduction Introduction'to'a'test'group'or'test'scenario 18:29 19:30 01:01
37 Strategy'and'operations'of'company'or'specific'industry Product'presentation'or'placement'in'salesroom 19:31 21:14 01:43
51 Quality'of'products'and'services Client'perception'of'quality'and'trust'in'the'brand 21:15 22:18 01:03
182 Consumer'activism'and'nonMgovernmental'initiatives Consumerism'activism'with'social'focus'/'fair'trade 22:19 22:33 00:14
512 Quality'of'products'and'services Product'test:'chemical'quality,'health pesticides x 22:34 23:52 01:18
516 Product'test:'quality,'ingrediences,'taste'/'smell x 23:53 28:52 04:59

1110 Social'responsibility'of'company'for'direct'employees'in'country'of'
operation'(developed'and'developing'countries)

Control'mechanisms'of'employees 28:53 29:40 00:47

119 Empowerment'of'employees'through'works'council 29:41 30:55 01:14
115 Working'conditions'of'company'employees:'payment x 30:56 31:07 00:11
119 Empowerment'of'employees'through'works'council x 31:08 31:48 00:40
116 Working'conditions'of'company'employees:'working'hours x 31:49 34:00 02:11

101 General'claims'about'the'supply'chain'and'specific'place'of'raw'
material'extraction

Geographical'origin'and'specifics'of'production'site'/'place'of'raw'material'extraction 34:01 34:34 00:33

122 Social'responsibility'of'company'/'industry'for'workers'and'
communities'in'the'supply'chain

Working'conditions'in'production'and'consequences'for'living'conditions

product'
category'
clothing'
(Bangladesh)

x 34:35 43:27 08:52

21 Conclusion Summary'of'brand'test 43:28 43:50 00:22

Sum(critical(time(of(this(broadcast Sum(total(time(broadcast
18:11 43:29
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2012M01M16''McDonalds Food'/'Nutrition 11 Introduction Associations'of'customers'with'the'brand 00:00 01:42 01:42

Coding'conducted'March'10,'2014 31 Strategy'and'operations'of'company'or'specific'industry Company'/'industry'structure,'ownership,'turnover,'business'model 01:43 02:00 00:17
35 Development'of'products 02:01 03:33 01:32
54 Quality'of'products'and'services Product'test:'gustation'(in'comparison'to'competition) 03:34 07:12 03:38
522 Conclusion'of'quality'test 07:13 08:26 01:13
54 Product'test:'gustation'(in'comparison'to'competition) 08:27 09:46 01:19
522 Conclusion'of'quality'test 09:47 10:33 00:46
32 Strategy'and'operations'of'company'or'specific'industry Advertisement'/'marketing'strategy 10:34 11:36 01:02
33 Target'group children 11:37 13:36 01:59
13 Introduction Introduction'to'a'test'group'or'test'scenario children 13:37 14:25 00:48
62 Creation'of'(additional)'needs'and'ways'to'foster'impulse'buying Allurement'of'children 14:26 22:53 08:27
91 Health'implications'of'product'consumption Advertisement'/'marketing'strategy:'health'and'customer'perception'of'health 22:54 23:33 00:39
94 Product'test:'health,'salubriousness,'price 23:34 25:41 02:07
521 Quality'of'products'and'services Quality'of'supply'chain:'quality,'ingrediences' 25:42 26:15 00:33
94 Health'implications'of'product'consumption Product'test:'health,'salubriousness,'price 26:16 27:12 00:56
524 Quality'of'products'and'services Quality'tests'through'company 27:13 27:38 00:25
94 Health'implications'of'product'consumption Product'test:'health,'salubriousness,'price 27:39 28:20 00:41
92 Product'/'service'test:'health x 28:21 31:12 02:51
34 Strategy'and'operations'of'company'or'specific'industry Brand'portfolio 31:13 31:49 00:36
91 Health'implications'of'product'consumption Advertisement'/'marketing'strategy:'health'and'customer'perception'of'health 31:50 33:08 01:18

119 Social'responsibility'of'company'for'direct'employees'in'country'of'
operation'(developed'and'developing'countries)

Empowerment'of'employees'through'works'council x 33:09 35:04 01:55

31 Strategy'and'operations'of'company'or'specific'industry Company'/'industry'structure,'ownership,'turnover,'business'model 35:05 35:26 00:21

113 Social'responsibility'of'company'for'direct'employees'in'country'of'
operation'(developed'and'developing'countries)

Working'conditions'of'company'employees 35:27 35:49 00:22

105 General'claims'about'the'supply'chain'and'specific'place'of'raw'
material'extraction

Animal'husbandry:'ethical'considerations x 35:50 37:10 01:20

171 Transparency,'labelling,'certificates,'control Responsibility'of'company'for'supply'chain:'transparent'supply'chains,'control,'certificates,'
labels

x 37:11 38:38 01:27

105 General'claims'about'the'supply'chain'and'specific'place'of'raw'
material'extraction

Animal'husbandry:'ethical'considerations 38:39 39:20 00:41

171 Transparency,'labelling,'certificates,'control Responsibility'of'company'for'supply'chain:'transparent'supply'chains,'control,'certificates,'
labels

39:21 40:00 00:39

117 Social'responsibility'of'company'for'direct'employees'in'country'of'
operation'(developed'and'developing'countries)

Working'conditions'of'company'employees:'contract'clauses,'payment x 40:01 43:02 03:01

21 Conclusion Summary'of'brand'test 43:03 43:30 00:27

Sum(critical(time(of(this(broadcast Sum(total(time(broadcast
10:34 43:02
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2012M01M23'H&M Clothing'/'Textiles'/'Footwear'/'Accessory 11 Introduction Associations'of'customers'with'the'brand 00:00 02:58 02:58

Coding'conducted'March'10,'2014 38 Strategy'and'operations'of'company'or'specific'industry Market'power'of'company 02:59 03:19 00:20
32 Advertisement'/'marketing'strategy 03:20 03:48 00:28
31 Company'/'industry'structure,'ownership,'turnover,'business'model 03:49 04:08 00:19
32 Advertisement'/'marketing'strategy 04:09 04:23 00:14

44 Pricing Price'structure'of'products'and'perception'through'the'customer'in'comparison'to'
competition

04:24 07:06 02:42

41 Advertisement'/'marketing'strategy 07:07 09:44 02:37
33 Strategy'and'operations'of'company'or'specific'industry Target'group 09:45 11:03 01:18

44 Pricing Price'structure'of'products'and'perception'through'the'customer'in'comparison'to'
competition

11:04 15:47 04:43

51 Quality'of'products'and'services Client'perception'of'quality'and'trust'in'the'brand 15:48 16:06 00:18
13 Introduction Introduction'to'a'test'group'or'test'scenario x 16:07 17:02 00:55
58 Quality'of'products'and'services Product'test:'durability x 17:03 17:37 00:34
511 Product'test:'quality,'health 17:38 18:04 00:26

101 General'claims'about'the'supply'chain'and'specific'place'of'raw'
material'extraction

Geographical'origin'and'specifics'of'production'site'/'place'of'raw'material'extraction 18:05 18:40 00:35

511 Quality'of'products'and'services Product'test:'quality,'health x 18:41 20:03 01:22
32 Strategy'and'operations'of'company'or'specific'industry Advertisement'/'marketing'strategy 20:04 21:20 01:16
35 Development'of'products 21:21 22:21 01:00
34 Brand'portfolio 22:22 30:09 07:47

121 Social'responsibility'of'company'/'industry'for'workers'and'
communities'in'the'supply'chain

Advertisement'/'marketing'strategy:'fairness 30:10 31:34 01:24

122 Working'conditions'in'production'and'consequences'for'living'conditions x 31:35 35:47 04:12
126 Child'labour x 35:48 37:37 01:49

171 Transparency,'labelling,'certificates,'control Responsibility'of'company'for'supply'chain:'transparent'supply'chains,'control,'certificates,'
labels

x 37:38 40:14 02:36

122 Social'responsibility'of'company'/'industry'for'workers'and'
communities'in'the'supply'chain

Working'conditions'in'production'and'consequences'for'living'conditions x 40:15 41:26 01:11

21 Conclusion Summary'of'brand'test x 41:27 43:50 02:23

Sum(critical(time(of(this(broadcast Sum(total(time(broadcast
15:02 43:27

2012M01M30'Media'Markt Technical'and'Household'Equipment 11 Introduction Associations'of'customers'with'the'brand 00:00 00:50 00:50

Coding'conducted'March'10,'2014 32 Strategy'and'operations'of'company'or'specific'industry Advertisement'/'marketing'strategy 00:51 03:05 02:14
38 Market'power'of'company 03:06 03:38 00:32
34 Brand'portfolio 03:39 04:52 01:13
33 Target'group 04:53 05:15 00:22
41 Pricing Advertisement'/'marketing'strategy 05:16 06:36 01:20

44 Price'structure'of'products'and'perception'through'the'customer'in'comparison'to'
competition

06:37 12:00 05:23

38 Strategy'and'operations'of'company'or'specific'industry Market'power'of'company 'ruinous'
competition

12:01 13:43 01:42

44 Pricing Price'structure'of'products'and'perception'through'the'customer'in'comparison'to'
competition

13:44 21:57 08:13

52 Quality'of'products'and'services Employee'training 21:58 23:24 01:26
84 Product'disposal Waste'disposal'in'developing'countries'and'health'implications'for'workers x 23:25 25:00 01:35
81 Tracking'of'waste'disposal'chain x 25:01 28:22 03:21

116 Social'responsibility'of'company'for'direct'employees'in'country'of'
operation'(developed'and'developing'countries)

Working'conditions'of'company'employees:'working'hours x 28:23 32:04 03:41

119 Empowerment'of'employees'through'works'council x 32:05 32:48 00:43
116 Working'conditions'of'company'employees:'working'hours 32:49 33:32 00:43
517 Quality'of'products'and'services Service'test:'consulting'quality'of'sales'employees 33:33 37:39 04:06
518 Service'test:'complaint'management 37:40 40:17 02:37
517 Service'test:'consulting'quality'of'sales'employees 40:18 43:20 03:02
21 Conclusion Summary'of'brand'test 43:21 43:43 00:22

Sum(critical(time(of(this(broadcast Sum(total(time(broadcast
09:20 43:25
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2012M05M07'Coca'Cola Food'/'Nutrition 11 Introduction Associations'of'customers'with'the'brand 00:00 02:24 02:24

Coding'conducted'March'12,'2014 34 Strategy'and'operations'of'company'or'specific'industry Brand'portfolio 02:25 03:26 01:01
38 Market'power'of'company 03:27 04:52 01:25
32 Advertisement'/'marketing'strategy 04:53 06:32 01:39
523 Quality'of'products'and'services Product'ingrediences 06:33 08:47 02:14
54 Product'test:'gustation'(in'comparison'to'competition) 08:48 12:39 03:51

44 Pricing Price'structure'of'products'and'perception'through'the'customer'in'comparison'to'
competition

12:40 15:56 03:16

42 Price'mechanisms'/'calculation x 15:57 16:21 00:24
31 Strategy'and'operations'of'company'or'specific'industry Company'/'industry'structure,'ownership,'turnover,'business'model 16:22 16:28 00:06
91 Health'implications'of'product'consumption Advertisement'/'marketing'strategy:'health'and'customer'perception'of'health 16:29 17:18 00:49
93 Product'test:'ingrediences sugar 17:19 17:36 00:17
93 Product'test:'ingrediences caffeine 17:37 19:14 01:37
93 Product'test:'ingrediences sugar x 19:15 20:16 01:01
91 Advertisement'/'marketing'strategy:'health'and'customer'perception'of'health 20:35 21:10 00:35
92 Product'/'service'test:'health acidity x 21:11 25:00 03:49
91 Advertisement'/'marketing'strategy:'health'and'customer'perception'of'health 25:01 26:05 01:04
311 Strategy'and'operations'of'company'or'specific'industry Experiment:'physical'and'emotional'reaction'to'the'brand 26:06 31:25 05:19

102
General'claims'about'the'supply'chain'and'specific'place'of'raw'
material'extraction Process'of'raw'material'extraction

water'
management'in'
production

31:26 32:26 01:00

101 Geographical'origin'and'specifics'of'production'site'/'place'of'raw'material'extraction

water'
conditions'
globally'and'
specifically'in'
India

x 32:27 34:59 02:32

133 Environmental'implications'of'production'and'consequences'for'living'
conditions'of'workers'and'communities'in'the'supply'chain

Effects'on'community:'Destruction'of'nature'or'anthroposphere'/'land'use'change India x 35:00 39:22 04:22

183 Consumer'activism'and'nonMgovernmental'initiatives Consumerism'activism'with'social'and'environmental'focus India x 39:23 41:25 02:02

121 Social'responsibility'of'company'/'industry'for'workers'and'
communities'in'the'supply'chain

Advertisement'/'marketing'strategy:'fairness India x 41:26 42:35 01:09

21 Conclusion Summary'of'brand'test 42:36 43:30 00:54

Sum(critical(time(of(this(broadcast Sum(total(time(broadcast
15:19 42:50
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2012M05M14'DM Cleaning'/'Washing,'Beauty'/'Cosmetics,'
Health,'Clothing

11 Introduction Associations'of'customers'with'the'brand 00:00 03:23 03:23

Coding'conducted'March'12,'2014 31 Strategy'and'operations'of'company'or'specific'industry Company'/'industry'structure,'ownership,'turnover,'business'model 03:24 03:46 00:22
32 Advertisement'/'marketing'strategy 03:47 04:58 01:11
33 Target'group 04:59 05:58 00:59
32 Advertisement'/'marketing'strategy 05:59 06:48 00:49
37 Product'presentation'or'placement'in'salesroom 06:49 07:56 01:07
310 Client'perception'of'quality'and'trust'in'the'brand 07:57 09:20 01:23
37 Product'presentation'or'placement'in'salesroom 09:21 10:25 01:04
310 Client'perception'of'quality'and'trust'in'the'brand 10:26 11:59 01:33

44 Pricing Price'structure'of'products'and'perception'through'the'customer'in'comparison'to'
competition

12:00 19:34 07:34

523 Quality'of'products'and'services Product'ingrediences 19:35 21:50 02:15
53 Product'/'service'test:'quality 21:51 23:50 01:59
92 Health'implications'of'product'consumption Product'/'service'test:'health 23:51 26:51 03:00
53 Quality'of'products'and'services Product'/'service'test:'quality 26:52 32:13 05:21

1111 Social'responsibility'of'company'for'direct'employees'in'country'of'
operation'(developed'and'developing'countries)

Employee'training 32:14 33:00 00:46

121 Social'responsibility'of'company'/'industry'for'workers'and'
communities'in'the'supply'chain

Advertisement'/'marketing'strategy:'fairness x 33:01 33:46 00:45

122 Working'conditions'in'production'and'consequences'for'living'conditions x 33:47 35:04 01:17

133 Environmental'implications'of'production'and'consequences'for'living'
conditions'of'workers'and'communities'in'the'supply'chain

Effects'on'community:'Destruction'of'nature'or'anthroposphere'/'land'use'change palm'oil x 35:05 36:30 01:25

171 Transparency,'labelling,'certificates,'control Responsibility'of'company'for'supply'chain:'transparent'supply'chains,'control,'certificates,'
labels

x 36:31 37:56 01:25

122 Social'responsibility'of'company'/'industry'for'workers'and'
communities'in'the'supply'chain

Working'conditions'in'production'and'consequences'for'living'conditions x 37:57 38:32 00:35

76 Innovations,'new'technology'/'processes Available'alternatives'for'current'raw'material'usage'and'reasons'why'it'is'not'used x 38:33 39:15 00:42

113 Social'responsibility'of'company'for'direct'employees'in'country'of'
operation'(developed'and'developing'countries)

Working'conditions'of'company'employees 39:16 40:35 01:19

122 Social'responsibility'of'company'/'industry'for'workers'and'
communities'in'the'supply'chain

Working'conditions'in'production'and'consequences'for'living'conditions x 40:36 42:09 01:33

171 Transparency,'labelling,'certificates,'control Responsibility'of'company'for'supply'chain:'transparent'supply'chains,'control,'certificates,'
labels

x 42:10 43:12 01:02

21 Conclusion Summary'of'brand'test 43:13 43:58 00:45

Sum(critical(time(of(this(broadcast Sum(total(time(broadcast
08:44 43:34

2012M05M21'Adidas Clothing'/'Textiles'/'Footwear'/'Accessory 11 Introduction Associations'of'customers'with'the'brand 00:00 00:50 00:50

Coding'conducted'April'3,'2014 310 Strategy'and'operations'of'company'or'specific'industry Client'perception'of'quality'and'trust'in'the'brand 00:51 02:35 01:44
32 Advertisement'/'marketing'strategy 02:36 02:46 00:10
31 Company'/'industry'structure,'ownership,'turnover,'business'model 02:47 02:57 00:10
32 Advertisement'/'marketing'strategy 02:58 03:26 00:28
310 Client'perception'of'quality'and'trust'in'the'brand 03:27 04:50 01:23
32 Advertisement'/'marketing'strategy 04:51 05:03 00:12
610 Creation'of'(additional)'needs'and'ways'to'foster'impulse'buying Client'observation 05:04 06:25 01:21
311 Strategy'and'operations'of'company'or'specific'industry Experiment:'physical'and'emotional'reaction'to'the'brand 06:26 10:48 04:22
310 Client'perception'of'quality'and'trust'in'the'brand 10:49 12:00 01:11
13 Introduction Introduction'to'a'test'group'or'test'scenario 12:01 13:05 01:04

53 Quality'of'products'and'services Product'/'service'test:'quality
plagiarism'
versus'original'
product

13:06 15:36 02:30

59 Product'test:'quality,'durability 15:37 16:10 00:33
13 Introduction Introduction'to'a'test'group'or'test'scenario 16:11 16:24 00:13
59 Quality'of'products'and'services Product'test:'quality,'durability 16:25 17:10 00:45
513 Product'test:'chemical'quality,'health,'durability formaldehyde x 17:11 19:00 01:49
59 Product'test:'quality,'durability 19:01 20:05 01:04
513 Product'test:'chemical'quality,'health,'durability 20:06 21:44 01:38
32 Strategy'and'operations'of'company'or'specific'industry Advertisement'/'marketing'strategy 21:45 22:46 01:01
13 Introduction Introduction'to'a'test'group'or'test'scenario 22:47 23:00 00:13
53 Quality'of'products'and'services Product'/'service'test:'quality 23:01 24:09 01:08
61 Creation'of'(additional)'needs'and'ways'to'foster'impulse'buying Advertisement'/'marketing'strategy 24:10 24:29 00:19
524 Quality'of'products'and'services Quality'tests'through'company 24:30 25:32 01:02
13 Introduction Introduction'to'a'test'group'or'test'scenario 25:33 26:05 00:32
53 Quality'of'products'and'services Product'/'service'test:'quality 26:06 30:35 04:29
522 Conclusion'of'quality'test 30:36 32:23 01:47
32 Strategy'and'operations'of'company'or'specific'industry Advertisement'/'marketing'strategy 32:24 32:48 00:24
31 Company'/'industry'structure,'ownership,'turnover,'business'model 32:49 32:56 00:07
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111 Social'responsibility'of'company'for'direct'employees'in'country'of'
operation'(developed'and'developing'countries)

Advertisement'/'marketing'strategy:'fairness x 32:57 33:32 00:35

114 Working'conditions'in'production'and'consequences'for'living'conditions x 33:33 35:45 02:12
111 Advertisement'/'marketing'strategy:'fairness x 35:46 36:05 00:19
115 Working'conditions'of'company'employees:'payment x 36:06 36:24 00:18
114 Working'conditions'in'production'and'consequences'for'living'conditions x 36:25 39:40 03:15

122 Social'responsibility'of'company'/'industry'for'workers'and'
communities'in'the'supply'chain

Working'conditions'in'production'and'consequences'for'living'conditions x 39:41 43:11 03:30

21 Conclusion Summary'of'brand'test 43:12 44:00 00:48

Sum(critical(time(of(this(broadcast Sum(total(time(broadcast
11:58 43:26

2013M01M14'ADAC Insurances 11 Introduction Associations'of'customers'with'the'brand 00:00 01:20 01:20

Coding'conducted'April'3,'2014 310 Strategy'and'operations'of'company'or'specific'industry Client'perception'of'quality'and'trust'in'the'brand 01:21 02:32 01:11
34 Brand'portfolio 02:33 02:55 00:22
13 Introduction Introduction'to'a'test'group'or'test'scenario 02:56 03:18 00:22
31 Strategy'and'operations'of'company'or'specific'industry Company'/'industry'structure,'ownership,'turnover,'business'model 03:19 04:24 01:05
310 Client'perception'of'quality'and'trust'in'the'brand 04:25 05:46 01:21
38 Market'power'of'company 05:47 06:27 00:40

313 Unethical'business'practices
pressure'on'
politics'/'
lobbyism

06:28 09:44 03:16

38 Market'power'of'company 09:45 12:26 02:41
34 Brand'portfolio 12:27 15:33 03:06

44 Pricing Price'structure'of'products'and'perception'through'the'customer'in'comparison'to'
competition

15:34 16:37 01:03

13 Introduction Introduction'to'a'test'group'or'test'scenario 16:38 17:51 01:13
53 Quality'of'products'and'services Product'/'service'test:'quality 17:52 19:25 01:33
31 Strategy'and'operations'of'company'or'specific'industry Company'/'industry'structure,'ownership,'turnover,'business'model 19:26 19:38 00:12
34 Brand'portfolio 19:39 19:55 00:16
53 Quality'of'products'and'services Product'/'service'test:'quality 19:56 21:56 02:00
52 Employee'training 21:57 22:35 00:38
53 Product'/'service'test:'quality 22:36 25:49 03:13
179 Transparency,'labelling,'certificates,'control Business'model'of'control'bodies 25:50 27:22 01:32
175 Certification'of'products'/'services:'process'of'certificate'permission'and'its'deficits 27:23 28:10 00:47
1710 Independence'of'control'bodies x 28:11 30:54 02:43
175 Certification'of'products'/'services:'process'of'certificate'permission'and'its'deficits 30:55 32:32 01:37

115 Social'responsibility'of'company'for'direct'employees'in'country'of'
operation'(developed'and'developing'countries)

Working'conditions'of'company'employees:'payment 32:33 33:05 00:32

111 Advertisement'/'marketing'strategy:'fairness 33:06 33:13 00:07
118 Working'conditions'of'company'employees:'sexism 33:14 34:31 01:17
39 Strategy'and'operations'of'company'or'specific'industry Company's'transparency'with'media 34:32 35:47 01:15

118 Social'responsibility'of'company'for'direct'employees'in'country'of'
operation'(developed'and'developing'countries)

Working'conditions'of'company'employees:'sexism x 35:48 37:53 02:05

1112 Responsibility'of'management x 37:54 39:12 01:18
119 Empowerment'of'employees'through'works'council x 39:13 42:15 03:02
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2013M01M21'TUI Recreation'/'Culture'/'Leisure'/'
Restaurants'/'Hotels

11 Introduction Associations'of'customers'with'the'brand 00:00 00:50 00:50

Coding'conducted'April'4,'2014 310 Strategy'and'operations'of'company'or'specific'industry Client'perception'of'quality'and'trust'in'the'brand 00:51 01:44 00:53
31 Company'/'industry'structure,'ownership,'turnover,'business'model 01:45 01:58 00:13
310 Client'perception'of'quality'and'trust'in'the'brand 01:59 03:04 01:05
13 Introduction Introduction'to'a'test'group'or'test'scenario 03:05 04:13 01:08
514 Quality'of'products'and'services Service'test:'quality,'hygiene 04:14 05:40 01:26
13 Introduction Introduction'to'a'test'group'or'test'scenario 05:41 06:25 00:44
515 Quality'of'products'and'services Product'test:'quality,'security,'health 06:26 06:58 00:32
53 Product'/'service'test:'quality 06:59 08:59 02:00
515 Product'test:'quality,'security,'health 09:00 10:31 01:31
51 Client'perception'of'quality'and'trust'in'the'brand 10:31 11:01 00:30
53 Product'/'service'test:'quality 11:02 12:43 01:41
515 Product'test:'quality,'security,'health 12:43 13:58 01:15
51 Client'perception'of'quality'and'trust'in'the'brand 13:59 15:50 01:51
13 Introduction Introduction'to'a'test'group'or'test'scenario 15:51 18:03 02:12
518 Quality'of'products'and'services Service'test:'complaint'management 18:04 20:13 02:09

53 Product'/'service'test:'quality quality'of'
consulting

20:14 23:36 03:22

44 Pricing Price'structure'of'products'and'perception'through'the'customer'in'comparison'to'
competition

23:37 29:33 05:56

46 Price'differences'conventional'products'and'sustainable'products x 29:34 30:00 00:26
32 Strategy'and'operations'of'company'or'specific'industry Advertisement'/'marketing'strategy 30:01 30:23 00:22
35 Development'of'products 30:24 31:02 00:38
34 Brand'portfolio 31:03 31:39 00:36

122 Social'responsibility'of'company'/'industry'for'workers'and'
communities'in'the'supply'chain

Working'conditions'in'production'and'consequences'for'living'conditions x 31:40 34:59 03:19

115 Social'responsibility'of'company'for'direct'employees'in'country'of'
operation'(developed'and'developing'countries)

Working'conditions'of'company'employees:'payment x 35:00 36:47 01:47

114 Working'conditions'in'production'and'consequences'for'living'conditions x 36:48 38:11 01:23
111 Advertisement'/'marketing'strategy:'fairness 38:12 39:44 01:32
117 Working'conditions'of'company'employees:'contract'clauses,'payment 39:45 40:21 00:36
48 Pricing Customer'opinion'on'increased'prices'for'fair'production'/'sustainable'products x 40:22 41:32 01:10

117 Social'responsibility'of'company'for'direct'employees'in'country'of'
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2013M02M04'Apple Technical'and'Household'Equipment 11 Introduction Associations'of'customers'with'the'brand 00:00 01:12 01:12

Coding'conducted'April'4,'2014 310 Strategy'and'operations'of'company'or'specific'industry Client'perception'of'quality'and'trust'in'the'brand 01:13 04:30 03:17
31 Company'/'industry'structure,'ownership,'turnover,'business'model 04:31 04:53 00:22
66 Creation'of'(additional)'needs'and'ways'to'foster'impulse'buying Influence'of'emotions'through'means'that'aim'to'create'additional'needs 04:54 06:11 01:17
37 Strategy'and'operations'of'company'or'specific'industry Product'presentation'or'placement'in'salesroom 06:12 06:47 00:35
311 Experiment:'physical'and'emotional'reaction'to'the'brand 06:48 08:05 01:17
61 Creation'of'(additional)'needs'and'ways'to'foster'impulse'buying Advertisement'/'marketing'strategy 08:06 10:44 02:38
35 Strategy'and'operations'of'company'or'specific'industry Development'of'products 10:45 11:53 01:08
311 Experiment:'physical'and'emotional'reaction'to'the'brand 11:54 14:25 02:31
59 Quality'of'products'and'services Product'test:'quality,'durability 14:26 15:30 01:04
57 Product'test:'usability 15:31 19:47 04:16
517 Service'test:'consulting'quality'of'sales'employees 19:48 23:00 03:12
59 Product'test:'quality,'durability 23:01 24:16 01:15
69 Creation'of'(additional)'needs'and'ways'to'foster'impulse'buying Planned'obsolescence'as'a'tool'to'create'(additional)'needs x 24:17 25:51 01:34
59 Quality'of'products'and'services Product'test:'quality,'durability 25:52 27:25 01:33
53 Product'/'service'test:'quality 27:26 28:40 01:14

44 Pricing Price'structure'of'products'and'perception'through'the'customer'in'comparison'to'
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28:41 29:44 01:03

42 Price'mechanisms'/'calculation x 29:45 30:17 00:32
522 Quality'of'products'and'services Conclusion'of'quality'test 30:18 30:47 00:29

121 Social'responsibility'of'company'/'industry'for'workers'and'
communities'in'the'supply'chain

Advertisement'/'marketing'strategy:'fairness 30:48 31:15 00:27

122 Working'conditions'in'production'and'consequences'for'living'conditions x 31:16 33:29 02:13
182 Consumer'activism'and'nonMgovernmental'initiatives Consumerism'activism'with'social'focus'/'fair'trade x 33:30 34:25 00:55

122 Social'responsibility'of'company'/'industry'for'workers'and'
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31 Strategy'and'operations'of'company'or'specific'industry Company'/'industry'structure,'ownership,'turnover,'business'model 04:31 05:00 00:29

154 Climate'change'as'a'specifically'important'consequence'of'
consumption

Calculation'of'impact'of'products'through'transportation 05:01 06:00 00:59

44 Pricing Price'structure'of'products'and'perception'through'the'customer'in'comparison'to'
competition

06:01 08:36 02:35

13 Introduction Introduction'to'a'test'group'or'test'scenario 08:37 10:19 01:42
310 Strategy'and'operations'of'company'or'specific'industry Client'perception'of'quality'and'trust'in'the'brand 10:20 11:15 00:55
524 Quality'of'products'and'services Quality'tests'through'company 11:16 11:43 00:27
53 Product'/'service'test:'quality 11:44 13:19 01:35
59 Product'test:'quality,'durability x 13:20 15:22 02:02
53 Product'/'service'test:'quality 15:23 17:10 01:47
59 Product'test:'quality,'durability x 17:11 18:20 01:09
53 Product'/'service'test:'quality 18:21 22:29 04:08
13 Introduction Introduction'to'a'test'group'or'test'scenario 22:30 24:21 01:51
517 Quality'of'products'and'services Service'test:'consulting'quality'of'sales'employees 24:22 31:18 06:56

145 Environmental'consequences'of'product'or'service'(not'in'supply'
chain)

Ecological'efforts'of'company'in'own'operation x 31:19 32:28 01:09

143 Product'test:'ingrediences wood 32:29 33:50 01:21
144 Company'efforts'to'apply'alternatives 33:51 34:08 00:17
143 Product'test:'ingrediences 34:09 36:00 01:51

151 Climate'change'as'a'specifically'important'consequence'of'
consumption

Impact'of'private'consumption'on'climate'change x 36:01 36:45 00:44

101 General'claims'about'the'supply'chain'and'specific'place'of'raw'
material'extraction

Geographical'origin'and'specifics'of'production'site'/'place'of'raw'material'extraction 36:46 37:21 00:35

131 Environmental'implications'of'production'and'consequences'for'living'
conditions'of'workers'and'communities'in'the'supply'chain

Environmental'damage'resulting'from'raw'material'extraction x 37:22 38:47 01:25

132 Process'of'raw'material'extraction 38:48 41:08 02:20
76 Innovations,'new'technology'/'processes Available'alternatives'for'current'raw'material'usage'and'reasons'why'it'is'not'used x 41:09 42:03 00:54

102 General'claims'about'the'supply'chain'and'specific'place'of'raw'
material'extraction

Process'of'raw'material'extraction 42:04 42:20 00:16

129 Social'responsibility'of'company'/'industry'for'workers'and'
communities'in'the'supply'chain

Growing'societal'inequity'through'specific'industry x 42:21 43:09 00:48

1613 Suggested'alternatives'to'consume'more'sustainable Conclusion'that'specific'good'is'redundant x 43:10 43:47 00:37
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2013M07M01'Nivea Cosmetics'/'Beauty'/'Cleaning'/'Washing 11 Introduction Associations'of'customers'with'the'brand 00:00 00:58 00:58

Coding'conducted'April'4,'2014 66 Creation'of'(additional)'needs'and'ways'to'foster'impulse'buying Influence'of'emotions'through'means'that'aim'to'create'additional'needs 00:59 02:07 01:08
31 Strategy'and'operations'of'company'or'specific'industry Company'/'industry'structure,'ownership,'turnover,'business'model 02:08 02:21 00:13
34 Brand'portfolio 02:22 02:37 00:15
32 Advertisement'/'marketing'strategy 02:38 02:55 00:17
310 Client'perception'of'quality'and'trust'in'the'brand 02:56 05:42 02:46
13 Introduction Introduction'to'a'test'group'or'test'scenario 05:43 07:06 01:23
53 Quality'of'products'and'services Product'/'service'test:'quality 07:07 08:05 00:58
32 Strategy'and'operations'of'company'or'specific'industry Advertisement'/'marketing'strategy 08:06 08:49 00:43
53 Quality'of'products'and'services Product'/'service'test:'quality 08:50 09:43 00:53
32 Strategy'and'operations'of'company'or'specific'industry Advertisement'/'marketing'strategy 09:44 12:34 02:50
524 Quality'of'products'and'services Quality'tests'through'company 12:35 14:36 02:01
53 Product'/'service'test:'quality 14:37 21:36 06:59
96 Health'implications'of'product'consumption Concerns'of'customers'about'possible'health'implications'due'to'missing'information x 21:37 22:14 00:37
93 Product'test:'ingrediences 22:15 23:02 00:47
95 Danger'for'health'through'(excessive)'product'consumption 23:03 24:16 01:13
32 Strategy'and'operations'of'company'or'specific'industry Advertisement'/'marketing'strategy 24:17 24:43 00:26
95 Health'implications'of'product'consumption Danger'for'health'through'(excessive)'product'consumption x 24:44 25:06 00:22
32 Strategy'and'operations'of'company'or'specific'industry Advertisement'/'marketing'strategy 25:07 25:53 00:46
34 Brand'portfolio 25:54 26:35 00:41
32 Advertisement'/'marketing'strategy 26:36 27:11 00:35
53 Quality'of'products'and'services Product'/'service'test:'quality 27:12 34:41 07:29

113 Social'responsibility'of'company'for'direct'employees'in'country'of'
operation'(developed'and'developing'countries)

Working'conditions'of'company'employees x 34:42 35:09 00:27

121 Social'responsibility'of'company'/'industry'for'workers'and'
communities'in'the'supply'chain

Advertisement'/'marketing'strategy:'fairness 35:10 35:46 00:36

101 General'claims'about'the'supply'chain'and'specific'place'of'raw'
material'extraction

Geographical'origin'and'specifics'of'production'site'/'place'of'raw'material'extraction 35:47 36:50 01:03

122 Social'responsibility'of'company'/'industry'for'workers'and'
communities'in'the'supply'chain

Working'conditions'in'production'and'consequences'for'living'conditions x 36:51 43:52 07:01
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Coding'conducted'March'21,'2014 Recreation'/'Culture'/'Leisure'/'
Restaurants'/'Hotels

12 Introduction Background'information'of'this'broadcast 00:00 00:50 00:50

wellness'hotels'and'related'wellness'labels 310 Strategy'and'operations'of'company'or'specific'industry Client'perception'of'quality'and'trust'in'the'brand 00:51 01:10 00:19

53 Quality'of'products'and'services Product'/'service'test:'quality 01:11 02:03 00:52
178 Transparency,'labelling,'certificates,'control Trust'of'customers'in'labels'/'certificates'/'control 02:04 02:22 00:18
172 Variety'of'labels'/'certificates 02:23 02:29 00:06
173 Definition'/'rules'of'specific'label 02:30 02:39 00:09
53 Quality'of'products'and'services Product'/'service'test:'quality 02:40 02:55 00:15
173 Transparency,'labelling,'certificates,'control Definition'/'rules'of'specific'label 02:56 03:07 00:11
53 Quality'of'products'and'services Product'/'service'test:'quality 03:08 03:26 00:18
175 Transparency,'labelling,'certificates,'control Certification'of'products'/'services:'process'of'certificate'permission'and'its'deficits 03:27 04:38 01:11
173 Definition'/'rules'of'specific'label 04:39 05:14 00:35
175 Certification'of'products'/'services:'process'of'certificate'permission'and'its'deficits 05:15 06:28 01:13
24 Conclusion Suggestions'or'alternatives'for'customers 06:29 07:00 00:31

Not'coded:'Reasons'why'patients'come'
directly'from'the'hospital'to'elderly'care'

Medical'care 07:01 14:00 06:59

Financial'Investments'/'Insurances 12 Introduction Background'information'of'this'broadcast 14:01 14:45 00:44
Unregulated'financial'investments 32 Strategy'and'operations'of'company'or'specific'industry Advertisement'/'marketing'strategy 14:46 15:22 00:36

310 Client'perception'of'quality'and'trust'in'the'brand 15:23 15:48 00:25
34 Brand'portfolio 15:49 16:56 01:07
31 Company'/'industry'structure,'ownership,'turnover,'business'model 16:57 18:00 01:03
313 Unethical'business'practices 18:01 19:10 01:09
413 Pricing Price'distortions'for'private'consumers'through'unethical'business'practices 19:11 20:46 01:35
175 Transparency,'labelling,'certificates,'control Certification'of'products'/'services:'process'of'certificate'permission'and'its'deficits 20:47 21:57 01:10
23 Conclusion Link'to'get'further'information 21:58 22:58 01:00

Not'coded:'Fiscal'implications'of'Crimea'
crisis
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Coding'conducted'March'18,'2014 Food'/'Nutrition 12 Introduction Background'information'of'this'broadcast 00:00 00:46 00:46
Eggs 174 Transparency,'labelling,'certificates,'control Tools'that'enable'the'customer'to'access'product'information x 00:47 01:04 00:17

176 Certification'of'products'/'services:'wrong'labelling'of'products'as'organic'or'sustainable' food x 01:05 01:28 00:23
526 Quality'of'products'and'services Client'perception'of'quality'and'trust'in'organic'/'regional'products food 01:29 01:45 00:16
176 Transparency,'labelling,'certificates,'control Certification'of'products'/'services:'wrong'labelling'of'products'as'organic'or'sustainable' food x 01:46 03:43 01:57
46 Pricing Price'differences'conventional'products'and'sustainable'products food 03:44 04:09 00:25
176 Transparency,'labelling,'certificates,'control Certification'of'products'/'services:'wrong'labelling'of'products'as'organic'or'sustainable' food x 04:10 06:18 02:08
22 Conclusion Future'prospects 06:19 06:35 00:16

Industry'and'product'comprehensive 12 Introduction Background'information'of'this'broadcast banks 06:36 07:13 00:37
fragrance'marketing 65 Creation'of'(additional)'needs'and'ways'to'foster'impulse'buying Use'of'fragrances'to'enhance'customer'wellMbeing'in'salesroom banks 07:14 08:39 01:25

65 Use'of'fragrances'to'enhance'customer'wellMbeing'in'salesroom general x 08:40 09:28 00:48
66 Influence'of'emotions'through'means'that'aim'to'create'additional'needs 09:29 10:23 00:54

65 Use'of'fragrances'to'enhance'customer'wellMbeing'in'salesroom

banks,'
transportation,'
automobiles,'
hotels

x 10:24 12:21 01:57

66 Influence'of'emotions'through'means'that'aim'to'create'additional'needs 12:22 13:35 01:13

Plusminus
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Cosmetics'/'Beauty'/'Health 12 Introduction Background'information'of'this'broadcast 13:36 14:57 01:21
labelling'of'breast'implants'and'product'
certificates'generally

177 Transparency,'labelling,'certificates,'control Certification'of'products:'health'risks'through'erroneous'certification'/'control breast'implants x 14:58 16:04 01:06

175 Certification'of'products'/'services:'process'of'certificate'permission'and'its'deficits breast'implants x 16:05 20:05 04:00
178 Trust'of'customers'in'labels'/'certificates'/'control breast'implants 20:06 20:50 00:44
1710 Independence'of'control'bodies 20:51 21:33 00:42
179 Business'model'of'control'bodies x 21:34 22:00 00:26
1710 Independence'of'control'bodies 22:01 22:19 00:18
179 Business'model'of'control'bodies x 22:20 22:40 00:20
172 Variety'of'labels'/'certificates x 22:41 23:15 00:34

179 Business'model'of'control'bodies
Financial'
Investments'/'
Insurances

23:16 24:00 00:44

175 Certification'of'products'/'services:'process'of'certificate'permission'and'its'deficits
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Coding'conducted'March'18,'2014 Health 91 Health'implications'of'product'consumption Advertisement'/'marketing'strategy:'health'and'customer'perception'of'health 00:00 01:34 01:34

vitamin'D'supplements 1611 Suggested'alternatives'to'consume'more'sustainable Alternative'nutrition'/'behaviour x 01:35 02:20 00:45
91 Health'implications'of'product'consumption Advertisement'/'marketing'strategy:'health'and'customer'perception'of'health 02:21 03:45 01:24
63 Creation'of'(additional)'needs'and'ways'to'foster'impulse'buying Financial'implications'of'additionally'created'needs x 03:46 04:30 00:44
92 Health'implications'of'product'consumption Product'/'service'test:'health x 04:31 07:20 02:49

1611 Suggested'alternatives'to'consume'more'sustainable Alternative'nutrition'/'behaviour x 07:21 07:30 00:09

Industry'and'product'comprehensive 12 Introduction Background'information'of'this'broadcast 07:31 08:05 00:34
trash'separation 57 Quality'of'products'and'services Product'test:'usability 08:06 08:56 00:50

31 Strategy'and'operations'of'company'or'specific'industry Company'/'industry'structure,'ownership,'turnover,'business'model 08:57 10:21 01:24
57 Quality'of'products'and'services Product'test:'usability 10:22 11:02 00:40
81 Product'disposal Tracking'of'waste'disposal'chain x 11:03 11:24 00:21
83 Alternatives'for'current'product'disposal'processes'/'technology x 11:25 15:45 04:20

Not'coded:'legal'mediation'through'
ombudmanin'financal'service'sector

Financial'Investments'/'Insurances 15:46 22:19 06:33
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2014M02M05'Plusminus

Coding'conducted'March'18,'2014 Food'/'Nutrition 12 Introduction Background'information'of'this'broadcast 00:00 00:36 00:36
sugar'in'food 93 Health'implications'of'product'consumption Product'test:'ingrediences 00:37 02:33 01:56

76 Innovations,'new'technology'/'processes Available'alternatives'for'current'raw'material'usage'and'reasons'why'it'is'not'used x 02:34 03:07 00:33
32 Strategy'and'operations'of'company'or'specific'industry Advertisement'/'marketing'strategy x 03:08 03:33 00:25
95 Health'implications'of'product'consumption Danger'for'health'through'(excessive)'product'consumption obesity,'cancer x 03:34 04:16 00:42

1611 Suggested'alternatives'to'consume'more'sustainable Alternative'nutrition'/'behaviour 04:17 05:45 01:28
23 Conclusion Link'to'get'further'information 05:44 05:56 00:12
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Calculation'of'impact'of'products'through'transportation x 01:16 02:23 01:07

1615 Suggested'alternatives'to'consume'more'sustainable Practicality'of'consuming'alternative'/'more'sustainable'products 02:24 02:34 00:10
173 Transparency,'labelling,'certificates,'control Definition'/'rules'of'specific'label x 02:35 02:48 00:13
1615 Suggested'alternatives'to'consume'more'sustainable Practicality'of'consuming'alternative'/'more'sustainable'products 02:49 02:54 00:05
172 Transparency,'labelling,'certificates,'control Variety'of'labels'/'certificates x 02:55 03:30 00:35
1615 Suggested'alternatives'to'consume'more'sustainable Practicality'of'consuming'alternative'/'more'sustainable'products 03:31 04:16 00:45
173 Transparency,'labelling,'certificates,'control Definition'/'rules'of'specific'label x 04:17 04:28 00:11
1615 Suggested'alternatives'to'consume'more'sustainable Practicality'of'consuming'alternative'/'more'sustainable'products 04:29 04:38 00:09
173 Transparency,'labelling,'certificates,'control Definition'/'rules'of'specific'label x 04:39 04:46 00:07
1615 Suggested'alternatives'to'consume'more'sustainable Practicality'of'consuming'alternative'/'more'sustainable'products 04:47 04:57 00:10
173 Transparency,'labelling,'certificates,'control Definition'/'rules'of'specific'label x 04:58 05:04 00:06
1615 Suggested'alternatives'to'consume'more'sustainable Practicality'of'consuming'alternative'/'more'sustainable'products 05:05 05:13 00:08
178 Transparency,'labelling,'certificates,'control Trust'of'customers'in'labels'/'certificates'/'control 05:14 05:28 00:14
1615 Suggested'alternatives'to'consume'more'sustainable Practicality'of'consuming'alternative'/'more'sustainable'products 05:28 05:50 00:22

154 Climate'change'as'a'specifically'important'consequence'of'
consumption

Calculation'of'impact'of'products'through'transportation x 05:51 06:04 00:13

1611 Suggested'alternatives'to'consume'more'sustainable Alternative'nutrition'/'behaviour x 06:05 06:09 00:04
46 Pricing Price'differences'conventional'products'and'sustainable'products 06:10 06:20 00:10
48 Customer'opinion'on'increased'prices'for'fair'production'/'sustainable'products 06:21 06:31 00:10

1615 Suggested'alternatives'to'consume'more'sustainable Practicality'of'consuming'alternative'/'more'sustainable'products 06:32 06:41 00:09
175 Transparency,'labelling,'certificates,'control Certification'of'products'/'services:'process'of'certificate'permission'and'its'deficits x 06:42 06:53 00:11

Not'coded:'Missing'German'language'
skills'of'foreign'doctors'in'Germany

Health 06:54 14:33 07:39

Financial'Investments'/'Insurances 12 Introduction Background'information'of'this'broadcast 14:34 15:00 00:26
Banks'quit'contracts'with'too'high'interest'
rates

313 Strategy'and'operations'of'company'or'specific'industry Unethical'business'practices 15:01 16:26 01:25

413 Pricing Price'distortions'for'private'consumers'through'unethical'business'practices 16:27 16:38 00:11
314 Strategy'and'operations'of'company'or'specific'industry Legal'consequences'of'unethical'business'practices 16:39 17:03 00:24
313 Unethical'business'practices 17:04 17:25 00:21
310 Client'perception'of'quality'and'trust'in'the'brand 17:26 17:47 00:21
313 Unethical'business'practices 17:48 19:18 01:30
314 Legal'consequences'of'unethical'business'practices 19:19 19:27 00:08
413 Pricing Price'distortions'for'private'consumers'through'unethical'business'practices 19:28 19:39 00:11
313 Strategy'and'operations'of'company'or'specific'industry Unethical'business'practices 19:40 20:18 00:38
413 Pricing Price'distortions'for'private'consumers'through'unethical'business'practices 20:19 20:30 00:11
314 Strategy'and'operations'of'company'or'specific'industry Legal'consequences'of'unethical'business'practices 20:31 21:50 01:19
24 Conclusion Suggestions'or'alternatives'for'customers 21:51 22:03 00:12

Not'coded:''defraudation'of'tax Social'benefits 22:04 30:08 08:04

Sum(critical(time(of(this(broadcast Sum(total(time(broadcast
03:04 29:32

Sum(time(devoted(to(
consumerism(in(this(broadcast

13:49
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Number(of(analyzed(shows Total(coded(time Total(time(critical(coverage(in(coded(material
8 03:16:45 01:14:54

2014M03M21'Makro

Coding'conducted'March'24,'2014

Food'/'Nutrition
Car

12 Introduction Background'information'of'this'broadcast 00:00 01:20 01:20

TTIP 202 Trade'negotiations'or'agreements'/'globalization'and'its'
consequences

Financial'consequences'/'revenue'/'profit 01:21 01:32 00:11

204 Consequences'for'job'market 01:33 01:59 00:26
201 Transparency'of'negotiations 02:00 02:55 00:55
205 Environmental'consequences'of'new'trade'agreement 02:56 03:03 00:07
201 Transparency'of'negotiations 03:04 03:13 00:09

527 Quality'of'products'and'services Consequences'of'new'trade'agreement'/'process'of'globalization'for'customer:'Adjustment'
of'quality'standards

03:13 03:52 00:39

203 Trade'negotiations'or'agreements'/'globalization'and'its'
consequences

Reduction'of'tariffs'/'taxes'and'its'consequences 03:53 04:04 00:11

527 Quality'of'products'and'services Consequences'of'new'trade'agreement'/'process'of'globalization'for'customer:'Adjustment'
of'quality'standards

04:05 04:14 00:09

95 Health'implications'of'product'consumption Danger'for'health'through'(excessive)'product'consumption x 04:15 04:52 00:37

202 Trade'negotiations'or'agreements'/'globalization'and'its'
consequences

Financial'consequences'/'revenue'/'profit 04:53 05:29 00:36

204 Consequences'for'job'market 05:30 05:47 00:17

206 Formation'of'a'new'market'/'customer'group'through'trade'agreement'/'advancement'of'a'
specific'region

05:48 06:18 00:30

414 Pricing Consequences'of'new'trade'agreement'/'process'of'globalization'for'customer:'Price'
reductions

06:19 06:34 00:15

208 Trade'negotiations'or'agreements'/'globalization'and'its'
consequences

Consequences'for'other'countries'/'developing'countries'and'its'workers 06:35 06:46 00:11

23 Conclusion Link'to'get'further'information 06:47 07:06 00:19

201 Trade'negotiations'or'agreements'/'globalization'and'its'
consequences

Transparency'of'negotiations 07:07 07:29 00:22

202 Financial'consequences'/'revenue'/'profit automobile 07:30 09:00 01:30
203 Reduction'of'tariffs'/'taxes'and'its'consequences automobile 09:01 09:14 00:13

527 Quality'of'products'and'services Consequences'of'new'trade'agreement'/'process'of'globalization'for'customer:'Adjustment'
of'quality'standards

09:15 09:55 00:40

414 Pricing Consequences'of'new'trade'agreement'/'process'of'globalization'for'customer:'Price'
reductions

09:56 10:35 00:39

202 Trade'negotiations'or'agreements'/'globalization'and'its'
consequences

Financial'consequences'/'revenue'/'profit 10:36 11:05 00:29

414 Pricing Consequences'of'new'trade'agreement'/'process'of'globalization'for'customer:'Price'
reductions

11:06 11:18 00:12

95 Health'implications'of'product'consumption Danger'for'health'through'(excessive)'product'consumption food x 11:19 12:43 01:24

171 Transparency,'labelling,'certificates,'control Responsibility'of'company'for'supply'chain:'transparent'supply'chains,'control,'certificates,'
labels

12:44 12:59 00:15

96 Health'implications'of'product'consumption Concerns'of'customers'about'possible'health'implications'due'to'missing'information 13:00 13:10 00:10

527 Quality'of'products'and'services Consequences'of'new'trade'agreement'/'process'of'globalization'for'customer:'Adjustment'
of'quality'standards

GMOs x 13:11 15:00 01:49

171 Transparency,'labelling,'certificates,'control Responsibility'of'company'for'supply'chain:'transparent'supply'chains,'control,'certificates,'
labels

GMOs x 15:01 15:17 00:16

527 Quality'of'products'and'services Consequences'of'new'trade'agreement'/'process'of'globalization'for'customer:'Adjustment'
of'quality'standards

15:18 16:58 01:40

201 Trade'negotiations'or'agreements'/'globalization'and'its'
consequences

Transparency'of'negotiations 16:59 17:37 00:38

202 Financial'consequences'/'revenue'/'profit 17:38 18:34 00:56

414 Pricing Consequences'of'new'trade'agreement'/'process'of'globalization'for'customer:'Price'
reductions

18:35 19:02 00:27

Makro

Summary(Makro
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208 Trade'negotiations'or'agreements'/'globalization'and'its'
consequences

Consequences'for'other'countries'/'developing'countries'and'its'workers 19:03 20:07 01:04

22 Conclusion Future'prospects 20:08 20:22 00:14

201 Trade'negotiations'or'agreements'/'globalization'and'its'
consequences

Transparency'of'negotiations 20:23 21:25 01:02

207 Legal'consequences'for'companys'of'new'trade'agreement 21:26 24:50 03:24
208 Consequences'for'other'countries'/'developing'countries'and'its'workers 24:51 25:45 00:54
411 Pricing Protection'of'developing'country'through'own'subsidies WTO'/'food x 25:46 26:45 00:59

208 Trade'negotiations'or'agreements'/'globalization'and'its'
consequences

Consequences'for'other'countries'/'developing'countries'and'its'workers 26:46 27:50 01:04

22 Conclusion Future'prospects 27:51 28:15 00:24
23 Link'to'get'further'information 28:16 28:27 00:11

Sum(critical(time(of(this(broadcast Sum(total(time(broadcast
05:05 27:48

2014M03M14'Makro

Coding'conducted'March'24,'2014

Food'/'Nutrition 104 General'claims'about'the'supply'chain'and'specific'place'of'raw'
material'extraction

Commercial'importance'of'organic'products'for'specific'market Germany 00:00 00:38 00:38

Biobranche,'kurz'&'bündig 103 Difficulties'of'production'of'organic'products 00:39 01:26 00:47
104 Commercial'importance'of'organic'products'for'specific'market Germany 01:27 01:41 00:14

Food'/'Nutrition 12 Introduction Background'information'of'this'broadcast 00:00 00:13 00:13
Interview'with'Ulrich'Köpke 1710 Transparency,'labelling,'certificates,'control Independence'of'control'bodies 00:14 01:00 00:46

175 Certification'of'products'/'services:'process'of'certificate'permission'and'its'deficits 01:01 02:00 00:59
526 Quality'of'products'and'services Client'perception'of'quality'and'trust'in'organic'/'regional'products 02:01 03:45 01:44

103 General'claims'about'the'supply'chain'and'specific'place'of'raw'
material'extraction

Difficulties'of'production'of'organic'products 03:46 05:25 01:39

Food'/'Nutrition 12 Introduction Background'information'of'this'broadcast 00:00 01:00 01:00
Italy 521 Quality'of'products'and'services Quality'of'supply'chain:'quality,'ingrediences' x 01:01 01:44 00:43

46 Pricing Price'differences'conventional'products'and'sustainable'products 01:45 01:55 00:10

104 General'claims'about'the'supply'chain'and'specific'place'of'raw'
material'extraction

Commercial'importance'of'organic'products'for'specific'market Italy 01:56 02:40 00:44

103 Difficulties'of'production'of'organic'products mafia x 02:41 03:15 00:34
174 Transparency,'labelling,'certificates,'control Tools'that'enable'the'customer'to'access'product'information 03:16 03:46 00:30

Food'/'Nutrition 103 General'claims'about'the'supply'chain'and'specific'place'of'raw'
material'extraction

Difficulties'of'production'of'organic'products 00:00 01:12 01:12

Milk'versus'gas 412 Pricing Price'distortions'for'private'consumers'through'industrial'subsidies'or'high'taxes 01:13 02:20 01:07
22 Conclusion Future'prospects 02:21 02:50 00:29

103 General'claims'about'the'supply'chain'and'specific'place'of'raw'
material'extraction

Difficulties'of'production'of'organic'products x 02:51 03:48 00:57

Food'/'Nutrition 103 General'claims'about'the'supply'chain'and'specific'place'of'raw'
material'extraction

Difficulties'of'production'of'organic'products 00:00 00:53 00:53

Höfesterben 104 Commercial'importance'of'organic'products'for'specific'market Germany 00:54 01:07 00:13
48 Pricing Customer'opinion'on'increased'prices'for'fair'production'/'sustainable'products 01:08 01:33 00:25
172 Transparency,'labelling,'certificates,'control Variety'of'labels'/'certificates 01:34 02:11 00:37

103 General'claims'about'the'supply'chain'and'specific'place'of'raw'
material'extraction

Difficulties'of'production'of'organic'products x 02:12 04:15 02:03

Food'/'Nutrition 12 Introduction Background'information'of'this'broadcast x 00:00 00:33 00:33
Wurst'mit'Gesicht 196 Consumption'culture Overall'amount'of'consumption x 00:34 01:02 00:28

105 General'claims'about'the'supply'chain'and'specific'place'of'raw'
material'extraction

Animal'husbandry:'ethical'considerations x 01:03 01:50 00:47

31 Strategy'and'operations'of'company'or'specific'industry Company'/'industry'structure,'ownership,'turnover,'business'model 01:51 02:08 00:17
32 Advertisement'/'marketing'strategy 02:09 02:39 00:30

105 General'claims'about'the'supply'chain'and'specific'place'of'raw'
material'extraction

Animal'husbandry:'ethical'considerations x 02:40 03:30 00:50

Sum(critical(time(of(this(broadcast Sum(total(time(broadcast
06:55 22:02

Single'clips'available'but'not'the'cohesive'broadcast:'Times'changed'accordingly'MM>'
Each'coding'starts'with'00:00
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2014M01M10'Makro

Coding'conducted'March'26,'2014

Private'Engery'Consumption/'Water/'
Electricity'/'Gas'/'Other'Fuels

101 General'claims'about'the'supply'chain'and'specific'place'of'raw'
material'extraction

Geographical'origin'and'specifics'of'production'site'/'place'of'raw'material'extraction 00:00 02:07 02:07

Oil'from'Saudi'Arabia 191 Consumption'culture Importance'of'consumerism'as'part'of'a'culture 02:08 02:48 00:40

106 General'claims'about'the'supply'chain'and'specific'place'of'raw'
material'extraction

Cultural'norms'that'foster'inequity youth'
unemployment

02:49 03:33 00:44

106 Cultural'norms'that'foster'inequity
missing'
diversity'of'
economic'sector

03:34 05:09 01:35

107 Education'of'people'in'specific'industry 05:10 05:36 00:26
1011 Openness'of'a'culture'for'new'business'ideas'/'innovations 05:37 08:20 02:43
108 Societal'issue:'Gender'inequality 08:21 10:05 01:44
106 Cultural'norms'that'foster'inequity 10:06 11:10 01:04
1011 Openness'of'a'culture'for'new'business'ideas'/'innovations 11:11 14:12 03:01
33 Strategy'and'operations'of'company'or'specific'industry Target'group 14:13 15:20 01:07

1010 General'claims'about'the'supply'chain'and'specific'place'of'raw'
material'extraction

Use'of'media'/'freedom'of'expression 15:21 16:04 00:43

1011 Openness'of'a'culture'for'new'business'ideas'/'innovations 16:05 18:20 02:15
1011 Openness'of'a'culture'for'new'business'ideas'/'innovations 18:21 18:58 00:37
106 Cultural'norms'that'foster'inequity 18:59 19:21 00:22
1012 Governmental'ways'to'handle'societal'issues unemployment 19:22 21:00 01:38
106 Cultural'norms'that'foster'inequity 21:01 22:30 01:29
107 Education'of'people'in'specific'industry 22:31 23:26 00:55
108 Societal'issue:'Gender'inequality 23:27 24:10 00:43
1011 Openness'of'a'culture'for'new'business'ideas'/'innovations 24:11 24:50 00:39
1010 Use'of'media'/'freedom'of'expression 24:51 28:35 03:44

Sum(critical(time(of(this(broadcast Sum(total(time(broadcast
00:00 28:16

2013M07M26'Makro

Coding'conducted'March'26,'2014
Clothing'/'Textiles'/'Footwear 47 Pricing Real'costs'of'production'not'reflected'in'prices 00:00 01:00 01:00
Clothing'production 12 Introduction Background'information'of'this'broadcast 01:01 01:38 00:37

101 General'claims'about'the'supply'chain'and'specific'place'of'raw'
material'extraction

Geographical'origin'and'specifics'of'production'site'/'place'of'raw'material'extraction Bangladesh 01:39 02:06 00:27

124 Social'responsibility'of'company'/'industry'for'workers'and'
communities'in'the'supply'chain

Working'conditions'in'supply'chain:'security'measures'to'protect'employees''lifes'and'
health

Bangladesh x 02:07 05:30 03:23

171 Transparency,'labelling,'certificates,'control Responsibility'of'company'for'supply'chain:'transparent'supply'chains,'control,'certificates,'
labels

Bangladesh x 05:31 06:20 00:49

122 Social'responsibility'of'company'/'industry'for'workers'and'
communities'in'the'supply'chain

Working'conditions'in'production'and'consequences'for'living'conditions Bangladesh x 06:21 08:25 02:04

125 Market'power'of'company:'bargaining'with'supply'chain Bangladesh x 08:26 10:28 02:02
122 Working'conditions'in'production'and'consequences'for'living'conditions Bangladesh x 10:29 10:56 00:27
126 Child'labour Bangladesh x 10:57 11:40 00:43

1012 General'claims'about'the'supply'chain'and'specific'place'of'raw'
material'extraction

Governmental'ways'to'handle'societal'issues Bangladesh 11:41 12:05 00:24

128 Social'responsibility'of'company'/'industry'for'workers'and'
communities'in'the'supply'chain

Company'comprehensive'cooperation'to'secure'better'working'conditions'in'supply'chain Bangladesh x 12:06 12:35 00:29

171 Transparency,'labelling,'certificates,'control Responsibility'of'company'for'supply'chain:'transparent'supply'chains,'control,'certificates,'
labels

Bangladesh x 12:36 13:45 01:09

126 Social'responsibility'of'company'/'industry'for'workers'and'
communities'in'the'supply'chain

Child'labour Bangladesh x 13:46 15:50 02:04

124 Working'conditions'in'supply'chain:'security'measures'to'protect'employees''lifes'and'
health

x 15:51 17:05 01:14

122 Working'conditions'in'production'and'consequences'for'living'conditions x 17:06 18:10 01:04

171 Transparency,'labelling,'certificates,'control Responsibility'of'company'for'supply'chain:'transparent'supply'chains,'control,'certificates,'
labels

China x 18:11 19:50 01:39
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122 Social'responsibility'of'company'/'industry'for'workers'and'
communities'in'the'supply'chain

Working'conditions'in'production'and'consequences'for'living'conditions China x 19:51 20:29 00:38

122 Working'conditions'in'production'and'consequences'for'living'conditions India 20:30 22:12 01:42

171 Transparency,'labelling,'certificates,'control Responsibility'of'company'for'supply'chain:'transparent'supply'chains,'control,'certificates,'
labels

22:13 22:50 00:37

126 Social'responsibility'of'company'/'industry'for'workers'and'
communities'in'the'supply'chain

Child'labour India x 22:51 24:35 01:44

128 Company'comprehensive'cooperation'to'secure'better'working'conditions'in'supply'chain India 24:36 25:20 00:44

124 Working'conditions'in'supply'chain:'security'measures'to'protect'employees''lifes'and'
health

India x 25:21 26:00 00:39

81 Product'disposal Tracking'of'waste'disposal'chain India x 26:01 26:13 00:12

124 Social'responsibility'of'company'/'industry'for'workers'and'
communities'in'the'supply'chain

Working'conditions'in'supply'chain:'security'measures'to'protect'employees''lifes'and'
health

Bangladesh x 26:14 28:19 02:05

25 Conclusion Additional'information Bangladesh 28:20 29:01 00:41

Sum(critical(time(of(this(broadcast Sum(total(time(broadcast
22:25 28:37

2013M11M08'Makro

Coding'conducted'April'2,'2014
Clothing'/'Textiles'/'Footwear 11 Introduction Associations'of'customers'with'the'brand 00:00 00:55 00:55
100%'cotton'M'Africa's'child'slaves 12 Background'information'of'this'broadcast 00:56 01:22 00:26

101 General'claims'about'the'supply'chain'and'specific'place'of'raw'
material'extraction

Geographical'origin'and'specifics'of'production'site'/'place'of'raw'material'extraction 01:23 02:03 00:40

126 Social'responsibility'of'company'/'industry'for'workers'and'
communities'in'the'supply'chain

Child'labour x 02:04 07:10 05:06

106 General'claims'about'the'supply'chain'and'specific'place'of'raw'
material'extraction

Cultural'norms'that'foster'inequity 07:11 09:00 01:49

126 Social'responsibility'of'company'/'industry'for'workers'and'
communities'in'the'supply'chain

Child'labour x 09:01 09:35 00:34

127 Slavery'of'supply'chain'workers children x 09:36 15:20 05:44
125 Market'power'of'company:'bargaining'with'supply'chain x 15:21 17:50 02:29
127 Slavery'of'supply'chain'workers children x 17:51 21:53 04:02

1012 General'claims'about'the'supply'chain'and'specific'place'of'raw'
material'extraction

Governmental'ways'to'handle'societal'issues 21:54 24:22 02:28

109 Societal'issue:'Corruption 24:23 24:45 00:22
1012 Governmental'ways'to'handle'societal'issues 24:46 25:34 00:48
313 Strategy'and'operations'of'company'or'specific'industry Unethical'business'practices x 25:35 26:38 01:03

123 Social'responsibility'of'company'/'industry'for'workers'and'
communities'in'the'supply'chain

Working'conditions'in'supply'chain:'negligent'actions'of'company'/'industry'that'harm'
employees'and'environment

x 26:39 26:59 00:20

39 Strategy'and'operations'of'company'or'specific'industry Company's'transparency'with'media 27:00 27:14 00:14
310 Client'perception'of'quality'and'trust'in'the'brand 27:15 27:45 00:30
22 Conclusion Future'prospects x 27:46 28:00 00:14

Sum(critical(time(of(this(broadcast Sum(total(time(broadcast
19:32 27:44

2013M09M20'Makro

Coding'conducted'April'2,'2014

Food'/'Nutrition
Financial'Investment

12 Introduction Background'information'of'this'broadcast 00:00 00:35 00:35

Lebensmittel:'Über'den'Tellerrand
(part'1)

47 Pricing Real'costs'of'production'not'reflected'in'prices x 00:36 01:55 01:19

115 Social'responsibility'of'company'for'direct'employees'in'country'of'
operation'(developed'and'developing'countries)

Working'conditions'of'company'employees:'payment x 01:56 02:50 00:54

412 Pricing Price'distortions'for'private'consumers'through'industrial'subsidies'or'high'taxes 02:51 03:13 00:22

105 General'claims'about'the'supply'chain'and'specific'place'of'raw'
material'extraction

Animal'husbandry:'ethical'considerations x 03:14 03:49 00:35

154 Climate'change'as'a'specifically'important'consequence'of'
consumption

Calculation'of'impact'of'products'through'transportation 03:50 04:20 00:30

171 Transparency,'labelling,'certificates,'control Responsibility'of'company'for'supply'chain:'transparent'supply'chains,'control,'certificates,'
labels

04:21 04:37 00:16

12 Introduction Background'information'of'this'broadcast 04:38 05:10 00:32

129 Social'responsibility'of'company'/'industry'for'workers'and'
communities'in'the'supply'chain

Growing'societal'inequity'through'specific'industry x 05:11 05:38 00:27

102 General'claims'about'the'supply'chain'and'specific'place'of'raw'
material'extraction

Process'of'raw'material'extraction 05:39 05:55 00:16

Single'clips'available'but'not'the'cohesive'broadcast:'Times'changed'accordingly'MM>'
Each'coding'starts'with'00:00
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129 Social'responsibility'of'company'/'industry'for'workers'and'
communities'in'the'supply'chain

Growing'societal'inequity'through'specific'industry 05:56 06:07 00:11

123 Working'conditions'in'supply'chain:'negligent'actions'of'company'/'industry'that'harm'
employees'and'environment

pesticides x 06:08 06:31 00:23

135 Environmental'implications'of'production'and'consequences'for'living'
conditions'of'workers'and'communities'in'the'supply'chain

Social'and'economical'consequences'of'genetically'modified'seeds GMOs x 06:32 06:55 00:23

313 Strategy'and'operations'of'company'or'specific'industry Unethical'business'practices Monsanto 06:56 07:19 00:23

109 General'claims'about'the'supply'chain'and'specific'place'of'raw'
material'extraction

Societal'issue:'Corruption Monsanto 07:20 07:32 00:12

135 Environmental'implications'of'production'and'consequences'for'living'
conditions'of'workers'and'communities'in'the'supply'chain

Social'and'economical'consequences'of'genetically'modified'seeds 07:33 07:55 00:22

131 Environmental'implications'of'production'and'consequences'for'living'
conditions'of'workers'and'communities'in'the'supply'chain

Environmental'damage'resulting'from'raw'material'extraction x 07:56 08:43 00:47

12 Introduction Background'information'of'this'broadcast 08:44 09:16 00:32

202 Trade'negotiations'or'agreements'/'globalization'and'its'
consequences

Financial'consequences'/'revenue'/'profit 09:17 10:42 01:25

12 Introduction Background'information'of'this'broadcast 10:43 10:56 00:13

209 Trade'negotiations'or'agreements'/'globalization'and'its'
consequences

Commodity'speculation'and'food'prices 10:57 13:52 02:55

Food'/'Nutrition
Financial'Investment

209 Trade'negotiations'or'agreements'/'globalization'and'its'
consequences

Commodity'speculation'and'food'prices 00:00 00:55 00:55

Lebensmittel:'Über'den'Tellerrand
(part'2)

196 Consumption'culture Overall'amount'of'consumption 00:56 01:22 00:26

152 Climate'change'as'a'specifically'important'consequence'of'
consumption

Consequences'of'climate'change'for'people'in'developing'countries x 01:23 01:51 00:28

151 Impact'of'private'consumption'on'climate'change x 01:52 03:03 01:11
153 Comparison'climate'impact'of'regional'products'versus'imported'goods x 03:04 04:44 01:40
1711 Transparency,'labelling,'certificates,'control Missing'access'for'citizens'to'information'to'evaluate'ecological'facts x 04:45 05:32 00:47
172 Variety'of'labels'/'certificates x 05:33 06:29 00:56
49 Pricing Prices'that'foster'undesirable'behaviour food x 06:30 07:20 00:50
161 Suggested'alternatives'to'consume'more'sustainable Behaviour'in'the'supermarket'/'shop food x 07:21 08:24 01:03
162 Buying'organic'products x 08:25 08:40 00:15
161 Behaviour'in'the'supermarket'/'shop x 08:41 09:08 00:27
163 Buying'local'products x 09:09 09:43 00:34
23 Conclusion Link'to'get'further'information x 09:44 10:03 00:19
164 Suggested'alternatives'to'consume'more'sustainable Making'or'growing'own'products x 10:04 10:18 00:14
165 Local'food'cooperatives x 10:19 11:39 01:20
1614 Positive'(sideM)effects'of'alternative'ways'to'consume x 11:40 13:10 01:30
165 Local'food'cooperatives 13:11 13:25 00:14
23 Conclusion Link'to'get'further'information 13:26 13:52 00:26

Sum(critical(time(of(this(broadcast Sum(total(time(broadcast
16:22 27:07

2013M09M13'Makro

Coding'conducted'April'3,'2014

Travelling'/'Transportation
Auslaufmodell'Auto'(The'future'of'the'car)

Makroskop'Auto 31 Strategy'and'operations'of'company'or'specific'industry Company'/'industry'structure,'ownership,'turnover,'business'model 00:00 01:34 01:34

China:'The'future'market 206 Trade'negotiations'or'agreements'/'globalization'and'its'
consequences

Formation'of'a'new'market'/'customer'group'through'trade'agreement'/'advancement'of'a'
specific'region

00:00 00:26 00:26

31 Strategy'and'operations'of'company'or'specific'industry Company'/'industry'structure,'ownership,'turnover,'business'model 00:27 00:40 00:13
71 Innovations,'new'technology'/'processes Desciption'of'features'of'new'technology 00:41 00:48 00:07
31 Strategy'and'operations'of'company'or'specific'industry Company'/'industry'structure,'ownership,'turnover,'business'model 00:49 00:57 00:08

206 Trade'negotiations'or'agreements'/'globalization'and'its'
consequences

Formation'of'a'new'market'/'customer'group'through'trade'agreement'/'advancement'of'a'
specific'region

00:58 01:30 00:32

141 Environmental'consequences'of'product'or'service'(not'in'supply'
chain)

Direct'environmental'pollution'through'product'consumption'or'its'wasteMproducts x 01:31 01:50 00:19

142 Consequences'of'environmental'pollution'for'health x 01:51 01:56 00:05

213 Governmental'ways'to'handle'societal'and'environmental'issue'of'
consumerism

Governmental'ways'to'prevent'environmental'harm 01:57 02:37 00:40

31 Strategy'and'operations'of'company'or'specific'industry Company'/'industry'structure,'ownership,'turnover,'business'model 02:38 03:25 00:47

206 Trade'negotiations'or'agreements'/'globalization'and'its'
consequences

Formation'of'a'new'market'/'customer'group'through'trade'agreement'/'advancement'of'a'
specific'region

03:26 04:20 00:54

Only'five'out'of'six'clips'available'but'not'the'cohesive'broadcast:'Times'changed'
accordingly'MM>'Each'coding'starts'with'00:00
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Neue'Antriebe:'Ladenhüter'EMAuto'(electric'
cars)

71 Innovations,'new'technology'/'processes Desciption'of'features'of'new'technology 00:00 00:30 00:30

73 Prospects'of'new'technology'/'process 00:31 00:59 00:28
72 Current'fields'of'application'of'new'technology 01:00 01:10 00:10
71 Desciption'of'features'of'new'technology 01:11 02:18 01:07
73 Prospects'of'new'technology'/'process 02:19 02:48 00:29
76 Available'alternatives'for'current'raw'material'usage'and'reasons'why'it'is'not'used x 02:49 03:34 00:45
166 Suggested'alternatives'to'consume'more'sustainable Buying'more'energy'efficient'technology x 03:35 03:52 00:17

Carsharing 167 Suggested'alternatives'to'consume'more'sustainable Sharing'goods'and'resources x 00:00 00:20 00:20
197 Consumption'culture Refocus'of'product'/'service'on'essential'use'M'renunciation'from'status'symbolism x 00:21 00:37 00:16
73 Innovations,'new'technology'/'processes Prospects'of'new'technology'/'process 00:38 01:00 00:22
31 Strategy'and'operations'of'company'or'specific'industry Company'/'industry'structure,'ownership,'turnover,'business'model 01:01 01:24 00:23
73 Innovations,'new'technology'/'processes Prospects'of'new'technology'/'process 01:25 01:47 00:22
31 Strategy'and'operations'of'company'or'specific'industry Company'/'industry'structure,'ownership,'turnover,'business'model 01:48 02:26 00:38
71 Innovations,'new'technology'/'processes Desciption'of'features'of'new'technology 02:27 02:43 00:16
46 Pricing Price'differences'conventional'products'and'sustainable'products 02:44 02:55 00:11
74 Innovations,'new'technology'/'processes Dangers'/'disadvantages'of'new'technology x 02:56 03:02 00:06

Interview'with'Jörg'Schindler'about'the'
future'of'cars

12 Introduction Background'information'of'this'broadcast 00:00 00:08 00:08

72 Innovations,'new'technology'/'processes Current'fields'of'application'of'new'technology 00:09 01:00 00:51
73 Prospects'of'new'technology'/'process x 01:00 01:41 00:41
74 Dangers'/'disadvantages'of'new'technology x 01:42 02:19 00:37
77 Energy'shortage'requires'new'technology x 02:20 02:59 00:39

206 Trade'negotiations'or'agreements'/'globalization'and'its'
consequences

Formation'of'a'new'market'/'customer'group'through'trade'agreement'/'advancement'of'a'
specific'region

03:00 03:28 00:28

77 Innovations,'new'technology'/'processes Energy'shortage'requires'new'technology 03:29 04:19 00:50
198 Consumption'culture Consuming'abundantly'is'unsustainable'/'impossible'in'the'future x 04:20 04:50 00:30
22 Conclusion Future'prospects 04:51 04:57 00:06

Sum(critical(time(of(this(broadcast Sum(total(time(broadcast
04:35 17:15

2013M10M25'Makro

Coding'conducted'April'3,'2014

Industry'and'product'comprehensive
Wem'gehöhrt'der'Markt'(Who'owns'the'
market?)

Makroskop:'cartels 313 Strategy'and'operations'of'company'or'specific'industry Unethical'business'practices 00:00 00:19 00:19
413 Pricing Price'distortions'for'private'consumers'through'unethical'business'practices 00:20 00:31 00:11
313 Strategy'and'operations'of'company'or'specific'industry Unethical'business'practices 00:32 00:55 00:23
314 Legal'consequences'of'unethical'business'practices 00:56 01:16 00:20
313 Unethical'business'practices 01:17 01:51 00:34

Hüter'des'fairen'Wettbewerbs'('Federal'
Cartel'Authority)

1012 General'claims'about'the'supply'chain'and'specific'place'of'raw'
material'extraction

Governmental'ways'to'handle'societal'issues 00:00 00:51 00:51

313 Strategy'and'operations'of'company'or'specific'industry Unethical'business'practices 00:52 01:23 00:31
413 Pricing Price'distortions'for'private'consumers'through'unethical'business'practices 01:24 02:01 00:37
174 Transparency,'labelling,'certificates,'control Tools'that'enable'the'customer'to'access'product'information 02:02 02:30 00:28
313 Strategy'and'operations'of'company'or'specific'industry Unethical'business'practices 02:31 03:35 01:04

1012 General'claims'about'the'supply'chain'and'specific'place'of'raw'
material'extraction

Governmental'ways'to'handle'societal'issues 03:36 04:08 00:32

Interview'with'Max'Otte 1012 General'claims'about'the'supply'chain'and'specific'place'of'raw'
material'extraction

Governmental'ways'to'handle'societal'issues 00:00 00:42 00:42

Only'five'out'of'seven'clips'available'but'not'the'cohesive'broadcast:'Times'changed'
accordingly'MM>'Each'coding'starts'with'00:00
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413 Pricing Price'distortions'for'private'consumers'through'unethical'business'practices 00:43 01:00 00:17

1012 General'claims'about'the'supply'chain'and'specific'place'of'raw'
material'extraction

Governmental'ways'to'handle'societal'issues 01:01 01:41 00:40

313 Strategy'and'operations'of'company'or'specific'industry Unethical'business'practices 01:42 01:55 00:13

1012 General'claims'about'the'supply'chain'and'specific'place'of'raw'
material'extraction

Governmental'ways'to'handle'societal'issues 01:56 02:08 00:12

313 Strategy'and'operations'of'company'or'specific'industry Unethical'business'practices 02:09 02:28 00:19

1012 General'claims'about'the'supply'chain'and'specific'place'of'raw'
material'extraction

Governmental'ways'to'handle'societal'issues 02:29 02:56 00:27

1712 Transparency,'labelling,'certificates,'control Risks'of'missing'regulations'of'an'industry'for'the'whole'society 02:57 03:49 00:52

1012 General'claims'about'the'supply'chain'and'specific'place'of'raw'
material'extraction

Governmental'ways'to'handle'societal'issues 03:50 04:38 00:48

USA:'Hochzeit'am'Himmel'(Wedding'in'the'
sky,'catels)

31 Strategy'and'operations'of'company'or'specific'industry Company'/'industry'structure,'ownership,'turnover,'business'model 00:00 00:23 00:23

1012 General'claims'about'the'supply'chain'and'specific'place'of'raw'
material'extraction

Governmental'ways'to'handle'societal'issues 00:24 00:55 00:31

31 Strategy'and'operations'of'company'or'specific'industry Company'/'industry'structure,'ownership,'turnover,'business'model 00:56 01:23 00:27

1012 General'claims'about'the'supply'chain'and'specific'place'of'raw'
material'extraction

Governmental'ways'to'handle'societal'issues 01:24 02:30 01:06

314 Strategy'and'operations'of'company'or'specific'industry Legal'consequences'of'unethical'business'practices 02:31 03:06 00:35

1012 General'claims'about'the'supply'chain'and'specific'place'of'raw'
material'extraction

Governmental'ways'to'handle'societal'issues 03:07 03:19 00:12

22 Conclusion Future'prospects 03:20 03:31 00:11

Düngemittel:'Krimi'im'Kalikartell'(fertilizer) 313 Strategy'and'operations'of'company'or'specific'industry Unethical'business'practices 00:00 01:00 01:00

1712 Transparency,'labelling,'certificates,'control Risks'of'missing'regulations'of'an'industry'for'the'whole'society 01:01 01:34 00:33
314 Strategy'and'operations'of'company'or'specific'industry Legal'consequences'of'unethical'business'practices 01:35 02:00 00:25
313 Unethical'business'practices 02:01 03:00 00:59

1012 General'claims'about'the'supply'chain'and'specific'place'of'raw'
material'extraction

Governmental'ways'to'handle'societal'issues 03:01 03:25 00:24

313 Strategy'and'operations'of'company'or'specific'industry Unethical'business'practices 03:26 03:46 00:20

1012 General'claims'about'the'supply'chain'and'specific'place'of'raw'
material'extraction

Governmental'ways'to'handle'societal'issues 03:47 04:07 00:20

22 Conclusion Future'prospects 04:08 04:18 00:10

Sum(critical(time(of(this(broadcast Sum(total(time(broadcast
00:00 17:56
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Number(of(analyzed(shows Total(coded(time Total(time(critical(coverage(in(coded(material
3 01:50:12 00:50:17

2014M04M02'"Die'20'größten'
Konsumsünden"'("20'biggest'
consumption'sins")
3Sat,'09:30am
Coding'conducted'April'5,'2014

Industry'and'product'comprehensive 12 Introduction Background'information'of'this'broadcast 00:00 00:28 00:28
191 Consumption'culture Importance'of'consumerism'as'part'of'a'culture 00:29 00:40 00:11

Toys 33 Strategy'and'operations'of'company'or'specific'industry Target'group 00:41 01:05 00:24
95 Health'implications'of'product'consumption Danger'for'health'through'(excessive)'product'consumption 01:06 01:21 00:15
310 Strategy'and'operations'of'company'or'specific'industry Client'perception'of'quality'and'trust'in'the'brand 01:22 01:42 00:20

131 Environmental'implications'of'production'and'consequences'for'living'
conditions'of'workers'and'communities'in'the'supply'chain

Environmental'damage'resulting'from'raw'material'extraction 01:43 02:00 00:17

95 Health'implications'of'product'consumption Danger'for'health'through'(excessive)'product'consumption x 02:01 02:47 00:46
168 Suggested'alternatives'to'consume'more'sustainable Buying'alternative'products'that'use'other'raw'material 02:48 02:55 00:07
12 Introduction Background'information'of'this'broadcast 02:56 03:31 00:35

Recreation'/'Culture'/'Leisure'/'
Restaurants'/'Hotels

310 Strategy'and'operations'of'company'or'specific'industry Client'perception'of'quality'and'trust'in'the'brand 03:32 04:09 00:37

33 Target'group 04:10 04:30 00:20

141 Environmental'consequences'of'product'or'service'(not'in'supply'
chain)

Direct'environmental'pollution'through'product'consumption'or'its'wasteMproducts x 04:31 04:48 00:17

151 Climate'change'as'a'specifically'important'consequence'of'
consumption

Impact'of'private'consumption'on'climate'change x 04:49 05:03 00:14

213 Governmental'ways'to'handle'societal'and'environmental'issue'of'
consumerism

Governmental'ways'to'prevent'environmental'harm 05:04 06:15 01:11

Luxury'goods'(jewellery) 310 Strategy'and'operations'of'company'or'specific'industry Client'perception'of'quality'and'trust'in'the'brand 06:16 07:00 00:44

131 Environmental'implications'of'production'and'consequences'for'living'
conditions'of'workers'and'communities'in'the'supply'chain

Environmental'damage'resulting'from'raw'material'extraction x 07:01 07:27 00:26

124 Social'responsibility'of'company'/'industry'for'workers'and'
communities'in'the'supply'chain

Working'conditions'in'supply'chain:'security'measures'to'protect'employees''lifes'and'
health

07:28 07:53 00:25

131 Environmental'implications'of'production'and'consequences'for'living'
conditions'of'workers'and'communities'in'the'supply'chain

Environmental'damage'resulting'from'raw'material'extraction 07:54 08:34 00:40

1711 Transparency,'labelling,'certificates,'control Missing'access'for'citizens'to'information'to'evaluate'ecological'facts 08:35 08:43 00:08
161 Suggested'alternatives'to'consume'more'sustainable Behaviour'in'the'supermarket'/'shop x 08:44 09:00 00:16
1612 Suggested'alternatives'to'consume'more'sustainable Conscious'renunciation x 09:01 09:11 00:10
196 Consumption'culture Overall'amount'of'consumption x 09:12 09:45 00:33
197 Refocus'of'product'/'service'on'essential'use'M'renunciation'from'status'symbolism x 09:46 10:30 00:44
191 Importance'of'consumerism'as'part'of'a'culture 10:31 10:50 00:19
69 Creation'of'(additional)'needs'and'ways'to'foster'impulse'buying Planned'obsolescence'as'a'tool'to'create'(additional)'needs x 10:51 11:24 00:33

Culture'/'Leisure'(fireworks) 12 Introduction Background'information'of'this'broadcast 11:25 11:56 00:31

141 Environmental'consequences'of'product'or'service'(not'in'supply'
chain)

Direct'environmental'pollution'through'product'consumption'or'its'wasteMproducts x 11:57 12:16 00:19

310 Strategy'and'operations'of'company'or'specific'industry Client'perception'of'quality'and'trust'in'the'brand 12:17 12:26 00:09
95 Health'implications'of'product'consumption Danger'for'health'through'(excessive)'product'consumption 12:27 12:40 00:13
191 Consumption'culture Importance'of'consumerism'as'part'of'a'culture 12:41 13:12 00:31
182 Consumer'activism'and'nonMgovernmental'initiatives Consumerism'activism'with'social'focus'/'fair'trade 13:12 13:21 00:09

Culture'/'Leisure'(water'sports) 12 Introduction Background'information'of'this'broadcast 13:22 13:45 00:23
310 Strategy'and'operations'of'company'or'specific'industry Client'perception'of'quality'and'trust'in'the'brand 13:46 14:40 00:54

146 Environmental'consequences'of'product'or'service'(not'in'supply'
chain)

Harm'of'wildlife x 14:41 14:55 00:14

Culture'/'Leisure'(animal'husbandary) 12 Introduction Background'information'of'this'broadcast 14:56 16:00 01:04

105 General'claims'about'the'supply'chain'and'specific'place'of'raw'
material'extraction

Animal'husbandry:'ethical'considerations 16:01 16:21 00:20

141 Environmental'consequences'of'product'or'service'(not'in'supply'
chain)

Direct'environmental'pollution'through'product'consumption'or'its'wasteMproducts x 16:22 16:35 00:13

191 Consumption'culture Importance'of'consumerism'as'part'of'a'culture 16:36 17:17 00:41
Recreation'/'Culture'/'Leisure'/'
Restaurants'/'Hotels'(Winter'sports)

12 Introduction Background'information'of'this'broadcast 17:18 18:00 00:42

155 Climate'change'as'a'specifically'important'consequence'of'
consumption

How'mankind'tries'to'outfox'the'effects'of'climate'change' x 18:01 18:55 00:54

191 Consumption'culture Importance'of'consumerism'as'part'of'a'culture 18:56 19:52 00:56

133 Environmental'implications'of'production'and'consequences'for'living'
conditions'of'workers'and'communities'in'the'supply'chain

Effects'on'community:'Destruction'of'nature'or'anthroposphere'/'land'use'change 19:53 20:11 00:18

310 Strategy'and'operations'of'company'or'specific'industry Client'perception'of'quality'and'trust'in'the'brand 20:12 20:32 00:20
1613 Suggested'alternatives'to'consume'more'sustainable Conclusion'that'specific'good'is'redundant 20:33 20:46 00:13

Miscellaneous'shows'from'ZDF

Summary(Diverse(shows(ZDF
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Recreation'/'Culture'/'Leisure'/'
Restaurants'/'Hotels'(cut'flowers)

134 Environmental'implications'of'production'and'consequences'for'living'
conditions'of'workers'and'communities'in'the'supply'chain

Commercial'reasons'for'unsustainable'raw'material'extraction x 20:47 21:24 00:37

310 Strategy'and'operations'of'company'or'specific'industry Client'perception'of'quality'and'trust'in'the'brand 21:25 21:34 00:09

101 General'claims'about'the'supply'chain'and'specific'place'of'raw'
material'extraction

Geographical'origin'and'specifics'of'production'site'/'place'of'raw'material'extraction 21:35 21:46 00:11

102 Process'of'raw'material'extraction
water'
management'in'
production

x 21:47 22:39 00:52

1613 Suggested'alternatives'to'consume'more'sustainable Conclusion'that'specific'good'is'redundant x 22:40 22:47 00:07
163 Buying'local'products x 22:48 22:56 00:08
164 Making'or'growing'own'products x 22:57 23:00 00:03
169 Consuming'fair'trade'products x 23:01 23:13 00:12

Cosmetics'/'Beauty 34 Strategy'and'operations'of'company'or'specific'industry Brand'portfolio 23:14 23:52 00:38
31 Company'/'industry'structure,'ownership,'turnover,'business'model 23:53 23:59 00:06
32 Advertisement'/'marketing'strategy 24:00 24:11 00:11
67 Creation'of'(additional)'needs'and'ways'to'foster'impulse'buying Consulting'of'sales'employees'that'targets'to'create'additional'needs x 24:12 24:34 00:22
310 Strategy'and'operations'of'company'or'specific'industry Client'perception'of'quality'and'trust'in'the'brand 24:35 24:40 00:05
61 Creation'of'(additional)'needs'and'ways'to'foster'impulse'buying Advertisement'/'marketing'strategy x 24:41 24:57 00:16

1012
General'claims'about'the'supply'chain'and'specific'place'of'raw'
material'extraction Governmental'ways'to'handle'societal'issues

animal'
experimentatio
n

24:58 25:21 00:23

161 Suggested'alternatives'to'consume'more'sustainable Behaviour'in'the'supermarket'/'shop x 25:22 25:30 00:08
Clothing'/'Textiles'/'Footwear 1613 Conclusion'that'specific'good'is'redundant x 25:31 26:02 00:31

1610 Repair'products 26:03 26:30 00:27
191 Consumption'culture Importance'of'consumerism'as'part'of'a'culture 26:31 26:35 00:04
47 Pricing Real'costs'of'production'not'reflected'in'prices x 26:36 27:11 00:35
49 Prices'that'foster'undesirable'behaviour 27:12 27:22 00:10
196 Consumption'culture Overall'amount'of'consumption x 27:23 27:36 00:13
310 Strategy'and'operations'of'company'or'specific'industry Client'perception'of'quality'and'trust'in'the'brand 27:37 27:52 00:15

171 Transparency,'labelling,'certificates,'control Responsibility'of'company'for'supply'chain:'transparent'supply'chains,'control,'certificates,'
labels

27:53 28:22 00:29

49 Pricing Prices'that'foster'undesirable'behaviour x 28:23 28:30 00:07

124 Social'responsibility'of'company'/'industry'for'workers'and'
communities'in'the'supply'chain

Working'conditions'in'supply'chain:'security'measures'to'protect'employees''lifes'and'
health

x 28:31 28:45 00:14

Travelling'/'Transportation'(Flying) 191 Consumption'culture Importance'of'consumerism'as'part'of'a'culture 28:46 29:38 00:52
49 Pricing Prices'that'foster'undesirable'behaviour 29:39 30:08 00:29

141 Environmental'consequences'of'product'or'service'(not'in'supply'
chain)

Direct'environmental'pollution'through'product'consumption'or'its'wasteMproducts 30:09 30:22 00:13

49 Pricing Prices'that'foster'undesirable'behaviour 30:23 30:45 00:22
191 Consumption'culture Importance'of'consumerism'as'part'of'a'culture x 30:46 31:30 00:44
1615 Suggested'alternatives'to'consume'more'sustainable Practicality'of'consuming'alternative'/'more'sustainable'products 31:31 31:46 00:15

Food'/'Nutrition'(alcohol) 12 Introduction Background'information'of'this'broadcast 31:47 32:13 00:26
191 Consumption'culture Importance'of'consumerism'as'part'of'a'culture 32:14 32:30 00:16
310 Strategy'and'operations'of'company'or'specific'industry Client'perception'of'quality'and'trust'in'the'brand 32:31 32:52 00:21
191 Consumption'culture Importance'of'consumerism'as'part'of'a'culture 32:53 33:36 00:43
95 Health'implications'of'product'consumption Danger'for'health'through'(excessive)'product'consumption 33:37 34:15 00:38

Technical'and'Household'Equipment'
(telephones)

191 Consumption'culture Importance'of'consumerism'as'part'of'a'culture 34:16 36:24 02:08

82 Product'disposal Problems'of'correct'disposal x 36:25 36:43 00:18
191 Consumption'culture Importance'of'consumerism'as'part'of'a'culture 36:44 37:09 00:25

Food'/'Nutrition'(meat) 191 Consumption'culture Importance'of'consumerism'as'part'of'a'culture 37:10 37:50 00:40
196 Overall'amount'of'consumption x 37:51 38:16 00:25

105 General'claims'about'the'supply'chain'and'specific'place'of'raw'
material'extraction

Animal'husbandry:'ethical'considerations x 38:17 39:10 00:53

196 Consumption'culture Overall'amount'of'consumption x 39:11 39:35 00:24
49 Pricing Prices'that'foster'undesirable'behaviour x 39:36 39:45 00:09
161 Suggested'alternatives'to'consume'more'sustainable Behaviour'in'the'supermarket'/'shop 39:46 39:52 00:06

141 Environmental'consequences'of'product'or'service'(not'in'supply'
chain)

Direct'environmental'pollution'through'product'consumption'or'its'wasteMproducts x 39:53 40:08 00:15

1612 Suggested'alternatives'to'consume'more'sustainable Conscious'renunciation x 40:09 40:16 00:07

133 Environmental'implications'of'production'and'consequences'for'living'
conditions'of'workers'and'communities'in'the'supply'chain

Effects'on'community:'Destruction'of'nature'or'anthroposphere'/'land'use'change x 40:17 40:34 00:17

49 Pricing Prices'that'foster'undesirable'behaviour x 40:35 41:04 00:29
95 Health'implications'of'product'consumption Danger'for'health'through'(excessive)'product'consumption 41:05 41:12 00:07
96 Concerns'of'customers'about'possible'health'implications'due'to'missing'information 41:13 41:33 00:20

Recreation'/'Culture'/'Leisure'(television) 12 Introduction Background'information'of'this'broadcast 41:34 42:07 00:33
191 Consumption'culture Importance'of'consumerism'as'part'of'a'culture 42:08 44:19 02:11

Food'/'Nutrition'(candies) 12 Introduction Background'information'of'this'broadcast 44:20 44:36 00:16
95 Health'implications'of'product'consumption Danger'for'health'through'(excessive)'product'consumption 44:37 45:05 00:28
191 Consumption'culture Importance'of'consumerism'as'part'of'a'culture 45:06 45:47 00:41
95 Health'implications'of'product'consumption Danger'for'health'through'(excessive)'product'consumption 45:48 46:27 00:39
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Travelling'/'Transportation'(car) 12 Introduction Background'information'of'this'broadcast 46:28 47:12 00:44
191 Consumption'culture Importance'of'consumerism'as'part'of'a'culture 47:13 48:12 00:59
197 Refocus'of'product'/'service'on'essential'use'M'renunciation'from'status'symbolism 48:13 49:07 00:54
73 Innovations,'new'technology'/'processes Prospects'of'new'technology'/'process 49:08 50:03 00:55
167 Suggested'alternatives'to'consume'more'sustainable Sharing'goods'and'resources x 50:04 50:42 00:38

Food'/'Nutrition'(coffee) 12 Introduction Background'information'of'this'broadcast 50:43 51:06 00:23

131 Environmental'implications'of'production'and'consequences'for'living'
conditions'of'workers'and'communities'in'the'supply'chain

Environmental'damage'resulting'from'raw'material'extraction x 51:07 51:15 00:08

169 Suggested'alternatives'to'consume'more'sustainable Consuming'fair'trade'products x 51:16 51:41 00:25
31 Strategy'and'operations'of'company'or'specific'industry Company'/'industry'structure,'ownership,'turnover,'business'model 51:42 51:53 00:11
191 Consumption'culture Importance'of'consumerism'as'part'of'a'culture x 51:54 52:23 00:29
61 Creation'of'(additional)'needs'and'ways'to'foster'impulse'buying Advertisement'/'marketing'strategy 52:24 53:22 00:58
82 Product'disposal Problems'of'correct'disposal 53:23 53:38 00:15
197 Consumption'culture Refocus'of'product'/'service'on'essential'use'M'renunciation'from'status'symbolism 53:39 53:54 00:15

Technical'and'Household'Equipment 12 Introduction Background'information'of'this'broadcast 53:55 55:15 01:20
61 Creation'of'(additional)'needs'and'ways'to'foster'impulse'buying Advertisement'/'marketing'strategy 55:16 55:55 00:39
69 Planned'obsolescence'as'a'tool'to'create'(additional)'needs x 55:56 56:19 00:23
84 Product'disposal Waste'disposal'in'developing'countries'and'health'implications'for'workers x 56:20 56:53 00:33
61 Creation'of'(additional)'needs'and'ways'to'foster'impulse'buying Advertisement'/'marketing'strategy x 56:54 57:36 00:42
161 Suggested'alternatives'to'consume'more'sustainable Behaviour'in'the'supermarket'/'shop 57:37 57:52 00:15
24 Conclusion Suggestions'or'alternatives'for'customers x 57:53 58:11 00:18

Sum(critical(time(of(this(broadcast Sum(total(time(broadcast
17:41 56:11

2014M03M23'"Die'Deutschen'im'
Kaufrausch"'("The'Germans'and'their'
buying'binge")
ZDF,'"Sonntags",'09:00am 12 Introduction Background'information'of'this'broadcast 00:00 01:10 01:10

Coding'conducted'April'5,'2014
Clothing'/'Textiles'/'Footwear
Food'/'Nutrition
Cosmetics'/'Beauty

64 Creation'of'(additional)'needs'and'ways'to'foster'impulse'buying Buying'incentive'to'create'additional'needs 01:11 01:42 00:31

191 Consumption'culture Importance'of'consumerism'as'part'of'a'culture 01:43 02:07 00:24
1911 Shopping'addiction x 02:08 03:00 00:52
1612 Suggested'alternatives'to'consume'more'sustainable Conscious'renunciation x 03:01 03:25 00:24
194 Consumption'culture Decreasing'satisfaction'through'material'possession x 03:26 04:05 00:39
164 Suggested'alternatives'to'consume'more'sustainable Making'or'growing'own'products x 04:06 04:59 00:53
162 Buying'organic'products x 05:00 05:30 00:30
184 Consumer'activism'and'nonMgovernmental'initiatives Power'of'the'consumer'in'form'of'political'consumerism x 05:31 05:56 00:25

Food'/'Nutrition 12 Introduction Background'information'of'this'broadcast 05:57 06:49 00:52
1614 Suggested'alternatives'to'consume'more'sustainable Positive'(sideM)effects'of'alternative'ways'to'consume x 06:50 10:35 03:45

Online'shopping'(Amazon) 12 Introduction Background'information'of'this'broadcast 10:36 11:17 00:41
199 Consumption'culture Advantages'of'online'shopping 11:18 12:00 00:42
36 Strategy'and'operations'of'company'or'specific'industry Organizational'processes'of'branch'/'company 12:01 12:25 00:24

113 Social'responsibility'of'company'for'direct'employees'in'country'of'
operation'(developed'and'developing'countries)

Working'conditions'of'company'employees 12:26 13:43 01:17

1910 Consumption'culture Consequences'of'changed'shopping'habits'for'stationary'trade 13:44 15:03 01:19

141 Environmental'consequences'of'product'or'service'(not'in'supply'
chain)

Direct'environmental'pollution'through'product'consumption'or'its'wasteMproducts 15:04 15:15 00:11

199 Consumption'culture Advantages'of'online'shopping 15:16 15:37 00:21
23 Conclusion Link'to'get'further'information 15:38 16:02 00:24

Technical'and'Household'Equipment'
(wirkaufens.de)

82 Product'disposal Problems'of'correct'disposal 16:03 16:19 00:16

31 Strategy'and'operations'of'company'or'specific'industry Company'/'industry'structure,'ownership,'turnover,'business'model 16:20 18:00 01:40
36 Organizational'processes'of'branch'/'company 18:01 18:28 00:27
82 Product'disposal Problems'of'correct'disposal 18:29 19:21 00:52
36 Strategy'and'operations'of'company'or'specific'industry Organizational'processes'of'branch'/'company 19:22 20:02 00:40
31 Company'/'industry'structure,'ownership,'turnover,'business'model 20:03 21:22 01:19

1610 Suggested'alternatives'to'consume'more'sustainable Repair'products x 21:23 21:30 00:07
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Food'/'Nutrition 12 Introduction Background'information'of'this'broadcast 21:31 21:49 00:18
165 Suggested'alternatives'to'consume'more'sustainable Local'food'cooperatives x 21:50 24:39 02:49
1615 Practicality'of'consuming'alternative'/'more'sustainable'products 24:40 25:35 00:55
165 Local'food'cooperatives x 25:36 26:04 00:28
163 Buying'local'products x 26:05 26:18 00:13
194 Consumption'culture Decreasing'satisfaction'through'material'possession x 26:19 26:30 00:11

Not'coded:'Stories'from'random'people'
in'100'seconds

FatherMsonMrelationships 26:31 29:19 02:48

Sum(critical(time(of(this(broadcast Sum(total(time(broadcast
11:16 28:47

Sum(time(devoted(to(
consumerism(in(this(broadcast

25:59

2013M12M19'"Konsumrausch"'
("consumption'binge")

3Sat,'"Nano'special",'06:30pm 12 Introduction Background'information'of'this'broadcast 00:00 00:44 00:44
Coding'conducted'April'6,'2014 Clothing'/'Textiles'/'Footwear 191 Consumption'culture Importance'of'consumerism'as'part'of'a'culture 00:45 01:20 00:35

310 Strategy'and'operations'of'company'or'specific'industry Client'perception'of'quality'and'trust'in'the'brand x 01:21 02:08 00:47

124 Social'responsibility'of'company'/'industry'for'workers'and'
communities'in'the'supply'chain

Working'conditions'in'supply'chain:'security'measures'to'protect'employees''lifes'and'
health

Bangladesh x 02:09 02:38 00:29

128 Company'comprehensive'cooperation'to'secure'better'working'conditions'in'supply'chain x 02:39 03:10 00:31
122 Working'conditions'in'production'and'consequences'for'living'conditions x 03:11 03:30 00:19

Consumption'patterns'of'children'/'youths 128 Company'comprehensive'cooperation'to'secure'better'working'conditions'in'supply'chain x 03:31 04:12 00:41
42 Pricing Price'mechanisms'/'calculation x 04:13 04:51 00:38
161 Suggested'alternatives'to'consume'more'sustainable Behaviour'in'the'supermarket'/'shop x 04:52 05:12 00:20
22 Conclusion Future'prospects 05:13 05:25 00:12
196 Consumption'culture Overall'amount'of'consumption 05:26 05:51 00:25
191 Importance'of'consumerism'as'part'of'a'culture x 05:52 06:59 01:07
194 Decreasing'satisfaction'through'material'possession x 07:00 07:22 00:22
191 Importance'of'consumerism'as'part'of'a'culture 07:23 08:28 01:05
194 Decreasing'satisfaction'through'material'possession x 08:29 08:54 00:25
191 Importance'of'consumerism'as'part'of'a'culture 08:55 09:40 00:45
49 Pricing Prices'that'foster'undesirable'behaviour 09:41 10:05 00:24
181 Consumer'activism'and'nonMgovernmental'initiatives Consumerism'activism'with'environmental'focus x 10:06 10:37 00:31
1612 Suggested'alternatives'to'consume'more'sustainable Conscious'renunciation x 10:38 11:23 00:45
12 Introduction Background'information'of'this'broadcast 11:24 11:34 00:10
195 Consumption'culture Psychological'satisfaction'of'needs'through'consumption 11:35 12:05 00:30
61 Creation'of'(additional)'needs'and'ways'to'foster'impulse'buying Advertisement'/'marketing'strategy 12:06 12:16 00:10
192 Consumption'culture Consumption'as'a'substitute'for'human'relationships x 12:17 13:24 01:07
191 Importance'of'consumerism'as'part'of'a'culture x 13:25 13:43 00:18
1911 Shopping'addiction x 13:44 15:00 01:16
193 Definition'of'a'citizen'as'a'consumer x 15:01 15:26 00:25
191 Importance'of'consumerism'as'part'of'a'culture x 15:27 19:25 03:58

211 Governmental'ways'to'handle'societal'and'environmental'issue'of'
consumerism

Build'alternative'infrastructure'to'offer'perspectives'that'are'decoupled'from'materialism x 19:26 20:02 00:36

106 General'claims'about'the'supply'chain'and'specific'place'of'raw'
material'extraction

Cultural'norms'that'foster'inequity 20:03 20:19 00:16

22 Conclusion Future'prospects 20:10 20:48 00:38
1614 Suggested'alternatives'to'consume'more'sustainable Positive'(sideM)effects'of'alternative'ways'to'consume x 20:49 21:52 01:03
193 Consumption'culture Definition'of'a'citizen'as'a'consumer x 21:53 22:17 00:24
61 Creation'of'(additional)'needs'and'ways'to'foster'impulse'buying Advertisement'/'marketing'strategy x 22:18 22:33 00:15

212 Governmental'ways'to'handle'societal'and'environmental'issue'of'
consumerism

Restrict'advertisement'for'children x 22:34 22:45 00:11

1911 Consumption'culture Shopping'addiction 22:46 23:20 00:34
1612 Suggested'alternatives'to'consume'more'sustainable Conscious'renunciation x 23:21 23:36 00:15
194 Consumption'culture Decreasing'satisfaction'through'material'possession x 23:37 25:00 01:23
1612 Suggested'alternatives'to'consume'more'sustainable Conscious'renunciation x 25:01 26:10 01:09
1614 Positive'(sideM)effects'of'alternative'ways'to'consume x 26:11 26:25 00:14
1612 Conscious'renunciation x 26:26 27:37 01:11
1614 Positive'(sideM)effects'of'alternative'ways'to'consume x 27:38 28:18 00:40
25 Conclusion Additional'information 28:19 28:33 00:14

Sum(critical(time(of(this(broadcast Sum(total(time(broadcast
21:20 28:02
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06:34:24 ='394'minutes

Total'time'coded
Total'time'of'critical'coverage'in'coded'material
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# Code # Subcode Definition Example'(Quote'or'Context) Coding(Rule

1 Introduction 1 Associations'of'customers'with'the'brand
Customers'or'potential'customers'state'their'opinion'or'impression'about'a'specific'brand'or'
product'group

Exemplary'key'words:'"Reminds'me'of'my'childhood",'
"cheap'furniture",'"exploitation'of'workers"

Only'used'for'stylistical'reasons'to'introduce'the'
viewer'to'the'topic

2 Background'information'of'this'broadcast
Introduction'of'the'moderator'through'speaking'about'latest'developments,'events'or'orther'
reasons'why'the'following'topic'is'newsworthy

Hints'from'the'audience'about'newsworthy'developments'
in'their'region,'latest'developments'in'economy'/'society'/'
politics,'such'as'negotiaions'or'reforms

Only'used'for'stylistical'reasons'to'introduce'the'
viewer'to'the'topic

3 Introduction'to'a'test'group'or'test'scenario
Group'of'people'that'performs'a'test'(customers'/'potential'customers)'is'introduced;
mainly'entertaining'element

Highlights'of'a'soccer'match'in'order'to'present'the'team'
which'test'products'in'the'following

Mainly'used'for'stylistical'reasons'to'introduce'
the'viewer'to'the'topic

2 Conclusion 1 Summary'of'brand'test Different'categories'illuminated'in'the'brand'test'are'summarized'to'give'a'final'assessment "This'is'how'we'experienced'brand'XY'..." Code'only'for'the'show'"Markencheck"

2 Future'prospects
A'final'outlook'of'possible'future'developments'about'the'covered'issue'is'given'by'the'
speaker'or'moderator

Altready'known'dates'or'next'steps'concerning'the'issue,'
reference'to'a'study'that'illuminates'the'future'of'an'
industry'/'product

3 Link'to'get'further'information
Moderator'or'speaker'describes'the'audience'specific'ways'to'get'further'information'about'
the'covered'issue

Promotion'of'the'broadcasts''homepage'or'another'show'
about'the'same'issue'on'the'TV'channel

4 Suggestions'or'alternatives'for'customers
Moderator'or'speaker'clearly'suggests'an'alternative'of'a'specific'product,'company'or'
consumer'behaviour'based'on'the'previously'given'information

"Yeah,'why'not'trying'to'find'your'own'food'community'in'
your'area"

5 Additional'information
Moderator'or'speaker'adds'information'that'were'not'yet'mentioned'in'the'broadcast'or'
could'not'be'mentioned'due'to'latest'developments'/'information

"This'morning'we'recived'a'statement'from'company'XY"

3 Strategy'and'operations'of'company'or'
specific'industry

1
Company'/'industry'structure,'ownership,'
turnover,'business'model

General'facts'about'a'company'are'given,'that'describe'their'general'business'model,'
financial'situation,'ownership'model;'also'main'facts'about'a'specific'industry

"Last'year'the'conglomerate'earned'5'billion'Euros,'
compared'to'their'direct'competitors'..."
"Company'XY'operates'in'China'and'India'because'..."

Only'code'if'general'facts'are'given'and'no'
further'implications'guide'the'sequence

2 Advertisement'/'marketing'strategy
General'advertisement'or'marketing'strategy'of'a'company'/'industry'is'described,'examined'
or'simply'illustrated

Advertisement'posters'or'TV'commercials'are'displayed;'
strategy'is'described'verbally;
packaging'as'a'marketing'tool

Only'use'code'when'no'other'code'that'clusters'
"Advertisement'/'marketing'strategy"'is'more'
specific;
mind'code'4.1'and'6.1'and'9.1'and'11.1'and'
12.1

3 Target'group Specific'explanation'which'target'group'is'strategically'adressed'by'the'company'/'brand
"Company'XY'has'increasingly'adressed'young'families'over'
the'last'years"

4 Brand'portfolio
The'variety'of'products'/'services'offered'by''a'company'or'industry'is'described'or'shown'in'
oder'to'clarify'the'strategy

Display'of'brands'or'specific'products'that'belong'to'the'
company

5 Development'of'products The'process'of'development'of'a'product'/'service'by'a'company'/'industry'is'explained
Teams'and'environments'of'product'/'service'
developments'are'displayed

Often'accompanied'by'statements'from'the'
company

6 Organizational'processes'of'branch'/'company Logistics'and'organizational'processes'of'operational'parts'of'a'company'are'explained
Organization'of'a'depot,'specific'characteristics'of'this'
branch'/'company'in'logistical'organization

Only'use'when'the'explanation'does'not'
prepare'another'argument,'but'serves'as'an'
end'in'itself;
mind'code'6.8

7 Product'presentation'or'placement'in'salesroom
The'organization'of'the'sales'room'is'explained'by'showing'how'items'are'placed'or'
presented'for'the'customer

"This'is'how'the'ypical'sales'room'of'the'supermarket'XY'
looks'like.'As'they'have'no'fixed'shelves'in'this'area,'they'
are'flexible'to'..."

Only'use'when'the'explanation'does'not'
prepare'another'argument,'but'serves'as'an'
end'in'itself;
mind'code'6.8

8 Market'power'of'company
The'influence'and'thus'power'a'single'company'has'on'the'economy,'competition,'in'a'
specific'area'or'part'of'the'operations

Ruinuous'competition'through'price'fights'of'an'industry

The'word'power'is'not'often'used'in'the'
German'language'due'to'its'negative'
connotation.'Thus,'the'market'power'is'often'
described'indirectly.

Coding'Agenda'
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3
Strategy'and'operations'of'company'or'

specific'industry
9 Company's'transparency'with'media

Concrete'hint'how'a'company'/'industry'interacts'with'media'or'has'interact'in'specific'

situations

Restriction'of'filming;'speaker'describes'effort'to'gain'

information'from'company'/'industry

"Company'XY'never'gave'a'statement'about'this'incident"

Often'used'to'explain'why'things'could'not'be'

shown'directly'in'the'broadcast;

mind'code'10.10

10 Client'perception'of'quality'and'trust'in'the'brand
Clients'or'potential'clients'speak'about'their'perception'of'the'brand'considering'quality'

and/or'emphasize'why'they'trust'or'not'trust'this'company'/'industry

"I'moved'with'this'furniture'five'times'and'it'still'looks'like'

new"

"Cruises'are'something'very'special'for'me'and'my'family,'

we'are'doing'it'once'a'year"

Mainly'as'a'way'to'reflect'the'success'of'a'brand'

/'company'from'a'consumer'perspective;

mind'code'5.1

11
Experiment:'physical'and'emotional'reaction'to'

the'brand

The'physical'and'/'or'emotional'reaction'of'customers'/'potential'customers'of'a'specific'

brand'is'explained'by'medical'experiments'through'respective'specialized'staff

"We'are'testing'now'how'the'patients'brain'reacts'on'

seeing'pictures'from'brand'XY'and'other'brands'in'

comparison"

Must'be'clearly'named'as'an'"experiment"'by'

the'speaker

12
Experiment:'test'of'client'acceptance'of'business'

model

A'new'or'widely'unknown'business'model'is'tested'in'realclife'settings'in'order'to'learn'about'

the'acceptance'of'the'new'modalities'through'customers'/'potential'customers

"We'are'making'the'test,'first'with'camera,'after'that'

without'to'see'how'customers'behave'when'they'can'

determine'the'price"

Must'be'clearly'named'as'an'"experiment"'by'

the'speaker

13 Unethical'business'practices

Unethical'business'practices'or'whole'business'model'rests'upon'unethical'procedures'that'

aim'to'directly'harm'the'customer;'damage'lies'with'customers;'also'descriptions'of'

dimensions'and'spreading'of'this'unethical'business'behaviour'as'well'as'calculation'of'

cumulated'harm

dummy'companies;'sales'practices'that'aim'to'take'elderly'

to'the'cleaners

Only'code'when'the'business'model'rests'upon'

unethical'procedures'that'have'direct'

cnsequences'for'the'customer.'No'descriptions'

of'harm'for'employees'or'similiar.

mind'code'3.14'and'4.13

14
Legal'consequences'of'unethical'business'

practices
Legal'possible'or'actual'consequences'of'an'unethical'business'model'are'described

"The'court'has'not'yet'decided'but'the'responsible'persons'

can'expect'imprisonment"
mind'code'3.13'and'4.13

4 Pricing 1 Advertisement'/'marketing'strategy
Advertisement'/'marketing'strategy'that'specifically'considers'prices'of'products'/'services'as'

a'marketing'instrument
Presentation'of'prices'in'the'salesroom

mind'code'3.2'and'6.1'and'9.1'and'11.1'and'

12.1

2 Price'mechanisms'/'calculation
Prices'are'calculated'or'estmated''for'a'specific'good'or'market'mechanisms'of'price'

calculation'are'explained

"For'this'shirt'we'have'to'consider'3'Euros'material'costs,'4'

Euros'for'the'production,'..."

3 Profit'calculation
Based'on'the'consideration'of'the'prices'payed'by'consumers,'the'profit'of'a'company'/'

industry'is'calculated'or'presented

"This'shirt'costs'all'together'12'Euros'in'the'roduction'and'

is'sold'for'50'Euros,'which'makes'a'profit'of'38'Euros"

4

Price'structure'of'products'and'perception'

through'the'customer'in'comparison'to'

competition

The'prices'of'products'or'a'bunch'of'products'are'exemplary'compared'with'similiar'products'

from'the'competition;'customers'/'potential'customers'are'asked'to'estimate'the'prices,'

which'indicates'the'perception'of'the'brand

"Could'you'please'tell'me'how'much'this'shopping'basket'

costs?"

5 Ways'to'purchase'goods'cheaper'as'a'consumer Concrete'suggestions'are'presented'for'the'customer'how'he'could'get'a'product'cheaper
alternative'channels'to'buy,'alternative'companies'/'

platforms

6
Price'differences'conventional'products'and'

sustainable'products

The'price'differences'between'conventional'and'sustainable'products'are'calculated'or'

identified'through'a'test'and'often'assessed'by'the'speaker'or'customers;

reasons'for'the'price'difference'are'often'given

"When'we'want'to'restructure'our'farm'to'offer'organic'

products'we'have'to'pay'for'new'barns,'buy'different'food,'

..."

7 Real'costs'of'production'not'reflected'in'prices
Specific'hint'that'the'cheap'preices'of'a'product'/'service'do'not'account'for'the'real'costs'of'

the'item'due'to'ecological'or'social'harm'that'it'causes

"This'jeans'costs'15'Euros.'But'the'people'in'Bagladesh'

have'to'pay'for'it"

8
Customer'opinion'on'increased'prices'for'fair'

production'/'sustainable'products

Customers'/'potential'customers'are'directly'ask'about'their'willingness'to'pay'more'for'a'

good'when'it'instead'guarantees'fair'conditions'for'the'environment'and'people;

also'customer'opinion'represented'by'an'expert'who'clearly'formulates'what'people'might'

not'consider'to'say'openly'in'front'of'media

"Of'course'I'would'pay'5'Euros'more'if'..."

9 Prices'that'foster'undesirable'behaviour
Cheap'prices'animate'consumers'to'rather'choose'products'that'harm'environment'/'society'

instead'of'spending'more'for'sustainable'products

"Company'XY'places'this'offer'right'next'to'this'organic'

cotton'shirt,'which'costs'twice'as'much'and'than'I'still'grap'

the'cheaper'one."

10
Price'distortions'in'developing'countries'through'

Western'subsidies

Description'of'how'Western'subsidies'harm'developing'countries'through'price'distortions,'

who'cannot'compete'with'the'subsidized,'cheap'prices

"American'cotton'costs'XY'Euros'per'kilo.'The'Indian'farmer'

cannot'compete'with'this'price'in'the'longcrun."

mind'code'4.12'to'consider'which'entity'is'

described'to'be'harmed'by'the'subsidy;

mind'code'4.11'to'consider'who'gives'the'

subsidy'to'whom

11
Protection'of'developing'country'through'own'

subsidies

Description'that'developing'countries'need'to'have'the'right'to'also'subsidize'their'farmers'to'

maintain'competitive'capacity

"India'fights'for'their'right'to'support'Indian'cotton'farmers'

with'own'subsidies."

mind'code'4.10'to'consider'who'gives'the'

subsidy'to'whom
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4 Pricing 12
Price'distortions'for'private'consumers'through'

industrial'subsidies'or'high'taxes

Description'of'how'the'customer'is'harmed'through'direct'or'indirect'industrial'subsidies'that'

set'wrong'priorities'and'thus'support'undesirable'customer'decisions'or'the'avoidance'of'

costs'being'paid'by'industry;

also'price'distortions'through'taxes'that'foster'undesirable'behaviour'through'the'customer

Industrail'subsidies'of'meat'energy
mind'code'4.10'to'consider'which'entity'is'

described'to'be'harmed'by'the'subsidy

13
Price'distortions'for'private'consumers'through'

unethical'business'practices

Financial'implication'/'harm'for'customers'through'unethical'business'practices'or'even'

business'model

gas'station'cartels'that'make'price'agreements,'financial'

loss'of'customers'that'transfered'money'to'a'noncexisting'

company

mind'code'3.13'and'3.14

14
Consequences'of'new'trade'agreement'/'process'

of'globalization'for'customer:'Price'reductions

Price'reductions'are'highlighted'as'a'specific'outcome'of'trade'negotiations'for'the'customer'

or'as'an'advantage'for'the'customer'that'results'from'globalization;

mainly'TTIP

"Experts'assume'that'the'average'customer'in'the'US'will'

benefit'from'TTIP'by'a'price'reduction'of'..."

mind'code'5.27'and'20.2'and'other'codes'in'

category'20

5 Quality'of'products'and'services 1 Client'perception'of'quality'and'trust'in'the'brand
Clients'or'potential'clients'speak'about'their'perception'of'the'quality'of'the'brand'and'

emphasize'subsequently'which'impact'this'has'in'their'trust'in'the'brand

"They'have'great'products'we'have'had'for'many'years'in'

our'household.'So'why'should'I'buy'somewhere'else?"

Focus'is'on'quality'in'this'code,'trust'only'as'a'

resulting'outcome;

mind'code'3.10

2 Employee'training
Description'how'company'employees'are'trained'to'enhance'the'quality'of'advisory'for'

customers
"All'our'employees'attend'XY'seminars'per'year." mind'code'10.7'and'11.11

3 Product'/'service'test:'quality

Test'of'product'/'service'through'customers'/'potential'customers'or'independent'institute'or'

TV'show'crew'according'to'the'respective'attribute;

product'/'service'not'necessarily'main'operation'of'company'/'brand

Test'of'general'quality'of'an'item,'feeling'of'textiles,'

stability'of'furniture

5.3'is'the'main'code'when'several'attributes'are'

mixed'and'therefore'not'to'separate;

mind'code'5.4'c'5.20'that'all'differ'in'the'tested'

attributes

4
Product'test:'gustation'(in'comparison'to'

competition)

Test'of'product'/'service'through'customers'/'potential'customers'or'independent'institute'or'

TV'show'crew'according'to'the'respective'attribute;

product'/'service'not'necessarily'main'operation'of'company'/'brand;

product'test'can'also'cover'a'comparison'with'the'competition

Blind'test'of'burger'from'McDonalds'compared'to'other'

fastfood'in'the'area

mind'code'5.3'c'5.20'that'all'differ'in'the'tested'

attributes

5 Product'test:'ingrediences

Test'of'product'/'service'through'customers'/'potential'customers'or'independent'institute'or'

TV'show'crew'according'to'the'respective'attribute;

product'/'service'not'necessarily'main'operation'of'company'/'brand

how'much'sugar,'caffeine,'plastic'contains'a'specific'

product,'which'wood'is'used'in'a'piece'of'furniture

mind'code'5.3'c'5.20'that'all'differ'in'the'tested'

attributes

6 Product'test:'hygiene

Test'of'product'/'service'through'customers'/'potential'customers'or'independent'institute'or'

TV'show'crew'according'to'the'respective'attribute;

product'/'service'not'necessarily'main'operation'of'company'/'brand

Hygiene'of'a'product'or'its'production'process
mind'code'5.3'c'5.20'that'all'differ'in'the'tested'

attributes

7 Product'test:'usability

Test'of'product'/'service'through'customers'/'potential'customers'or'independent'institute'or'

TV'show'crew'according'to'the'respective'attribute;

product'/'service'not'necessarily'main'operation'of'company'/'brand

Test'of'how'easily'products'can'be'used'through'elderly'or'

children

mind'code'5.3'c'5.20'that'all'differ'in'the'tested'

attributes

8 Product'test:'durability

Test'of'product'/'service'through'customers'/'potential'customers'or'independent'institute'or'

TV'show'crew'according'to'the'respective'attribute;

product'/'service'not'necessarily'main'operation'of'company'/'brand

Strong'pressure'on'products'in'a'lab,'cupboard'is'

assembled'several'times'

mind'code'5.3'c'5.20'that'all'differ'in'the'tested'

attributes

9 Product'test:'quality,'durability

Test'of'product'/'service'through'customers'/'potential'customers'or'independent'institute'or'

TV'show'crew'according'to'the'respective'attribute;

product'/'service'not'necessarily'main'operation'of'company'/'brand

Several'aspects'of'quality'tested'(comfort'of'a'shoe,'its'

weather'resistance,'...)'and'especially'the'durability'aspect'

highlighted

mind'code'5.3'c'5.20'that'all'differ'in'the'tested'

attributes

10 Product'test:'quality,'gustation

Test'of'product'/'service'through'customers'/'potential'customers'or'independent'institute'or'

TV'show'crew'according'to'the'respective'attribute;

product'/'service'not'necessarily'main'operation'of'company'/'brand

Several'aspects'of'quality'tested'(choice,'appearance,'...)'

and'especially'the'gustation'aspect'highlighted

mind'code'5.3'c'5.20'that'all'differ'in'the'tested'

attributes

11 Product'test:'quality,'health

Test'of'product'/'service'through'customers'/'potential'customers'or'independent'institute'or'

TV'show'crew'according'to'the'respective'attribute;

product'/'service'not'necessarily'main'operation'of'company'/'brand

Several'aspects'of'quality'tested'(ingrediences,'appearance,'

...)'and'especially'the'health'aspect'highlighted

mind'code'5.3'c'5.20'that'all'differ'in'the'tested'

attributes

12 Product'test:'chemical'quality,'health

Test'of'product'/'service'through'customers'/'potential'customers'or'independent'institute'or'

TV'show'crew'according'to'the'respective'attribute;

product'/'service'not'necessarily'main'operation'of'company'/'brand

Chemical'ingrediences'and'boundary'values'tested'and'

implication'for'health'concluded

mind'code'5.3'c'5.20'that'all'differ'in'the'tested'

attributes

13 Product'test:'chemical'quality,'health,'durability

Test'of'product'/'service'through'customers'/'potential'customers'or'independent'institute'or'

TV'show'crew'according'to'the'respective'attribute;

product'/'service'not'necessarily'main'operation'of'company'/'brand

Several'aspects'of'quality'tested'(ingrediences,'appearance,'

...)'and'especially'the'health'and'durability'aspect'

highlighted

mind'code'5.3'c'5.20'that'all'differ'in'the'tested'

attributes

14 Service'test:'quality,'hygiene

Test'of'product'/'service'through'customers'/'potential'customers'or'independent'institute'or'

TV'show'crew'according'to'the'respective'attribute;

product'/'service'not'necessarily'main'operation'of'company'/'brand

Several'aspects'of'quality'tested'(appearance'of'service'

environment,'friendliness,'accessibility,'...)'and'especially'

the'hygiene'aspect'highlighted

mind'code'5.3'c'5.20'that'all'differ'in'the'tested'

attributes
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5 Quality'of'products'and'services 15 Product'test:'quality,'security,'health
Test'of'product'/'service'through'customers'/'potential'customers'or'independent'institute'or'
TV'show'crew'according'to'the'respective'attribute;
product'/'service'not'necessarily'main'operation'of'company'/'brand

Several'aspects'of'quality'tested'(variety'of'products,'
uniqueness'...)'and'especially'the'security'and'health'
aspect'highlighted

mind'code'5.3'c'5.20'that'all'differ'in'the'tested'
attributes

16 Product'test:'quality,'ingrediences,'taste'/'smell
Test'of'product'/'service'through'customers'/'potential'customers'or'independent'institute'or'
TV'show'crew'according'to'the'respective'attribute;
product'/'service'not'necessarily'main'operation'of'company'/'brand

Several'aspects'of'quality'tested'(appearance'of'final'
product,'hygiene'and'freshness'of'products'in'salesroom,'
...)'and'especially'the'ingrediences,'taste'/'smell'aspect'
highlighted

mind'code'5.3'c'5.20'that'all'differ'in'the'tested'
attributes

17 Service'test:'consulting'quality'of'sales'employees
Test'of'product'/'service'through'customers'/'potential'customers'or'independent'institute'or'
TV'show'crew'according'to'the'respective'attribute;
product'/'service'not'necessarily'main'operation'of'company'/'brand

Defect'on'car'initiated'by'expert'to'be'solved'by'service'
employee'of'a'breakdown'service

mind'code'5.3'c'5.20'that'all'differ'in'the'tested'
attributes

18 Service'test:'complaint'management
Test'of'product'/'service'through'customers'/'potential'customers'or'independent'institute'or'
TV'show'crew'according'to'the'respective'attribute;
product'/'service'not'necessarily'main'operation'of'company'/'brand

Handling'of'customer'complaints'and'convenience'of'
product'exchange

mind'code'5.3'c'5.20'that'all'differ'in'the'tested'
attributes

19
Service'test:'friendliness'and'arrangement'of'
products'in'branch

Test'of'product'/'service'through'customers'/'potential'customers'or'independent'institute'or'
TV'show'crew'according'to'the'respective'attribute;
product'/'service'not'necessarily'main'operation'of'company'/'brand

Employees'asked'for'advice'or'help'for'orientation'in'the'
salesroom

mind'code'5.3'c'5.20'that'all'differ'in'the'tested'
attributes

20 Product'/'service'test:'shipping
Test'of'product'/'service'through'customers'/'potential'customers'or'independent'institute'or'
TV'show'crew'according'to'the'respective'attribute;
product'/'service'not'necessarily'main'operation'of'company'/'brand

Evaluation'of'packaging'and'its'size'compared'to'product'
size

mind'code'5.3'c'5.19'that'all'differ'in'the'tested'
attributes

21 Quality'of'supply'chain:'quality,'ingrediences'
Quality'of'the'supply'chain'is'evaluated'or'described'verbally'considering'quality'of'the'goods'
and'its'ingrediences

"We'reive'our'almonds'from'Italy'and'they'are'..."
Mind'that'this'code'does'not'imply'a'test'of'
quality

22 Conclusion'of'quality'test
Test'of'quality'/'services'is'adequately'summarized'by'repeating'the'concluded'aspects'from'
all'parts'of'the'test

"We'have'tested'the'taste,'ingrediences'and'health'of'
products.'Considering'taste'..."

Only'code'when'time'devoted'to'summary'is'
considerable'(often'not'the'case'but'just'a'
sentence)

23 Product'ingrediences
Ingrediences'of'a'product'are'presented'/'evaluated'/'visualized'by'experts'or'according'to'
information'from'packaging

"Can'you'show'us'what'a'Milchschnitte'consists'of?"
Mind'that'this'code'does'not'imply'a'test'of'the'
ingrediences

24 Quality'tests'through'company
Description'how'a'company'ensures'quality'of'products'/'services'through'internal'or'
external'test'in'the'product'development'stage'as'well'as'during'regular'operation;
often'accompanied'by'company'statement

"This'is'our'laboratory,'where'we'test'the'quality'of'our'
new'ball'for'2014."

25 Security'deficits'of'products'/'services Obvious'security'deficits'are'presented,'mainly'by'experts
"We'have'some'open'cables'here,'this'could'be'dangerous'
for'small'children'in'particular."

26
Client'perception'of'quality'and'trust'in'organic'/'
regional'products

Clients'/'potential'clients'report'explicitly'about'their'perception'of'quality'of'organic'and'/'or'
regional'products'and'their'resulting'trust'in'these'products;
mainly'food'products

"The'weekly'delivery'from'a'nearby'farmer'is'very'
appreciated'by'family'XY.'Especially'mother'Marion'likes'
the'quality'and'..."

27
Consequences'of'new'trade'agreement'/'process'
of'globalization'for'customer:'Adjustment'of'
quality'standards

Changing'quality'standards'are'explained'as'a'possible'or'specific''outcome'of'trade'
negotiations'for'the'customer'or'as'an'(dis)advantage'for'the'customer'that'results'from'
globalization;
mainly'TTIP

"Consumer'in'Europe'are''particularly'afraid'of'one'thing:'
chlorine'chicken'from'the'US'..."

mind'code'4.14'and'other'codes'in'category'20

6 Creation'of'(additional)'needs'and'ways'to'
foster'impulse'buying

1 Advertisement'/'marketing'strategy
Official'advertisement'/'marketing'strategy'of'a'company'/'brand'that'specifically'targets'
consumers'to'buy'more'products'/'services

TV'commercial'shown'that'promotes'with'"Buy'3,'only'pay'
for'2"

mind'code'3.2'and'4.1'and'9.1'and'11.1'and'
12.1

2 Allurement'of'children
Description'/'display'of'the''way'a'company'/'brand'adresses'children'with'the'target'to'allure'
them'or'the'parents'to'buy'the'specific'good

Explanation'of'the'grouch'zone'in'shops

3
Financial'implications'of'additionally'created'
needs

Calculation'of'how'much'money'more'was'spend'by'consumers'through'the'efforts'of'a'
company'/'brand'to'reate'needs

Poll'of'customers'that'come'out'of'a'shop:'Which'products'
were'bought'spontaneously?

4 Buying'incentive'to'create'additional'needs
Description'of'additional'incentives'that'accompany'a'good'or'are'coupled'with'it'and'should'
convince'customers'to'buy'a'good'/'service'through'that'additional'value

Stickers'on'products

5
Use'of'fragrances'to'enhance'customer'wellcbeing'
in'salesroom

Explanation'of'the'effect'of'fragrances'distributed'in'the'salesroom'on'customercwellbeing'as'
well'as'logical'thought'of'the'company'about'this'strategy

fragrences'in'banks

6
Influence'of'emotions'through'means'that'aim'to'
create'additional'needs

Explanation'of'ways'how'emotional'connection'of'customer'to'a'brand'is'utilized'by'company'
to'create'additional'needs

Strong'customer'loyalty

7
Consulting'of'sales'employees'that'targets'to'
create'additional'needs

Observation'/'explanation'that'employees'of'companies'are'supposed'to'convince'customers'
to'buy'more'through'their'advisory;
partly'tested'in'realclife'settings

"You'can'buy'the'bed'only'of'course'but'its'so'much'
cheaper'when'you'buy'the'whole'package."
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6 Creation'of'(additional)'needs'and'ways'to'
foster'impulse'buying

8 Product'presentation'or'placement'in'salesroom
Explanation'how'a'company'can'influence'the'buying'behaviour'towards'people'buying'more'
through'strategical'placement'of'their'goods

IKEA'forces'its'clients'to'pass'a'certain'way'through'the'
salesroom'and'thus,'cross'many'different'offers'and'
product'groups

Argument'must'especially'focus'on'the'creation'
of'needs
mind'code3.6'and''3.7

9
Planned'obsolescence'as'a'tool'to'create'
(additional)'needs

Description'of'ways'companies'create'obsolescence'in'products'or'enforce'the'impossibility'
of'repairment'of'a'product

10 Client'observation
Clients'/'potential'clients'are'observed'while'shopping'to'identify'how'additional'needs'are'
created'by'a'company;'also'alternative'ways'of'observation'in'case'filming'was'forbidden

Observation'of'where'customers'attention'is'attracted'in'a'
shop'through'special'glases'with'camera

7 Innovations,'new'technology'/'processes 1 Desciption'of'features'of'new'technology New'technology'is'described'by'an'expert,'including'some'details'about'the'innovation Features'of'new'electronic'cars'from'an'exhibition

2 Current'fields'of'application'of'new'technology
Expert'or'speaker'explains'how'the'new'technology'is'used'in'science'or'even'the'consumer'
market'already

How'a'3D'printer'is'used'in'a'public'library

3 Prospects'of'new'technology'/'process
Expert'or'speaker'describes'possible'future'scenarios'how'a'technology'/'process'might'be'
used'and'thus'influence'the'consumer'market

Future'of'carsharing

4 Dangers'/'disadvantages'of'new'technology
Dangers'for'a'specific'market'or'area'of'the'economy'are'explained'or'disadvantages'for'the'
consumer'that'currently'exist'or'might'exists'in'the'future

Description'how'carsharing'might'harm'the'automobile'
industry

5 Impact'of'new'technology'on'environment
Expert'or'speaker'describes'possible'future'scenarios'or'current'ways'how'a'technology'/'
process'reduces'environmental'footprint

How'the'3D'printer'can'avoid'future'environmental'
pollution'through'lower'transportation'costs

6
Available'alternatives'for'current'raw'material'
usage'and'reasons'why'it'is'not'used

Speaker'or'expert'explains'available'alternatives'of'used'raw'material'or'ingredience'that'can'
actually'replace'the'current'material;
also'explanation'why'the'process'is'changed

Food'industry'still'uses'masses'of'sugar'because'this'as'the'
potential'of'addiction

mind'code'13.4'and'16.8

7 Energy'shortage'requires'new'technology
Speaker'or'expert'explains'that'current'energy'shortage'including'future'outlooks'leave'no'
room'for'not'applying'alternatives

"Cars'cannot'be'driven'with'fuel'another'century"

8 Product'disposal 1 Tracking'of'waste'disposal'chain
TV'crew'tracks'the'way'and'thus'process'of'waste'disposal'chain'in'order'to'control'the'
promise'of'a'company'/'brand'of'correct'disposal'for'the'consumer

Tracking'of'recycled'electronic'devices'of'a'company

2 Problems'of'correct'disposal Consumers'or'speaker'explain'the'issues'of'a'correct'disposal
"It's'so'complicated'to'separate'the'trash'and'then'bring'it'
to'a'trash'station'kilometers'away'from'my'apartment."

3
Alternatives'for'current'product'disposal'
processes'/'technology

Expert'or'speaker'describes'alternative'ways'of'industrial'or'municipal'waste'disposal'and'its'
advantages'for'all'people'effected

New'waste'sorting'machine'in'the'Netherlands

4
Waste'disposal'in'developing'countries'and'health'
implications'for'workers

Speaker'describes'and'ideally'shows'pictures'how'developing'countries'separate'and'destroy'
trash'from'developed'countries'as'a'business'including'the'respective'health'implications'of'
toxic'smoke'and'other'things

Business'of'waste'disposal'in'an'African'country

9 Health'implications'of'product'consumption 1
Advertisement'/'marketing'strategy:'health'and'
customer'perception'of'health

Advertisement'/'marketing'strategy'that'specifically'considers'the'health'(or'health'
implications)'of'products'/'services'as'a'marketing'instrument;
often'healthiness'should'be'promoted'and'is''thus'perceived'by'the'consumer

Yoghurette'commercial'signals'lightness'although'it'is'a'
candy

mind'code'3.2'and'4.1'and'6.1'and'11.1'and'
12.1

2 Product'/'service'test:'health
Test'of'product'/'service'through'customers'/'potential'customers'or'independent'institute'or'
TV'show'crew'according'to'health'of'a'product,'indicated'by'enzymes'/'bacteria'/'fat'portion'/'
acidity

Test'of'Coca'Cola's'acidity
mind'that'respective'conclusion'will'be'made'by'
code'9.5

3 Product'test:'ingrediences
Test'of'product'through'customers'/'potential'customers'or'independent'institute'or'TV'show'
crew'according'to'ingrediences'of'a'product'with'a'special'focus'on'those'things'that'would'
harm'the'consumers''health

Test'of'incrediences'of'Nivea'cream'that'is'a'significant'
allergy'activator

mind'that'respective'conclusion'will'be'made'by'
code'9.5

4 Product'test:'health,'salubriousness,'price
Test'of'product'through'customers'/'potential'customers'or'independent'institute'or'TV'show'
crew'according'to'salubriousness'and'price'of'a'product'with'a'special'focus'on'the'
consumers''health'and'the'relation'of'price'and'health

Daily'lunch'at'McDonalds'versus'other'fastfood'options'in'
the'area

mind'that'respective'conclusion'will'be'made'by'
code'9.5

5
Danger'for'health'through'(excessive)'product'
consumption

Speaker'/'expert'or'consumer'whi'experienced'such'explains'the'possible'dangers'for'health'
of'the'consumption'of'a'specific'product;
also'indication'that'an'excessive'consumption'is'harmful,'athough'smaller'portions'not

High'dosage'of'sugar'in'food'may'lead'to'obesity'or'cancer
often'based'on'results'from'codes'9.2'or'9.3'or'
9.4

6
Concerns'of'customers'about'possible'health'
implications'due'to'missing'information

Consumers'or'experts'that'can'represent'the'customers'opinion'raise'concerns'of'missing'
product'information'that'would'lead'to'health'implications;
also'claims'that'company'/'industry'withholds'information'about'possible'health'implications

Missing'information'on'packaging'of'meat'industry

7 Intentional'defaults'in'production
Experts'or'insiders'report'about'intentional'defaults'in'production'processes'of'a'company'/'
industry

Meat'intentionally'mixed'with'scruffy'meat
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10
General'claims'about'the'supply'chain'and'
specific'place'of'raw'material'extraction

1
Geographical'origin'and'specifics'of'production'
site'/'place'of'raw'material'extraction

A'region'of'(typpical)'raw'material'extraction'of'a'specific'good'is'described'concerning'its'
geographical'specifics'that'favour'the'cultivation;
also'main'societal'facts'about'the'society,'population,'level'of'education,'macroeconomic'
indicators

"This'is'the'provence.'Here'almonds'are'cultivated.'The'
region'..."

Only'code'when'the'given'facts'serve'to'get'an'
overview'in'order'to'understand'the'following'
argumentation

2 Process'of'raw'material'extraction
Process'of'raw'material'extraction'is'described'on'an'organizational'or'technical'level'without'
describing'grievances'yet

Water'management'in'raw'material'extraction,'specifics'of'
deforestation

Often'as'preparation'for'another'argument
mind'code'13.1'and'13.2

3 Difficulties'of'production'of'organic'products
Description'of'an'expert'of'the'specific'difficulties'that'occur'in'the'cultivation'and'production'
of'organic'products

"The'change'from'conventional'cotton'to'ecological'cotton'
takes'a'farmer'three'years."

4
Commercial'importance'of'organic'products'for'
specific'market

Organic'production'is'described'as'a'chance'for'a'specific'region'or'industry'to'offer'farmers'
alternatives

"The'price'fight'with'large'supermarkets'was'too'much,'we'
just'had'to'change'something."

5 Animal'husbandry:'ethical'considerations
Spotlight'on'the'ethical'considerations'of'modern'mass'animal'husbandary;
also'argumentation'for'a'sustainable'animal'husbandary'to'add'to'animal's'wellcbeing

"We'want'to'give'the'sausage'its'face'back."

6 Cultural'norms'that'foster'inequity
Description'of'cultural'norms'of'a'place'of'raw'material'extraction'that'add'to'societal'
inequity'but'are'not'directly'to'couple'with'the'raw'material'extraction'itself

Societal'isolation'when'country's'traditional'source'of'
affluence'is'not'enforced

7 Education'of'people'in'specific'industry
Special'focus'on'the'educational'level'and'conditions'of'education'in'an'area'of'raw'material'
extraction

"Saudi'Arabia'has'a'high'educational'level,'more'than'XY%'
of'youths'have'a'university'degree..."

Only'apply'when'this'education'cannot'be'
connected'with'a'specific'company'/'brand;
mind'code'5.2'and'11.11

8 Societal'issue:'Gender'inequality Description'of'a'specific'societal'issue'of'a'place'of'the'supply'chain Situation'of'women'in'Saudi'Arabia
Only'use'this'code'when'the'argument'is'not'
related'to'a'specific'company'but'described'on'
a'more'global'level

9 Societal'issue:'Corruption
Description'of'a'specific'societal'issue'of'a'place'of'the'supply'chain:'corruption'as'a'societal'
grievance'that'encompasses'manifold'areas'of'life'and'economic'activity

Monsanto'interfered'with'politics'in'South'America
Here'a'company'may'be'involved'to'give'an'
example'but'overall'the'focus'must'be'on'
corruption'as'a'wider'societal'issue

10 Use'of'media'/'freedom'of'expression
The'use'and'freedom'of'media'is'described'on'a'societal'level'and'how'people'deal'with'
issues'in'this'realm

Freedom'of'press'in'Saudi'Arabia mind'code'3.9

11
Openness'of'a'culture'for'new'business'ideas'/'
innovations

Description'of'the'general'openness'and'willingness'to'support'new'business'ideas'or'a'new'
industry'within'a'country'and'governmentcwise

Openness'for'young'women'as'business'owners'in'saudi'
Arabia

12 Governmental'ways'to'handle'societal'issues Description'of'governmental'actions'or'political'means'to'interfere'with'societal'issues Prohibition'of'animal'experimentation

11
Social'responsibility'of'company'for'direct'
employees'in'country'of'operation'
(developed'and'developing'countries)

1 Advertisement'/'marketing'strategy:'fairness
Advertisement'/'marketing'strategy'that'specifically'aims'to'promote'the'fainess'in'the'own'
market'of'operations'of'the'company'/'brand'as'a'marketing'instrument

Promotion'of'own'sustainability'report'through'IKEA'that'
shows'their'fairness'with'direct'employees

mind'code'3.2'and''4.1'and'6.1'and'9.1.'and'
12.1

2
Social'responsibility'of'company'throughout'
history

Consideration'how'a'company'/'brand'has'been'taken'social'responsibility'throughout'time'
and'in'different'regions

IKEA's'involvement'in'counties'of'dictatorship'as'an'
employer'(DDR,'Burma,'..)

3 Working'conditions'of'company'employees
Working'conditions'of'direct'company'employees'are'illuminated;
several'aspects'together'are'presented'that'can'not'be'separated;
no'hint'about'consequences'for'living'conditions

payment,'working'hours,'employee'rights'all'presented'in'a'
short'sequence

only'use'when'not'another'code'would'be'more'
concrete'so'when'a'specific'aspect'of'the'
working'conditions'is'especially'considered
mind'code'11.4'c'11.10

4
Working'conditions'in'production'and'
consequences'for'living'conditions

Working'conditions'of'direct'company'employees'in'production'are'illuminated;
several'aspects'together'are'presented'that'can'not'be'separated;
direct'hint'about'consequences'for'living'conditions'is'provided

working'hours,'payment,'security'means'and'other'aspects'
of'workers'in'textile'production'shown'in'combination'with'
their'living'places'and'impact'on'family

Mostly'developing'countries
mind'code'11.3.'and'11.5'c'11.10'and'12.2.

5
Working'conditions'of'company'employees:'
payment

The'payment'as'a'specific'working'conditions'of'direct'company'employees'is'illuminated
payment'of'workers'in'supermarket'and'comparison'to'
other'companies

mind'code'11.3.'and'11.4'and'11.6'c'11.10

6
Working'conditions'of'company'employees:'
working'hours

The'working'hours'as'a'specific'working'conditions'of'direct'company'employees'is'
illuminated

work'load'of'a'supermarket'is'explained'including'the'
consequences'for'employees'and'their'distribution'of'
working'hours

mind'code'11.3.'c'11.5'and'11.7'c'11.10

7
Working'conditions'of'company'employees:'
contract'clauses,'payment

The'payment'and'contract'clauses'as''specific'working'conditions'of'direct'company'
employees'are'illuminated

Employment'of'hotel'staff'was'seasonal'and'determined'by'
several'clauses'about'employment'and'had'thus'severre'
impact'on'their'payment

mind'code'11.3.'c'11.6'and'11.8'c'11.10

8
Working'conditions'of'company'employees:'
sexism

The'accusation'of'sexism'through'other'employees'is'analyzed'as'a'specific'working'condition'
of'direct'company'employees

Scandal'of'ADAC'insurance'where'female'employees'
proved'to'be'victims'of'secism'at'work

mind'code'11.3.'c'11.7'and'11.9'c'11.10

9
Empowerment'of'employees'through'works'
council

The'empowerment'rights'of'employees'are'discussed'and'often'presented'including'the'
accusation'that'a'company'hindered'the'formation'of'a'works'council

Employees'of'the'supermarket'Aldi'claim'that'they'were'
hindered'by'their'employer'to'form'a'works'council

mind'code'11.3.'c'11.8'and'11.10
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11
Social'responsibility'of'company'for'direct'
employees'in'country'of'operation'
(developed'and'developing'countries)

10 Control'mechanisms'of'employees
Specific'control'mechanisms'of'employees'are'presented'that'serve'the'employer'to'control'
their'work'but'also'use'pressure'against'direct'employees;
often'presented'in'combination'with'proofed'accusations

Employees'of'supermarket'Lidl'were'controlled'by'medical'
records'from'the'company'own'doctor

mind'code'11.3'c'11.9

11 Employee'training
The'training'of'employees'is'illuminated'as'the'right'of'employees'to'be'continiously'updated'
in'relevant'areas

Employees'of'the'drug'store'DM'enjoy'regular'training'as'a'
right'given'in'their'contracts

mind'code'5.2'and'10.7

12 Responsibility'of'management
The'specific'responsibility'but'also'ethical'behaviour'of'company'/'brand'management'is'
evaluated;
often'in'connection'to'misbehaviour'or'scandals

management'payment

12 Social'responsibility'of'company'/'industry'for'
workers'and'communities'in'the'supply'chain

1 Advertisement'/'marketing'strategy:'fairness
Advertisement'/'marketing'strategy'that'specifically'aims'to'promote'the'fainess''in'the'
supply'chain'of'the'company'/'brand;
also'critical'consideration'of'perception'through'experts'/'clients

Promotion'of'own'sustainability'report'through'Apple'that'
shows'their'fairness'in'the'supply'chain

mind'code'3.2'and''4.1'and'6.1'and'9.1.'and'
11.1

2
Working'conditions'in'production'and'
consequences'for'living'conditions

Working'conditions'of'employees'in'production'are'illuminated;
employees'are'not'diretly'employed'ath'the'company'but'at'subcontracters'or'delivering'
parties;
several'aspects'together'are'presented'that'can'not'be'separated;
direct'hint'about'consequences'for'living'conditions'is'provided

Production'place'of'a'supplier'of'H&M'is'identified'and'
working'conditions'of'these'employees'checked'and'the'
consequence'for'their'living'conditions'and'families'
explained

mind'code'11.4

3
Working'conditions'in'supply'chain:'negligent'
actions'of'company'/'industry'that'harm'
employees'and'environment

Description'of'negligent'actions'of'a'company'/'industry'that'directly'harm'their'workers'in'
the'supply'chain'and'/'or'surrounding'communities'and'the'environment

Catastrophies'in'oil'extraction'that'destroyed'the'
surrounding'area'and'cost'hundreds'of'emoloyees'in'the'
are'their'jobs

mind'code'13.3

4
Working'conditions'in'supply'chain:'security'
measures'to'protect'employees''lifes'and'health

Description'of'negligent'actions'of'a'company'/'industry'that'directly'endanger'their'supply'
chain'workers''security,'health'and'life

Explosions'in'oil'extraction'that'killed'employees

5
Market'power'of'company:'bargaining'with'supply'
chain

Description'of'how'companies'utilize'their'market'power'in'order'to'bargain'with'the'supply'
chain;
often'in'combination'with'misbehaviour'of'companies'in'this'context

Aldi'bargained'with'milk'farmers'until'they'did'not'gain'any'
more'income'from'their'operations

6 Child'labour
Illumination'of'the'specific'issue'of'child'labour'in'the'supply'chain'by'investigation,'
interviews'and'often'statements'of'the'company'/'industry;
includes'a'desciption'of'the'circumstances'and'consequences'of'child'labour

School'class'works'together'for'a'local'land'owner'instead'
of'going'to'school

mind'difference'of'"only"'child'labour'and'
slavery'code'12.7

7 Slavery'of'supply'chain'workers
Description'of'slavery'of'workers'in'the'supply'chain;
mind'characteristics'of'modern'slavery,'such'as'strong'dependency'of'the'workers,'living'at'
the'workplace'and'minimal'payment'that'do'not'leave'workers'choice

Children'in'West'Africa'are'displaced'and'forced'to'work'
for'factories'in'textile'industry

mind'code'12.6

8
Company'comprehensive'cooperation'to'secure'
better'working'conditions'in'supply'chain

Description'of'how'several'companies'together'work'on'improving'the'working'conditions'of'
the'supply'chain

H&M'and'C&A'employees'meet'in'India'to'exchange'latest'
information

9
Growing'societal'inequity'through'specific'
industry

Description'how'a'specific'industry'can'influence'other'parts'of'the'community'or'country'of'
operations'and'lead'to'societal'inequity

Strong'enforcement'of'oil'industry'in'Saudi'Arabia'leaves'
no'room'for'alternative'industries

13
Environmental'implications'of'production'and'
consequences'for'living'conditions'of'workers'
and'communities'in'the'supply'chain

1
Environmental'damage'resulting'from'raw'
material'extraction

The'explicit'focus'is'on'the'environmental'destruction'through'raw'material'extraction,'thus'
the'consequences'for'the'environment'are'stressed'instead'of'the'production'process'itself

consequences'of'deforestation'for'the'forest'and'natural'
parc

mind'code'10.2'and''13.2

2 Process'of'raw'material'extraction
Process'of'raw'material'extraction'is'described'on'an'organizational'or'technical'level'
including'a'description'of'potential'harm'for'the'environment

Turf'extraction'destroys'surrounding'environment'through'
a'mass'release'of'CO2'and'land'use'change

mind'code'10.2'and'13.1

3
Effects'on'community:'Destruction'of'nature'or'
anthroposphere'/'land'use'change

Specific'effects'of'a'production'process'/'raw'material'extraction'on'communities'is'describes,'
while'this'effect'is'mainly'the'destruction'of'nature'and'land'use'change;'consequences'for'
living'in'the'area'is'illustrated'through'interviews'and'expert'opinions

Palm'oil'retrieval'in'Indonesia'that'destroys'the'forest'of'
indigenous'people'living'there'since'centuries

mind'code'12.3

4
Commercial'reasons'for'unsustainable'raw'
material'extraction

Commercial'(often'financial)'reasons'are'explained'by'an'expert'that'make'a'company'/'
industry'process'with'unsustainable'operations'that'mainly'show'effects'on'the'environment

Cut'flowers'are'being'produced'in'Africa'due'to'cheap'
labour,'although'it'can'be'done'in'Europe'too,'which'would'
lowerthe'environmental'impact'of'transportation'and'
would'not'require'the'scarce'water'resources'in'Africa

mind'code'7.6'and'16.8

5
Social'and'economical'consequences'of'
genetically'modified'seeds

Spotlight'on'the'social'and'economical'consequences'of'genetically'modified'seeds,'mainly'in'
developing'countries'that'supply'raw'material;'implications'of'these'seeds'are'environmental'
but'their'final'effect'is'on'the'society'and'farmers

Environmental'destruction'of'a'farm'through'genetically'
modified'seeds'that'lead'to'financial'ruin'of'the'farmer'and'
his'family
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14 Environmental'consequences'of'product'or'
service'(not'in'supply'chain)

1
Direct'environmental'pollution'through'product'
consumption'or'its'wastecproducts

Description'of'immediate'environmental'pollution'based'on'the'consumption'of'a'specific'
product'/'service;
also'pollution'through'direct'waste'products'in'the'moment'of'consumption

Fireworks'pollute'the'air

2
Consequences'of'environmental'pollution'for'
health

The'consequences'environmental'pollution'might'have'on'the'human'health'are'depicted asthma'as'a'consequence'of'air'pollution'in'Chinease'cities

3 Product'test:'ingrediences
A'product'is'specifically'tested'considering'its'ingrediences'to'identify'if'it'has'/'may'have'any'
consequence'for'the'environment'through'its'consumption

Ingrediences'of'wood'are'tested'to'identify'if'the'wood'
comes'from'sustainable'extraction'areas

4 Company'efforts'to'apply'alternatives
Concrete'efforts'undertaken'by'a'company'to'apply'alternatives'in'their'operations'with'less'
environmental'impact'are'described

cosmetics'company'describes'their'reseach'on'alternative'
material'to'avoid'using'plastics'in'peelings

5 Ecological'efforts'of'company'in'own'operation
Company'strives'to'reduce'the'ecological'impact'of'the'own'infrastructure;
often'explained'by'company'employee

Renovation'of'buildings'towards'more'energy'efficiency

6 Harm'of'wildlife
Description'that'a'specific'consumption'of'products'/'services'harms'wildlife'diretly'through'
its'excersize

Jetski'harms'wildlife'of'oceans

15 Climate'change'as'a'specifically'important'
consequence'of'consumption

1 Impact'of'private'consumption'on'climate'change
The'specific'causes'of'climate'change'or'single'causes'are'named'and'clearly'described'as'
having'their'origin'in'private'consumption

Turf'extraction'is'clearly'named'as'a'cause'for'massive'CO2'
release'and'thus'climate'change

2
Consequences'of'climate'change'for'people'in'
developing'countries

The'consequences'of'climate'change'through'private'consumption'are'highlighted'specifically'
for'developing'countries

Farming'in'Africa'for'export'to'Europe'is'in'danger'due'to'
the'complicated'climate'that'changed'over'the'last'decades

3
Comparison'climate'impact'of'regional'products'
versus'imported'goods

Calculation'of'CO2'from'regional'goods'and'imported'goods'along'the'supply'chain'and'
subsequent'comparison

Meat'from'Argentina'versus'meat'from'Europe

4
Calculation'of'impact'of'products'through'
transportation

Calculation'of'CO2'from'trasnportation'of'goods
Calculation'how'muchtravelc'distance'and'thus'CO2'the'
content'of'one'fridge'of'a'family'took

5
How'mankind'tries'to'outfox'the'effects'of'climate'
change'

Ways'people'developed'to'handle'the'consequences'of'climate'change,'also'instead'of'
reducing'its'origins

Artificial'snow'in'Winter'sport'areas

16 Suggested'alternatives'to'consume'more'
sustainable

1 Behaviour'in'the'supermarket'/'shop
Speaker'or'expert'directly'suggests'to'change'behaviour'in'the'supermarket'or'other'shops'
towards'more'sustainable'attitudes

Consumer'is'challenged'to'actively'claim'information'about'
products'in'the'supermarket

2 Buying'organic'products
Speaker'or'expert'directly'suggests'to'consume'organic'products'as'an'alternative'to'
conventional'goods

Claim'that'organic'products'are'a'valid'alternative'to'
consider'for'consumers'that'put'attention'on'a'healthy'way'
of'life

3 Buying'local'products
Speaker'or'expert'directly'suggests'to'consume'local'products'as'an'alternative'to'
conventional'goods'that'are'characterized'by'long'transportation'ways

Speaker'claims'that'local'products'have'much'viewer'
impact'on'the'CO2'balance'of'consumers'and'that'they'
should'consider'it'as'an'easy'alternative'to'change'
something

4 Making'or'growing'own'products Speaker'or'expert'directly'suggests'to'make'or'grow'own'products'instead'of'buying'goods

Young'mother'describes'the'appreciation'she'gets'from'
knitting'clothes'for'her'children,'which'the'speaker'
undelines'and'suggests'it'as'avlid'alternative'for'always'
buying'stuff

5 Local'food'cooperatives
Speaker'or'expert'describes'the'functioning'and'organization'of'local'foods'communities,'
often'by'giving'an'example'from'a'sucessful'system,'and'suggests'actively'to'engage'in'
similiar'activities

Speaker'suggests'that'the'audience'should'check'if'local'
foods'communities'are'also'available'in'their'area

6 Buying'more'energy'efficient'technology

Speaker'or'expert'directly'suggests'to'use'or'check'alternatives'for'current'technology'that'
are'more'energy'efficient;
often'accompanied'by'a'concrete'example'of'a'technology'and'what'makes'it'more'energy'
efficient

Reporter'speaks'to'a'car'manufacturer'and'lets'explain'the'
advantages'of'electronic'cars'and'suggests'to'the'audience'
that'this'is'a'valid'alternative'in'comparison'to'regular'fuel'
motors

7 Sharing'goods'and'resources
Speaker'or'expert'directly'suggests'to'share'goods'or'resources'with'others'or'the'
community;
often'accompanied'by'explaining'a'"new"'trend'that'facilitates'sharing

Description'of'carsharing'and'describing'clear'advantages'
for'the'consumer'in'comparison'to'using'the'own'car

8
Buying'alternative'products'that'use'other'raw'
material

Speaker'or'expert'directly'suggests'to'consume'goods'that'use'other'raw'material
Parents'are'motivated'to'evaluate'alternatives'to'plastic'
toys'for'their'children

mind'code'7.6'and'13.4

9 Consuming'fair'trade'products
Speaker'or'expert'directly'suggests'to'consume'fair'trade'labelled'products;
often'accompanied'by'a'description'of'grievances'in'the'production'chain

Description'of'unfair'payment'and'hard'working'conditions'
on'coffee'farms'and'conclusion'that'if'coffee'is'consumed'
the'audience'should'buy'products'that'are'certified'as'
guaranteeing'fair'conditions'of'workers
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16 Suggested'alternatives'to'consume'more'
sustainable

10 Repair'products
Speaker'or'expert'directly'suggests'to'repair'goods'instead'of'throwing'them'away'and'
consuming'new'stuff

Hint'that'textiles'do'not'have'to'be'thrown'away'when'
something'small'is'damaged'but'that'certain'things'can'
simply'be'repaired

11 Alternative'nutrition'/'behaviour
Speaker'or'expert'directly'suggests'to'change'the'nutrition'of'eating'behaviour'in'order'to'
consume'more'sustainable'considering'food

Claim'that'vitamin'D'supplement'products'are'not'
necessary'when'the'consumer'actively'minds'vitamin'D'in'
other'food'or'enjoys'the'sun'regularly

12 Conscious'renunciation

Speaker'or'expert'explains'a'more'sustainable'living'style'through'consciously'not'consuming'
specific'goods'/'product'categories'or'reducing'the'overall'amount'of'consumption'generally;
often'accompanied'by'a'description'of'a'specific'consumer'movement'/'lifestyle'and'its'
intentions'and'origin;
targets'a'generally'changing'lifestyle'and'attitude'that'encompasses'manifold'consumption'
decisions

Consumers'describe'minimalism'as'a'way'of'life'and'its'
positive'consequences'for'people

mind'code'16.13

13 Conclusion'that'specific'good'is'redundant
Speaker'or'expert'explains'a'more'sustainable'consumption'through'simply'not'buying'a'
specific'goods'which'is'considered'redundant'and'without'a'tangible'added'value'anyways;
targets'specific'consumer'decisions'by'considering'particular'products'or'product'categories

Description'that'turf'in'fact'has'no'additional'value'for'
growing'plants,'which'would'grow'anyway'with'the'
targeted'quality

mind'code'16.12

14
Positive'(sidec)effects'of'alternative'ways'to'
consume

Positive'effects'on'other'parts'of'life'are'described'that'go'hand'in'hand'with'a'changed'
consumption'behaviour

"I'like'this'food'community'because'shopping'becomes'a'
process'that'you'share'with'likecminded'people'and'you'
appreciate'your'food'way'more."

Often'follows'a'description'of'previous'codes'in'
this'category

15
Practicality'of'consuming'alternative'/'more'
sustainable'products

Alternative'consumption'processes'and'approaches'are'presented'and'checked'by'their'
practicality'for'the'consumer'in'order'to'evaluate'how'realistic'or'complicated'a'change'might'
be;
often'through'tests'in'daily'life'situations'through'consumers'/'potential'consumers'of'a'
brand'/'product

Convenience'of'buying'local'and'organic'products'in'the'
supermarket'is'tested'by'families

Often'follows'a'description'of'previous'codes'in'
this'category

17 Transparency,'labelling,'certificates,'control 1
Responsibility'of'company'for'supply'chain:'
transparent'supply'chains,'control,'certificates,'
labels

Transparency'of'supply'chains'and'company'/'brand'operations,'regular'and'also'spot'checks'
on'firms,'transparency'about'labels'and'certificates'are'described'as'clear'responsibility'of'
company'/'brand'for'their'(suppl'chain)'employees'and'subccontractor'but'also'as'an'
obligation'to'the'consumer'and'society'more'generally'

Regular'security'controls'and'improvements'of'textile'
factories'in'Bangladesh'are'described'by'an'expert'as'the'
responsibility'of'H&M'and'she'says'that'they'owe'this'their'
customers

At'least'one'attribute'of'the'mentioned'must'be'
described'for'this'code

2 Variety'of'labels'/'certificates
The'variety'of'labels'and'certificates'is'described'or'visualized'and'often'critizised;
often'accomopanied'by'customer'opinion'that'the'variety'maked'labels'implausible'/'
confusing

All'pssible'labels'for'local'and'organic'products'of'one'
supermarket'are'displayed'and'challenged'by'the'speaker'
how'useful'this'is'for'the'customer

3 Definition'/'rules'of'specific'label
The'explicit'rules'and'definitions'of'a'specific'label'or'certificate'are'(at'least'partly)'clarified'
by'the'speaker'/'expert

"Regional'means'for'this'label'that'th'products'are'
supposed'to'come'originally'from'a'radius'of'75km'from'
the'selling'point."

4
Tools'that'enable'the'customer'to'access'product'
information

A'specific'tool'(often'online'tool)'is'described'and'often'shown'that'allows'customers'to'
access'product'information'that'were'previously'inaccessible'or'only'hardly'accessible'by'the'
consumer'and'should'increase'control'mechanisms'through'customers

"You'can'enter'the'number'on'your'egg'in'this'search'field'
and'the'data'base'will'give'you'information'from'which'
farm'this'egg'comes."

5
Certification'of'products'/'services:'process'of'
certificate'permission'and'its'deficits

The'process'of'a'specific'label'/'certificate'permission'is'illuminated'by'considering'possible'or'
actual'deficits'that'blurr'the'credibility'of'the'process'or'label'itself

In'order'to'gain'the'label'"certified'wellness'hotel"'owners'
only'have'to'send'some'key'information'and'pay'to'get'it,'
respective'inspections'are'not'necessary

mind'code'17.6'and'17.7

6
Certification'of'products'/'services:'wrong'
labelling'of'products'as'organic'or'sustainable'

The'process'of'a'specific'label'/'certificate'permission'is'illuminated'by'considering'possible'or'
actual'deficits'that'blurr'the'credibility'of'the'process'or'label'itself,'but'with'a'specific'focus'
on'products'that'were'labelled'organic'/'sustainable'that'are'not'/'not'sufficiently

Wood'is'certified'as'coming'from'sustainable'deforestation'
but'in'fact'only'a'small'percentage'origins'from'sustainable'
sources

mind'code'17.5'and'17.7

7
Certification'of'products:'health'risks'through'
erroneous'certification'/'control

The'process'of'a'specific'label'/'certificate'permission'is'illuminated'by'considering'possible'or'
actual'deficits'that'blurr'the'credibility'of'the'process'or'label'itself,'but'with'a'specific'focus'
on'(possibly)'resulting'health'risks'for'the'consumer'through'erroneous'certification

Elevators'were'insufficiently'controlled'and'now'may'lead'
to'accidents'that'harm'its'users

mind'code'17.5'and'17.6

8 Trust'of'customers'in'labels'/'certificates'/'control
Consumers,'speakers'or'experts'describe'and'reason'the'trust'of'consumers'in'labels'or'
certificates'or'control'that'should'actually'guide'consumer'decisions

Craftsman'describes'that'he'has'been'relying'on'a'specific'
certificate'of'gas'/'water'installment'equipment'for'years'
and'describes'the'reasons'for'this'trust

9 Business'model'of'control'bodies

Description'of'the'business'model'/'strategy'of'an'official'body'that'releases'certificates'or'
labels'to'other'companies,'including'implications'of'their'credibility,'turnover'and'hint'
considering'indepedence;
sometimes'presented'in'the'context'of'regulations'for'these'bodies'determined'by'law

The'structure'and'business'model'as'well'as'turnover'of'
TÜV'Rheinland'is'presented'over'the'course'of'some'years'
that'were'marked'by'changes'in'the'regulation'through'the'
state

mind'code'17.10
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17 Transparency,'labelling,'certificates,'control 10 Independence'of'control'bodies

The'independence'of'control'bodies'and'thus'their'credibility'is'questioned'or'challenged'or'

even'evaluated'by'the'show's'crew'or'experts;

often'based'on'the'business'model'of'the'control'body

ADAC'automobile'club'tests'companies'it'partners'with.'TV'

crew'evaluates'if'their'tests'are'yet'independent
mind'code'17.9

11
Missing'access'for'citizens'to'information'to'

evaluate'ecological'facts

The'missing'access'to'information'considering'the'ecological'status'of'an'area'and'thus'the'

inability'to'challenge'something'is'described'and'critisized'by'the'speaker,'an'expert'or'

citizens'personally

Drastic'deforestation'of'a'protected'forest'in'regulated'by'

contracts'between'state's'bodies'but'cannot'be'challenged'

by'citizens'through'missing'access'to'information

12
Risks'of'missing'regulations'of'an'industry'for'the'

whole'society

An'expert'or'the'speaker'describes'a'risk'for'society'through'missing'regulations'of'a'

company'/'industry'and'explains'possible'consequences

Claim'of'an'expert'that'risky'bonds'and'state'bonds'are'not'

regulated'by'law'sufficiently'and'thus'may'danger'the'

whole'society'through'a'new'banking'crisis

18
Consumer'activism'and'noncgovernmental'

initiatives
1 Consumerism'activism'with'environmental'focus

Description'of'consumer'activism'/'noncgovernmental'initiatives'that'try'to'raise'awareness'

for'environmental'deficits'(through'consumption)'and'aim'to'change'the'status'quo

The'environmental'destruction'through'jeans'colouring'is'

critizised'by'a'youth'organization'that'hosts'consumer'city'

tours'in'Germany

2
Consumerism'activism'with'social'focus'/'fair'

trade

Description'of'consumer'activism'/'noncgovernmental'initiatives'that'try'to'raise'awareness'

for'societal'deficits'(through'consumption)'and'aim'to'change'the'status'quo;

often'focus'on'fair'trade'initiatives'from'the'fairtrade'label'or'similiar'organizations

Church'organization'distributed'faked'flyers'of'the'

supermarket'chain'Lidl'that'demonstrate'that'fair'working'

conditions'in'the'supply'chain'can'not'be'guaranteed'with'

such'ow'prices'the'chain'offers

3
Consumerism'activism'with'social'and'

environmental'focus

Description'of'consumer'activism'/'noncgovernmental'initiatives'that'try'to'raise'awareness'

for'environmental'and'social'deficits'(through'consumption)'and'aim'to'change'the'status'

quo;

often'environmental'deficits'lead'to'social'grievances'or'vice'versa,'so'a'simultaneous'

description'is'essential

The'operations'of'Coca'Cola'in'India'were'critizised'by'local'

activists'as'the'environmental'destruction'directly'leads'to'

social'issues

4
Power'of'the'consumer'in'form'of'political'

consumerism

Description'of'the'(potential)'power'of'consumers'through'consumer'decisions'that'is'often'

described'as'political'consumerism'or'has'the'character'of'political'engagement

Claim'that'clients'should'specifically'ask'for'ingrediences'in'

cosmetics'in'order'to'challenge'companies'to'change'things

19

Consumption'culture

(consumption'or'the'act'of'consumption'is'

particularly'addressed)

1 Importance'of'consumerism'as'part'of'a'culture

Description'and'criticism'of'the'importance'of'consumption'as'part'of'a'culture'and'the'

importance'of'consumerism'of'goods'as'an'act'that'connects'with'the'society;

also'materialism'as'an'attitude'that'characterizes'the'society'and'its'people

Consumers'defining'themselves'about'status'goods;

'Social'exclusion'when'abundant'consumption'is'not'

possible'due'to'money'restraints

2
Consumption'as'a'substitute'for'human'

relationships

Description'of'a'a'specific'outcome'of'consumer'society:'Conrete'description'that'the'act'of'

consumption'can'substitute'for'interaction'with'others'due'to'its'temporary'satisfaction,'but'

also'the'viewpoint'that'massive'consumption'leaved'no'time'for'human'interaction

Younths'prefer'shopping'than'meeting'friends

3 Definition'of'a'citizen'as'a'consumer

Typical'description'of'the'contemporary'consumption'culture'is'mentioned,'that'citizens'are'

obgliged'to'consumer'as'a'duty'to'their'state'and'its'healthy'economy;

also'definition'of'citizens'as'consumers'that'asscribe'people'to'theirselves

Younths'define'themselves'mainly'as'consumers'and'claim'

that'it'is'their'way'to'change'politics'through'their'spending'

power

4
Decreasing'satisfaction'through'material'

possession

Description'of'a'a'specific'outcome'of'consumer'society:'Conrete'description'that'the'act'of'

consumption'and'material'possession'only'lads'to'temporary'satisfaction'and'that'satisfaction'

stops'rising'after'a'certain'amount'of'financial'possession'is'reached

A'women'describes'that'she'was'very'unhappy'with'all'her'

things'she'owned'so'she'started'to'give'away'parts'of'it'and'

felt'relieved

5
Psychological'satisfaction'of'needs'through'

consumption

Expert'or'consumer'describes'the'psychological'effect'that'consumption'makes'us'happy'for'a'

short'time'due'to'the'happiness'we'associate'with'material'possession
Expert'explains'why'shopping'makes'people'happy

6 Overall'amount'of'consumption
The'overall'amount'of'the'consumption'of'a'specific'good'or'in'general'is'described'or'

vizualized'and'thus,'often'critically'covered

Children'line'up'all'the'Nutella'glases'they'had'to'consume'

to'receive'the'buying'incentive'given'by'the'company

7
Refocus'of'product'/'service'on'essential'use'c'

renunciation'from'status'symbolism

A'product'or'product'group'is'consciously'described'in'its'main'function'and'it'is'explained'to'

the'audience'that'all'additional'functions'do'not''generate'any'additional'value'except'of'

status'symbolism

Description'of'carsharing:'The'specific'value'of'cars'is'

reduced'to'its'basics'and'it'is'said'that'cars'are'otherwise'

for'many'a'status'symbol

also'an'indirect'description'of'this'fact'qualifies'

for'a'respective'coding

8
Consuming'abundantly'is'unsustainable'/'

impossible'in'the'future

Speaker'or'expert'concretely'describes'that'contemporary'consumption'of'a'specific'product'

or'product'group''is'unsustainable'and'cannot'be'practices'this'way'any'longer

Expert'says'in'an'interview'that'consumption'of'cardriving'

as'today'cannot'be'done'in'this'way'forever
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19
Consumption'culture
(consumption'or'the'act'of'consumption'is'
particularly'addressed)

9 Advantages'of'online'shopping
The'advantages'of'online'shopping'as'a'specific'phenomena'of'the'contemporary'
consumption'culture'are'explained'by'a'consumer'or'expert

A'mother'of'two'says'that'she'has'no'time'and'avoids'
hazzle'shopping'online'instead'of'driving'into'the'city'
center'with'her'children

10
Consequences'of'changed'shopping'habits'for'
stationary'trade

The'consequences'of'changed'shopping'habits'and'online'shopping'in'particular'as'a'
considerable'phenomen'of'modern'consumption'is'described,'consequeces'focus'on'
stationary'trade;
mainly'explanation'by'owners'or'employees'of'stationary'trade

Shop'owner'claims'that'her'shop'cannot'survive'without'
the'online'shop'in'addition

11 Shopping'addiction
Customers'or'experts'describe'the'symptoms'and'specifics'of'the'disease'pattern'of'shopping'
addiction'and'its'consequences'as'well'as'possible'solutions'and'ways'a'consumer'can'go'to'
handle'this'disease

A'women'describes'how'she'became'addicted'by'shopping'
and'how'she'realized'it

20 Trade'negotiations'or'agreements'/'
globalization'and'its'consequences

1 Transparency'of'negotiations
(Current)'trade'negotiations'are'critizised'as'insufficiently'transparent'by'experts'or'the'
speaker'including'(actual)'consequences'of'the'missing'informaton'distribution;
mainly'TTIP

TTIP'negotiations'criticized'for'insufficient'information'
distribution'to'citizens

2 Financial'consequences'/'revenue'/'profit

Financial'impact'of'trade'negotiations'but'also'the'financial'consequence'of'new'trade'
agreements'is'described'for'whole'industries'or'countries;
also'description'of'impact'on'structure'of'a'specific'industry'or'economy'of'a'country;
mainly'TTIP

The'prognosed'impact'of'TTIP'for'the'German'and'
American'economy'from'a'financial'perspective'is'
explained

mind'code'4.14'and'5.27

3 Reduction'of'tariffs'/'taxes'and'its'consequences
The'reduction'of'tariffs'/'taxes'is'described'as'a'possible'or'actual'outcome'of'trade'
agreements'/'globalization'including'its'consequences'for'consumers'and'citizens'in'general

The'importance'of'tariffs'for'the'Indian'economy'and'
farmers'is'explained

4 Consequences'for'job'market
The'consequences'of'trade'agreements'for'the'job'market'of'a'specific'industry'or'country'is'
described'by'experts'/'speaker;
mainly'TTIP

The'prognosed'impact'of'TTIP'for'the'German'and'
American'job'market'is'described

5
Environmental'consequences'of'new'trade'
agreement

The'consequences'of'trade'agreements'for'the'environment'is'described'by'experts'/'
speaker;
mainly'TTIP

Expert'explains'that'more'goods'will'presumably'be'
transported'between'Europe'and'America,'which'will'have'
impact'on'the'CO2'balance

6
Formation'of'a'new'market'/'customer'group'
through'trade'agreement'/'advancement'of'a'
specific'region

The'consequences'of'trade'agreements'is'described'by'experts'/'speaker'by'mainly'focussing'
on'the'formation'of'new'target'and'client'groups'through'the'possibility'to'approach'new'
regions;
also'the'consequences'of'globalization'for'regions'that'are'effected'by'new'competition'are'
described

Description'of'the'potential'of'China'as'a'new'market'for'
German'automobile'producers

7
Legal'consequences'for'companys'of'new'trade'
agreement

The'consequences'of'new'trade'agreements'for'the'legislative'governance'of'a'country'and'
especially'the'consequences'for'firms'are'described'by'experts'/'speaker;
mainly'TTIP

New'legislative'body'that'should'be'established'to'secure'
legal'rights'for'American'companies'in'Germany'is'
explained'considering'its'possible'consequences

8
Consequences'for'other'countries'/'developing'
countries'and'its'workers

The'foreseeable'consequences'of'new'trade'agreements'for'third'countries'and'their'
economies'is'described'by'experts'/'speaker;
mainly'TTIP

The'impact'of'the'TTIP'for'the'South'American'economy'is'
considered

9 Commodity'speculation'and'food'prices
Description'of'the'financial'speculation'on'food'prices'and'the'resulting'impact'on'food'
markets'and'the'provision'of'certain'regions'with'food'is'described'by'experts'/'speaker

Rising'food'prices'in'Africa'through'financial'speculation'is'
explained'by'a'financial'expert,'illustrating'the'complex'
issue'to'the'audience

21 Governmental'ways'to'handle'societal'and'
environmental'issue'of'consumerism

1
Build'alternative'infrastructure'to'offer'
perspectives'that'are'decoupled'from'materialism

Description'that'government'has'build'or'is'supposed'to'build'an'infrastructure'that'supports'
the'citizens''renunciation'from'materialism;
also'examples'of'such'efforts

Necessity'of'an'instructure'is'described'that'would'offer'
youths'exciting'alternatives'to'shopping'as'a'freetime'
activity

2 Restrict'advertisement'for'children
Description'of'regulations'of'a'state'that'advertisement'should'be'regulated'for'children'or'
already'is

Claim'of'an'expert'that'a'restriction'is'necessary

3
Governmental'ways'to'prevent'environmental'
harm

Description'of'governmental'regulation'or'comparable'effort'that'aims'to'reduce'
environmental'harm

Restrictions'of'fuel'to'be'used'by'cruise'ships'when'they'
enter'a'harbour
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# Code # Summarized(Code Subcode Total(Appearance(
of(this(Subcode

Total(time(
Devoted(to(this(

Subode

Total(Appearance(
of(Critical(

Coverage(in(this(
Subcode

Sub>time(critical(
coverage(in(this(

Subcode

1 Introduction 1 IntroductionAssociations$of$customers$with$the$brand 11 Associations$of$customers$with$the$brand 17 27:15 0 00:00
2 IntroductionBackground$information$of$this$broadcast 12 Background$information$of$this$broadcast 55 39:55 1 00:33

3 IntroductionIntroduction$to$a$test$group$or$test$scenario 13 Introduction$to$a$test$group$or$test$scenario 19 22:03 1 00:55

2 Conclusion 1 ConclusionSummary$of$brand$test 21 Summary$of$brand$test 16 13:02 1 02:23
2 ConclusionFuture$prospects 22 Future$prospects 12 03:37 1 00:14
3 ConclusionLink$to$get$further$information 23 Link$to$get$further$information 13 07:36 1 00:19
4 ConclusionSuggestions$or$alternatives$for$customers 24 Suggestions$or$alternatives$for$customers 6 02:05 4 01:22
5 ConclusionAdditional$information 25 Additional$information 3 01:15 0 00:00

3
Strategy$and$operations$of$company$or$
specific$industry

1
Strategy$and$operations$of$company$or$specific$
industryCompany$/$industry$structure,$ownership,$turnover,$
business$model

31
Company$/$industry$structure,$ownership,$
turnover,$business$model

36 22:42 0 00:00

2
Strategy$and$operations$of$company$or$specific$
industryAdvertisement$/$marketing$strategy

32 Advertisement$/$marketing$strategy 30 25:01 1 00:25

3
Strategy$and$operations$of$company$or$specific$
industryTarget$group

33 Target$group 10 08:27 0 00:00

4
Strategy$and$operations$of$company$or$specific$
industryBrand$portfolio

34 Brand$portfolio 17 19:57 0 00:00

5
Strategy$and$operations$of$company$or$specific$
industryDevelopment$of$products

35 Development$of$products 5 06:31 0 00:00

6
Strategy$and$operations$of$company$or$specific$
industryOrganizational$processes$of$branch$/$company

36
Organizational$processes$of$branch$/$
company

4 02:14 0 00:00

7
Strategy$and$operations$of$company$or$specific$
industryProduct$presentation$or$placement$in$salesroom

37
Product$presentation$or$placement$in$
salesroom

7 10:58 0 00:00

8
Strategy$and$operations$of$company$or$specific$
industryMarket$power$of$company

38 Market$power$of$company 7 07:44 0 00:00

9
Strategy$and$operations$of$company$or$specific$
industryCompany's$transparency$with$media

39 Company's$transparency$with$media 3 05:14 0 00:00

10
Strategy$and$operations$of$company$or$specific$
industryClient$perception$of$quality$and$trust$in$the$brand

310
Client$perception$of$quality$and$trust$in$the$
brand

30 27:26 1 00:47

11
Strategy$and$operations$of$company$or$specific$
industryExperiment:$physical$and$emotional$reaction$to$the$
brand

311
Experiment:$physical$and$emotional$reaction$
to$the$brand

4 13:29 0 00:00

12
Strategy$and$operations$of$company$or$specific$
industryExperiment:$test$of$client$acceptance$of$business$
model

312
Experiment:$test$of$client$acceptance$of$
business$model

4 04:15 0 00:00

13
Strategy$and$operations$of$company$or$specific$
industryUnethical$business$practices

313 Unethical$business$practices 22 26:22 1 01:03

14
Strategy$and$operations$of$company$or$specific$industryLegal$
consequences$of$unethical$business$practices

314
Legal$consequences$of$unethical$business$
practices

9 06:08 0 00:00

Data$Analysis$W$Content$Analysis
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4 Pricing 1 PricingAdvertisement$/$marketing$strategy 41 Advertisement$/$marketing$strategy 5 07:26 0 00:00
2 PricingPrice$mechanisms$/$calculation 42 Price$mechanisms$/$calculation 13 15:19 5 04:17
3 PricingProfit$calculation 43 Profit$calculation 3 02:50 2 00:52

4
PricingPrice$structure$of$products$and$perception$through$
the$customer$in$comparison$to$competition

44
Price$structure$of$products$and$perception$
through$the$customer$in$comparison$to$
competition

17 01:17 0 00:00

5 PricingWays$to$purchase$goods$cheaper$as$a$consumer 45
Ways$to$purchase$goods$cheaper$as$a$
consumer

2 02:04 0 00:00

6
PricingPrice$differences$conventional$products$and$
sustainable$products

46
Price$differences$conventional$products$and$
sustainable$products

5 01:22 1 00:26

7 PricingReal$costs$of$production$not$reflected$in$prices 47
Real$costs$of$production$not$reflected$in$
prices

6 06:18 4 02:43

8
PricingCustomer$opinion$on$increased$prices$for$fair$
production$/$sustainable$products

48
Customer$opinion$on$increased$prices$for$fair$
production$/$sustainable$products

4 02:20 1 01:10

9 PricingPrices$that$foster$undesirable$behaviour 49 Prices$that$foster$undesirable$behaviour 9 04:12 5 02:47

10
PricingPrice$distortions$in$developing$countries$through$
Western$subsidies

410
Price$distortions$in$developing$countries$
through$Western$subsidies

1 01:09 1 01:09

11
PricingProtection$of$developing$country$through$own$
subsidies

411
Protection$of$developing$country$through$
own$subsidies

1 00:59 1 00:59

12
PricingPrice$distortions$for$private$consumers$through$
industrial$subsidies$or$high$taxes

412
Price$distortions$for$private$consumers$
through$industrial$subsidies$or$high$taxes

4 06:56 0 00:00

13
PricingPrice$distortions$for$private$consumers$through$
unethical$business$practices

413
Price$distortions$for$private$consumers$
through$unethical$business$practices

7 03:13 0 00:00

14
PricingConsequences$of$new$trade$agreement$/$process$of$
globalization$for$customer:$Price$reductions

414
Consequences$of$new$trade$agreement$/$
process$of$globalization$for$customer:$Price$
reductions

4 01:33 0 00:00

5 Quality$of$products$and$services 1
Quality$of$products$and$servicesClient$perception$of$quality$
and$trust$in$the$brand

51
Client$perception$of$quality$and$trust$in$the$
brand

8 05:37 0 00:00

2 Quality$of$products$and$servicesEmployee$training 52 Employee$training 2 02:04 0 00:00

3
Quality$of$products$and$servicesProduct$/$service$test:$
quality

53 Product$/$service$test:$quality 25 00:30 0 00:00

4
Quality$of$products$and$servicesProduct$test:$gustation$(in$
comparison$to$competition)

54
Product$test:$gustation$(in$comparison$to$
competition)

7 19:10 0 00:00

5 Quality$of$products$and$servicesProduct$test:$ingrediences 55 Product$test:$ingrediences 1 00:26 0 00:00
6 Quality$of$products$and$servicesProduct$test:$hygiene 56 Product$test:$hygiene 1 01:55 0 00:00
7 Quality$of$products$and$servicesProduct$test:$usability 57 Product$test:$usability 4 08:36 0 00:00
8 Quality$of$products$and$servicesProduct$test:$durability 58 Product$test:$durability 2 02:34 2 02:34

9
Quality$of$products$and$servicesProduct$test:$quality,$
durability

59 Product$test:$quality,$durability 8 09:25 2 03:11

10
Quality$of$products$and$servicesProduct$test:$quality,$
gustation

510 Product$test:$quality,$gustation 1 01:40 0 00:00

11 Quality$of$products$and$servicesProduct$test:$quality,$health 511 Product$test:$quality,$health 2 01:48 1 01:22

12
Quality$of$products$and$servicesProduct$test:$chemical$
quality,$health

512 Product$test:$chemical$quality,$health 3 10:07 3 10:07

13
Quality$of$products$and$servicesProduct$test:$chemical$
quality,$health,$durability

513
Product$test:$chemical$quality,$health,$
durability

2 03:27 1 01:49

14 Quality$of$products$and$servicesService$test:$quality,$hygiene 514 Service$test:$quality,$hygiene 2 02:15 0 00:00

15
Quality$of$products$and$servicesProduct$test:$quality,$
security,$health

515 Product$test:$quality,$security,$health 5 04:59 2 01:41

16
Quality$of$products$and$servicesProduct$test:$quality,$
ingrediences,$taste$/$smell

516
Product$test:$quality,$ingrediences,$taste$/$
smell

5 13:50 2 12:11

17
Quality$of$products$and$servicesService$test:$consulting$
quality$of$sales$employees

517
Service$test:$consulting$quality$of$sales$
employees

5 19:28 0 00:00

18
Quality$of$products$and$servicesService$test:$complaint$
management

518 Service$test:$complaint$management 2 04:46 0 00:00
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5 Quality$of$products$and$services 19
Quality$of$products$and$servicesService$test:$friendliness$and$
arrangement$of$products$in$branch

519
Service$test:$friendliness$and$arrangement$of$
products$in$branch

1 01:44 0 00:00

20
Quality$of$products$and$servicesProduct$/$service$test:$
shipping

520 Product$/$service$test:$shipping 1 00:46 0 00:00

21
Quality$of$products$and$servicesQuality$of$supply$chain:$
quality,$ingrediences$

521 Quality$of$supply$chain:$quality,$ingrediences$ 2 01:16 1 00:43

22 Quality$of$products$and$servicesConclusion$of$quality$test 522 Conclusion$of$quality$test 5 04:31 0 00:00
23 Quality$of$products$and$servicesProduct$ingrediences 523 Product$ingrediences 5 06:23 0 00:00

24
Quality$of$products$and$servicesQuality$tests$through$
company

524 Quality$tests$through$company 6 06:34 0 00:00

25
Quality$of$products$and$servicesSecurity$deficits$of$products$
/$services

525 Security$deficits$of$products$/$services 1 00:34 0 00:00

26
Quality$of$products$and$servicesClient$perception$of$quality$
and$trust$in$organic$/$regional$products

526
Client$perception$of$quality$and$trust$in$
organic$/$regional$products

2 02:00 0 00:00

27
Quality$of$products$and$servicesConsequences$of$new$trade$
agreement$/$process$of$globalization$for$customer:$
Adjustment$of$quality$standards

527
Consequences$of$new$trade$agreement$/$
process$of$globalization$for$customer:$
Adjustment$of$quality$standards

5 04:57 1 01:49

6
Creation$of$(additional)$needs$and$ways$to$
foster$impulse$buying

1
Creation$of$(additional)$needs$and$ways$to$foster$impulse$
buyingAdvertisement$/$marketing$strategy

61 Advertisement$/$marketing$strategy 10 08:34 3 01:13

2
Creation$of$(additional)$needs$and$ways$to$foster$impulse$
buyingAllurement$of$children

62 Allurement$of$children 2 09:13 1 00:46

3
Creation$of$(additional)$needs$and$ways$to$foster$impulse$
buyingFinancial$implications$of$additionally$created$needs

63
Financial$implications$of$additionally$created$
needs

5 03:16 2 02:16

4
Creation$of$(additional)$needs$and$ways$to$foster$impulse$
buyingBuying$incentive$to$create$additional$needs

64 Buying$incentive$to$create$additional$needs 4 02:58 1 00:43

5
Creation$of$(additional)$needs$and$ways$to$foster$impulse$
buyingUse$of$fragrances$to$enhance$customer$wellWbeing$in$
salesroom

65
Use$of$fragrances$to$enhance$customer$wellW
being$in$salesroom

3 04:10 2 02:45

6
Creation$of$(additional)$needs$and$ways$to$foster$impulse$
buyingInfluence$of$emotions$through$means$that$aim$to$
create$additional$needs

66
Influence$of$emotions$through$means$that$
aim$to$create$additional$needs

5 05:01 0 00:00

7
Creation$of$(additional)$needs$and$ways$to$foster$impulse$
buyingConsulting$of$sales$employees$that$targets$to$create$
additional$needs

67
Consulting$of$sales$employees$that$targets$to$
create$additional$needs

2 00:48 1 00:22

8
Creation$of$(additional)$needs$and$ways$to$foster$impulse$
buyingProduct$presentation$or$placement$in$salesroom

68
Product$presentation$or$placement$in$
salesroom

5 05:06 2 02:08

9
Creation$of$(additional)$needs$and$ways$to$foster$impulse$
buyingPlanned$obsolescence$as$a$tool$to$create$(additional)$
needs

69
Planned$obsolescence$as$a$tool$to$create$
(additional)$needs

3 02:30 3 02:30

10
Creation$of$(additional)$needs$and$ways$to$foster$impulse$
buyingClient$observation

610 Client$observation 4 05:53 0 00:00
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7 Innovations,$new$technology$/$processes 1
Innovations,$new$technology$/$processesDesciption$of$
features$of$new$technology

71 Desciption$of$features$of$new$technology 6 03:08 1 00:12

2
Innovations,$new$technology$/$processesCurrent$fields$of$
application$of$new$technology

72
Current$fields$of$application$of$new$
technology

5 02:25 2 01:09

3
Innovations,$new$technology$/$processesProspects$of$new$
technology$/$process

73 Prospects$of$new$technology$/$process 9 06:14 2 01:29

4
Innovations,$new$technology$/$processesDangers$/$
disadvantages$of$new$technology

74 Dangers$/$disadvantages$of$new$technology 3 01:07 2 00:43

5
Innovations,$new$technology$/$processesImpact$of$new$
technology$on$environment

75 Impact$of$new$technology$on$environment 1 00:17 0 00:00

6
Innovations,$new$technology$/$processesAvailable$
alternatives$for$current$raw$material$usage$and$reasons$why$
it$is$not$used

76
Available$alternatives$for$current$raw$
material$usage$and$reasons$why$it$is$not$used

6 05:28 6 05:28

7
Innovations,$new$technology$/$processesEnergy$shortage$
requires$new$technology

77 Energy$shortage$requires$new$technology 2 01:29 1 00:39

8 Product$disposal 1 Product$disposalTracking$of$waste$disposal$chain 81 Tracking$of$waste$disposal$chain 4 04:45 3 03:54
2 Product$disposalProblems$of$correct$disposal 82 Problems$of$correct$disposal 4 01:41 1 00:18

3
Product$disposalAlternatives$for$current$product$disposal$
processes$/$technology

83
Alternatives$for$current$product$disposal$
processes$/$technology

1 04:20 1 04:20

4
Product$disposalWaste$disposal$in$developing$countries$and$
health$implications$for$workers

84
Waste$disposal$in$developing$countries$and$
health$implications$for$workers

2 02:08 2 02:08

9 Health$implications$of$product$consumption 1
Health$implications$of$product$consumptionAdvertisement$/$
marketing$strategy:$health$and$customer$perception$of$
health

91
Advertisement$/$marketing$strategy:$health$
and$customer$perception$of$health

9 11:43 0 00:00

2
Health$implications$of$product$consumptionProduct$/$service$
test:$health

92 Product$/$service$test:$health 6 15:20 5 12:20

3
Health$implications$of$product$consumptionProduct$test:$
ingrediences

93 Product$test:$ingrediences 6 07:16 2 02:39

4
Health$implications$of$product$consumptionProduct$test:$
health,$salubriousness,$price

94 Product$test:$health,$salubriousness,$price 3 03:44 0 00:00

5
Health$implications$of$product$consumptionDanger$for$
health$through$(excessive)$product$consumption

95
Danger$for$health$through$(excessive)$product$
consumption

14 10:07 7 06:34

6
Health$implications$of$product$consumptionConcerns$of$
customers$about$possible$health$implications$due$to$missing$
information

96
Concerns$of$customers$about$possible$health$
implications$due$to$missing$information

3 01:07 1 00:37

7
Health$implications$of$product$consumptionIntentional$
defaults$in$production

97 Intentional$defaults$in$production 2 01:55 0 00:00
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10
General$claims$about$the$supply$chain$and$
specific$place$of$raw$material$extraction

1
General$claims$about$the$supply$chain$and$specific$place$of$
raw$material$extractionGeographical$origin$and$specifics$of$
production$site$/$place$of$raw$material$extraction

101
Geographical$origin$and$specifics$of$
production$site$/$place$of$raw$material$
extraction

15 15:15 1 02:32

2
General$claims$about$the$supply$chain$and$specific$place$of$
raw$material$extractionProcess$of$raw$material$extraction

102 Process$of$raw$material$extraction 6 05:05 2 02:54

3
General$claims$about$the$supply$chain$and$specific$place$of$
raw$material$extractionDifficulties$of$production$of$organic$
products

103 Difficulties$of$production$of$organic$products 7 08:05 3 03:34

4
General$claims$about$the$supply$chain$and$specific$place$of$
raw$material$extractionCommercial$importance$of$organic$
products$for$specific$market

104
Commercial$importance$of$organic$products$
for$specific$market

4 01:49 0 00:00

5
General$claims$about$the$supply$chain$and$specific$place$of$
raw$material$extractionAnimal$husbandry:$ethical$
considerations

105 Animal$husbandry:$ethical$considerations 7 05:26 5 04:25

6
General$claims$about$the$supply$chain$and$specific$place$of$
raw$material$extractionCultural$norms$that$foster$inequity

106 Cultural$norms$that$foster$inequity 7 07:19 0 00:00

7
General$claims$about$the$supply$chain$and$specific$place$of$
raw$material$extractionEducation$of$people$in$specific$
industry

107 Education$of$people$in$specific$industry 2 01:21 0 00:00

8
General$claims$about$the$supply$chain$and$specific$place$of$
raw$material$extractionSocietal$issue:$Gender$inequality

108 Societal$issue:$Gender$inequality 2 02:27 0 00:00

9
General$claims$about$the$supply$chain$and$specific$place$of$
raw$material$extractionSocietal$issue:$Corruption

109 Societal$issue:$Corruption 2 00:34 0 00:00

10
General$claims$about$the$supply$chain$and$specific$place$of$
raw$material$extractionUse$of$media$/$freedom$of$
expression

1010 Use$of$media$/$freedom$of$expression 2 04:27 0 00:00

11
General$claims$about$the$supply$chain$and$specific$place$of$
raw$material$extractionOpenness$of$a$culture$for$new$
business$ideas$/$innovations

1011
Openness$of$a$culture$for$new$business$ideas$
/$innovations

5 09:15 0 00:00

12
General$claims$about$the$supply$chain$and$specific$place$of$
raw$material$extractionGovernmental$ways$to$handle$
societal$issues

1012 Governmental$ways$to$handle$societal$issues 17 12:26 0 00:00

11
Social$responsibility$of$company$for$direct$
employees$in$country$of$operation$
(developed$and$developing$countries)

1
Social$responsibility$of$company$for$direct$employees$in$
country$of$operation$(developed$and$developing$
countries)Advertisement$/$marketing$strategy:$fairness

111 Advertisement$/$marketing$strategy:$fairness 5 03:32 2 00:54

2

Social$responsibility$of$company$for$direct$employees$in$
country$of$operation$(developed$and$developing$
countries)Social$responsibility$of$company$throughout$
history

112
Social$responsibility$of$company$throughout$
history

1 08:29 1 08:29

3
Social$responsibility$of$company$for$direct$employees$in$
country$of$operation$(developed$and$developing$
countries)Working$conditions$of$company$employees

113 Working$conditions$of$company$employees 4 03:25 1 00:27

4

Social$responsibility$of$company$for$direct$employees$in$
country$of$operation$(developed$and$developing$
countries)Working$conditions$in$production$and$
consequences$for$living$conditions

114
Working$conditions$in$production$and$
consequences$for$living$conditions

3 06:50 3 06:50

5

Social$responsibility$of$company$for$direct$employees$in$
country$of$operation$(developed$and$developing$
countries)Working$conditions$of$company$employees:$
payment

115
Working$conditions$of$company$employees:$
payment

7 06:01 6 05:29

6

Social$responsibility$of$company$for$direct$employees$in$
country$of$operation$(developed$and$developing$
countries)Working$conditions$of$company$employees:$
working$hours

116
Working$conditions$of$company$employees:$
working$hours

4 09:29 3 08:46
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11
Social$responsibility$of$company$for$direct$
employees$in$country$of$operation$
(developed$and$developing$countries)

7

Social$responsibility$of$company$for$direct$employees$in$
country$of$operation$(developed$and$developing$
countries)Working$conditions$of$company$employees:$
contract$clauses,$payment

117
Working$conditions$of$company$employees:$
contract$clauses,$payment

3 04:44 2 04:08

8

Social$responsibility$of$company$for$direct$employees$in$
country$of$operation$(developed$and$developing$
countries)Working$conditions$of$company$employees:$
sexism

118
Working$conditions$of$company$employees:$
sexism

2 03:22 1 02:05

9

Social$responsibility$of$company$for$direct$employees$in$
country$of$operation$(developed$and$developing$
countries)Empowerment$of$employees$through$works$
council

119
Empowerment$of$employees$through$works$
council

7 12:08 6 10:54

10
Social$responsibility$of$company$for$direct$employees$in$
country$of$operation$(developed$and$developing$
countries)Control$mechanisms$of$employees

1110 Control$mechanisms$of$employees 2 02:00 1 01:13

11
Social$responsibility$of$company$for$direct$employees$in$
country$of$operation$(developed$and$developing$
countries)Employee$training

1111 Employee$training 1 00:46 0 00:00

12
Social$responsibility$of$company$for$direct$employees$in$
country$of$operation$(developed$and$developing$
countries)Responsibility$of$management

1112 Responsibility$of$management 4 03:06 2 02:36

12
Social$responsibility$of$company$/$industry$for$
workers$and$communities$in$the$supply$chain

1
Social$responsibility$of$company$/$industry$for$workers$and$
communities$in$the$supply$chainAdvertisement$/$marketing$
strategy:$fairness

121 Advertisement$/$marketing$strategy:$fairness 6 05:00 2 01:54

2
Social$responsibility$of$company$/$industry$for$workers$and$
communities$in$the$supply$chainWorking$conditions$in$
production$and$consequences$for$living$conditions

122
Working$conditions$in$production$and$
consequences$for$living$conditions

21 51:21 20 49:39

3

Social$responsibility$of$company$/$industry$for$workers$and$
communities$in$the$supply$chainWorking$conditions$in$
supply$chain:$negligent$actions$of$company$/$industry$that$
harm$employees$and$environment

123
Working$conditions$in$supply$chain:$negligent$
actions$of$company$/$industry$that$harm$
employees$and$environment

3 02:23 3 02:23

4

Social$responsibility$of$company$/$industry$for$workers$and$
communities$in$the$supply$chainWorking$conditions$in$
supply$chain:$security$measures$to$protect$employees'$lifes$
and$health

124
Working$conditions$in$supply$chain:$security$
measures$to$protect$employees'$lifes$and$
health

9 12:54 8 12:29

5
Social$responsibility$of$company$/$industry$for$workers$and$
communities$in$the$supply$chainMarket$power$of$company:$
bargaining$with$supply$chain

125
Market$power$of$company:$bargaining$with$
supply$chain

4 09:50 4 09:50

6
Social$responsibility$of$company$/$industry$for$workers$and$
communities$in$the$supply$chainChild$labour

126 Child$labour 9 15:43 8 15:09

7
Social$responsibility$of$company$/$industry$for$workers$and$
communities$in$the$supply$chainSlavery$of$supply$chain$
workers

127 Slavery$of$supply$chain$workers 2 09:46 2 09:46

8

Social$responsibility$of$company$/$industry$for$workers$and$
communities$in$the$supply$chainCompany$comprehensive$
cooperation$to$secure$better$working$conditions$in$supply$
chain

128
Company$comprehensive$cooperation$to$
secure$better$working$conditions$in$supply$
chain

4 02:25 3 01:41

9
Social$responsibility$of$company$/$industry$for$workers$and$
communities$in$the$supply$chainGrowing$societal$inequity$
through$specific$industry

129
Growing$societal$inequity$through$specific$
industry

3 01:26 2 01:15
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13
Environmental$implications$of$production$and$
consequences$for$living$conditions$of$workers$
and$communities$in$the$supply$chain

1

Environmental$implications$of$production$and$consequences$
for$living$conditions$of$workers$and$communities$in$the$
supply$chainEnvironmental$damage$resulting$from$raw$
material$extraction

131
Environmental$damage$resulting$from$raw$
material$extraction

9 05:38 7 04:41

2
Environmental$implications$of$production$and$consequences$
for$living$conditions$of$workers$and$communities$in$the$
supply$chainProcess$of$raw$material$extraction

132 Process$of$raw$material$extraction 3 04:34 0 00:00

3

Environmental$implications$of$production$and$consequences$
for$living$conditions$of$workers$and$communities$in$the$
supply$chainEffects$on$community:$Destruction$of$nature$or$
anthroposphere$/$land$use$change

133
Effects$on$community:$Destruction$of$nature$
or$anthroposphere$/$land$use$change

4 06:22 3 06:04

4

Environmental$implications$of$production$and$consequences$
for$living$conditions$of$workers$and$communities$in$the$
supply$chainCommercial$reasons$for$unsustainable$raw$
material$extraction

134
Commercial$reasons$for$unsustainable$raw$
material$extraction

4 05:33 1 00:37

5

Environmental$implications$of$production$and$consequences$
for$living$conditions$of$workers$and$communities$in$the$
supply$chainSocial$and$economical$consequences$of$
genetically$modified$seeds

135
Social$and$economical$consequences$of$
genetically$modified$seeds

3 03:33 2 03:11

14
Environmental$consequences$of$product$or$
service$(not$in$supply$chain)

1
Environmental$consequences$of$product$or$service$(not$in$
supply$chain)Direct$environmental$pollution$through$
product$consumption$or$its$wasteWproducts

141
Direct$environmental$pollution$through$
product$consumption$or$its$wasteWproducts

11 03:48 8 02:39

2
Environmental$consequences$of$product$or$service$(not$in$
supply$chain)Consequences$of$environmental$pollution$for$
health

142
Consequences$of$environmental$pollution$for$
health

1 00:05 1 00:05

3
Environmental$consequences$of$product$or$service$(not$in$
supply$chain)Product$test:$ingrediences

143 Product$test:$ingrediences 5 06:14 0 00:00

4
Environmental$consequences$of$product$or$service$(not$in$
supply$chain)Company$efforts$to$apply$alternatives

144 Company$efforts$to$apply$alternatives 4 01:45 1 00:51

5
Environmental$consequences$of$product$or$service$(not$in$
supply$chain)Ecological$efforts$of$company$in$own$operation

145
Ecological$efforts$of$company$in$own$
operation

1 01:09 1 01:09

6
Environmental$consequences$of$product$or$service$(not$in$
supply$chain)Harm$of$wildlife

146 Harm$of$wildlife 1 00:14 1 00:14

15
Climate$change$as$a$specifically$important$
consequence$of$consumption

1
Climate$change$as$a$specifically$important$consequence$of$
consumptionImpact$of$private$consumption$on$climate$
change

151
Impact$of$private$consumption$on$climate$
change

3 02:09 3 02:09

2
Climate$change$as$a$specifically$important$consequence$of$
consumptionConsequences$of$climate$change$for$people$in$
developing$countries

152
Consequences$of$climate$change$for$people$in$
developing$countries

1 00:28 1 00:28

3
Climate$change$as$a$specifically$important$consequence$of$
consumptionComparison$climate$impact$of$regional$
products$versus$imported$goods

153
Comparison$climate$impact$of$regional$
products$versus$imported$goods

1 01:40 1 01:40

4
Climate$change$as$a$specifically$important$consequence$of$
consumptionCalculation$of$impact$of$products$through$
transportation

154
Calculation$of$impact$of$products$through$
transportation

4 02:49 2 01:20

5
Climate$change$as$a$specifically$important$consequence$of$
consumptionHow$mankind$tries$to$outfox$the$effects$of$
climate$change$

155
How$mankind$tries$to$outfox$the$effects$of$
climate$change$

1 00:54 1 00:54
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16
Suggested$alternatives$to$consume$more$
sustainable

1
Suggested$alternatives$to$consume$more$
sustainableBehaviour$in$the$supermarket$/$shop

161 Behaviour$in$the$supermarket$/$shop 7 02:35 5 02:14

2
Suggested$alternatives$to$consume$more$sustainableBuying$
organic$products

162 Buying$organic$products 2 00:45 2 00:45

3
Suggested$alternatives$to$consume$more$sustainableBuying$
local$products

163 Buying$local$products 4 01:12 4 01:12

4
Suggested$alternatives$to$consume$more$sustainableMaking$
or$growing$own$products

164 Making$or$growing$own$products 3 01:10 3 01:10

5
Suggested$alternatives$to$consume$more$sustainableLocal$
food$cooperatives

165 Local$food$cooperatives 4 04:51 3 04:37

6
Suggested$alternatives$to$consume$more$sustainableBuying$
more$energy$efficient$technology

166 Buying$more$energy$efficient$technology 1 00:17 1 00:17

7
Suggested$alternatives$to$consume$more$sustainableSharing$
goods$and$resources

167 Sharing$goods$and$resources 2 00:58 2 00:58

8
Suggested$alternatives$to$consume$more$sustainableBuying$
alternative$products$that$use$other$raw$material

168
Buying$alternative$products$that$use$other$
raw$material

1 00:07 0 00:00

9
Suggested$alternatives$to$consume$more$
sustainableConsuming$fair$trade$products

169 Consuming$fair$trade$products 2 00:37 2 00:37

10
Suggested$alternatives$to$consume$more$sustainableRepair$
products

1610 Repair$products 2 00:34 1 00:07

11
Suggested$alternatives$to$consume$more$
sustainableAlternative$nutrition$/$behaviour

1611 Alternative$nutrition$/$behaviour 4 02:26 3 00:58

12
Suggested$alternatives$to$consume$more$
sustainableConscious$renunciation

1612 Conscious$renunciation 7 04:01 7 04:01

13
Suggested$alternatives$to$consume$more$
sustainableConclusion$that$specific$good$is$redundant

1613 Conclusion$that$specific$good$is$redundant 4 01:28 3 01:15

14
Suggested$alternatives$to$consume$more$sustainablePositive$
(sideW)effects$of$alternative$ways$to$consume

1614
Positive$(sideW)effects$of$alternative$ways$to$
consume

5 07:12 5 07:12

15
Suggested$alternatives$to$consume$more$
sustainablePracticality$of$consuming$alternative$/$more$
sustainable$products

1615
Practicality$of$consuming$alternative$/$more$
sustainable$products

11 03:24 0 00:00

17 Transparency,$labelling,$certificates,$control 1
Transparency,$labelling,$certificates,$controlResponsibility$of$
company$for$supply$chain:$transparent$supply$chains,$
control,$certificates,$labels

171
Responsibility$of$company$for$supply$chain:$
transparent$supply$chains,$control,$
certificates,$labels

19 19:47 11 15:23

2
Transparency,$labelling,$certificates,$controlVariety$of$labels$
/$certificates

172 Variety$of$labels$/$certificates 5 02:48 3 02:05

3
Transparency,$labelling,$certificates,$controlDefinition$/$rules$
of$specific$label

173 Definition$/$rules$of$specific$label 7 01:32 4 00:37

4
Transparency,$labelling,$certificates,$controlTools$that$enable$
the$customer$to$access$product$information

174
Tools$that$enable$the$customer$to$access$
product$information

3 01:15 1 00:17

5
Transparency,$labelling,$certificates,$controlCertification$of$
products$/$services:$process$of$certificate$permission$and$its$
deficits

175
Certification$of$products$/$services:$process$of$
certificate$permission$and$its$deficits

12 17:41 2 04:11

6
Transparency,$labelling,$certificates,$controlCertification$of$
products$/$services:$wrong$labelling$of$products$as$organic$or$
sustainable$

176
Certification$of$products$/$services:$wrong$
labelling$of$products$as$organic$or$sustainable$

5 04:53 5 04:53

7
Transparency,$labelling,$certificates,$controlCertification$of$
products:$health$risks$through$erroneous$certification$/$
control

177
Certification$of$products:$health$risks$through$
erroneous$certification$/$control

5 07:15 3 03:56

8
Transparency,$labelling,$certificates,$controlTrust$of$
customers$in$labels$/$certificates$/$control

178
Trust$of$customers$in$labels$/$certificates$/$
control

5 03:12 0 00:00
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17 Transparency,$labelling,$certificates,$control 9
Transparency,$labelling,$certificates,$controlBusiness$model$
of$control$bodies

179 Business$model$of$control$bodies 5 05:12 2 00:46

10
Transparency,$labelling,$certificates,$controlIndependence$of$
control$bodies

1710 Independence$of$control$bodies 6 06:43 2 04:10

11
Transparency,$labelling,$certificates,$controlMissing$access$
for$citizens$to$information$to$evaluate$ecological$facts

1711
Missing$access$for$citizens$to$information$to$
evaluate$ecological$facts

3 01:28 1 00:47

12
Transparency,$labelling,$certificates,$controlRisks$of$missing$
regulations$of$an$industry$for$the$whole$society

1712
Risks$of$missing$regulations$of$an$industry$for$
the$whole$society

3 07:41 0 00:00

18
Consumer$activism$and$nonWgovernmental$
initiatives

1
Consumer$activism$and$nonWgovernmental$
initiativesConsumerism$activism$with$environmental$focus

181
Consumerism$activism$with$environmental$
focus

1 00:31 1 00:31

2
Consumer$activism$and$nonWgovernmental$
initiativesConsumerism$activism$with$social$focus$/$fair$trade

182
Consumerism$activism$with$social$focus$/$fair$
trade

3 01:18 1 00:55

3
Consumer$activism$and$nonWgovernmental$
initiativesConsumerism$activism$with$social$and$
environmental$focus

183
Consumerism$activism$with$social$and$
environmental$focus

1 02:02 1 02:02

4
Consumer$activism$and$nonWgovernmental$initiativesPower$
of$the$consumer$in$form$of$political$consumerism

184
Power$of$the$consumer$in$form$of$political$
consumerism

1 00:25 1 00:25

19
Consumption$culture
(consumption$or$the$act$of$consumption$is$
particularly$addressed)

1
Consumption$cultureImportance$of$consumerism$as$part$of$a$
culture

191
Importance$of$consumerism$as$part$of$a$
culture

25 21:42 5 06:36

2
Consumption$cultureConsumption$as$a$substitute$for$human$
relationships

192
Consumption$as$a$substitute$for$human$
relationships

1 01:07 1 01:07

3 Consumption$cultureDefinition$of$a$citizen$as$a$consumer 193 Definition$of$a$citizen$as$a$consumer 2 00:49 2 00:49

4
Consumption$cultureDecreasing$satisfaction$through$
material$possession

194
Decreasing$satisfaction$through$material$
possession

5 03:00 5 03:00

5
Consumption$culturePsychological$satisfaction$of$needs$
through$consumption

195
Psychological$satisfaction$of$needs$through$
consumption

1 00:30 0 00:00

6 Consumption$cultureOverall$amount$of$consumption 196 Overall$amount$of$consumption 8 03:39 6 02:48

7
Consumption$cultureRefocus$of$product$/$service$on$
essential$use$W$renunciation$from$status$symbolism

197
Refocus$of$product$/$service$on$essential$use$W$
renunciation$from$status$symbolism

4 02:09 2 01:00

8
Consumption$cultureConsuming$abundantly$is$unsustainable$
/$impossible$in$the$future

198
Consuming$abundantly$is$unsustainable$/$
impossible$in$the$future

1 00:30 1 00:30

9 Consumption$cultureAdvantages$of$online$shopping 199 Advantages$of$online$shopping 2 01:03 0 00:00

10
Consumption$cultureConsequences$of$changed$shopping$
habits$for$stationary$trade

1910
Consequences$of$changed$shopping$habits$for$
stationary$trade

1 01:19 0 00:00

11 Consumption$cultureShopping$addiction 1911 Shopping$addiction 3 02:42 2 02:08
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20
Trade$negotiations$or$agreements$/$
globalization$and$its$consequences

1
Trade$negotiations$or$agreements$/$globalization$and$its$
consequencesTransparency$of$negotiations

201 Transparency$of$negotiations 5 03:06 0 00:00

2
Trade$negotiations$or$agreements$/$globalization$and$its$
consequencesFinancial$consequences$/$revenue$/$profit

202 Financial$consequences$/$revenue$/$profit 6 05:07 0 00:00

3
Trade$negotiations$or$agreements$/$globalization$and$its$
consequencesReduction$of$tariffs$/$taxes$and$its$
consequences

203
Reduction$of$tariffs$/$taxes$and$its$
consequences

2 00:24 0 00:00

4
Trade$negotiations$or$agreements$/$globalization$and$its$
consequencesConsequences$for$job$market

204 Consequences$for$job$market 2 00:43 0 00:00

5
Trade$negotiations$or$agreements$/$globalization$and$its$
consequencesEnvironmental$consequences$of$new$trade$
agreement

205
Environmental$consequences$of$new$trade$
agreement

1 00:07 0 00:00

6
Trade$negotiations$or$agreements$/$globalization$and$its$
consequencesFormation$of$a$new$market$/$customer$group$
through$trade$agreement$/$advancement$of$a$specific$region

206
Formation$of$a$new$market$/$customer$group$
through$trade$agreement$/$advancement$of$a$
specific$region

5 02:50 0 00:00

7
Trade$negotiations$or$agreements$/$globalization$and$its$
consequencesLegal$consequences$for$companys$of$new$
trade$agreement

207
Legal$consequences$for$companys$of$new$
trade$agreement

1 03:24 0 00:00

8
Trade$negotiations$or$agreements$/$globalization$and$its$
consequencesConsequences$for$other$countries$/$
developing$countries$and$its$workers

208
Consequences$for$other$countries$/$
developing$countries$and$its$workers

6 04:26 1 00:50

9
Trade$negotiations$or$agreements$/$globalization$and$its$
consequencesCommodity$speculation$and$food$prices

209 Commodity$speculation$and$food$prices 2 03:50 0 00:00

21
Governmental$ways$to$handle$societal$and$
environmental$issue$of$consumerism

1
Governmental$ways$to$handle$societal$and$environmental$
issue$of$consumerismBuild$alternative$infrastructure$to$offer$
perspectives$that$are$decoupled$from$materialism

211
Build$alternative$infrastructure$to$offer$
perspectives$that$are$decoupled$from$
materialism

1 00:36 1 00:36

2
Governmental$ways$to$handle$societal$and$environmental$
issue$of$consumerismRestrict$advertisement$for$children

212 Restrict$advertisement$for$children 1 00:11 1 00:11

3
Governmental$ways$to$handle$societal$and$environmental$
issue$of$consumerismGovernmental$ways$to$prevent$
environmental$harm

213
Governmental$ways$to$prevent$
environmental$harm

2 01:51 0 00:00
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Page+1+of+3

Identification
Story Main(Theme(s)(of(the(Story

Number(of(
Covered(Themes(
in(this(Story

Total(Time(
Story

Sum(Critical(
Time(of(this(

Story

Total(Time(per(
Theme

(approximation+of+time+devoted+
to+each+covered+theme)

Sum(Critical(Time(
per(Theme

(approximation+of+critical+time+
devoted+to+each+covered+theme)

2011B08B01+IKEA Furnishing 1 43:24 25:15 43:24 25:15
2011B08B08+Ferrero Food+/+Nutrition 1 42:53 12:28 42:53 12:28

2011B08B15+Aral Travelling+/+Transportation+(Fuel)
Food+/+Nutrition

2 43:09 16:13 21:34 08:06

2011B08B22+Aldi

Food
Clothing
selected+other+nonBfood+products+of+technical+and+household+
equipment

3 43:20 20:29 14:27 06:50

2012B01B09+Lidl

Food
Clothing
selected+other+nonBfood+products+of+technical+and+household+
equipment

3 43:29 18:11 14:30 06:04

2012B01B16++McDonalds Food+/+Nutrition 1 43:02 10:34 43:02 10:34
2012B01B23+H&M Clothing+/+Textiles+/+Footwear+/+Accessory 1 43:27 15:02 43:27 15:02
2012B01B30+Media+Markt Technical+and+Household+Equipment 1 43:25 09:20 43:25 09:20
2012B05B07+Coca+Cola Food+/+Nutrition 1 42:50 15:19 42:50 15:19

2012B05B14+DM

Cleaning+/+Washing
Beauty+/+Cosmetics
Health
Clothing

4 43:34 08:44 10:54 02:11

2012B05B21+Adidas Clothing+/+Textiles+/+Footwear+/+Accessory 1 43:26 11:58 43:26 11:58
2013B01B14+ADAC Financial+Investments+/+Insurances 1 43:42 10:26 43:42 10:26
2013B01B21+TUI Recreation+/+Culture+/+Leisure+/+Restaurants+/+Hotels 1 42:58 09:12 42:58 09:12
2013B02B04+Apple Technical+and+Household+Equipment 1 42:40 13:16 42:40 13:16
2013B06B24+OBI+and+Bauhaus Renovation+/+Building+/+Gardening 1 44:03 08:48 44:03 08:48

2013B07B01+Nivea Cosmetics+/+Beauty
Cleaning+/+Washing

2 44:09 08:27 22:05 04:14

2014B03B19+Plusminus
wellness+hotels+and+related+wellness+labels Recreation+/+Culture+/+Leisure+/+Restaurants+/+Hotels 1 06:48 00:00 06:48 00:00
Unregulated+financial+investments Financial+Investments+/+Insurances 1 08:49 00:00 08:49 00:00

2014B03B12+Plusminus
Eggs Food+/+Nutrition 1 06:28 04:45 06:28 04:45
fragrance+marketing Industry+and+product+comprehensive 1 06:54 02:45 06:54 02:45
labelling+of+breast+implants+and+product+certificates+
generally

Cosmetics+/+Beauty
Health

2 14:33 06:26 07:16 03:13

2014B02B19+Plusminus
vitamin+D+supplements Health 1 07:25 04:27 07:25 04:27
trash+separation Industry+and+product+comprehensive 1 08:09 04:41 08:09 04:41

Markencheck

Plusminus

Data+Analysis+B+Content+Analysis
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Page+2+of+3

2014B02B05+Plusminus
sugar+in+food Food+/+Nutrition 1 05:52 01:40 05:52 01:40
20+years+German+train+company+reform Travelling+/+Transportation 1 05:33 02:03 05:33 02:03

2014B01B29+Plusminus

implications+WTO+agreement+on+cotton+farmers+in+India Clothing+/+Textiles+/+Footwear 1 08:59 07:00 08:59 07:00

2014B01B22+Plusminus
parfume Cosmetics+/+Beauty 1 07:14 00:00 07:14 00:00
coffee Food+/+Nutrition 1 05:21 00:00 05:21 00:00

2014B01B15+Plusminus
Thai+massages Recreation+/+Culture+/+Leisure+/+Restaurants+/+Hotels 1 05:00 02:58 05:00 02:58

2014B01B08+Plusminus

plastic+in+cosmetics+that+pollutes+environment Food+/+Nutrition
Cosmetics+/+Beauty

2 07:44 02:41 03:52 01:21

deforestation Industry+and+product+comprehensive 1 08:04 01:39 08:04 01:39

2013B12B18+Plusminus
bakery+products Food+/+Nutrition 1 08:43 01:35 08:43 01:35
medical+counterfeits Health 1 06:42 01:27 06:42 01:27
deforestation Industry+and+product+comprehensive 1 07:06 00:22 07:06 00:22
0%+consumer+loans Technical+and+Household+Equipment 1 06:12 00:00 06:12 00:00

2013B12B11+Plusminus
Unethical+companies+that+trick+the+consumer Financial+Investments+/+Insurances 1 08:14 00:00 08:14 00:00

2013B11B27+Plusminus
time+delay+strategy+of+insurances Financial+Investments+/+Insurances 1 07:57 00:00 07:57 00:00
3D+printer Industry+and+product+comprehensive 1 07:34 02:09 07:34 02:09

2013B11B20+Plusminus
gold+coins+from+the+supermarket Financial+Investments+/+Insurances 1 06:55 01:14 06:55 01:14
Hidden+risks+of+banking+regulations Financial+Investments+/+Insurances 1 08:03 00:00 08:03 00:00

2013B11B13+Plusminus

"Pay+what+you+want"+payment+model Food
Recreation+/+Culture+/+Leisure+/+Hotels+/+Restaurants

2 06:04 00:00 03:02 00:00

Financial+consequences+of+new+governmental+energy+
strategy+for+customer

Private+Engery+Consumption/+Water/+Electricity+/+Gas+/+Other+Fuels 1 06:25 00:00 06:25 00:00

2013B11B06+Plusminus
Deficits+in+certification+of+elevators Technical+and+Household+Equipment 1 08:59 01:27 08:59 01:27
Deficits+in+certification+of+gas+and+water+equipment+in+
private+households

Technical+and+Household+Equipment 1 06:01 01:39 06:01 01:39

defective+meat+production Food+/+Nutrition 1 06:43 01:29 06:43 01:29

2013B10B30+Plusminus
regional+food+from+the+supermarket Food+/+Nutrition 1 06:32 03:04 06:32 03:04
Banks+quit+contracts+with+too+high+interest+rates Financial+Investments+/+Insurances 1 07:17 00:00 07:17 00:00
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2014B03B21+Makro:+TTIP Food+/+Nutrition
Travelling+/+Transportation+(car)

2 27:48 05:05 13:54 02:33

2014B03B14+Makro:+single+clips+about+the+ecological+
foods+industry

Food+/+Nutrition 1 22:02 06:55 22:02 06:55

2014B01B10+Makro:+Oil+from+Saudi+Arabia Private+Engery+Consumption/+Water/+Electricity+/+Gas+/+Other+Fuels 1 28:16 00:00 28:16 00:00
2013B07B26+Makro:+Clothing+production Clothing+/+Textiles+/+Footwear 1 28:37 22:25 28:37 22:25
2013B11B08+Makro:+100%+cotton+B+Africa's+child+slaves Clothing+/+Textiles+/+Footwear 1 27:44 19:32 27:44 19:32

2013B09B20+Makro:+Lebensmittel+B+Über+den+Tellerrand Food+/+Nutrition
Financial+Investment+/+Insurances

2 27:07 16:22 13:33 08:11

2013B09B13+Makro:+single+clips+of+"Auslaufmodell+Auto"+
(The+future+of+the+car)

Travelling+/+Transportation 1 17:15 04:35 17:15 04:35

2013B10B25+Makro:+single+clips+of+"Wem+gehöhrt+der+
Markt?"+(Who+owns+the+market?)

Industry+and+product+comprehensive 1 17:56 00:00 17:56 00:00

2014B04B02+"Die+20+größten+Konsumsünden"+("20+
biggest+consumption+sins")

Industry+and+product+comprehensive 1 00:39 00:00 00:39 00:00

Toys 1 02:44 00:46 02:44 00:46
Recreation+/+Culture+/+Leisure+/+Restaurants+/+Hotels 1 02:39 00:31 02:39 00:31
Luxury+goods+(jewellery) 1 04:58 02:42 04:58 02:42
Recreation+/+Culture+/+Leisure+/+Restaurants+/+Hotels+(Fireworks) 1 01:52 00:19 01:52 00:19
Recreation+/+Culture+/+Leisure+/+Restaurants+/+Hotels+(Water+sports) 1 01:31 00:14 01:31 00:14
Recreation+/+Culture+/+Leisure+/+Restaurants+/+Hotels+(Animal+
husbandary)

1 02:18 00:13 02:18 00:13

Recreation+/+Culture+/+Leisure+/+Restaurants+/+Hotels+(Winter+sports) 1 03:23 00:54 03:23 00:54
Recreation+/+Culture+/+Leisure+/+Restaurants+/+Hotels+(Cut+flowers) 1 02:19 01:59 02:19 01:59
Cosmetics+/+Beauty 1 02:09 00:46 02:09 00:46
Clothing+/+Textiles+/+Footwear 1 03:05 01:40 03:05 01:40
Travelling+/+Transportation+(Flying) 1 02:55 00:44 02:55 00:44
Food+/+Nutrition+(alcohol) 1 02:24 00:00 02:24 00:00
Technical+and+Household+Equipment+(telephones) 1 02:51 00:18 02:51 00:18
Food+/+Nutrition+(meat) 1 04:12 02:59 04:12 02:59
Recreation+/+Culture+/+Leisure+/+Restaurants+/+Hotels+(television) 1 03:00 00:00 03:00 00:00
Food+/+Nutrition+(candies) 1 01:48 00:00 01:48 00:00
Travelling+/+Transportation+(car) 1 04:10 00:38 04:10 00:38
Food+/+Nutrition+(coffee) 1 03:04 01:02 03:04 01:02
Technical+and+Household+Equipment 1 04:10 01:56 04:10 01:56

2014B03B23+"Die+Deutschen+im+Kaufrausch"+("The+
Germans+and+their+buying+binge")

Clothing+/+Textiles+/+Footwear
Food+/+Nutrition
Cosmetics+/+Beauty

3 05:48 03:43 01:56 01:14

Food+/+Nutrition 1 04:37 03:45 04:37 03:45
Industry+and+product+comprehensive+(Amazon) 1 05:19 00:00 05:19 00:00
Technical+and+Household+Equipment+(wirkaufens.de) 1 05:21 00:07 05:21 00:07
Food+/+Nutrition 1 04:54 03:41 04:54 03:41

2013B12B19+"Konsumrausch"+("consumption+binge") Clothing+/+Textiles+/+Footwear 1 03:25 02:06 03:25 02:06
Consumption+patterns+of+children+/+youths:
Technical+and+Household+Equipment
Clothing+/+Textiles+/+Footwear
Food+/+Nutrition
Travelling+/+Transportation

4 24:37 19:14 06:09 04:49

Makro

Miscellaneous(shows(from(ZDF
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Page(1(of(4

# Code # Subcode Total(Appearance(
of(this(Subcode

Total(time(
Devoted(to(this(

Subode

Total(Appearance(
of(Critical(

Coverage(in(this(
Subcode

Sub=time(critical(
coverage(in(this(

Subcode

1 Introduction 2 Background(information(of(this(broadcast 55 39:55 1 00:33

3 Strategy(and(operations(of(company(or(specific(industry 1 Company(/(industry(structure,(ownership,(turnover,(business(model 36 22:42 0 00:00

3 Strategy(and(operations(of(company(or(specific(industry 2 Advertisement(/(marketing(strategy 30 25:01 1 00:25

3 Strategy(and(operations(of(company(or(specific(industry 10 Client(perception(of(quality(and(trust(in(the(brand 30 27:26 1 00:47

5 Quality(of(products(and(services 3 Product(/(service(test:(quality 25 00:30 0 00:00

19
Consumption(culture

(consumption(or(the(act(of(consumption(is(particularly(addressed)
1 Importance(of(consumerism(as(part(of(a(culture 25 21:42 5 06:36

3 Strategy(and(operations(of(company(or(specific(industry 13 Unethical(business(practices 22 26:22 1 01:03

12
Social(responsibility(of(company(/(industry(for(workers(and(communities(

in(the(supply(chain
2 Working(conditions(in(production(and(consequences(for(living(conditions 21 51:21 20 49:39

1 Introduction 3 Introduction(to(a(test(group(or(test(scenario 19 22:03 1 00:55

17 Transparency,(labelling,(certificates,(control 1
Responsibility(of(company(for(supply(chain:(transparent(supply(chains,(

control,(certificates,(labels
19 19:47 11 15:23

1 Introduction 1 Associations(of(customers(with(the(brand 17 27:15 0 00:00

3 Strategy(and(operations(of(company(or(specific(industry 4 Brand(portfolio 17 19:57 0 00:00

4 Pricing 4
Price(structure(of(products(and(perception(through(the(customer(in(

comparison(to(competition
17 01:17 0 00:00

10
General(claims(about(the(supply(chain(and(specific(place(of(raw(material(

extraction
12 Governmental(ways(to(handle(societal(issues 17 12:26 0 00:00

2 Conclusion 1 Summary(of(brand(test 16 13:02 1 02:23

10
General(claims(about(the(supply(chain(and(specific(place(of(raw(material(

extraction
1

Geographical(origin(and(specifics(of(production(site(/(place(of(raw(

material(extraction
15 15:15 1 02:32

9 Health(implications(of(product(consumption 5 Danger(for(health(through((excessive)(product(consumption 14 10:07 7 06:34

2 Conclusion 3 Link(to(get(further(information 13 07:36 1 00:19

4 Pricing 2 Price(mechanisms(/(calculation 13 15:19 5 04:17

2 Conclusion 2 Future(prospects 12 03:37 1 00:14

17 Transparency,(labelling,(certificates,(control 5
Certification(of(products(/(services:(process(of(certificate(permission(and(

its(deficits
12 17:41 2 04:11

14 Environmental(consequences(of(product(or(service((not(in(supply(chain) 1
Direct(environmental(pollution(through(product(consumption(or(its(

wasteZproducts
11 03:48 8 02:39

16 Suggested(alternatives(to(consume(more(sustainable 15 Practicality(of(consuming(alternative(/(more(sustainable(products 11 03:24 0 00:00

3 Strategy(and(operations(of(company(or(specific(industry 3 Target(group 10 08:27 0 00:00

6 Creation(of((additional)(needs(and(ways(to(foster(impulse(buying 1 Advertisement(/(marketing(strategy 10 08:34 3 01:13

3 Strategy(and(operations(of(company(or(specific(industry 14 Legal(consequences(of(unethical(business(practices 9 06:08 0 00:00

4 Pricing 9 Prices(that(foster(undesirable(behaviour 9 04:12 5 02:47

7 Innovations,(new(technology(/(processes 3 Prospects(of(new(technology(/(process 9 06:14 2 01:29

9 Health(implications(of(product(consumption 1
Advertisement(/(marketing(strategy:(health(and(customer(perception(of(

health
9 11:43 0 00:00

Data(Analysis(Z(Content(Analysis

First(15%(of(codes(according(to(frequency(=(15%(most(frequently(mentioned(codes
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(Research(Question(Two)

Page(2(of(4

4 Pricing 4
Price(structure(of(products(and(perception(through(the(customer(in(
comparison(to(competition

17 01:01:17 0 00:00

5 Quality(of(products(and(services 3 Product(/(service(test:(quality 25 01:00:30 0 00:00

12
Social(responsibility(of(company(/(industry(for(workers(and(communities(
in(the(supply(chain

2 Working(conditions(in(production(and(consequences(for(living(conditions 21 51:21 20 49:39

1 Introduction 2 Background(information(of(this(broadcast 55 39:55 1 00:33
3 Strategy(and(operations(of(company(or(specific(industry 10 Client(perception(of(quality(and(trust(in(the(brand 30 27:26 1 00:47
1 Introduction 1 Associations(of(customers(with(the(brand 17 27:15 0 00:00
3 Strategy(and(operations(of(company(or(specific(industry 13 Unethical(business(practices 22 26:22 1 01:03
3 Strategy(and(operations(of(company(or(specific(industry 2 Advertisement(/(marketing(strategy 30 25:01 1 00:25
3 Strategy(and(operations(of(company(or(specific(industry 1 Company(/(industry(structure,(ownership,(turnover,(business(model 36 22:42 0 00:00
1 Introduction 3 Introduction(to(a(test(group(or(test(scenario 19 22:03 1 00:55

19
Consumption(culture
(consumption(or(the(act(of(consumption(is(particularly(addressed)

1 Importance(of(consumerism(as(part(of(a(culture 25 21:42 5 06:36

3 Strategy(and(operations(of(company(or(specific(industry 4 Brand(portfolio 17 19:57 0 00:00

17 Transparency,(labelling,(certificates,(control 1
Responsibility(of(company(for(supply(chain:(transparent(supply(chains,(
control,(certificates,(labels

19 19:47 11 15:23

5 Quality(of(products(and(services 17 Service(test:(consulting(quality(of(sales(employees 5 19:28 0 00:00
5 Quality(of(products(and(services 4 Product(test:(gustation((in(comparison(to(competition) 7 19:10 0 00:00

17 Transparency,(labelling,(certificates,(control 5
Certification(of(products(/(services:(process(of(certificate(permission(and(
its(deficits

12 17:41 2 04:11

12
Social(responsibility(of(company(/(industry(for(workers(and(communities(
in(the(supply(chain

6 Child(labour 9 15:43 8 15:09

9 Health(implications(of(product(consumption 2 Product(/(service(test:(health 6 15:20 5 12:20
4 Pricing 2 Price(mechanisms(/(calculation 13 15:19 5 04:17

10
General(claims(about(the(supply(chain(and(specific(place(of(raw(material(
extraction

1
Geographical(origin(and(specifics(of(production(site(/(place(of(raw(
material(extraction

15 15:15 1 02:32

5 Quality(of(products(and(services 16 Product(test:(quality,(ingrediences,(taste(/(smell 5 13:50 2 12:11
3 Strategy(and(operations(of(company(or(specific(industry 11 Experiment:(physical(and(emotional(reaction(to(the(brand 4 13:29 0 00:00
2 Conclusion 1 Summary(of(brand(test 16 13:02 1 02:23

12
Social(responsibility(of(company(/(industry(for(workers(and(communities(
in(the(supply(chain

4
Working(conditions(in(supply(chain:(security(measures(to(protect(
employees'(lifes(and(health

9 12:54 8 12:29

10
General(claims(about(the(supply(chain(and(specific(place(of(raw(material(
extraction

12 Governmental(ways(to(handle(societal(issues 17 12:26 0 00:00

11
Social(responsibility(of(company(for(direct(employees(in(country(of(
operation((developed(and(developing(countries)

9 Empowerment(of(employees(through(works(council 7 12:08 6 10:54

9 Health(implications(of(product(consumption 1
Advertisement(/(marketing(strategy:(health(and(customer(perception(of(
health

9 11:43 0 00:00

3 Strategy(and(operations(of(company(or(specific(industry 7 Product(presentation(or(placement(in(salesroom 7 10:58 0 00:00
5 Quality(of(products(and(services 12 Product(test:(chemical(quality,(health 3 10:07 3 10:07
9 Health(implications(of(product(consumption 5 Danger(for(health(through((excessive)(product(consumption 14 10:07 7 06:34

All(codes(that(encompass(more(than(10(minutes(=(Subcodes(most(time(spend(on
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Dominant(Attributes(in(Overall(Coverage(and(Critical(Coverage

(Research(Question(Two)

Page(3(of(4

12
Social(responsibility(of(company(/(industry(for(workers(and(communities(

in(the(supply(chain
2 Working(conditions(in(production(and(consequences(for(living(conditions 21 51:21 20 49:39

17 Transparency,(labelling,(certificates,(control 1
Responsibility(of(company(for(supply(chain:(transparent(supply(chains,(

control,(certificates,(labels
19 19:47 11 15:23

12
Social(responsibility(of(company(/(industry(for(workers(and(communities(

in(the(supply(chain
4

Working(conditions(in(supply(chain:(security(measures(to(protect(

employees'(lifes(and(health
9 12:54 8 12:29

12
Social(responsibility(of(company(/(industry(for(workers(and(communities(

in(the(supply(chain
6 Child(labour 9 15:43 8 15:09

14 Environmental(consequences(of(product(or(service((not(in(supply(chain) 1
Direct(environmental(pollution(through(product(consumption(or(its(

wasteZproducts
11 03:48 8 02:39

9 Health(implications(of(product(consumption 5 Danger(for(health(through((excessive)(product(consumption 14 10:07 7 06:34

13
Environmental(implications(of(production(and(consequences(for(living(

conditions(of(workers(and(communities(in(the(supply(chain
1 Environmental(damage(resulting(from(raw(material(extraction 9 05:38 7 04:41

16 Suggested(alternatives(to(consume(more(sustainable 12 Conscious(renunciation 7 04:01 7 04:01

7 Innovations,(new(technology(/(processes 6
Available(alternatives(for(current(raw(material(usage(and(reasons(why(it(

is(not(used
6 05:28 6 05:28

11
Social(responsibility(of(company(for(direct(employees(in(country(of(

operation((developed(and(developing(countries)
5 Working(conditions(of(company(employees:(payment 7 06:01 6 05:29

11
Social(responsibility(of(company(for(direct(employees(in(country(of(

operation((developed(and(developing(countries)
9 Empowerment(of(employees(through(works(council 7 12:08 6 10:54

19
Consumption(culture

(consumption(or(the(act(of(consumption(is(particularly(addressed)
6 Overall(amount(of(consumption 8 03:39 6 02:48

4 Pricing 2 Price(mechanisms(/(calculation 13 15:19 5 04:17

4 Pricing 9 Prices(that(foster(undesirable(behaviour 9 04:12 5 02:47

9 Health(implications(of(product(consumption 2 Product(/(service(test:(health 6 15:20 5 12:20

10
General(claims(about(the(supply(chain(and(specific(place(of(raw(material(

extraction
5 Animal(husbandry:(ethical(considerations 7 05:26 5 04:25

16 Suggested(alternatives(to(consume(more(sustainable 1 Behaviour(in(the(supermarket(/(shop 7 02:35 5 02:14

16 Suggested(alternatives(to(consume(more(sustainable 14 Positive((sideZ)effects(of(alternative(ways(to(consume 5 07:12 5 07:12

17 Transparency,(labelling,(certificates,(control 6
Certification(of(products(/(services:(wrong(labelling(of(products(as(

organic(or(sustainable(
5 04:53 5 04:53

First(15%(of(codes(according(to(frequency(of(critical(coverage(=(15%(most(frequently(mentioned(critical(codes
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Dominant(Attributes(in(Overall(Coverage(and(Critical(Coverage

(Research(Question(Two)

Page(4(of(4

12
Social(responsibility(of(company(/(industry(for(workers(and(communities(

in(the(supply(chain
2 Working(conditions(in(production(and(consequences(for(living(conditions 21 51:21 20 49:39

17 Transparency,(labelling,(certificates,(control 1
Responsibility(of(company(for(supply(chain:(transparent(supply(chains,(

control,(certificates,(labels
19 19:47 11 15:23

12
Social(responsibility(of(company(/(industry(for(workers(and(communities(

in(the(supply(chain
6 Child(labour 9 15:43 8 15:09

12
Social(responsibility(of(company(/(industry(for(workers(and(communities(

in(the(supply(chain
4

Working(conditions(in(supply(chain:(security(measures(to(protect(

employees'(lifes(and(health
9 12:54 8 12:29

9 Health(implications(of(product(consumption 2 Product(/(service(test:(health 6 15:20 5 12:20

5 Quality(of(products(and(services 16 Product(test:(quality,(ingrediences,(taste(/(smell 5 13:50 2 12:11

11
Social(responsibility(of(company(for(direct(employees(in(country(of(

operation((developed(and(developing(countries)
9 Empowerment(of(employees(through(works(council 7 12:08 6 10:54

5 Quality(of(products(and(services 12 Product(test:(chemical(quality,(health 3 10:07 3 10:07

12
Social(responsibility(of(company(/(industry(for(workers(and(communities(

in(the(supply(chain
5 Market(power(of(company:(bargaining(with(supply(chain 4 09:50 4 09:50

12
Social(responsibility(of(company(/(industry(for(workers(and(communities(

in(the(supply(chain
7 Slavery(of(supply(chain(workers 2 09:46 2 09:46

11
Social(responsibility(of(company(for(direct(employees(in(country(of(

operation((developed(and(developing(countries)
6 Working(conditions(of(company(employees:(working(hours 4 09:29 3 08:46

11
Social(responsibility(of(company(for(direct(employees(in(country(of(

operation((developed(and(developing(countries)
2 Social(responsibility(of(company(throughout(history 1 08:29 1 08:29

16 Suggested(alternatives(to(consume(more(sustainable 14 Positive((sideZ)effects(of(alternative(ways(to(consume 5 07:12 5 07:12

11
Social(responsibility(of(company(for(direct(employees(in(country(of(

operation((developed(and(developing(countries)
4 Working(conditions(in(production(and(consequences(for(living(conditions 3 06:50 3 06:50

19
Consumption(culture

(consumption(or(the(act(of(consumption(is(particularly(addressed)
1 Importance(of(consumerism(as(part(of(a(culture 25 21:42 5 06:36

9 Health(implications(of(product(consumption 5 Danger(for(health(through((excessive)(product(consumption 14 10:07 7 06:34

13
Environmental(implications(of(production(and(consequences(for(living(

conditions(of(workers(and(communities(in(the(supply(chain
3

Effects(on(community:(Destruction(of(nature(or(anthroposphere(/(land(

use(change
4 06:22 3 06:04

11
Social(responsibility(of(company(for(direct(employees(in(country(of(

operation((developed(and(developing(countries)
5 Working(conditions(of(company(employees:(payment 7 06:01 6 05:29

7 Innovations,(new(technology(/(processes 6
Available(alternatives(for(current(raw(material(usage(and(reasons(why(it(

is(not(used
6 05:28 6 05:28

All(critical(codes(that(encompass(more(than(5(minutes(=(Critical(coverage(most(time(spend(on
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Appendix 6 
 
Content Analysis: 
Overview about all analysed TV shows and broadcasts 
Everything accessed between March or April – May 2014. 
 
 
Markencheck 
 
Ikea: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eDG9WacgSgw 
Ferrero: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=l4U9Vbpf2T8 
Aral: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=efn8d65r4HU 
Aldi: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=spQ5GE8uVzw 
Lidl: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bKDnQ-1WCN4 
McDonald: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Yp_Jdy-Nmpc 
H&M: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UHl15YO2yL0 
Media Markt: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9DgShYwnnjU 
Coca Cola: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ciGZQ_3FPI4 
DM: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lSexz_U9gGc 
Adidas: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7qOp2j1AlJo 
ADAC: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sOZfndCnJ_4 
TUI: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TtSvLjEpfh0 
Apple: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ywa8Y22GQzQ 
OBI & Bauhaus: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wgOQ0wvZqlc 
Nivea: http://mediathek.daserste.de/suche/15496108_der-nivea-
check?s=markencheck%20nivea&reiter=1 
 
 
Plusminus 
 
2014-03-19 Plusminus: 
http://mediathek.daserste.de/suche/20280122_-die-sendung-vom-19-maerz-2014-
?s=plusminus&reiter=1 
 
2014-03-12 Plusminus:  
http://www.daserste.de/information/wirtschaft-
boerse/plusminus/sendung/wdr/2014/sendung-vom-12032014-104.html 
 
http://www.daserste.de/information/wirtschaft-
boerse/plusminus/sendung/wdr/2014/sendung-vom-12032014-112.html 
 
http://www.daserste.de/information/wirtschaft-
boerse/plusminus/sendung/wdr/2014/sendung-vom-12032014-124.html 
 
2014-02-19 Plusminus: 
http://www.daserste.de/information/wirtschaft-boerse/plusminus/sendung/swr/2014/vitamin-
d-114.html 
 
http://www.daserste.de/information/wirtschaft-
boerse/plusminus/sendung/swr/2014/muelltrennung-102.html 
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2014-02-05 Plusminus: 
http://www.daserste.de/information/wirtschaft-boerse/plusminus/sendung/sr/2014/sendung-
vom-05022014-zuckerfalle-100.html 
 
http://www.daserste.de/information/wirtschaft-boerse/plusminus/sendung/sr/2014/sendung-
vom-05022014-bahnreform-100.html 
 
2014-01-29 Plusminus: 
http://www.daserste.de/information/wirtschaft-
boerse/plusminus/sendung/wdr/2014/sendung-vom-29012014-106.html 
 
2014-01-22 Plusminus: 
http://www.daserste.de/information/wirtschaft-
boerse/plusminus/sendung/mdr/2014/sendung-vom-22012014-108.html 
 
http://www.daserste.de/information/wirtschaft-
boerse/plusminus/sendung/mdr/2014/sendung-vom-22012014-112.html 
 
2014-01-15 Plusminus: 
http://www.daserste.de/information/wirtschaft-boerse/plusminus/sendung/hr/2014/thai-
massagen-100.html 
 
2014-01-08 Plusminus: 
http://www.daserste.de/information/wirtschaft-
boerse/plusminus/sendung/ndr/2014/mikroplastik-100.html 
 
http://www.daserste.de/information/wirtschaft-
boerse/plusminus/sendung/ndr/2014/kahlschlag-100.html 
 
2013-12-18 Plusminus: 
http://www.daserste.de/information/wirtschaft-
boerse/plusminus/sendung/br/2013/18122013-1-100.html 
 
http://www.daserste.de/information/wirtschaft-
boerse/plusminus/sendung/br/2013/18122013-3-100.html 
 
http://www.daserste.de/information/wirtschaft-
boerse/plusminus/sendung/br/2013/18122013-2-100.html 
 
http://www.daserste.de/information/wirtschaft-
boerse/plusminus/sendung/br/2013/18122013-4-100.html 
 
2013-12-11 Plusminus: 
http://www.daserste.de/information/wirtschaft-
boerse/plusminus/sendung/swr/2013/vertragstricks-100.html 
 
2013-11-27 Plusminus: 
http://www.daserste.de/information/wirtschaft-boerse/plusminus/sendung/sr/2013/sendung-
vom-27112013-100.html 
 
http://www.daserste.de/information/wirtschaft-boerse/plusminus/sendung/sr/2013/sendung-
vom-27112013-3-d-drucker-100.html 
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2013-11-20 Plusminus: 
http://www.daserste.de/information/wirtschaft-
boerse/plusminus/sendung/wdr/2013/sendung-vom-20112013-102.html 
 
http://www.daserste.de/information/wirtschaft-
boerse/plusminus/sendung/wdr/2013/sendung-vom-20112013-106.html 
 
2013-11-13 Plusminus: 
http://www.daserste.de/information/wirtschaft-
boerse/plusminus/sendung/mdr/2013/schnaeppchen-100.html 
 
http://www.daserste.de/information/wirtschaft-
boerse/plusminus/sendung/mdr/2013/strompreise-104.html 
 
2013-11-06 Plusminus: 
http://www.daserste.de/information/wirtschaft-
boerse/plusminus/sendung/ndr/2013/tuevzertifikate-100.html 
 
http://www.daserste.de/information/wirtschaft-
boerse/plusminus/sendung/ndr/2013/binnenmarkt-100.html 
 
http://www.daserste.de/information/wirtschaft-
boerse/plusminus/sendung/ndr/2013/gammelfleisch-102.html 
 
2013-10-30 Plusminus: 
http://www.daserste.de/information/wirtschaft-
boerse/plusminus/sendung/hr/2013/regionales-100.html 
 
http://www.daserste.de/information/wirtschaft-boerse/plusminus/sendung/hr/2013/satte-
zinsen-100.html 
 
 
Makro 
 
2014-03-21 Makro: 
http://www.zdf.de/ZDFmediathek#/beitrag/video/2118514/makroskop-
Freihandelsabkommen---kurz 
 
http://www.zdf.de/ZDFmediathek#/beitrag/video/2118512/Autoindustrie:-Vorteil-gesucht!-- 
 
http://www.zdf.de/ZDFmediathek#/beitrag/video/2118520/Agrarindustrie:-Angriff-der 
 
http://www.zdf.de/ZDFmediathek#/beitrag/video/2118536/Globaler-Handel:-Kampf-um-
Asien-- 
 
http://www.zdf.de/ZDFmediathek#/beitrag/video/2118538/Schiedsgerichte:-Im-Schatten-der 
 
http://www.zdf.de/ZDFmediathek#/beitrag/video/2118540/Interview-mit-Rolf-Langhammer 
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2014-03-14 Makro: 
http://www.zdf.de/ZDFmediathek#/beitrag/video/2111762/H%C3%B6festerben:-Vor-dem-
Aus---Warum 
 
http://www.zdf.de/ZDFmediathek#/beitrag/video/2112378/Milch-kontra-Gas---Konkurrenz-
durch 
 
http://www.zdf.de/ZDFmediathek#/beitrag/video/2112428/Wurst-mit-Gesicht---
Anst%C3%A4ndiges 
 
http://www.zdf.de/ZDFmediathek#/beitrag/video/2112694/Italien:-Bio 
 
http://www.zdf.de/ZDFmediathek#/beitrag/video/2112696/Interview-mit-Ulrich-
K%C3%B6pke 
 
http://www.zdf.de/ZDFmediathek#/beitrag/video/2112698/makroskop-Biobranche---kurz-
und-b%C3%BCndig 
 
2014-01-10 Makro: http://www.3sat.de/mediathek/?mode=play&obj=40730 
2013-07-26 Makro: http://www.3sat.de/mediathek/?mode=play&obj=27187 
2013-11-08 Makro: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ViFeMamGwds 
2013-09-20 Makro: 
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XAAtsraF5K0 
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5xFJH5aouMI 
 
2013-09-13 Makro: 
http://www.3sat.de/mediathek/?mode=play&obj=38388 
 
http://www.3sat.de/mediathek/?mode=play&obj=38383 
 
http://www.3sat.de/mediathek/?obj=38384 
 
http://www.3sat.de/mediathek/?obj=38386 
 
http://www.3sat.de/mediathek/?mode=play&obj=38387 
 
2013-10-25 Makro: 
http://www.zdf.de/ZDFmediathek#/beitrag/video/2014240/H%C3%BCter-des-fairen-
Wettbewerbs 
 
http://www.zdf.de/ZDFmediathek#/beitrag/video/2014244/D%C3%BCngemittel:-Krimi-im-
Kalikartell 
 
http://www.zdf.de/ZDFmediathek#/beitrag/video/2014232/makroskop-Kartelle 
 
http://www.zdf.de/ZDFmediathek#/beitrag/video/2014238/Interview-mit-Max-Otte 
 
http://www.zdf.de/ZDFmediathek#/beitrag/video/2014242/USA:-Hochzeit-am-Himmel 
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Miscellaneous Shows from ZDF 
 
2014-04-02 "Die 20 größten Konsumsünden" ("20 biggest consumption sins"): 
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3-P88paN9I8 
 
2014-03-23 "Die Deutschen im Kaufrausch" ("The Germans and their buying binge"): 
http://www.zdf.de/ZDFmediathek#/beitrag/video/2116636/Die-Deutschen-im-Kaufrausch 
 
2013-12-19 "Konsumrausch" ("consumption binge"): 
http://www.zdf.de/ZDFmediathek#/beitrag/video/2055114/Konsumrausch---nano-spezial-
vom-19... 
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Appendix 7 
 
Expert Interviews: Exemplary Introductory Part of an Email 
Interview 
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Expert Interviews: Translated Email Interviews and Transcribed 
and Translated Skype Interview 
 
 

Interview I  (Email) 
 
Initial questions send via email: 5th March 2014 
Initial answer received via email: 27th March 2014 
Follow-up questions send via email: 2nd April 2014 
Answers on follow-up received via email:  - - - 
 
Name: Interview partner 1 
Official profession and organizational unit of employment (Please clarify shortly if neces-
sary): media research at ZDF 
 
 
1) What is according to your professional opinion the role of media in our democratic 
society? 
[1]  Through the production and distribution of its supplied products and services it is the role of 
media to be the medium and multiplier / facilitator (?)1 of the process of free, individual and pub-
lic opinion making. Thus, media facilitates the fulfilment of a society’s democratic, social and 
cultural needs. 
[2]  Public service broadcasting in particular has to provide an encompassing overview about the 
international, European, national and regional occurrences in all relevant areas of life with its 
product portfolio. 
[3]  Thereby, the channels are supposed to foster international understanding, European integra-
tion as well as the societal solidarity among the German federal government and its federal states. 
[4, 5, 6]  Their offered portfolio is supposed to serve education, information, advice and enter-
tainment. 
[7]  In particular, they have to offer broadcasts concerning culture. 
[8]  Also amusement should comply with the profile of a public service good. 
[9, 10]   By fulfilling its assigned duty, public service broadcasting has to follow the principles of 
objectivity and impartiality of its reporting, diversity of opinion as well as balance of its portfolio. 
 
 
2) What is particularly the role of the public service broadcasting institution you are 
working for in the German society? 
As institutions of the public service broadcasting, the ZDF and its channels and programmes 
have to provide an encompassing overview about the international, European, national and re-
gional occurrences in all relevant areas of life with its product portfolio. Thereby, the channels 
are supposed to foster international understanding, European integration as well as the societal 
solidarity among the German federal government and its federal states. Their offered portfolio is 
supposed to serve education, information, advice and entertainment. In particular, they have to 
offer broadcasts concerning culture. Also amusement should comply with the profile of a public 
service good. By fulfilling its assigned duty, the ZDF as a public service broadcasting institution 
has to follow the principles of objectivity and impartiality of its reporting, diversity of opinion as 
well as balance of its portfolio.2 

                                                
1 Please note that the translation could not be verified in this aspect, as the interview partner did not reply to the 
follow up questions given below. 
2 The answer to question 2 will not be considered for the coding as the interview partner copied his answer from 
question 1 by replacing single words only. 
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3) What are the responsibilities towards citizens that the public service broadcasting 
channels have to fulfil in Germany? 
Compare 1) and 2) 
 
 
4) In how far do you agree that the public service broadcasting institutions in Germany 
generally are an actor to enforce a critical discussion about contemporary consumption? 
[11]  Public service broadcasting institutions do not have the task to initiate or foster a debate 
concerning a political or societal issue as a matter of principle. 
[12]  A public service channel is a medium that depicts the reality according to journalistic crite-
ria. 
 
 
(Please name alternative institutions in case you disagree that public service broadcast-
ing is an actor in this change process.) 
???? 
 
 
5) In how far do you think your broadcasting institution should and can influence a para-
digm change in consumerism in the German society? 
[13]  It is not the task of a public service broadcaster to influence a society towards a political or 
societal direction. 
[14]  All results of media effect studies show, that a society does not respond to such an influ-
ence. 
 
 
6) Which tools or ways does your broadcasting institution have to influence such a debate 
around consumerism? 
(Please feel free to elaborate according to the assumption that a paradigm change con-
sists of firstly more socially and environmentally just consumption, secondly reduced 
overall amounts of private consumption and thirdly, a decoupling of materialism and 
consumerism.) 
[15]  As the ZDF does not intend to do so, the channel does not apply any respective instru-
ments or concrete tools. 
 
 
7) Do you think your broadcasting institution currently influences a public debate con-
cerning critical consumerism? 
(If you think they influence a debate please elaborate on how they do it. If you think your 
broadcasting institution does not influence the debate, feel free to explain why not.) 
Compare question 1 and 2. 
 
 
8) Do you think your broadcasting institution has a responsibility towards the German 
citizens to engage or even foster a discussion concerning sustainable consumerism? 
(Please elaborate on why they have a responsibility or not. If they do not have a responsi-
bility according to your professional opinion please explain who is responsible instead.)  
Compare question 1 and 2. 
 
 
9) Which obstacles do you see that might hinder an involvement of your public service 
broadcasting institution in an aspired paradigm shift in consumerism? 
Compare question 1 and 2. 
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10) Are there any disadvantages your public service broadcasting institution would expe-
rience in case they would enforce a critical discussion around consumerism? 
Compare question 1 and 2. 
 
 
11) According to your opinion, what exactly must happen in order to increase the pres-
ence of the topic of sustainable consumption or even reduced consumption on the media 
agenda? 
Compare question 1 and 2. 
 
 
Follow-up Questions3 
 
In your answer to question 1 you state that media is supposed to be “the medium and multiplier 
/ facilitator (?) of the process of free, individual and public opinion making”. Could you please 
elaborate in order to clarify what you specifically mean with this phrasing? 
 
In your answer to question 1 and 2 you say that the programme of the ZDF should cover “all 
relevant areas of life”. Which areas of life do think about specifically? In how far is contemporary 
consumption as well as its consequences for individual and societal well-being also a “relevant 
area of life”? 
 
You stated that among other things, education, information and advice are essential functions of 
a public service broadcaster. Especially when it comes to issues that are closely connected to pri-
vate consumerism (e.g. ecological and social conditions of production sites or product disposal), 
the consequences of individual buying decisions are not directly tangible for the consumer. Ra-
ther, a transparent and diverse coverage and distribution of information is required, which will in 
fact lead to education of and advice for the consumer and citizen and will foster international 
interrelations concerning consumerism. 
In how far does a debate about contemporary consumption (naturally considering all journalistic 
criteria), not meet the requirement profile of the public service broadcasters that you describe 
above? 
 
 
  

                                                
3 Please note that interview partner 1 did not come back to the researcher to answer the follow up questions. 
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Interview II  (Email) 
 
Initial questions send via email: 3rd April 2014 
Initial answer received via email: 5th April 2014 
Follow-up questions send via email: 6th April 2014 
Answers on follow-up received via email: 6th April 2014 
 
Name: Interview partner 2 
Official profession and organizational unit of employment 
(Please clarify shortly if necessary): Management function in the daily news show “Tagesschau“ – 
Thus, I can only answer your questions from the perspective of a news show-chief 
 
 
1) What is according to your professional opinion the role of media in our democratic 
society? 
[1]  Central aspects are the variety of opinions and an encompassing offer of programmes. 
 
 
2) What is particularly the role of the public service broadcasting institution you are 
working for in the German society? 
[2]  “Tagesschau“ is by far the most watched news show in German television. 
 
 
3) What are the responsibilities towards citizens that the public service broadcasting 
channels have to fulfil in Germany? 
[3, 4]  “Tagesschau“ bears a great responsibility. The show has to inform citizens comprehensive-
ly and in an objective manner. 
 
 
4) In how far do you agree that the public service broadcasting institutions in Germany 
generally are an actor to enforce a critical discussion about contemporary consumption? 
(Please name alternative institutions in case you disagree that public service broadcast-
ing is an actor in this change process.) 
[5]  A news show cannot initiate or enforce a debate. However, as it reports all newsworthy is-
sues, it may also report about a debate concerning consumption patterns that is present in the 
society or in politics. 
 
 
5) In how far do you think your broadcasting institution should and can influence a para-
digm change in consumerism in the German society? 
[6]  It is not our task to influence a paradigm change in consumerism. It would be our task to 
cover the topic in our show, as soon as it gets newsworthy. 
 
 
6) Which tools or ways does your broadcasting institution have to influence such a debate 
around consumerism? 
(Please feel free to elaborate according to the assumption that a paradigm change con-
sists of firstly more socially and environmentally just consumption, secondly reduced 
overall amounts of private consumption and thirdly, a decoupling of materialism and 
consumerism.) 
[7]  As mentioned before, an editorial department as ours, would not try to influence such a de-
bate. But we would try to depict societal changes and debates about changes in our show. 
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7) Do you think your broadcasting institution currently influences a public debate con-
cerning critical consumerism? 
(If you think they influence a debate please elaborate on how they do it. If you think your 
broadcasting institution does not influence the debate, feel free to explain why not.) 
[8]  Definitely not our editorial department.  
 
 
8) Do you think your broadcasting institution has a responsibility towards the German 
citizens to engage or even foster a discussion concerning sustainable consumerism? 
(Please elaborate on why they have a responsibility or not. If they do not have a responsi-
bility according to your professional opinion please explain who is responsible instead.)  
[9]  Not we as a news show. 
 
 
9) Which obstacles do you see that might hinder an involvement of your public service 
broadcasting institution in an aspired paradigm shift in consumerism? 
[10]  I can not see any obstacles for the public service broadcasters in general. Of course, not 
with the intention to initiate a paradigm shift, but 
[11]  by informing comprehensively and impartially about the topic and by constantly reporting 
about the on-going and increasingly evolving debate. 
[12]  They will therefore make a contribution that citizens give thought about a paradigm change. 
 
 
10) Are there any disadvantages your public service broadcasting institution would expe-
rience in case they would enforce a critical discussion around consumerism? 
[13]  As we are only the mirror of political and societal debates, that take place in reality, we can 
not be involved actively. 
 
 
11) According to your opinion, what exactly must happen in order to increase the pres-
ence of the topic of sustainable consumption or even reduced consumption on the media 
agenda? 
[14]  You have to put the issue on the agenda! Congresses, events, experts who declare their 
opinion loudly in public – all this would ensure that a topic will become tangible in the public and 
initiate or strengthen a debate about it. And thus it will be a topic for media – also for news 
shows. 
 
 
Follow-up Questions 
 
12) I definitely see your point in mainly referring to your own news show and I under-
stand that news shows are especially tied to depicting real events by the consideration of 
newsworthiness. However, allow me the question how citizens should gain certain in-
formation about the grievances and intangible harms of consumerism if not by media? 
[15]  Information concerning grievances of consumption and possible harms of course  have to 
be part of news shows. What I am meaning is that it is not the task of news shows to initiate or 
push debates. News shows such as “Tagesschau“ have to report about occurring debates con-
cerning this topic self-evidently.  
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13) According to your personal opinion, in how far are other shows of the public service 
broadcasting more obliged to illuminate facts surrounding consumerism as they are the 
only medium for citizens with such a huge outreach and therefore impact on their atten-
tion? 
[16]  I indeed evaluate this as a task of the public service broadcasters – with the reasonably im-
partiality and fairness of the coverage. Manifold “pipes“ are available: To start with consumer 
magazines (“Markt”, “WISO”, “Plusminus”, “Ratgeber”), also news magazines (“Tagesthemen”, 
“Nachtmagazin”, “heute-journal”, “heute nacht”) and finally “more diverse” magazine formats 
such as “Mittagsmagazin”. 
 
 
14) Also I would appreciate if you could elaborate on question 9 and shortly describe why 
you don’t see any obstacles for an involvement. 
See above (Added part of the answer in grey colour). 
 
 
 

Interview III  (Email) 
 
Initial questions send via email: 15th April 2014 
Initial Answer received via email: 16th April 2014 
Follow-up questions send via email: 17th April 2014 
Answers on follow-up received via email: 22nd April 2014 
 
Name: Interview partner 3 
Official profession and organizational unit of employment (Please clarify shortly if neces-
sary): Editorial Management “Makro“ on 3sat 
 
 
1) What is particularly the role of the 3sat, the public service broadcasting institution you 
are working for in the German society? 
[1]  [. . .] As a public service broadcasting channel, the assigned programme of 3sat contributes to 
information, education 
[2]  and the cultural diversity in our society. 
 
 
2) In how far do you agree that the public service broadcasting institutions in Germany 
generally are an actor to enforce a critical discussion about contemporary consumption? 
(Please name alternative institutions in case you disagree that public service broadcast-
ing is an actor in this change process.) 
[3]  3sat is as a public service medium part and platform of the public value discourse. 
[4]  Thereby, the assigned programme is first of all supposed to be fulfilled by sound information 
and a sophisticated portraiture of the public debate 
[5]  and diversity of opinion in the Federal Republic, 
[6] not necessarily by an instructional position. In this manner, 3sat also covers and discusses 
issues of the consumption behaviour. 
 
 
3) In how far do you think the public service broadcasting institutions can influence a 
paradigm change in consumerism in the German society? 
[7]  See answer to question 2: Through information, diversity of opinion 
[8]  and the illustration of alternatives 
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4) Which tools or ways does your broadcasting institution have to influence such a debate 
around consumerism? 
(Please feel free to elaborate according to the assumption that a paradigm change con-
sists of firstly more socially and environmentally just consumption, secondly reduced 
overall amounts of private consumption and thirdly, a decoupling of materialism and 
consumerism.) 
[9]  A channel such as 3sat can covers facts or findings in magazines, discussion formats or doc-
umentaries (e.g. consequences for the environment), 
[10]  present and compare positions and opinions (e.g. consumption critics or economists) 
[11]  and depict alternatives (e.g. film portraits of dropouts or alternative projects). 
[12]  Not at least, the tools of television (picture, audio, cut) offer the chance to enable emotional 
access to these subject areas, which facilitates the understanding of complex relations. 
 
 
5) Do you think your broadcasting institution 3sat has a responsibility towards the Ger-
man citizens to engage or even foster a discussion concerning sustainable consumerism? 
(Please elaborate on why they have a responsibility or not. If they do not have a responsi-
bility according to your professional opinion please explain who is responsible instead.)  
[13]   [. . .] This implies to depict relevant, current societal debates and illustrate perspectives for 
the future. In this sense it is part of the mandate, that 3sat also depicts the debate concerning 
sustainable consumption. 
 
 
6) Do you think your show “Makro” currently influences a public debate concerning crit-
ical consumerism? 
(If you think they influence a debate please elaborate on how they do it. If you think your 
broadcasting institution does not influence the debate, feel free to explain why not.) 
[14]  [. . .]  We have depicted the developments in the area of consumerism and worldwide trade 
in various shows of “Makro“. 
[15]  Magazines such as “Konsumhunger weltweit” (“Consumption hunger worldwide”), “Glob-
aler Handelskrieg” (“Global trade war”) or shows about the emerging nations illuminate the rela-
tions between consumption, resource usage and –distribution. Documentaries like “Nähen bis 
zum Umfallen” (“Sewing until collapsing”) and “Die Preislüge” (“The price lie”) show the true 
production circumstances and  costs of our textiles. 
[16]  In June we will realize a magazine-show called “Konsum- Nein, Danke!” (“Consumption – 
No, Thank you!”). Thereby, we will present people, who do not evaluate consumption as that 
important any more, because e.g. time autonomy or even a life with less stuff makes them more 
happy than pure possession. 
[17]  And we will discuss the question with economists, if a renunciation of consumption endan-
gers our economy, as often claimed. 
[18]  After the show our audience can chat with our studio guest/s, which is typically very active-
ly used as a discussion forum. 
 
 
7) “Makro” illuminates very intensively the global relationships between people and the 
economy. Do you think that the consequences of private consumption are already made 
visible for the audience of “Makro”, in a way that citizens reflect and maybe even change 
their consumption behaviour? 
[19]  It is our task to create a basis for an own opinion, position and a self-determined, aware 
acting through sound information. [. . .] 
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8) Is a critical consideration of the topic of consumption anchored in the aims / the 
strategy / the agenda of “Makro”? 
[20]  No, not exactly. Our mission statement follows the idea to give orientation in the global 
jungle of economics and depict economic relationships. Part of this is of course also to broach 
the issue of the private resource usage. 
 
 
9) In my analysis I made the observation that “Makro” already covers the issue of “pri-
vate consumption” in a very critical way. In how far can you follow this observation? Did 
something change about the argumentation of the show considering consumerism over 
the last couple of years? 
[21]  [. . .] Thereby, “Makro” reflects of course -since the financial crisis- an overall significantly 
more critical view of the public on economic enterprises and economic developments. 
 
 
10) Which obstacles do you see that might hinder an involvement of your public service 
broadcasting institution in an aspired paradigm shift in consumerism? 
[22]  The public service broadcasters have to depict the complexity of the topic and may not fo-
cus on one side of the opinion only. It is our journalistic challenge to also publish uncomfortable 
truths and to depict complex relationships not too simplified. 
[23]  Not all ecological or global problems can be solved through a renunciation of private con-
sumption.  [. . .]  
[24] These relationships are difficult to transport, but have to be displayed by the channels. 
[25]  Thereby it is relevant to attract the audiences’ interest e.g. also for the consequences of our 
consumption behaviour outside of Germany.  
 
 
11) Are there any disadvantages your public service broadcasting institution 3sat or your 
show “Makro” would experience in case they would enforce a critical discussion around 
consumerism? 
[26]  If “Makro“ would position itself with a strong opinion and invite for a debate, this would 
always have a polarizing moment. 
[27] Especially because economics is embossed by strong schools of thought, that partly diamet-
rically are in opposition to each other. Therefore, you are always exposed to the accusation of 
concentrating too much to one specific position or school of thought. However, this counts for 
critical journalism in general and is no disadvantage for the show in my opinion. 
[28]  The prerequisite stays: the coverage is well-grounded, transparent and well argued. 
 
 
12) According to your opinion, what exactly must happen in order to increase the pres-
ence of the topic of sustainable consumption or even reduced consumption on the media 
agenda? 
[29]  Rethinking can only be initiated in society as a whole.  [. . .]  The discussion about it has to 
be conducted in all societal institutions and cannot be allocated to a single person or politics only. 
Here also educational institutions, associations and other interest groups have to be included. 
[30]  Media has a reporting function here, to serve as a medium for information 
[31]  and a platform for discussion. 
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Follow-up question 
 
13) If I interpret it correctly, you describe in your answer to question 12, that a paradigm 
change in the society induces transformation, which can in turn be supported by other 
institutions (e.g. educational institutions) and politics and shall be accompanied by a 
balanced coverage and information distribution of media. However, agenda setting theo-
ry presupposes that media can actively induce such a change through its power position 
in the society. The media agenda would set the public agenda and the political agenda in 
turn. What do you think about this approach from your practical point of view? 
[32]  I would like to make a difference between agenda and paradigm change. One can condition 
the other, but a significant paradigm change is not only a response to a media or political agenda, 
but is induced more complex, e.g. through changed conditions of life, working or consumption. 
[33]  For instance the voluntary renunciation from consumption is maybe more often discussed 
in media and in public in comparison to the past, however for a “Hartz 4-family” this topic is still 
far from life-reality and will most certainly not induce a paradigm change. 
[34]  Therefore, I tried to differentiate that media can influence the public / political / … agenda 
but this would not lead necessarily to a larger paradigm change in society. 
 
 
 

Interview IV  (Skype) 
 
Initial questions send via email: 9th April 2014 
Interview via Skype: 17th April 2014 
Duration approximately 38 minutes 
Transcription between 20th April and 27th April 2014 
Translation conducted: 28th April 2014 
 
Name: Interview partner 4 
Official profession and organizational unit of employment 
(Please clarify shortly if necessary): Management function in the consumer magazine “Auto – 
Reise – Verkehr“ (ARD, SWR) 
 
The interviewee had access to the questions beforehand, which explains links to mentioned nu-
merations of questions. 
 
Hint in the beginning of the interview: 
“What I tell you is my personal opinion, which has general consensus in my editorial department 
–at least in wide parts- and is basis for many decisions, because it is indeed consensus.” 
 
 
What is particularly the role of the public service broadcasting institution ARD / SWR 
you are working for in the German society, very generally? 
 
[1]  Well, I think it is about [. . .] the things we are committed to according to the “Staatsvertrag” 
(“governmental agreement”). So, it is important to us to inform independently, to educate and 
classify the relevant issues of the society. 
 
In how far do you agree that the public service broadcasting institutions in Germany 
generally are an actor to initiate or enforce a critical discussion about contemporary con-
sumption? So, what do you think about this topic in general? 
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[2]  [. . .] Whenever consumption patterns reduce, change, influence the evolvement of the indi-
vidual, and I specifically consider the environmental aspect here, in this case I think we do have a 
role. Or when consumers have to be protected from wrong products, tricks of the producer / 
seller or a poor relation of price and outcome and similar things, then we also have a role in this 
case. 
[. . .] 
[3]  We do not have the function [. . .] to state targets within the society, but we have to address 
issues. We also have to address side-topics, hidden ones, that are important, 
[4]  but we can not dictate people how they have to behave. That is difficult. 
[5]  So, it has something to do with independence. And our independence also implies [. . .] that 
we can not be associated with anything, also not with a good cause. [. . .] 
 
So, detachedness, but you also say that if an issue is relevant for the general public, then 
you strive to display it from various perspectives and if necessary you will also name the 
negative aspects. 
 
[6]  Exactly, but we would not dictate how people should consume in which way in an ideological 
manner. [. . .] 
 
If you say “not dictate” - Which instruments and tools and ways does your editorial de-
partment have to influence such a debate around materialism? 
 
[7]  [. . .] We certainly have the possibility of news coverage, this is the critical instrument. [. . .] 
[8]  We do not want to influence 
[9]  but we want to display developments, causes and effects and make relationships transparent. 
[10]  Forming an opinion about it has to be done by the audience itself. 
[11]  But picking up important topics that have a societal relevance by saying “These are the rela-
tionships, 
[12]  these are the guilty parties, 
[11]  this is how it looks like, the result of this is that, these are the consequences.” All this is our 
task. 
[13]  But saying “You are therefore not allowed to do this and that” or “You should do it like this 
or that” – Here it is getting difficult, I think this is not our task any more. 
 
How do you think it is in reality at the moment, in practice? So, is SWR / ARD influenc-
ing in a way you have just described it or would you identify need for improvement here? 
 
[14]  Well yes, we are doing it the way I have described it. So, we are practicing it this way for 
example [. . .] in the environmental field. [. . .] Considering the environment, we are doing a lot 
here, but also in social issues. [. . .] 
[15]  If you write “Reduction of the overall amount of consumption” I have to say that we are 
focussing only rarely on this aspect. Maybe more considering things like saving fuel, what kind of 
tricks and possibilities do exist there, what kind of technical alternatives are available. Also in the 
context of what kind of unnecessary products do exist such as gadgets that increase the price in 
the area of automobiles unnecessarily. But not so to say from an ideological perspective like “We 
want you to generally consume less”. 
[16]  This is somehow not our task, but the task is more in a way to classify things. [. . .] 
[17]  The same accounts for the aspect decoupling of materialism and consumption, which you 
have described in the third question. Here I would have said too yes 
[18]  but more in the manner of quality instead of quantity, advisory, something like this. 
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I understood in many parts of what you have just said that the communication of con-
suming less is present in many parts and many topics, such as the mobility of elderly or 
also buying an unnecessary product. While it all adds to the issue, I understand neverthe-
less your position that you indicate that it is not primarily your task. During my analysis I 
wondered why not. Isn’t it in the long run more meaningful for consumers or for citizens 
not to buy certain products due to the consequences of private consumption, in compari-
son to the short-term savings the consumer gains and that are still often covered in arti-
cles? 
 
[19]  Yes, that is true, but it is not our task to dictate the society the direction of its development, 
I think. 
[20]  But it is our function to address a topic, also if it is an issue that is not widely put focus on, 
that is not mainstream. Then it is even and particularly our function, absolutely clear. 
[21]  If we recognize the meaning for many people, then it is our task. Then it is our task to ad-
dress the topic, clarify the development, 
[22]  name the responsible people, 
[23]  depict background information and show the consequences. 
[24]  But it is not our task to demonstrate a society what it is supposed to do with it after all 
[25]  but here I would really say that it is [. . .] the education, which is relevant. 
[26]  Not the dictation what a consequence of action is required [. . .]. 
 
[At this point the conversation was interrupted by insufficient Internet connection.] 

 
[. . .] 
 
[At this point the conversation was interrupted by insufficient Internet connection.] 

 
[. . .] You have just said and I acknowledge your position here, that it is not your task, 
that you do not consider it as your role as media to actively take part [in the change pro-
cess], but instead to be the mirror through your argumentation. Do you have an institu-
tion in mind that could be in the position to actively stimulate or initiate the issue instead 
of media? 
 
[At this point the conversation was interrupted by insufficient Internet connection.] 

 
[27]  [. . .] Well, I want to clarify that I do not evaluate us as having a passive role. It is not about 
waiting what others will do. [. . .] 
[28]  But it does not work to smart alecly dictate the society things that we think are true. 
[29]  Instead topics simply have to reach the relevance criteria and this certainly is the case with 
consumption. 
[30]  Picking up these relevant topics by clarifying the background and thus establishing the pos-
sibility that spectators can build their own opinion. This is for me journalistically an important 
aspect. 
 
Okay, I understand. 
 
[. . .] 
 
[. . .] Which obstacles or challenges do you see that might hinder an involvement of pub-
lic service broadcasting institution more generally in an aspired paradigm shift in private 
consumerism? 
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[31]  Well, as I said: Debating yes, proselytising no. [. . .]  
 
[. . .] Have you recognized a trend over the last couple of years in your editorial depart-
ment, considering consumption topics and its argumentation? [. . .] 
[32]  Actually not consciously. 
[33]  [Relevance as the most important argument for a coverage]. 
[34]  And relevance implies that the covered problem either has a crucial, existential meaning for 
a few people or a less impactful meaning but then for many people. [. . .] And of course, an im-
pactful meaning for many people automatically leads to relevance. [. . .] 
[35]  [Price is not the leading factor] 
[32] But I have not recognized a relocation or change in the argumentation line over the last five 
or six years. [. . .] 
[36]  [journalistic independence] 
 
Do you see any disadvantage for a public service broadcasting institution such as SWR or 
ARD that might follow their critical coverage about consumerism? 
 
[37]  [. . .] No. [. . .] We attend to those topics, but we do not dictate “You are not allowed to buy 
mobile phones any more”. 
[38]  But we say that you should know about where the stuff comes from and what implies our 
consumerism here for other people somewhere else. You simply have to know these things as a 
consumer and politically interested person. 
[37]  But we do not conclude “Don’t buy a mobile phone ever again in your life!”. [. . .] Everyone 
please has to make own conclusions. [. . .] 
 
[At this point the conversation was interrupted by insufficient Internet connection.] 

 
You have pointed it out a couple of times already, but what exactly has to happen to in-
crease the presence of the topic of critical consumption or even reduced private con-
sumption on the media agenda? 
 
[39]  Well, I have the impression- I am not totally sure- that the topic is still discussed in elitist 
circles only. And if someone is interested in increasing the awareness, the topic has to leave those 
elitist circles of course. 
[40]  Media certainly has a function here to clarify “Come on, maybe it’s worth to think about 
this issue”. 
[41]  But then the society has to have the will. 
[42]  It has to develop a worthiness of being discussed and it has to meet an interest in the socie-
ty. 
[43]  Only then something can leave these elitist circles, that proselytise each other, although they 
are convinced already. 
 
Could you please briefly explain again what you exactly mean with elitist circles? 
 
[44]  Well, I do not have the impression that the wider mass of the public really thinks about if 
the amount of their consumption is actually right. And if this is really proper for the future of this 
planet considering a wider perspective. I think this already exists in the field of the environment 
and that it increasingly exists in the area of food. But if I understood you correctly, you more 
consider a meta-level, a more fundamental theoretical discourse level. And on this level I think it 
is rather an intellectual discussion. [. . .] 
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Let us briefly stay here, you have just said something has to develop a “worthiness of 
being discussed”. What do you mean exactly? So, when would something be worth to be 
discussed? 
 
[45]  Well, that is what I mean with picking up the background. [. . .] These are specific aspects 
where it becomes clear, that it develops a worthiness of being discussed, which is what is sudden-
ly very precisely connected with the daily life of people. [. . .] 
[46]  I believe that it is difficult to argue [. . .] top down by considering a truth that is morally 
identified and then conclude an imperative for action. This is according to my view difficult and I 
do not believe that [. . .] it is right either, 
[47]  but –and this is my very own opinion- I believe it is stronger, journalistically stronger at 
least, to illuminate the background of the normal daily life 
[48]  and then people have to draw individual conclusions. 
[49]  Of course, our films have an attitude, that is not what it is about. [. . .] 
[50]  But I think that we should not dictate people [. . .] what they have to think. [. . .] 
[51]  And of course, it can be stated clearly which feelings the author had or which cognition he 
gained. [. . .] 
[52]  It is my task to pick up issues, which I believe are relevant. And issues that are relevant ac-
cording to testable criteria, because they have an implication for many people for example. 
[53]  And those have to be illuminated in a manner that as many people as possible understand 
them and are able to form their own opinion about it. 
 
 
[The conversation was finalized, the interview was appreciated and last organizational arrange-
ments were discussed, such as the transcript and its translation.] 
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Expert Interviews: Data Analysis 
 
 
Questions and Possible Codes Guiding the Data Analysis 
 
 
1) What are the functions of public service broadcasting in a democratic society? 
1A) Surveillance of the socio-political environment to identify potential threats and opportunities 
1B) Objective reporting on current issues 
1C) Ensure variety of viewpoints 
1D) Help society to clarify its objectives and manage itself 
1E) Education of citizens: summarizing and allocating information 
1F) Education of citizens: incentives for citizens to learn, choose & engage in political processes  
1G) Platform for dialogue between power holders and audience  
1H) Demand accountability of holders of power  
1I) Respect for the audience and understand their concerns and political environment  
1J) Entertainment / amusement 
1K) Transmit social heritage through social norms, values and identities 
1L) Secure a huge outreach of the coverage 
 
 
2) Which role do the interviewed public service broadcasting institutions ascribe them-

selves in the paradigm shift towards sustainable consumption, claimed by “hetero-
dox economics”? 

2A) Mover of change: active facilitator of the public discourse 
2B) Mirror of change: passive role of covering issues of consumerism when they appear relevant 
for society 
2C) They ascribe themselves a role but limit their possibility to induce change 
2D) They do not consider it as their task to have a role in societal change processes 
2E) No role at all in the paradigm shift 
2F) The interviewed show considers others shows of the channel to be an active facilitator 
 
 
3) Which tools or ways does German public service broadcasting consider having to 

facilitate a public discourse about consumerism? 
3A) Setting the own agenda and actively pushing the debate 
3B) Coverage of relationships and backgrounds that concern consumerism issues when news-
worthy topics come up 
3C) Reporting about the debate about consumerism 
3D) Displaying alternatives to contemporary consumption 
3E) Demand accountability from power holders 
3F) Provide a platform for dialogue between power holders and audience 
3G) Be a good role model and speak about it 
3H) Stylistic means to facilitate emotional connection to the issue 
3I) No tool or ways 
 

 
4) Does German public service broadcasting currently influence a public debate con-

cerning critical consumerism? 
4A) Public service broadcasting / the respective show does actively influence a debate 
4B) Public service broadcasting / the respective show does passively influence a debate 
4C) Public service broadcasting / the respective show does not influence a debate 
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5) Has German public service broadcasting the ability and thus power to facilitate a 
paradigm shift in consumerism as claimed by “heterodox economics”? 

5A) The institutions have the power to influence a paradigm shift 
5B) The institutions do not have the necessary influence 
5C) The institutions have influence on the media agenda but not on the public agenda or policy 
agenda 
5D) The institutions may encourage people to start thinking about the issues of consumerism 
 
 
6) Which consequences might face the German public service broadcasting institutions 

through an involvement in a paradigm shift in consumerism? 
6A) Financial obstacles as advertisement partners would turn their back on the channel 
6B) Political obstacles as the German government is not in favour of sustainable or even reduced 
consumption 
6C) The audience would refuse the topic and the channel in turn 
6D) Pressure from other interest groups like lobbyism 
6E) Accusation of journalistic prejudice 
6F) There are no obstacles that might hinder an involvement 
 
 
7) Which ways do the experts see that can increase the presence of the topic “sustaina-

ble consumption” or even “reduced consumption” on the media agenda? 
7A) Increasing relevance / newsworthiness 
7B) Commitment of the channel / show to facilitate the issue 
7C) Requests from the wider audience to increasingly cover the topic 
7D) Political involvement / decision making 
 
 
8) Did something change about the argumentation of German public service broadcast-
ing considering consumerism over the last couple of years? 
8A) The coverage has been intensified 
8B) The focus has been decreased 
8C) Nothing changed, the focus remains stable  
 
 
9) Which problems might occur operationally by reporting about contemporary consum-
erism and its failures? 
9A) Complexity of the topic hampers an adequate coverage 
9B) Changing consumerism must only be considered part of a complex solution 
9C) Intangible consequences of private consumption for Western societies 
9D) Misunderstandings about reducing consumption on the part of the socially disadvantaged 
audience group 
9E) Report in a cautionary way 
 
 
10) Where are the limits of the involvement of German public service broadcasters? 
10A) Instructing / dictating the audience a change 
10B) The society / audience has to have the necessary willingness to discuss the issue 
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Interview

Paragraph$

number$in$$

Text

Text(or(Paraphrase Summarizing(Code Refinement

1 2
Public$service$broadcasting$in$particular$has$to$provide$an$encompassing$overview$about$the$international,$European,$national$and$

regional$occurrences$in$all$relevant$areas$of$life$with$its$product$portfolio.

1A)$Surveillance$of$the$sociopolitical$environment$to$identify$potential$

threats$and$opportunities

Stress$of$journalistic$norms$that$have$to$be$applied$in$

this$context

1 12 A$public$service$channel$is$a$medium$that$depicts$the$reality$according$to$journalistic$criteria.
1A)$Surveillance$of$the$sociopolitical$environment$to$identify$potential$

threats$and$opportunities

Stress$of$journalistic$norms$that$have$to$be$applied$in$

this$context

3 4
[...]$the$assigned$programme$is$first$of$all$supposed$to$be$fulfilled$by$sound$information$and$a$sophisticated$portraiture$of$the$public$

debate$[...]

1A)$Surveillance$of$the$sociopolitical$environment$to$identify$potential$

threats$and$opportunities

3 13
This$implies$to$depict$relevant,$current$societal$debates$and$illustrate$perspectives$for$the$future.$In$this$sense$it$is$part$of$the$mandate,$

that$3sat$also$depicts$the$debate$concerning$sustainable$consumption.

1A)$Surveillance$of$the$sociopolitical$environment$to$identify$potential$

threats$and$opportunities

4 2

Whenever$consumption$patterns$reduce,$change,$influence$the$evolvement$of$the$individual,$and$I$specifically$consider$the$

environmental$aspect$here,$in$this$case$I$think$we$do$have$a$role.$Or$when$consumers$have$to$be$protected$from$wrong$products,$tricks$

of$the$producer$/$seller$or$a$poor$relation$of$price$and$outcome$and$similiar$things,$then$we$also$have$a$role$in$this$case.

1A)$Surveillance$of$the$sociopolitical$environment$to$identify$potential$

threats$and$opportunities

4 3
We$do$not$have$the$function$[.$.$.]$to$state$targets$within$the$society,$but$we$have$to$address$issues.$We$also$have$to$address$sideO

topics,$hidden$ones,$that$are$important$[...]

1A)$Surveillance$of$the$sociopolitical$environment$to$identify$potential$

threats$and$opportunities
Especially$surveillance$of$niche$topics

4 20
But$it$is$our$function$to$address$a$topic,$also$if$it$is$an$issue$that$is$not$widely$put$focus$on,$that$is$not$mainstream.$Then$it$is$even$and$

particularly$our$function,$absolutely$clear.

1A)$Surveillance$of$the$sociopolitical$environment$to$identify$potential$

threats$and$opportunities
Especially$surveillance$of$niche$topics

4 52
It$is$my$task$to$pick$up$issues,$which$I$believe$are$relevant.$And$issues$that$are$relevant$according$to$testable$criteria,$because$they$

have$an$implication$for$many$people$for$example.

1A)$Surveillance$of$the$sociopolitical$environment$to$identify$potential$

threats$and$opportunities

Stress$of$journalistic$norms$that$have$to$be$applied$in$

this$context

2 4 “Tagesschau“$bears$a$great$responsibility.$The$show$has$to$inform$citizens$[...]$in$an$objective$manner. 1B)$Objective$reporting$on$current$issues

1 9 By$fulfilling$its$assigned$duty,$public$service$broadcasting$has$to$follow$the$principles$of$objectivity$and$impartiality$of$its$reporting$[...] 1B)$Objective$reporting$on$current$issues

3 28 The$prerequisite$stays:$the$coverage$is$wellOgrounded,$transparent$and$well$argued. 1B)$Objective$reporting$on$current$issues

4 35 [Price$is$not$the$leading$factor] 1C)$Ensure$variety$of$viewpoints

1 10
By$fulfilling$its$assigned$duty,$public$service$broadcasting$has$to$follow$the$principles$of$[...]$diversity$of$opinion$as$well$as$balance$of$its$

portfolio.
1C)$Ensure$variety$of$viewpoints

2 1 Central$aspects$are$the$variety$of$opinions$and$an$encompassing$offer$of$programmes. 1C)$Ensure$variety$of$viewpoints

3 2 As$a$public$service$broadcasting$channel,$the$assigned$programme$of$3sat$contributes$to$[...]$the$cultural$diversity$in$our$society. 1C)$Ensure$variety$of$viewpoints

3 5 [...]$and$diversity$of$opinion$in$the$Federal$Republic 1C)$Ensure$variety$of$viewpoints

1 1

Through$the$production$and$distribution$of$its$supplied$products$and$services$it$is$the$role$of$media$to$be$the$medium$and$multiplier$/$

facilitator$[1]$of$the$process$of$free,$individual$and$public$opinion$making.

Thus,$media$facilitates$the$fulfilment$of$a$society’s$democratic,$social$and$cultural$needs.

[1]$Please$note$that$the$translation$could$not$be$verified$in$this$aspect,$as$the$interview$partner$did$not$reply$to$the$follow$up$questions$given$below.

1D)$Help$society$to$clarify$its$objectives$and$manage$itself

3 20
No,$not$exactly.$Our$mission$statement$follows$the$idea$to$give$orientation$in$the$global$jungle$of$economics$and$depict$economic$

relationships.$Part$of$this$is$of$course$also$to$broach$the$issue$of$the$private$resource$usage.
1D)$Help$society$to$clarify$its$objectives$and$manage$itself

1 5 Their$offered$portfolio$is$supposed$to$serve[...]$advice$[...] 1D)$Help$society$to$clarify$its$objectives$and$manage$itself

4 4 [...]$but$we$can$not$dictate$people$how$they$have$to$behave.$That$is$difficult. 1D)$Help$society$to$clarify$its$objectives$and$manage$itself

4 18 [...]$but$more$in$the$manner$of$quality$instead$of$quantity,$advisory,$something$like$this. 1D)$Help$society$to$clarify$its$objectives$and$manage$itself

1 4 Their$offered$portfolio$is$supposed$to$serve$education,$information$[...] 1E)$Education$of$citizens:$summarizing$and$allocating$information

2 3 “Tagesschau“$bears$a$great$responsibility.$The$show$has$to$inform$citizens$comprehensively$[...] 1E)$Education$of$citizens:$summarizing$and$allocating$information

4 1
[...]$the$things$we$are$committed$to$according$to$the$“Staatsvertrag”$(“governmental$agreement”).$So,$it$is$important$to$us$to$inform$

independently,$to$educate$and$classify$the$relvant$issues$of$the$society.
1E)$Education$of$citizens:$summarizing$and$allocating$information

3 1 As$a$public$service$broadcasting$channel,$the$assigned$programme$of$3sat$contributes$to$information,$education$[...] 1E)$Education$of$citizens:$summarizing$and$allocating$information

4 16 This$is$somehow$not$our$task,$but$the$task$is$more$in$a$way$to$classify$things.$ 1E)$Education$of$citizens:$summarizing$and$allocating$information

4 25 [...]$but$here$I$would$really$say$that$it$is$[.$.$.]$the$education,$which$is$relevant 1E)$Education$of$citizens:$summarizing$and$allocating$information

4 38
But$we$say$that$you$should$know$about$where$the$stuff$comes$from$and$what$implies$our$consumerism$here$for$other$people$

somewhere$else.$You$simply$have$to$know$these$things$as$a$consumer$and$politically$interested$person.

1F)$Education$of$citizens:$incentives$for$citizens$to$learn,$choose$and$engage$

in$political$processes$

More$information$on$certain$issues$intensified$the$

audience's$willingness$to$engage$intensely$with$it

Data$Analysis$O$Expert$Interviews

1)$What$are$the$functions$of$public$service$broadcasting$in$a$democratic$society?
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4 40 Media$certainly$has$a$function$here$to$clarify$“Come$on,$maybe$it’s$worth$to$think$about$this$issue”.
1F)$Education$of$citizens:$incentives$for$citizens$to$learn,$choose$and$engage$

in$political$processes$

More$information$on$certain$issues$intensified$the$

audience's$willingness$to$engage$intensely$with$it

4 48 [...]$and$then$people$have$to$draw$individual$conclusions
1F)$Education$of$citizens:$incentives$for$citizens$to$learn,$choose$and$engage$

in$political$processes$
Engage$citizens$to$form$own$opinion$about$issues

4 53
And$those$have$to$be$illuminated$in$a$manner$that$as$many$people$as$possible$understand$them$and$are$able$to$form$their$own$opinion$

about$it.

1F)$Education$of$citizens:$incentives$for$citizens$to$learn,$choose$and$engage$

in$political$processes$
Engage$citizens$to$form$own$opinion$about$issues

4 30
Picking$up$these$relevant$topics$by$clarifying$the$background$and$thus$establishing$the$possibility$that$spectators$can$build$their$own$

opinion.$This$is$for$me$journalistically$an$important$aspect.

1F)$Education$of$citizens:$incentives$for$citizens$to$learn,$choose$and$engage$

in$political$processes$
Engage$citizens$to$form$own$opinion$about$issues

1 6 Their$offered$portfolio$is$supposed$to$serve[...]$entertainment. 1J)$Entertainment$/$amusement

1 7 In$particular,$they$have$to$offer$broadcasts$concerning$culture.$ 1J)$Entertainment$/$amusement

1 3
Thereby,$the$channels$are$supposed$to$foster$international$understanding,$European$integration$as$well$as$the$societal$solidarity$

among$the$German$federal$government$and$its$federal$states.$
1K)$Transmit$social$heritage$through$social$norms,$values$and$identities

3 3 3sat$is$as$a$public$service$medium$part$and$platform$of$the$public$value$discourse. 1K)$Transmit$social$heritage$through$social$norms,$values$and$identities

1 8 Also$amusement$should$comply$with$the$profile$of$a$public$service$good.$ 1K)$Transmit$social$heritage$through$social$norms,$values$and$identities

1 2 "Tagesschau"$is$by$far$the$most$watched$news$show$in$German$television. 1L)$Secure$a$huge$outreach$of$the$coverage

3 6 not$necessarily$by$an$instructional$position.$In$this$manner,$3sat$also$covers$and$discusses$issues$of$the$consumption$behaviour 2A)$Mover$of$change:$active$facilitator$of$the$public$discourse

3 24 These$relationships$are$difficult$to$transport,$but$have$to$be$displayed$by$the$channels.$ 2A)$Mover$of$change:$active$facilitator$of$the$public$discourse

1 11
Public$service$broadcasting$institutions$do$not$have$the$task$to$initiate$or$foster$a$debate$concerning$a$political$or$societal$issue$as$a$

matter$of$principle.$

2B)$Mirror$of$change:$passive$role$of$covering$issues$of$consumerism$when$

they$appear$relevant$for$society
No$role$as$initiating,$fostering,$enforcing$a$debate

2 5
A$news$show$cannot$initiate$or$enforce$a$debate.$However,$as$it$reports$all$newsworthy$issues,$it$may$also$report$about$a$debate$

concerning$consumption$patterns,$that$is$present$in$the$society$or$in$politics.

2B)$Mirror$of$change:$passive$role$of$covering$issues$of$consumerism$when$

they$appear$relevant$for$society
No$role$as$initiating,$fostering,$enforcing$a$debate

2 6
It$is$not$our$task$to$influence$a$paradigm$change$in$consumerism.$It$would$be$our$task$to$cover$the$topic$in$our$show,$as$soon$as$it$gets$

newsworthy.

2B)$Mirror$of$change:$passive$role$of$covering$issues$of$consumerism$when$

they$appear$relevant$for$society
Newsworthiness,$reporting$function

2 15

Information$concerning$grievances$of$consumption$and$possible$harms$of$course$$have$to$be$part$of$news$shows.$What$I$am$meaning$is$

that$it$is$not$the$task$of$news$shows$to$initiate$or$push$debates.$News$shows$such$as$“Tagesschau“$have$to$report$about$occurring$

debates$concerning$this$topic$selfOevidently.$

2B)$Mirror$of$change:$passive$role$of$covering$issues$of$consumerism$when$

they$appear$relevant$for$society
Newsworthiness,$reporting$function

2 13 As$we$are$only$the$mirror$of$political$and$societal$debates,$that$take$place$in$reality,$we$can$not$be$involved$actively.
2B)$Mirror$of$change:$passive$role$of$covering$issues$of$consumerism$when$

they$appear$relevant$for$society
Newsworthiness,$reporting$function

3 30 Media$has$a$reporting$function$here,$to$serve$as$a$medium$for$information$[...]
2B)$Mirror$of$change:$passive$role$of$covering$issues$of$consumerism$when$

they$appear$relevant$for$society
Newsworthiness,$reporting$function

3 32

I$would$like$to$make$a$difference$between$agenda$and$paradigm$change.$One$can$condition$the$other,$but$a$significant$paradigm$

change$is$not$only$a$response$to$a$media$or$political$agenda,$but$is$induced$more$complex,$e.g.$through$changed$conditions$of$life,$

working$or$consumption.

2C)$They$ascribe$themselves$a$role$but$limit$their$possibility$to$induce$

change

3 34
Therefore,$I$tried$to$differentiate$that$media$can$influence$the$public$/$political$/$…$agenda$but$this$would$not$lead$necessarily$to$a$

larger$paradigm$change$in$society.

2C)$They$ascribe$themselves$a$role$but$limit$their$possibility$to$induce$

change

4 10 Forming$an$opinion$about$it$has$to$be$done$by$the$audience$itself.
2C)$They$ascribe$themselves$a$role$but$limit$their$possibility$to$induce$

change

1 13 It$is$not$the$task$of$a$public$service$broadcaster$to$influence$a$society$towards$a$political$or$societal$direction.
2D)$They$do$not$consider$it$as$their$task$to$have$a$role$in$societal$change$

processes

2 9 Not$we$as$a$news$show.
2D)$They$do$not$consider$it$as$their$task$to$have$a$role$in$societal$change$

processes

Compare$to$more$general$answer$before:$He$stated$to$

have$a$passive$role

2 16

I$indeed$evaluate$this$as$a$task$of$the$public$service$broadcasters$–$with$the$reasonably$impartiality$and$fairness$of$the$coverage.$

Manifold$“pipes“$are$available:$To$start$with$consumer$magazines$(“Markt”,$“WISO”,$“Plusminus”,$“Ratgeber”),$also$news$magazines$

(“Tagesthemen”,$“Nachtmagazin”,$“heuteOjournal”,$“heute$nacht”)$and$finally$“more$diverse”$magazine$formats$such$as$

“Mittagsmagazin”.

2F)$The$interviewed$show$considers$others$shows$of$the$channel$to$be$an$

active$facilitator

2)$Which$role$do$the$interviewed$public$service$broadcasting$institutions$ascribe$themselves$in$the$paradigm$shift$towards$sustainable$consumption,$claimed$by$“heterodox$economics”?
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3 7 Through$information,$diversity$of$opinion$[...]
3B)$Coverage$of$relationships$and$backgrounds$that$concern$consumerism$

issues$when$newsworthy$topics$come$up

3 9
A$channel$such$as$3sat$can$covers$facts$or$findings$in$magazines,$discussion$formats$or$documentaries$(e.g.$consequences$for$the$

environment)$[...]

3B)$Coverage$of$relationships$and$backgrounds$that$concern$consumerism$

issues$when$newsworthy$topics$come$up

Specific$tool$of$consumer$magazines$and$

documentaries

3 15

Magazines$such$as$“Konsumhunger$weltweit”$(“Consumption$hunger$worldwide”),$“Globaler$Handelskrieg”$(“Global$trade$war”)$or$

shows$about$the$emerging$nations$illuminate$the$relations$between$consumption,$ressource$usage$and$–distribution.$Documentarties$

like$“Nähen$bis$zum$Umfallen”$(“Sewing$until$collapsing”)$and$“Die$Preislüge”$(“The$price$lie”)$show$the$true$production$circumstances$

and$$costs$of$our$textiles.

3B)$Coverage$of$relationships$and$backgrounds$that$concern$consumerism$

issues$when$newsworthy$topics$come$up

Specific$tool$of$consumer$magazines$and$

documentaries

4 9 [...]$but$we$want$to$display$developments,$causes$and$effects$and$make$relationships$transparent.$
3B)$Coverage$of$relationships$and$backgrounds$that$concern$consumerism$

issues$when$newsworthy$topics$come$up

Importance$of$displaying$cause$and$effect$relationships$

as$well$as$consequences$of$consumerism$

4 7 We$certainly$have$the$possibility$of$news$coverage,$this$is$the$critical$instrument.$
3B)$Coverage$of$relationships$and$backgrounds$that$concern$consumerism$

issues$when$newsworthy$topics$come$up

4 11
But$picking$up$important$topics$that$have$a$societal$relevance$by$saying$“These$are$the$relationships,$[...]$this$is$how$it$looks$like,$the$

result$of$this$is$that,$these$are$the$consequences.”$All$this$is$our$task.

3B)$Coverage$of$relationships$and$backgrounds$that$concern$consumerism$

issues$when$newsworthy$topics$come$up

Importance$of$displaying$cause$and$effect$relationships$

as$well$as$consequences$of$consumerism$

4 47
[...]$$but$–and$this$is$my$very$own$opinionO$I$believe$it$is$stronger,$journalistically$stronger$at$least,$to$illuminate$the$background$of$the$

normal$daily$life

3B)$Coverage$of$relationships$and$backgrounds$that$concern$consumerism$

issues$when$newsworthy$topics$come$up

Importance$of$displaying$cause$and$effect$relationships$

as$well$as$consequences$of$consumerism;

suggestion$to$connect$discussion$with$daily$life

4 23 [...]$depict$background$information$and$show$the$consequences.
3B)$Coverage$of$relationships$and$backgrounds$that$concern$consumerism$

issues$when$newsworthy$topics$come$up

Importance$of$displaying$cause$and$effect$relationships$

as$well$as$consequences$of$consumerism$

2 7
[...]$an$editorial$department$as$ours,$would$not$try$to$influence$such$a$debate.$But$we$would$try$to$depict$societal$changes$and$debates$

about$changes$in$our$show.
3C)$Reporting$about$the$debate$about$consumerism

2 11
[...]$by$informing$comprehensively$and$impartially$about$the$topic$and$by$constantly$reporting$about$the$ongoing$and$increasingly$

evolving$debate.
3C)$Reporting$about$the$debate$about$consumerism

3 10 [...]$present$and$compare$positions$and$opinions$(e.g.$consumption$critics$or$economists) 3C)$Reporting$about$the$debate$about$consumerism
3 17 And$we$will$discuss$the$question$with$economists,$if$a$renunciation$of$consumption$endangers$our$economy,$as$often$claimed. 3C)$Reporting$about$the$debate$about$consumerism
3 8 Through$[...]$$the$illustration$of$alternatives 3D)$Displaying$alternatives$to$contemporary$consumption

3 16
In$June$we$will$realize$a$magazineOshow$called$“KonsumO$Nein,$Danke!”$(“Consumption$–$No,$Thank$you!”).$Thereby,$we$will$present$

people,$who$do$not$evaluate$consumption$as$that$important$any$more,$because$e.g.$time$autonomy$or$even$a$life$with$less$stuff$makes$

them$more$happy$than$pure$possession.$

3D)$Displaying$alternatives$to$contemporary$consumption

3 11 [...]$depict$alternatives$(e.g.$film$portraits$of$dropouts$or$alternative$projects).$[...] 3D)$Displaying$alternatives$to$contemporary$consumption
4 12 But$picking$up$important$topics$that$have$a$societal$relevance$by$saying$“$[...]$these$are$the$guilty$parties$[...]" 3E)$Demand$accountability$from$power$holders
4 22 name$the$responsible$people 3E)$Demand$accountability$from$power$holders
3 18 After$the$show$our$audience$can$chat$with$our$studio$guest/s,$which$is$typically$very$actively$used$as$a$discussion$forum. 3F)$Provide$a$platform$for$dialogue$between$power$holders$and$audience
3 31 [...]$a$platform$for$discussion. 3F)$Provide$a$platform$for$dialogue$between$power$holders$and$audience
4 51 And$of$course,$it$can$be$stated$clearly$which$feelings$the$author$had$or$which$cognition$he$gained. 3H)$Stylistic$means$to$facilitate$emotional$connection$to$the$issue

3 12
Not$at$least,$the$tools$of$television$(picture,$audio,$cut)$offer$the$chance$to$enable$emotional$access$to$these$subject$areas,$which$

facilitates$the$understanding$of$complex$relations.
3H)$Stylistic$means$to$facilitate$emotional$connection$to$the$issue

4 49 Of$course,$our$films$have$an$attitude,$that$is$not$what$it$is$about. 3H)$Stylistic$means$to$facilitate$emotional$connection$to$the$issue

1 15 As$the$ZDF$does$not$intend$to$do$so,$the$channel$does$not$apply$any$respective$instruments$or$concrete$tools. 3I)$No$tool$or$ways

3)$Which$tools$or$ways$does$German$public$service$broadcasting$consider$having$to$facilitate$a$public$discourse$about$consumerism?
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3 14 We$have$depicted$the$developments$in$the$area$of$consumerism$and$worldwide$trade$in$various$shows$of$“Makro“.
4A)$Public$service$broadcasting$/$the$respective$show$does$actively$influence$

a$debate

4 27 Well,$I$want$to$clarify$that$I$do$not$evaluate$us$as$having$a$passive$role.$It$is$not$about$waiting$what$others$will$do.$
4A)$Public$service$broadcasting$/$the$respective$show$does$actively$influence$

a$debate
Compare$answer$below:$passive$influence

4 14
Well$yes,$we$are$doing$it$the$way$I$have$described$it.$So,$we$are$practicing$it$this$way$for$example$[.$.$.]$in$the$environmental$field.$[.$.$.]$

Considering$the$environment,$we$are$doing$a$lot$here,$but$also$in$social$issues.$[.$.$.]

4B)$Public$service$broadcasting$/$the$respective$show$does$passively$

influence$a$debate
Compare$answer$above:$active$influence

4 15

If$you$write$“Reduction$of$the$overall$amount$of$consumption”$I$have$to$say$that$we$are$focussing$only$rarely$on$this$aspect.$Maybe$

more$considering$things$like$saving$fuel,$what$kind$of$tricks$and$possibilities$do$exists$there,$what$kind$of$technical$alternatives$are$

available.$Also$in$the$context$of$what$kind$of$unnecessary$products$do$exist$such$as$gadgets$that$increase$the$price$in$the$area$of$

automobiles$unnecessarly.$But$not$so$to$say$from$an$ideological$perspective$like$“We$want$you$to$generally$consume$less”.

4B)$Public$service$broadcasting$/$the$respective$show$does$passively$

influence$a$debate

4 17
The$same$accounts$for$the$aspect$decoupling$of$materialism$and$consumption,$which$you$have$described$in$the$third$question.$Here$I$

would$have$said$too$yes$[...]

4B)$Public$service$broadcasting$/$the$respective$show$does$passively$

influence$a$debate

2 8 Definitely$not$our$editorial$department.$
4C)$Public$service$broadcasting$/$the$respective$show$does$not$influence$a$

debate

1 14 All$results$of$media$effect$studies$show,$that$a$society$does$not$respond$to$such$an$influence.
5C)$The$institutions$have$influence$on$the$media$agenda$but$not$on$the$

public$agenda$or$policy$agenda

2 12 They$will$therefore$make$a$contribution$that$citizens$give$thought$about$a$paradigm$change.
5D)$The$institutions$may$encourage$people$to$start$thinking$about$the$issues$

of$consumerism

3 19 It$is$our$task$to$create$a$basis$for$an$own$opinion,$position$and$a$selfOdetermined,$aware$acting$through$sound$information.$
5D)$The$institutions$may$encourage$people$to$start$thinking$about$the$issues$

of$consumerism

3 26 If$“Makro“$would$position$itself$with$a$strong$opinion$and$invite$for$a$debate,$this$would$always$have$a$polarizing$moment.$ 6C)$The$audience$would$refuse$the$topic$and$the$channel$in$turn

3 27
Especially$because$economics$is$embossed$by$strong$schools$of$thought,$that$partly$diametrically$are$in$opposition$to$each$other.$

Therefore,$you$are$always$exposed$to$the$accusation$of$concentrating$too$much$to$one$specific$position$or$school$of$thought.$[...]
6E)$Accusation$of$journalistic$prejudice

4 5
So,$it$has$something$to$do$with$independence.$And$our$independence$also$implies$[.$.$.]$that$we$can$not$be$associated$with$anything,$

also$not$with$a$good$cause.$
6E)$Accusation$of$journalistic$prejudice

4 8 We$do$not$want$to$influence$[...] 6E)$Accusation$of$journalistic$prejudice

4 36 [journalistic$independence] 6E)$Accusation$of$journalistic$prejudice

2 10
I$can$not$see$any$obstacles$for$the$public$service$broadcasters$in$general.$Of$course,$not$with$the$intention$to$initiate$a$paradigm$shift$

[...]
6F)$There$are$no$obstacles$that$might$hinder$an$involvement

2 14

You$have$to$put$the$issue$on$the$agenda!$Congresses,$events,$experts$who$declare$their$opinion$loudly$in$public$–$all$this$would$ensure$

that$a$topic$will$become$tangible$in$the$public$and$initiate$or$strenghten$a$debate$about$it.$And$thus$it$will$be$a$topic$for$media$–$also$

for$news$shows.

7A)$Increasing$relevance$/$newsworthiness
Examples$of$concrete$issues$that$would$increase$the$

relevance

4 21 If$we$recognize$the$meaning$for$many$people,$then$it$is$our$task.$Then$it$is$our$task$to$address$the$topic,$clarify$the$development 7A)$Increasing$relevance$/$newsworthiness

4 29 Instead$topics$simply$have$to$reach$the$relevance$criteria$and$this$certainly$is$the$case$with$consumption. 7A)$Increasing$relevance$/$newsworthiness

4 33 [Relevance$as$the$most$important$argument$for$a$coverage]. 7A)$Increasing$relevance$/$newsworthiness

4 34
And$relevance$implies$that$the$covered$problem$either$has$a$crucial,$existential$meaning$for$a$few$people$or$a$less$impactful$meaning$

but$then$for$many$people.$[.$.$.]$And$of$course,$an$impactful$meaning$for$many$people$automatically$leads$to$relevance.$[.$.$.]
7A)$Increasing$relevance$/$newsworthiness

4 42 It$has$to$develop$a$worthiness$of$being$discussed$and$it$has$to$meet$an$interest$in$the$society. 7A)$Increasing$relevance$/$newsworthiness

6)$Which$consequences$might$face$the$German$public$service$broadcasting$institutions$through$an$involvement$in$a$paradigm$shift$in$consumerism?

7)$Which$ways$do$the$experts$see$that$can$increase$the$presence$of$the$topic$“sustainable$consumption”$or$even$“reduced$consumption”$on$the$media$agenda?

5)$Has$German$public$service$broadcasting$the$ability$and$thus$power$to$facilitate$a$paradigm$shift$in$consumerism$as$claimed$by$“heterodox$economics”?

4)$Does$German$public$service$broadcasting$currently$influence$a$public$debate$concerning$critical$consumerism?
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4 45
Well,$that$is$what$I$mean$with$picking$up$the$background.$[.$.$.]$These$are$specific$aspects$where$it$becomes$clear,$that$it$develops$a$
worthiness$of$being$discussed,$which$is$what$is$suddenly$very$precisely$connected$with$the$daily$life$of$people.$[.$.$.]

7A)$Increasing$relevance$/$newsworthiness
Examples$of$concrete$issues$that$would$increase$the$
relevance

4 39
Well,$I$have$the$impressionO$I$am$not$totally$sureO$that$the$topic$is$still$discussed$in$elitist$circles$only.$And$if$someone$is$interested$in$
increasing$the$awareness,$the$topic$has$to$leave$those$elitist$circles$of$course.

7C)$Requests$from$the$wider$audience$to$increasingly$cover$the$topic

4 43 Only$then$something$can$leave$these$elitist$circles,$that$proselytise$each$other,$although$they$are$convinced$already. 7C)$Requests$from$the$wider$audience$to$increasingly$cover$the$topic

4 44

Well,$I$do$not$have$the$impression$that$the$wider$mass$of$the$public$really$thinks$about$if$the$amount$of$their$consumption$is$actually$
right.$And$if$this$is$really$proper$for$the$future$of$this$planet$considering$a$wider$perspective.$I$think$this$already$exists$in$the$field$of$the$
environment$and$that$it$increasingly$exists$in$the$area$of$food.$But$if$I$understood$you$correctly,$you$more$consider$a$metaOlevel,$a$
more$fundamental$theoretical$discourse$level.$And$on$this$level$I$think$it$is$rather$an$intellectual$discussion.$[.$.$.]

7C)$Requests$from$the$wider$audience$to$increasingly$cover$the$topic

3 21
“Makro”$reflects$of$course$Osince$the$financial$crisisO$an$overall$significantly$more$critical$view$of$the$public$on$economic$enterprises$
and$economic$developments.

8A)$The$coverage$has$been$intensified

4 32 Actually$not$consciously.$[...]$But$I$have$not$recognized$a$relocation$or$change$in$the$argumentation$line$over$the$last$five$or$six$years. 8C)$Nothing$changed,$the$focus$remains$stable$

3 22
The$public$service$broadcasters$have$to$depict$the$complexity$of$the$topic$and$may$not$focus$on$one$side$of$the$opinion$only.$It$is$our$
journalistic$challenge$to$also$publish$uncomfortable$truths$and$to$depict$complex$relationships$not$too$simplified.

9A)$Complexity$of$the$topic$hampers$an$adequate$coverage

3 23 Not$all$ecological$or$global$problems$can$be$solved$through$a$renunciation$of$private$consumption.$$
9B)$Changing$consumerism$must$only$be$considered$part$of$a$complex$
solution

3 25
Thereby$it$is$relevant$to$attract$the$audiences’$interest$e.g.$also$for$the$consequences$of$our$consumption$behaviour$outside$of$
Germany.$

9C)$Intangible$consequences$of$private$consumption$for$Western$societies

3 29
Rethinking$can$only$be$initiated$in$society$as$a$whole.$$[.$.$.]$$The$discussion$about$it$has$to$be$conducted$in$all$societal$institutions$and$
cannot$be$allocated$to$a$single$person$or$politics$only.$Here$also$educational$institutions,$associations$and$other$interest$groups$have$to$
be$included.

9B)$Changing$consumerism$must$only$be$considered$part$of$a$complex$
solution

3 33
For$instance$the$voluntary$renunciation$from$consumption$is$maybe$more$often$discussed$in$media$and$in$public$in$comparison$to$the$
past,$however$for$a$“Hartz$4Ofamily”$this$topic$is$still$far$from$lifeOreality$and$will$most$certainly$not$induce$a$paradigm$change.

9D)$Misunderstandings$about$reducing$consumption$on$the$part$of$the$
socially$disadvantaged$audience$group

4 6 Exactly,$but$we$would$not$dictate$how$people$should$consume$in$which$way$in$an$ideological$manner.$ 10A)$Instructing$/$dictating$the$audience$a$change

4 13
But$saying$“You$are$therefore$not$allowed$to$do$this$and$that”$or$“You$should$do$it$like$this$or$that”$–$Here$it$is$getting$difficult,$I$think$
this$is$not$our$task$any$more.

10A)$Instructing$/$dictating$the$audience$a$change

4 19 Yes,$that$is$true,$but$it$is$not$our$task$to$dictate$the$society$the$direction$of$its$delvelopment,$I$think. 10A)$Instructing$/$dictating$the$audience$a$change
4 24 But$it$is$not$our$task$to$demonstrate$a$society$what$it$is$supposed$to$do$with$it$after$all$[...] 10A)$Instructing$/$dictating$the$audience$a$change
4 26 Not$the$dictation$what$a$consequence$of$action$is$required$[.$.$.]. 10A)$Instructing$/$dictating$the$audience$a$change
4 28 But$it$does$not$work$to$smart$alecly$dictate$the$society$things$that$we$think$are$true. 10A)$Instructing$/$dictating$the$audience$a$change
4 31 [...]$Debating$yes,$proselytising$no. 10A)$Instructing$/$dictating$the$audience$a$change
4 37 We$attend$to$those$topics,$but$we$do$not$dictate$“You$are$not$allowed$to$buy$mobile$phones$any$more”.$ 10A)$Instructing$/$dictating$the$audience$a$change

4 46
I$believe$that$it$is$difficult$to$argue$[.$.$.]$top$down$by$considering$a$truth$that$is$morally$identified$and$then$conclude$an$imperative$for$
action.$This$is$according$to$my$view$difficult$and$I$do$not$believe$that$[.$.$.]$it$is$right$either$[...]

10A)$Instructing$/$dictating$the$audience$a$change

4 50 But$I$think$that$we$should$not$dictate$people$[.$.$.]$what$they$have$to$think.$ 10A)$Instructing$/$dictating$the$audience$a$change

4 41 But$then$the$society$has$to$have$the$will.
10B)$The$society$/$audience$has$to$have$the$necessary$willingness$to$discuss$
the$issue

8)$Did$something$change$about$the$argumentation$of$German$public$service$broadcasting$considering$consumerism$over$the$last$couple$of$years?

9)$Which$problems$might$occur$operationally$by$reporting$about$contemporary$consumerism$and$its$failures?

10)$Where$are$the$limits$of$the$involvement$of$German$public$service$broadcasters?


